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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Innovation and technological progress are an integral part of human nature and economic

development. The invention of the wheel, irrigation systems, and the compass has had

tremendous impact on human life and society. Significant improvements of the loom and

the introduction of the steam engine marked the beginning of industrialization, introducing

factory production as a dominant way of organizing work and contributing to the

urbanization of society 1. Other inventions, such as the harvesting machine, the electrical

power generator, or the light bulb are significant landmarks in the structuring of man's

search for new technological advances'. In those and many other cases, invention became

the starting point for the development of large industrial firms",

In Sweden, a number of revolutionary inventions were instrumental in transforming

the raw material based economy, and promoted the subsequent development of an unusual

number of large industrial firms", Inventions such as the three-phase electrical current

(J. Wenstrom), the lighthouse (G. Dalen), the spheric ball bearing (S. Wingquist), or

absorption refrigeration (B. von Platen and C. Munters) have produced firms like ASEA,

AGA, SKF, and Electrolux'. Other inventions, such as the safety match and match

manufacturing machinery (A. Lagerman), electric arc welding (0. Kjellberg), and the

adjustable wrench (J.P. Johansson) figure prominently in Sweden's technological history,

creating the firms Swedish Match, ESAB and Bahco. In many cases, inventions were

1 The mechanized loom was patented by John Kay in 1733, and was followed by Cartwright's power loom
in the 1780s. In spinning machinery, significant developments were associated with Hargreave's spinning jenny
and Arkwright's waterframe in 1765-1768, and Crompton's mule in 1774-1779 (an unsuccessful spinning
machine had been introduced by Lewis Paul in 1738). Thomas Newcomen and Thomas Savery introduced an
experimental steam engine in 1712. The ideas behind Watt's steam engine were conceived in 1765 and it was
patented in two stages, in 1769 and 1781 (Heckscher, 1953; Scherer, 1984).

2 Cyrus McCormick (1831, patented 1834), Werner von Siemens (1867), and Thomas Edison (1879).

3 For example, the merger between Thomson-Houston and Edison Electric created General Electric in 1892.

4 Heckscher (1932) and Gustavson (1986).

5 The three-phase system was patented in 1890, development of the lighthouse technology started in 1905
and the absorption refrigerator was patented in 1925.



significant improvements of ideas that had been picked up elsewhere. This was

particularly the case with the separator (G. de Laval) and the telephone and telephone

switches (L.M. Ericsson), which became the fundaments of Alfa Laval and Ericsson".

Industrial Research and Development and the Emergence of the Multinational Firm

With industrialization and the emergence of specialized research and development

departments in the major industrial firms", the pace and magnitude of innovation and

search for new technology was further enhanced. Although private inventors continued

to produce a high proportion of all revolutionary inventions, there was to be a continuous

shift of innovative activity from the individual inventor to the large industrial firms,

especially in the chemical and electrical industries. When specialized research and

development departments emerged, the link between scientific work and industrial

technology became stronger and more systematic than ever before",

As the size of national markets soon became a restriction on growth among the large

industrial firms, efforts to exploit innovations and sell in international markets gave birth

to the multinational firm. In many instances, significant inventions such as those listed

above were instrumental in the internationalization process, and there has remained an

intimate relationship between research and development expenditure and multinationality.

Increasing research and development expenditure enhances multinationality, and

multinationality in itself appears to enhance research and development efforts",

There are several aspects of the multinational firm that make it particularly interesting

in the context of innovation and technological progress. First of all, it has become an

important supplier and disseminator of the world's technology, particularly to be found

6 Other important Swedish inventions were the dynamite (A. Nobel, 1860s), measuring pieces (C.E.
Johansson, 1904), and steam turbines (B. and F. Ljungstrom, early 1900s).

7 An in-between form of systematic scientific work can be found in the private research laboratories set up
by individual inventors, such as Edison's Menlo Park laboratory, or the multi-purpose laboratory set up by
Gustaf de Laval, one of the founders of Alfa Laval.

8 This development was identified by Schumpeter (1942) and is discussed by Freeman (1982).

9 Caves (1982).

2



in areas of industrial activity characterized by high research and development

expenditure10• In a small country like Sweden, a very significant proportion of important

innovations and research and development is accounted for by a limited number of

multinational firms 11•

Second, the multinational firm, through its growing network of foreign subsidiaries,

has enlarged the geographical scope of the search for new technological advancements.

In most cases, significant technological capabilities have provided the basis for the firms'

international expansion and the establishment of international networks of sales and

manufacturing subsidiaries. Over time, these foreign units have acquired the capabilities

to carry out their own research and development operations, and developed closer contact

with local technological advancements and business opportunities. Therefore, it is not

unreasonable to believe that the multinational firm has developed an unprecedented

potential of assimilating and combining technologies on an international scale".

Still, the question of how the multinational firm de facto assimilates technology on an

international scale is subject to a fair amount of controversy. Some would argue that the

maturing of the multinational firm has finally allowed it to overcome the mental and

administrative hurdles to assimilating technology developed in foreign subsidiaries, and

that the internationalization of technological activity has broken the last remaining ties

with the country of origin. Others have suggested that this transformation is yet to take

place on a broader scale, and that the multinational firm has not yet become accustomed

to routinely searching for new technology outside its country of origin. This view

emphasizes the continued importance of local industrial environments and the home

country for the multinational's creation of new technology. Essentially, evidence on the

issue is scarce, and the debate over the true nature of the multinational firm has

continued.

10 Dunning (1988a).

11 Dahmen (1950), Wallmark & McQueen (1986), Swedenborg (1979), Hakanson (1980, 1989), and
HAkanson & Nobel (1993a).

12 The gradual penetration of local networks of firms and other types of organizations is described in
network theory, applied in its international context by e.g. Johanson & Mattsson (1988), Forsgren & Johanson
(1992), Holm (1994), and Holm, Johanson & Thilenius (1995, forthcoming).

3



The Research Problem

The present study is based on the assumption that the creation of new technology is of

vital importance for corporate survival and growth. Just as technological capabilities once

provided the starting point for international expansion, they are expected to remain of

fundamental importance for the well established multinational firm. As time and

competition erode the value of established capabilities, the continuous development of

new technology lies at the very heart of multinationals and other firms alike.

The study focuses on one particular aspect of sustaining corporate growth and

competitiveness: the extent to which the multinational firm has made use of its increased

opportunities to assimilate and develop new technology on an international scale.

Essentially, the question of how the multinational has responded to these opportunities

translates into the question of how its nature has changed over time. In particular, the

degree to which the search for new technology has extended into foreign markets is

expected to influence organizational requirements. If relatively simple routines for

assimilating and refining technology at one central location are replaced by more complex

ones, involving both the international creation and sharing of new technology, the nature

of the multinational firm will change13 •

Research Objective and Research Questions

The objective of the present study is to provide new insights into innovation and

technological change in the multinational firm. In particular, the ambition is to illustrate

how the multinational firm over the past century has gone about renewing its technology

on an international scale. The findings are intended to resolve some of the issues

surrounding the ability of the multinational firm to assimilate and develop new technology

through international operations.

13 Using the metaphor of a hunting tribe, the multinational firm has gained an alternative to hunting in
nearby and well-know areas and can extend its hunting operations into more distant but less explored areas.
Hunting in more distant areas might give access to new kinds of prey and improve the chances of survival of
the tribe. At the same time, hunting in a more unfamiliar environment might lead to a less effective hunt and
require new organization of the hunting team and tribe.

4



The study investigates the evolution of technological activity in a sample of 31 Swedish

multinational firms over the period 1890-1990. Using their patents granted in the U.S.

as an indicator of technological activity, it provides a longitudinal analysis of how the

firms have gone about renewing their technology in international markets. One important

feature of patents granted in the U.S. is that the patent records reveal where the research

and development underlying each invention was carried out. Thus, for every U.S. patent

registered under the name of any of the sample firms, it is known if the patent originated

in e.g. France, Germany, Italy, the U.K., the U.S., or any other country. The patent

records also reveal the technological classes and sub-classes to which individual patents

have been assigned, making it possible to identify the characteristics of each underlying

invention.

To illustrate how the multinational firm renews its technology on an international scale,

the first research question concerns how much of their technological activity the sample

firms have carried out in foreign countries. The investigation identifies how the share of

foreign technological activity has evolved over the past century, and how the geographical

location of foreign technological activity has shifted over time.

The second research question concerns the profile of foreign technological activity and

the extent to which the sample firms have used their foreign activity to gain access to new

fields of technology. One part of the investigation looks at whether the profile of the

firms' foreign technological activity is similar to the profile of their technological activity

at home. A second part looks more closely at typical patterns in the creation and

international transfer of new technologies, identifying when and where new technologies

emerge and how they are subsequently transferred to other units in the multinational firm.

Additional analyses examine the extent to which the sample firms have established foreign

technological activity in those fields of technology where the host countries display

particular technological strengths. This investigation examines the extent to which foreign

technological activity has corresponded to the profiles of host country technological

activity.
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Research Approach

The study is essentially descriptive, although several of the analyses are used to examine

propositions or hypotheses that have been put forward in previous research.

Some of the investigations are based on descriptive statistics, such as those relating to

the evolution of the amount of foreign technological activity. These results are used to

examine propositions about the globalization or non-globalization of technological activity

in multinational firms. Other investigations are based on statistical tests, for example

those relating to the correspondence between the profile of foreign technological activity

and the profile of the firms' technological activity at home. Non-parametric tests are

employed to identify typical patterns in the creation and international transfer of new

technologies. To some extent, these analyses come close to hypothesis testing, as various

traditions of research have proposed different hypotheses about the expected relationships.

The research is generally carried out at two levels of analysis. Analyses of the total

sample of firms indicate the overall evolution and profile of foreign technological activity,

while complementary analyses at the firm level supply additional information on how

individual firms might differ from the overall pattern. One of the empirical chapters looks

specifically at the evolution of one of the sample firms, Alfa Laval AB, revealing some

in-depth aspects of the nature of technological change in the multinational firm. The

mixture of methodologies is similar to the use of triangulation 14, although one important

difference is that patenting data remain the main source of information throughout the

study.

Expected Contributions to Research

The empirical investigations provide evidence on how Swedish multinational firms have

made use of foreign technological activity to renew their technology and technological

capabilities. The collected data provide a unique historical perspective on what is known

about the evolution of foreign technological activity in multinational firms.

14 lick (1979).
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The empirical investigation is also intended to provide new information about the

firm's ability to renew itself in an international context. The findings illustrate how much

of technological renewal has originated from operations at home and in foreign countries,

and the extent to which foreign technological activity has been instrumental in initiating

technological change. The results also indicate how the preconditions for international

integration and combination of technology have developed over time. Together, these

findings contribute to theory on the nature of the multinational firm.

Delimitations

The study focuses on large Swedish multinational firms15, which provide a particularly

useful object for longitudinal studies of technological activity in an international context.

Because of a limited home market, many of the sample firms were already exploiting

major innovations internationally at the beginning of this century, and rapidly established

extensive networks of foreign sales and manufacturing subsidiaries. Their long-time

presence in foreign markets should have allowed them to come in close contact with local

innovation and supported their search for new technological advancements worldwide.

Also, most Swedish multinational firms are active in mature industries, and the relatively

slow pace of structural change should have allowed the firms to elaborate on the preferred

way of generating new technology. If foreign technological activity has come to

contribute significantly to the technological renewal of the multinational firm, Swedish

firms should be among the first to experience this development.

The selection of the time period 1890-1990 was based on the wish to account for as

much as possible of the technological history of the sample firms. Although information

about their technological activities is more scarce for historical periods, it was judged

important to examine if current trends in technological activity might also have been

15 Although some of the sample firms have at times been partly or majority owned by foreign interests, and
some firms have established headquarters outside Sweden, the term "Swedish" generally denotes the legal
domicile of the firm. The term "multinational" firm is used to characterize firms that have substantial foreign
commitments and/or pursue an integrated managerial strategy towards their foreign and domestic operations
(Dunning, 1992a). The attribute "large" should be interpreted in the Swedish context (for a summary of size
and other characteristics of the sample firms, see Chapter 4).
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historically present. A second consideration was that technological change is a long-term

process"; whereby an examination of shorter periods of time would not reveal any

significant levels of change in the operations of the sample firms.

In a strict sense, the study deals with technology and technological change in a non

random sample of major Swedish multinational firms. The results are therefore not

immediately applicable to other Swedish multinational firms or multinational firms of

other national origin". Being early and devoted internationalizers, Swedish multinational

firms should nevertheless provide useful information about trends in foreign technological

activity which are or will become important in other multinational firms around the

world.

Other delimitations relate to the nature of the collected data and to the interpretation

of the empirical results. One limitation is associated with the use of patents as an

indicator of technological activity (this issue is discussed in Chapter 5). The study does

not cover all forms of technological work in the selected sample of firms, such as

incremental improvement of products and production processes, or installation and

service. It can, however, be expected to provide reliable information about the output of

new technology and the development of the most important fields of technology.

Finally, results of the study indicate how Swedish multinational firms have gone about

renewing their technology, and how they have secured a stream of new products and

production processes to remain competitive. However, it is not possible to examine the

relationship between technological renewal and competitiveness. Even though

technological activities can be expected to provide information about the firms' level of

success, the relationship is not empirically tested in this study18•

16 Pavitt (1988a), Cantwell (1989, 1991a), and Archibugi & Pianta (1992a, 1992b).

17 Ferguson (1981) and Berk (1983).

18 In effect, there are only a limited number of studies that have addressed the relationship between patenting
and profitability (see Sanders, Rossman & Harris, 1958; Scherer, 1965a; Griliches, 1984a; Pakes, 1984, 1986;
Narin, Noma & Perry, 1987). The major difficulty in these studies is to specify the distinct contribution of
patenting as opposed to the contribution of the innovation, and also to control for other variables influencing
the profitability of the company.
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Central Concepts in the Study

Some of the most important concepts in the study have already been encountered. The

following section specifies the concepts of technology (including technological activity,

foreign technological activity, field of technology, and technological change), research

and development (including foreign research and development), and patents (including

patentability and the relationship between patenting and invention and innovation).

Technology

Technology is a multidimensional concept, and definitions range from physical products

and production processes to the knowledge and routines that underlie their introduction

or manufacturing19 • In this study, the concept of technology denotes physical products,

systems, and production processes rather than the knowledge and capabilities that have

produced them. This distinction is to some extent semantical, since the introduction of

new products, systems, and production processes also implies the development of new

knowledge and capabilities within the firm.

The term technological activity is used to cover those activities of the firm that are

aimed at generating new products, systems, and production processes. This study assumes

a particularly strong link between technological activity and the work taking place within

formal research and development departments. These departments are essential for

carrying out research and development, and are also the departments from which patent

applications normally originate. In reality, however, the process of generating new

knowledge and developing new products, systems, and production processes is dependent

on the interaction between many functions of the firm, including activities such as

purchasing, production, research and development, marketing, and service. To the extent

that those activities contribute to the generation of new knowledge, products, systems,

and production processes they are seen as part of the technological activity of the firm.

19 An in-depth discussion of various definitions of technology can be found in Zander (1991).
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The term foreign technological activity is used to cover activities aimed at developing

new products, systems, and production processes in firm units located outside Sweden.

By and large, the term can be used interchangeably with foreign research and

development, since the study assumes a particularly strong link between technological

activity and the work taking place within formal research and development departments.

The term field of technology refers to a group of products, systems, or production

processes with similar characteristics and utility. It is assumed that the introduction of

these products and production processes require particular and distinct capabilities, and

that a similar kind of capability exists in firms active in the same field of technology. To

define different fields of technology, the study employs the classification used by the U. s.
Patent Office, consisting of more than 600 classes and a large number of sub-classes".

For a majority of the analyses, these classes have been merged to provide classification

schemes of 33 and 56 fields of technology, which are presented in Chapter 6.

Technological change relates to the introduction of new products, systems, and

production processes, and is measured by changes in the patenting activity of the firm.

Just as the introduction of new products, systems, and production processes imply the

development of new knowledge and capabilities within the firm, technological change

reflects more general technological progress defined as "the advancement in the science

or systematic knowledge of the industrial arts. "21

Technological change takes place when the firm penetrates existing fields of

technology, or when it becomes active in fields of technology where it has previously not

been involved. In the context of this study, and somewhat departing from the stricter

20 The number of classes and sub-classes is continuously adjusted by the Patent Office. Not all of the
registered classes are in use, but somewhat more than 400 classes were in use in 1990. The Patent Office
records are primarily based on the nature and use of the inventions, not on their primary adopters. The basis
for classification is described in the manual of classification by the U.S. Patent Office: "All patentable subject
matter is created for an ulterior utility and the characteristics of the ulterior utility is used as the primary basis
for classification. Arts or instruments having like functions, producing like products, or achieving like effects,
are classified together, but the functions or effects that are chosen as a basis of classification must be proximate
or essential, not remote or accidental." The manual also states that: "The statutory categories of invention are
product, process, apparatus, composition of matter, and certain varieties of plants. Classes may be established
on the basis of any or more of the aforementioned ... Accessories are generally classified with the instrument
to which they are peculiar." (Manual of Classification, Revision No.1, June 1993. U.S. Department of
Commerce, Patent and Trademark Office, Search and Information Resources.)

21 Schmookler (1950, p. 123).
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definition, technological change is also used when the firm abandons fields of

technological activity in which it has previously been involved.

Research and Development (R&D)

The concept of research and development (R&D) generally applies to the systematic

search for new knowledge and the application of this knowledge to produce new and

improved products, systems, and production processes. As used in this study, it covers

three activities: basic research, applied research and experimental development, Basic

research is experimental or theoretical work undertaken primarily to acquire new

knowledge, without any particular application or use in view. Applied research is original

investigation undertaken to acquire new knowledge, but it is directed towards a specific

practical aim or objective. Experimental development is systematic work, drawing on

knowledge gained from basic and applied research, that is directed to producing new

materials, products, systems or production processes, to installing new processes, systems

and services, or to substantially improving those already produced or installed":

To a major extent, the study relates to R&D aimed at generating new products,

systems, and production processes, de-emphasizing those parts of R&D that are associated

with incremental improvements or installation and service. This is because patents as a

technological indicator relate to new and relatively significant advances in technology. It

is possible that work on incremental improvements or installation and service sometimes

results in considerable technological advancements, but it is expected that these activities

are generally less likely to produce patentable technology.

The term foreign R&D includes basic research, applied research, and experimental

development taking place in firm units located outside Sweden. However, it is particularly

associated with those parts of foreign R&D that are aimed at generating new products,

systems and production processes. When foreign units are discussed, they would tend to

22 Adopted from "The Measurement of Scientific and Technical Activities: Proposed Standard Practice for
Surveys of Research and Experimental Development", GEeD, Paris, 1981 (as reported in Freeman, 1982).
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fall into a category of units that perform what has been labelled generic R&D, rather than

into the category engaged in adaptive R&D23
.

Patents

Patents are grants issued by a national government conferring the right to exclude others

from making, using, or selling an invention within the country. One of their main

functions is to make it possible for inventors to appropriate the economic benefits from

their inventive contributions. Patents are granted to the individual or individuals who

invent a new product, system, or production process. However, following the continuous

movement of inventive activity from the independent inventor to corporate research and

development departments, the rights to use and sell the patents have become increasingly

associated with industrial firms.

All research and development work involves an element of novelty, adding to the body

of existing knowledge and introducing new or improved products, systems or production

processes. This element of novelty is an essential requirement for patentability of an

invention. Although there are international differences as to what is patentable and what

is nor", patents in the U.S. can be issued for "any new and useful process, machine,

manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof. "25

It is important that the invention is genuinely inventive, or, that the "subject matter as a

whole would not have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art." 26 Patentability also requires usefulness or that the

invention is capable of industrial application. However, just as it can be difficult to assess

the novelty of an invention, it is in many cases difficult to evaluate its usefulness. This

23 Casson (1991). Generic R&D is described as the developing of "new products or process concepts", while
adaptive R&D is described as the modification of the applications "with a specific local environment in mind" .

24 See Kaufer (1989).

25 35 U.S. Code 101, amended in 1952. Some inventions based on abstract aspects, e.g. theories or aesthetic
creations, are excluded from being patentable.

26 Section 103 of the U.S. Patent Act, amended in 1952.
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is because patentable inventions are often associated with both technical and commercial

uncertainty, and only later development may provide conclusive proof of their utility.

The term invention is commonly used to describe the introduction of new and

improved products and processes, while the term innovation also includes the commercial

introduction of the invention on the marketplace". In a strict interpretation, a patent

provides evidence that invention has taken place, but reveals little about whether the

invention has been brought to the marketplace and thus been transformed into an

innovation". In reality, it has been shown that many patents find some commercial

application, but the estimates of the exact proportion vary (the relationship between

patents, invention, and innovation is further explored in Chapter 5).

Structure of the Study

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 provides theoretical and empirical

evidence on the nature of innovation and technological change in the multinational firm,

and builds a frame of reference for the remaining part of the study. It presents the

fundamental characteristics of the multinational firm as it is seen in this study, and

presents the different views on the ability of the multinational firm to assimilate

technology through its international operations.

Chapter 3 continues with an overview of the historical evolution of the multinational

firm. The presentation focuses on the degree and forms of its international involvement,

as well as on the evolution of its international organizational structures. Particular

emphasis is placed on what is known about the internationalization of technological

activity in the multinational firm.

27 More specifically, an invention can be defined as an idea, a sketch or model for a new improved device,
product, process or system. These inventions do not necessarily lead to technological innovation, which are
accomplished only when the first commercial transaction involving the new device, product, process or system
takes place (Freeman, 1982).

28 The invention stage normally requires relatively small amounts of human and financial resources. Once
the necessary invention has been made, the following innovation stage covers the development, testing, and
introduction of concrete and economically feasible products or production processes. It is largely a trial and
error process and usually requires considerably more resources than the invention stage.
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Chapter 4 gives an account of the research design, sample selection, and the data

collection techniques. Following a presentation of the sample firms, a substantial part of

the chapter is devoted to a rather technical account of how the patenting by Swedish and

foreign affiliates has been consolidated with the patenting of the respective parent firms.

Chapter 5 discusses the validity of patents as an indicator of technological activity. It

also examines possible biases in the empirical results which originate from the use of

u.S. patenting data and the characteristics of the selected sample of firms.

Chapter 6 is the first of five chapters presenting the findings from the empirical

investigation. It gives an introductory and general description of the data, presenting

overall figures on the sample firms' V. S. patenting and the distribution of patenting

across various fields of technology. The data show that U.s. patenting has grown almost

continuously among the sample firms throughout the period 1890-1990. Also, most of the

firms have tended to broaden the scope of their technological activity over time.

Generally, the correspondence between the profile of the sample firms' V.S. patenting

and what is know about their economic activity lends support to the use of V. s. patenting

as an indicator of technological and economic activity.

Chapter 7 is concerned with the historical evolution of foreign technological activity

among the sample firms, and also to a lesser extent examines how its geographical

location has shifted over time. A major part of the analysis relates to how the share of

foreign technological activity has evolved over time, and how it varies with field of

technology and firm. The results show that the san1ple firms have only slowly increased

their technological engagement in foreign countries. However, the share of foreign

technological activity increased more substantially during the 1970s and 1980s, reaching

30 % in the period 1986-1990. Additional findings indicate that the share of foreign

technological activity varies considerably across fields of technology and individual firms.

In some of the sample firms, foreign technological activity is negligible, while in others

the share of foreign technological activity is more than 50%. Finally, data show that the

geographical distribution of the sample firms' technological activity has become broader

over time. While the U.S. accounted for most of the firms' foreign technological activity

before the second world war, an increasing proportion has become associated with

European countries (in particular Germany, Switzerland, the U.K. and Italy).
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Chapter 8 examines the profile of foreign technological activity among the sample

firms, with a particular focus on the correspondence to the profile of the firms'

technological activity at home. Additional analyses identify where and when new

technologies have emerged, and how the related technological capabilities have

subsequently developed in other units within the firm. The results show that the profiles

of home and foreign technological activity have become increasingly and significantly

similar after the second world war. This appears to have come about through the

extension of technological capabilities developed at home into foreign units. Additional

findings are that most of the technologies which are newly introduced by the sample firms

originate at home, and that the geographical location of technological activity is only

reluctantly shifted between home and foreign units. By and large, the results indicate the

dominant role of technological activity carried out at home. They also suggest that

management has rarely chosen to share technological responsibility between home and

foreign units.

Chapter 9 provides additional information about the profile of the sample firms'

technological activity in the U.S. and Germany (the two most important countries in

terms of the firms' foreign technological activity). It looks at the extent to which the firms

have carried out foreign technological activity in those fields where the host countries

display particular technological strengths. By including information on how the firms'

technological activities in the two countries relate to their technological activity at home,

the analysis indicates the typical motives for carrying out technological activity abroad.

The results indicate that the sample firms have not tended to concentrate their foreign

technological activity to the areas of particular host country strength. As the firms'

technological activity in the two countries has generally been similar to their technological

activity at home, this indicates that the firms have been engaged in the international

exploitation of technology emerging at home rather than in the search for new and

unrelated fields of technology in foreign countries.

Chapter lOis the last of the empirical chapters and takes an in-depth look at the

historical evolution of one of the sample firms, namely Alfa Laval AB. This firm was

selected because of its particularly interesting development in terms of foreign

technological activity, and because of the important insights it could provide into the
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future development of the other sample firms. The data show that foreign units already

at the turn of the century had come to dominate technological activity in Alfa Laval, and

that their dominance continued until the second world war. The postwar period was

characterized by a significant decline in the share of foreign technological activity, which

was followed by an increase in the firm's foreign technological engagement in the most

recent periods. The early dominance of foreign technological activity and the process of

shifting the location of technological activity between home and foreign units suggests the

existence of a "backward" and oscillating multinational firm.

The final chapter summarizes the results of the empirical investigation and discusses

what the results indicate about the nature of the multinational firm. Suggesting that the

evolution of the multinational firm has been tortoise in terms of the development of

foreign technological activity, it also identifies some possible avenues for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORY AND EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON INNOVATION AND

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE MULTINATIONAL FIRM

This chapter presents theoretical and empirical contributions to the fields of innovation

and technological change in the multinational firm. It outlines the characteristics of the

multinational firm as it is seen in this study, and together with the following chapter

builds a frame of reference for the remaining part of the study.

Particular emphasis is placed on literature related to the nature of technology and the

way in which technological development unfolds at the firm level. Also important is work

on the conditions that determine the direction and stability of technological development

at the country level. These fields of research are drawn together to provide an

understanding of technological activity in the multinational firm, and how it might search

for and integrate technological development across national borders. The different views

on the ability of the multinational firm to assimilate technology through international

operations are discussed in this context.

Economic Theory on Technology and Technological Change

Neoclassical theory has been rather slow to incorporate technological change in economic

modelling, and most of the progress in understanding technology and technological

changes can be attributed to the "underworld" of economics 1. Important contributions

have been made by evolutionary theory, which has provided some of the cornerstones for

subsequent theoretical and empirical work.

1 Although thoughts about technology and economic growth had figured infrequently in mainstream
economic research, pioneering work is generally attributed to Abramowitz (1956) and Solow (1957). The work
by Solow on long run economic change in the U.S. provided evidence that output had grown considerably faster
than the rate of increase of a price-weighted index of inputs. He concluded that a large part of the increase in
productivity was the result of the advancement of technology (or what others have called the residual or veil
of ignorance). For a presentation of some important work broadening the neoclassical view of technological
change, see Rosenberg (1971).
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Evolutionary Theory

It has been increasingly recognized that neoclassical economic theory is too constrained

by its assumptions and abstractions to be fruitful for studying economic change. Outside

"orthodox" economic theory, there has been steady progress in the conceptualization and

empirical analysis of innovation and technological progress, often building on the insights

and hypotheses provided by Schumpeter (1911, 1942)2.

While neoclassical theory has been preoccupied with equilibrium analysis and

economic rationality (or analysis of systems tending towards equilibrium in the long run),

evolutionary theory has explicitly incorporated endogenous technological change and the

concept of "creative destruction". Together with the notion of bounded rationality, limited

search, and firm-specific technology, these are the fundamental premises on which new

theory rests",

2 Nelson & Winter (1982), Dosi, Freeman, Nelson, Silverberg & Soete (1988), and Saviotti & Metcalfe
(1991). For an overview of economic theory related to technology and technological change, see Elster (1983),
Coombs, Saviotti & Walsh (1987), and Clark & Juma (1988). A critique of the neoclassical approach to
technical change is provided by Nelson & Winter (1974, 1982), Dosi (1988a), and Winter (1993).

3 Evolutionary theory has relaxed several of the central assumptions of neoclassical economics, and
produced dynamic models which incorporate a richer and more plausible description of the innovative and
economic process. The term evolutionary is described by Schumpeter (1954) as comprising all phenomena that
make economic progress non-stationary, broadly translating into revolutionary events. A dynamic view of the
world implies an interest in describing and analyzing the time path of variables endogenous to the economic
system, where the state in one period is dependent on what has happened in previous periods (for a discussion
of dynamic models, see Schumpeter). This is in contrast to the philosophy of equilibrium models, in which the
dynamic content is limited to the process of change taking place between the introduction of external
disturbances and the settlement of a new equilibrium.
Evolutionary theory's description of the search for and adoption of new technology has built extensively on
work by Simon (1945) and Cyert & March (1963), who use concepts such as organizationalleaming, "bounded
rationality", and "satisficing" to describe the behavior of individuals and firms. Based on the concept of
organizationalleaming, evolutionary theory proceeds on the premise that the technological opportunities of firms
depend on what has been achieved in previous periods. As long as the firm is not required to adjust its behavior
and decision rules, there will be no review of existing technological activities and decision-making. When
confronted with (technological) changes in the environment, or changes originating in the firm itself, the range
of alternative actions that will be considered is limited.
Although not extensively discussed in this presentation, evolutionary theory would also recognize that innovation
involves a considerable degree of uncertainty, not only in terms of lack of information about the short term
economic viability of the technology, but also in terms of the technical problems whose solutions are unknown.
Freeman (1982), Dosi (1988a) and Kay (1988), among others, suggest that the early phases of major
technological change entail strong uncertainty regarding the outcomes of the innovative process and the scientific
principles or problem-solving procedures to be used. Although later phases brings a reduction of uncertainty
because markets and technological opportunities are more easily estimated, a substantial element of uncertainty
will remain.
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In contrast to assumptions about publicly available knowledge in neoclassical

economics, evolutionary models emphasize the proprietary nature of technology. The

accumulated knowledge of individuals and firms is suggested to create local pools of

knowledge and information, defining main areas of competence and accounting for

differences in technological capabilities between firms, Firms that find better technologies

through luck or better search routines will expand more rapidly than others. The

opportunity of achieving and exploiting unique technology, together with imitative efforts

by other firms, creates the all important endogenous drive for technological change, never

allowing equilibrium to set in.

It is also recognized that technology advances through scientific knowledge or

knowledge of applicative principles which are shared by several firms. This form of

knowledge is suggested to be well-articulated in the form of scientific reports, manuals

and blueprints. The collective accumulation of technology is driven by the process of

imitation, diffusion and distribution of economic benefits to other firms over time. In fact,

the process of imitation and diffusion of "best practices" is essential to offset the

tendencies towards a "static" system dominated by one monopolistic firm",

Theory on the Nature of Technology and Technological Change

A recently emerging body of literature has provided additional insights into the innovative

process within the firm (Pavitt, 1991; Dosi, 1982, 1988a, 1988b; Dosi et al., 1988;

Kogut & Zander, 1992)5. Frequently employing concepts originating in evolutionary

theory, the new theories have a particular strength in their more elaborate description of

the nature of technology and the ways in which technological development unfolds. They

are built around concepts such as limited search routines, cumulative learning, tacit

technology, and firm-specific capabilities, challenging the neoclassical view of technology

4 Evolutionary theory would emphasize that while some firms find better techniques to grow more rapidly
than others, there may always be still better techniques to be found. Changes in the 'best practices' may
therefore be sufficiently rapid relative to the speed of adjustment of the economic system to permit a wide range
of behavior to exist at any time.

5 Also, see Henderson & Clark (1990), Cohen & Levinthal (1990), Hedlund & Nonaka (1991), and Nonaka
& Takeuchi (1994).
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as a free good for rational decision-making. These propositions have important

implications for the view on the direction and stability of technological development and

the degree to which firms differ in technological competence and profitability.

One essential proposition is that learning is cumulative, implying that the history of the

firm becomes important for future behavior. New technological opportunities, whether

presented by exogenous scientific advancements or by innovative activity within the firm

itself, provide the firm with a "menu" of technological choices. Each opportunity is

associated with different costs, depending on the firm's current capabilities and previous

investments. The cumulative nature of firm-specific capabilities will generally prevent

firms from developing new capabilities quickly. Instead they are locked into existing

fields of businesses or what has been termed "path dependency" 6. Of course, it is

recognized that firms are able to incrementally move into new activities or technologies.

Where they move, however, will be a function of relatedness to existing activities and the

costs of moving into new and unfamiliar areas of business?

Another important proposition is the division of technology into distinctive elements,

involving the dimensions of non-specific and specific technology, publicly available and

firm-specific technology, and codifiable and tacit technology (see Winter, 1987; Kay,

1988; Zander, 1991; Hedlund & Zander, 1993)8. It is suggested that when firms invest

in the development of new technology, they normally make use of some sub-set of

6 Atkinson & Stiglitz (1969) and Stiglitz (1987), from a slightly different perspective, discuss the nature of
localized technical progress.

7 It has been argued that firm routines and limited search behavior can be applied to better understand the
concept of core or distinctive competencies (Rumelt, 1984). Core competencies have been described as a set
of differentiated skills, complementary assets, and routines that provide the basis for a firm's competitive
advantage in a particular business. They are also suggested to constitute the basis for internal growth or
duplication of capabilities and related diversification (Teece, 1988; Teece, Rumelt, Dosi & Winter, 1994; Pavitt,
1991; Prahalad & Hamel, 1991; Kim & Kogut, 1991; also, see Durand, 1988).

8 The distinction between knowledge represented by generally available and codifiable knowledge and
knowledge which builds on personal experience has a long history. For example, Diderot in the 18th century
(as quoted by Florin, 1991) notes the distinction between, on the one hand, the knowledge that an artist/artisan
has built up on the basis of experience and which he has "in his body", and, on the other hand, the knowledge
represented by the calculations of mathematicians and geometrician. For a more recent account of the nature
of personal knowledge, see Polanyi (1962).
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publicly available knowledge, but even more of highly specific and tacit technological

knowledge which resides in the firm and has been developed over long periods of time",

Firm-specific and tacit technology is fundamentally different from knowledge of the

"information" type, as often assumed in economic literature'". Unlike information that

is easy to reproduce and disseminate among economic actors, firm-specific and tacit

knowledge will not be disseminated in the form of public information. Even if

dissemination were desirable from the individual firm's point of view, it would be

associated with considerable costs. Given these assumptions, new theory on technology

and technological change stresses that firms cannot develop new technology through

tapping freely into a general pool of technological knowledge. The resulting technological

asymmetries make it possible to classify firms as better or worse, thus providing the very

basis for competition. While the innovating firm will try to appropriate the returns from

its investments in generating new technology, competitors will as a rule try to tap into the

pool of firm-specific technology through imitation. If the innovating firm cannot rely on

the uniqueness of its technological knowledge or the tacit nature of its technology to

prevent imitation, other mechanisms, such as secrecy or patenting, might be used.

In essence, there are two counteracting forces at work, recognized by Schumpeterian

theory as well as by evolutionary models. Selection mechanisms tend to increase the

dominance of some firms with particular technological capabilities at the expense of

9 It is essential to recognize that literature on tacit knowledge and technology does not always make a clear
distinction between the individual, group and firm levels. Many writers departing from Polanyi's (1962)
definition tend to view tacit knowledge at the level of the 'inventor', who would be a person but is more
commonly thought of as a formal R&D unit or innovating firm. It is probably fair to say that many writers in
the field implicitly view formal R&D units of firms as the place where tacit organizational routines and search
for new opportunities are created - it is the R&D unit which makes certain firms good at exploring certain
technological opportunities and translating them into marketable products.
Yet, even this approach does not fully capture the important linkages between different functional units of the
firm in the development of new products and production processes. According to one branch of literature,
continuous interaction between functional units such as R&D, production, and marketing underlies the successful
introduction of innovations (see e.g. Maidique & Zirger, 1985). More recently, authors like Pelikan (1988),
Cohen & Levinthal (1990), Hedlund & Nonaka (1991), Pavitt (1991), Kogut & Zander (1992), and Nonaka &
Takeuchi (1994) have addressed the creation and transfer of tacit knowledge at various levels within the firm
(individual, group, and organization). The conceptual frameworks imply that the tacit nature of technology
should be traced to the complex inter-linkages between individuals and functional units, whereby variations in
arrangements can result in different forms of competence if they involve different individuals or even the same
individuals in new combinations. The impossible task of describing these complex inter-linkages would make
them tacit by definition, and thereby also the knowledge which produces innovations.

10 Arrow (1962).
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others. On the balancing side, the dissemination of information about new technology, the

mobility of expertise between firms, and imitation tend to close the gap between firms

over time!'.

Technology Paradigms and Trajectories at the Firm Level

Evolutionary theory and theory on the nature of technology and technological change

suggest the existence of path-bound technological change, making firms relatively stable

in the short run while incremental change leads into new technologies in the long run. In

the absence of revolutionary technological changes, there will be constraints limiting the

range of feasible technological opportunities. This path dependency of technological

change has been described in the concepts of technological paradigms and trajectories 12 •

In an early article, Dosi (1982) suggests an analogy between the epistemological

definition of a scientific paradigm" and a technological paradigm, the latter being a

11 Similarly, an emerging body of literature in business policy stresses that the business enterprise can best
be understood in terms of firm-specific capabilities, cumulative and local learning, and path dependencies
(Rumelt, 1984; Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1986; Winter, 1987; Dierickx & Cool, 1989; Teece, Rumelt, Dosi
& Winter, 1994; Teece, Pisano & Shuen, 1990). Sharing the fundamental beliefs of evolutionary theory, this
stream of literature, which has been called the resource-based perspective, additionally emphasizes the existence
of "isolating mechanisms" as a fundamental determinant of firm performance. The role of isolating mechanisms
is that they make competitive positions stable and defensible, and allow firms to earn rents from their unique
capabilities. Isolating mechanisms include unique capabilities and specialized assets (Teece, 1986), along with
patents and trademarks, reputation and image, or legal restrictions. They cannot be acquired in an open market
and are thus not easily imitated. Nevertheless, leakage of information and long-run imitation are recognized as
central aspects of the interaction between firms. The task of general management is therefore defined as the
adjustment and renewal of unique resources and relationships as time, competition and change erode their value.

12 Neoclassical economics would view technological change as exogenous to the economic system, relating
to changes in relative prices or quantities of inputs and their effect on the firm's production function. The so
called 'factor-bias' in technological change suggests that firms innovate in order to economize the use of a factor
which is relatively scarce (or relatively more expensive): a high price of labor or capital leads to labor-saving
or capital-saving innovations. This statement includes both the driving force behind technological change and
a prediction of the directions it is likely to take.
Development outside mainstream economics would also indicate the importance of demand in influencing the
introduction of new technology. For example, Burenstam Linder (1961) stresses the importance of
'representative demand' in the development of exportable products. Early models of technology gaps in
international trade point to the importance of customer needs for the development of new technology, with a
bias towards new products as the result of innovative activity. Thus, Vernon (1966) treats local demand
conditions as a direct promotor of certain types of innovation.

13 As defined (in various forms) by Kuhn (1962).
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model and pattern for solving technological problems". Within the technology paradigm,

the author argues, innovative activities are cumulative over time - what firms have been

involved in during the past conditions what they can do in the future. Specific

technological abilities in one field may be applied in closely related areas, but cannot be

successfully used in many others".

In a similar way, Sahal (1985) argues that the process of innovation is best conceived

in terms of technological guideposts or innovation avenues that layout certain definite

paths of development, These paths of development, involving an invariant pattern or

design, will provide the frame within which incremental improvements and modifications

advance the particular technology. Thus, technological advancements are not expected to

occur in random patterns, but to follow innovation avenues that designate various distinct

pathways of evolution.

A technological trajectory is commonly defined as the direction of technological

progress along the economic and technological trade-offs defined by a technological

paradigm. While the paradigm is suggested to express the basic scientific principles and

heuristics for problem-solving, technological trajectories comprise the collection of

specific ways of doing things (or artefacts) but in particular point out the directions in

which sub-categories of technology tend to develop. Trajectories generally advance as

firms make technological improvements through "learning by doing", indicating an

incremental process without major disruptions".

During periods of normal technological change, technology is expected to progress

within the boundaries of established paradigms and trajectories. Problem-solving activities

14 The author stresses the impressionistic nature of the technological trajectory concept (p. 161):
"Technological paradigms and trajectories, are in some respect metaphors of the interplay between continuity
and ruptures in the process of incorporating knowledge and technology into industrial growth: the metaphor,
however, should help to illuminate its various aspects and actors and to suggest a multi-variable approach to
the theory of innovation and technical change."

15 In later work, Dosi (1988a) specifies a technological paradigm as something which contextually defines
the needs that are meant to be fulfilled, the scientific principles utilized for the task, and the material technology
to be used. The paradigm is seen as both a set of exemplars or basic artefacts to be improved (e.g. a car) and
a set of heuristics (e.g. where should we search, on what sort of knowledge should we build), defining the
technological opportunities for further innovations and some basic principles on how to exploit them.

16 Rosenberg (1976) and Sahal (1985), among others, point out that an important part of technological
development consists of bit-to-bit improvements and modifications of an essentially invariant pattern or design.
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according to standard routines as well as technology already embodied in equipment

narrow the technological possibilities and serve as important focusing devices'? In

addition, rather predictable responses to market demand and changes in the prices of input

materials add to the "stickiness" of the established paradigm18. Technological search is

conducted so as to best safeguard technology against competing paradigms which might

offer better possibilities to satisfy customer demand and more promising long term

technological opportunities19.

Although the concepts of technological paradigms and trajectories are an important

contribution to the understanding of technological change, they have remained rather

loosely defined". One question concerns the factors that determine the development of

17 In this respect, we can note a link between the scientific paradigm proposed by Kuhn and the paradigms
related to technological development. While educational institutions provide e.g. engineers who are trained
according to some common scientific principles, their work will be converted into products and artefacts to
further support the existing technological paradigm or trajectory.

18 Some of these so-called inducement mechanisms are the composition, changes, and rate of growth in
demand, levels and changes in relative prices, and scarcity or abundance of critical inputs.

19 There is somewhat of a parallel to the phases of technological development following industry emergence
and maturity (for an overview, see Anderson & Tushman, 1990) and a strong, although not perfect,
correspondence with Schumpeter's idea of swarming. In the emerging stage of a technological paradigm, trial
and error attempts by new and already established firms introduce new, extraordinary technology. In the
following phase, the innovative character becomes endogenous to the "normal" economic mechanisms and
subject to oligopolistic maturity and competition. The development of a dominant design eventually reduces the
number of feasible technological alternatives, and technological development focuses on product and process
modifications. Production, exploitation and commercial diffusion of innovations are much less divorced than
in earlier phases, i.e. technological patterns have become established and normal economic mechanisms have
set in.

20 In recent work, there has been considerable vanation as to the definition of the two concepts.
Technological paradigms have been described as theoretical frameworks (Newton physics), research fields
(biotechnology, materials), generic technological tasks (transporting commodities, producing chemicals, etc.),
generic technologies (electricity, the internal combustion engine), technological revolutions (railways,
microelectronics), individual products (microchips), or the trade-off between different parameters (such as
flexibility and efficiency) in manufacturing (see e.g. Freeman, 1984, 1987; Perez, 1985; Deiaco, 1990).
Trajectories have also been assigned diverse meanings, such as clusters of technologies (Dosi, 1984), trends
cutting across several industries (mechanization, the use of electricity), product types (personal and large
computers), development avenues determined by technological or technological-economic trade-offs (as indicated
by Coombs, Saviotti & Walsh, 1987), the nature of R&D work (development of new products, applications,
production processes, etc.), or as sectors defined by the sources of technological change, user needs, and means
of appropriating returns from innovation (Pavitt, 1984; Pavitt, Robson & Townsend, 1989). Focusing on the
firm-related processes underlying the path of technological development, technology trajectories have also been
characterized as the decision rules that firms adopt, and change from time to time, concerning the details of
their products and processes (Coombs, Saviotti & Walsh, 1987).
In spite of the broad range of definitions associated with each concept, there seems to be some consensus that
paradigms provide the general setting for more narrowly defined technological trajectories. Also, writers like
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particular paradigms or trajectories. Most authors would probably view the routines for

daily research and development activities, and the related search activities, as important

determinants of the stability of technological development. This does not differentiate

between routines of various functions of the firm, which might put significant constraints

on its ability to renew itself". Another view would be that the process of allocating

R&D funds between different projects is equally important in determining the direction

and stability of technological development (as indicated by Mansfield, 1968)22.

An equally critical issue is the levels at which paradigms and trajectories should be

classified. If fields of technological activity are broadly defined, it will not be possible

to detect the emergence of new technological paradigms since firms rarely move between

substantially different knowledge bases or industries (e.g. from passenger vehicles to

paper production). If, on the other hand, the chosen categories are too narrow, the

analysis will reveal the emergence of a great number of new technologies which are

essentially based on similar capabilities. Unfortunately, theory mainly helps by providing

a framework for understanding technological change, but it does not supply the tools for

selecting the appropriate level of analysis.

Dosi (1984), Coombs (1988), and Andersen (1991) point out that the trajectory defines the directionof change
within a paradigm. Commenting on the possible definitions of technological paradigms and trajectories, Dosi
(1988a) suggests that a closer look at the pattern of technical change reveals the existence of paradigms and
trajectories with different levels of generality. This view is supported by Sahal (1985), who concludes that a
"generic" technology might branch into multiple directions, each evolving along its own path and according to
its potential (it is proposed that technological paths may differ in the sense that some are "broad" and some are
"narrow", similarly some paths are "flat" while others are "bumpy").

21 For example, the output from research and development might be applicable to a range of products, but
differences in manufacturing processes (e.g. in terms of run lengths) might prevent the move into new product
areas.

22 A large part of allocated R&D funds will be directed to existing projects. However, the process by which
funds are allocated to new, uncertain projects is more intricate. Proposals from various R&D departments for
new research projects will most likely be based on limited search for new opportunities, but the final selection
of projects might follow a different logic. Factors that come into play are risk and return considerations and
intra-organizational relationships between managers and engineers, biasing selection against what is perceived
as risky projects leading to diversification of technological activity. These considerations are not strictly based
on existing knowledge-bases or routines, but dependent on a different logic, offering a more complex
explanation to technological stability within the firm.
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Technological Trajectories at the Firm Level - Empirical Evidence

In a strict sense, little empirical work has been done on technological paradigms and

trajectories, although many studies indicate the path dependency of firms. For example,

Pavitt, Robson & Townsend (1989), using a survey of more than 4,000 significant

innovations in the U.K. from 1945-1983 and a 2-digit or 3-digit SIC classification, show

that the technological priorities of firms remained relatively stable over a period of almost

40 years. Also, most historical accounts of the development of individual companies

illustrate their rather slow-changing nature. Major shifts in technological activity take

place through gradual and long-term changes, or occasional revolutionary events.

Technological Trajectories at the Country Level

Theoretical work on technological paradigms and trajectories recognizes that technology

advances through the development of firm-specific technology, but also that technological

development proceeds through the exploitation of public elements of knowledge, shared

by all firms involved in a certain activity. A number of authors have addressed the

"untraded interdependencies" between sectors, a form of collective assets which serves

as an additional focusing device in technological development". Building on producer

user relationships as a fundament for trajectories on the system level, there has been

increasing awareness and interest in the country-specific conditions that determine the

constraints and opportunities for innovation".

23 For early thoughts on technological development being dependent on the complementarities of
'development blocks', see Dahmen (1950). In a similar way, Freeman (1984) and Perez (1985) argue that
certain technological revolutions, such as electric power or railways, have a pervasive effect throughout the
economy, guiding the search for improved production processes and ways of organizing.

24 A number of authors have stressed the importance of combining existing technology into new products
and production processes, without taking into account the dependency on certain regional or national
environments in the development process. Rosenberg (1976) points to the importance of complementary
innovations for a single technological breakthrough to become a complete innovation. Pavitt (1984) provides
a taxonomy illustrating the importance of linkages between firms in different technological fields, and how
technological progress is sometimes dependent on what goes on outside the domain of an industry. Lundvall
(1988), Arthur (1988), as well as Andersen (1991) from a different perspective, indicate that the existing set
of producer-user relationships may produce system-dependent technological trajectories. Hakansson (1987) and
Lundgren (1991) provide summaries of theoretical and empirical work based on the 'network' approach.
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One stream of research (although diverse in focus and methodology) is primarily

interested in how networks of industries, research institutions, and government bodies

tend to influence the rate at which new technology is developed and diffused. In

particular, the ability of "national systems" to promote the development and diffusion of

advanced technologies has become a special topic in literature (see e.g. Freeman, 1982,

1987; Ergas, 1987; Nelson, 1993). Another research tradition has focused on the country

specific conditions that influence the direction and stability of technological development

on the national level, sometimes explicitly addressing the link with international

competitiveness. The common view is that the accumulation of capabilities and

competitive differences between countries persist over long periods of time, mainly

because countries tend to reinvest in those industries in which they are relatively

favored". Perhaps even more importantly, there have been attempts to explain why

technological development and upgrading tends to be a local rather than worldwide

phenomenon, or, implicitly, why there seem to be isolating mechanisms at work on the

country level.

Having identified differences in technological strengths between countries, Pavitt

(1988a) suggests that these variations are the result of innovative activities aimed at

saving on high-priced factor inputs, private and public investment programs inducing

technological activities in upstream goods, and firm-specific entrepreneurial activities 26 •

As an explanation for the tendency of technological development to be geographically

constrained, Pavitt suggests that direct access to local customers makes it easier to

incorporate their requirements into the development of innovations. There is also a notion

that specific and non-transferable technological resources are available only in selected

25 Differences between countries in their general ability to produce innovations was recognized by writers
on international technology gaps (Vernon, 1966). Some studies also suggested that the size of these technology
gaps varied across industrial sectors (see Mansfield, 1974).

26 Other proposed explanations are found in the firms' varying methods of organization, and their
competence in forming expectations about future technological developments and their commercial applications.
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markets, and that local presence might be required in order to fully benefit from spill

overs of this type of technology".

International differences in technological specialization are also recognized by Cantwell

(1989, 1990, 1991a), suggesting that the characteristics of innovation in a common

location will depend on strengths and weaknesses in the educational system, the structure

of linkages between firms, the local institutional infrastructure and government policy.

Elaborating on the importance of similarity in language and culture for the transfer of

tacit and knowledge between firms, the author proposes that a local basis is required for

cooperative innovation and imitation of the tacit part of technology in operation in other

firms. Firms with a common location, each employing personnel from similar

backgrounds who have contact with one another, are expected to enjoy greater possibility

for mutual agreements and exchange of tacit information. The more dissimilar countries

are in terms of the composition of technological activity and their institutional context,

the more costly it is to coordinate activities across borders (and to imitate without a local

presence).

The international differences in technological activity are further examined by Porter

(1990), introducing a set of interrelated factors in the domestic environment

discriminating between dynamic and less dynamic industrial environments. In a related

publication, Solvell, Zander & Porter (1991) examine the technological specialization of

the Swedish economy in greater depth. This line of research points to the importance of

technological linkages between vertically related firms and industries, as well as linkages

between firms in related technological areas, in the development of new technology. Also

here, the argument is brought forward that particular elements in national "clusters" of

industries will influence the stability of technological development throughout a range of

industries". Some of the mechanisms that are suggested to support the development of

27 Following a similar line of thought, Lundvall (1988) suggests that producer and buyer relationships are
limited in geographical and cultural space, driving the production of new technology through close interaction
in the innovation process. The more complex and rapidly changing the technology, the more important the
geographical and cultural linkages between the producer and buyer, and the less likely the transfer of
technological capability or cumulative technology across national borders.

28 SalveIl & Zander (1994) have attempted to further develop the theoretical foundation as to why firms
would tend to draw critical strengths from local rather than international environments in their process of
learning and innovation. The authors thereby address the nature and boundaries of interorganizational domain
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new technology are interpersonal linkages based on common language, culture and

experiences, as well as the particular dynamics involved in competition with domestic as

opposed to international rivals".

Technological Trajectories and International Competitiveness

Apart from the recognition that countries differ in their technological specialization and

paths of technological development, most authors indicate that countries provide more or

less dynamic industrial environments for the upgrading of technology and development

of international competitiveness. Just as competition differentiates between growing and

contracting firms, it is expected that countries experience continuous shifts in their

relative positions in various technological areas over time. Asymmetries in technological

capabilities, supported by isolating mechanisms on the country level?", will result in the

expansion of technological activity in countries where the industrial environment is

particularly conducive to technological upgrading, while countries with less dynamic

capabilities will decline. Although adverse changes in competitive positions are not likely

to lead to immediate decline, and in some cases even trigger a process of

revitalization", some countries will in the long run lose their competitive position in

selected technologies to others.

Specialization and Technological Trajectories at the Country Level - Empirical Evidence

Empirical evidence confirms that countries differ in terms of their technological

specialization and fields of technological strength (Cantwell, 1989, 1991a; Pavitt, 1988a;

(Hedlund & Nonaka, 1991) or outer context (Pavitt, 1991), and implicitly also the isolating mechanisms which
apply to groups of firms on the regional or national level.

29 Kogut (1988, 1992, 1993) supports the argument that national circumstances guide technological
development, although he focuses on organizational behavior and capabilities as a certain facet of innovation.

30 As indicated by Kogut (1992), Cantwell (1991a), and Solvell & Zander (1994).

31 See Porter (1990), who suggests that selective disadvantages in the home industrial environment can be
overcome by building on other factors of particular strength in the home environment.
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Archibugi & Pianta, 1992a, 1992b). One additional finding is that smaller countries (in

terms of R&D expenditure) tend to be relatively specialized in their technological

activities, while only the larger countries can"afford" to distribute their innovations more

uniformly across technologies. It is also indicated that countries have become increasingly

more specialized over time, although the effect appears to vary between countries. For

example, Japan has been noted as an example of a country which has broadened its

technological activity over the past three decades".

Empirical studies have also identified the existence of path dependency or trajectories

on the country level. Pavitt (1988a), on the basis of patenting data" , concludes that

countries display considerable stability in their patterns of technological advantage over

a 20 year period. Cantwell (1989, 1991a), also using patenting data" , confirms that the

process of innovation is a cumulative rather than random process, supported by the

observation that the sectoral distribution of innovation in firms in industrialized countries

remains stable over significant time periods (10-20 years). However, it is also found that

gradual shifts in technology and demand result from incremental change of technological

activity, over longer periods of time leading to shifts in innovative activity among a

country's firms. Similarly, Archibugi & Pianta (1992a, 1992b), also using patenting

data" , confirm the existence of stable specialization profiles across industrialized

countries over periods of 10-15 years.

Using a different empirical approach, Porter (1990) provides further evidence on

international differences in product or technological specialization": Case studies

32 This development is also predicted by international trade theory, although trade theory is based on a
different set of assumptions about technology and the drivers of international competitiveness.

33 The author uses U.S. patenting data in the period 1963-1981 and a classification consisting of29 sectors
of innovative activity.

34 The publications employ U.S. patenting data over the period 1890-1983 (selected years), with patents
classified according to 27 industries or fields of technology.

35 The authors make use of two related sets of data. The first covers patenting data from the U.S., France,
the Federal Republic of Germany, and the European Patenting Office in the period 1981-1987, disaggregated
into 32 technology-based International Patent Classes (IPC). The second covers both patenting and patent
citations related to the period 1975-1988, disaggregated into 43 classes of the Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC).

36 The research is based partly on data on international trade flows and partly on foreign direct investment.
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focusing on the evolution of selected industries illustrate the gradual and cumulative

development of technology, coupled with the local clustering of economic activity in areas

of particular strength. Krugman (1991) presents further case study evidence (from U.S.

carpet and tire manufacturing) that technological competence tends to be locally

concentrated and used for the gradual movement into new and related technologies. The

author also indicates that the clustering of firms in related technologies is an important

characteristic of locally concentrated technological competence.

Technological Trajectories of the Multinational Firm

Theory on the cumulative and incremental nature of technological change, and in

particular the notion of path dependency at the country level, has also made a mark on

the theory of the multinational firm (Cantwell, 1990, 1991b; also see Dunning, 1994).

The new lines of thought have been accompanied by related progress in the theory of

organization and management in multinational firms (Bartlett, Doz & Hedlund, 1990; for

a summary, see Hedlund, 1993a), recognizing the opportunities and constraints associated

with integrating business activities on a worldwide basis.

The possession of firm-specific advantages as well as the existence of path dependency

among multinational firms appears to be generally accepted". However, there has

recently emerged a discussion as to whether multinational firms are constrained by their

activities and technological trajectories in their country of origin, or whether they can

assimilate technological advances worldwide and form part of a worldwide system of

innovation".

Emphasizing the continued importance of the country of origin for technological

renewal in the multinational firm, Porter (1990) and Solvell, Zander & Porter (1991)

37 The necessity of possessing a firm-specific advantage to compete in international markets has been
suggested by Dunning (1977, 1988b), and is an essential part of foreign direct investment theory. There are also
contrasting views, emphasizing the advantages that derive from either the internalization of activities on a
worldwide basis or the flexibility that follows from having established positions in several markets.

38 Most authors would acknowledge regional differences in terms of technological capabilities, and the
importance of the home market in early stages of the firm's internationalization process. Disagreement seems
to relate not so much to how the multinational firm currently integrates technological development on a
worldwide basis, but rather to how it could or should integrate.
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propose that the multinational's ability to systematically assimilate new technology from

foreign countries is a rather late and often overestimated phenomenon. It is recognized

that there are indeed trends among multinational firms towards establishing advanced

R&D departments in foreign environments. However, this is not seen as a general

manifestation of moving technological competence abroad, or deliberately trying to

integrate foreign technological development with technological activity taking place at

horne".

The suggested dependence on the country of origin has resulted in the definition of the

home-based multinational (Solvell & Zander, 1995, forthcoming). The argument that

technological activity is geographically concentrated even within the multinational firm

rests on the assumption that the effectiveness of transfer of knowledge and information

is enhanced by geographical proximity, a high degree of trust between firms involved in

the exchange of knowledge, as well as language and cultural similarities (also, see

Dunning, 1988a; Stobaugh, 1988). In addition, the inherent difficulties involved in

managing the multinational firm, originating in power conflicts and not-invented-here

syndromes, are seen as major impediments to international assimilation and sharing of

knowledge among units of the multinational firm".

Other authors have stressed the need to understand technological development as a

more international process, in which the multinational firm is one of the most important

actors bringing together worldwide technological development. The idea of the

multinational firm as a global scanner for new ideas is frequently attributed to Vernon

(1979)41. This global scanning capacity is also recognized by Bartlett & Ghoshal (1990),

who suggest that the position of the multinational firms in several countries gives it

unique access to internationally differentiated and scarce resources. These resources are

39 Similar suggestions are made by Chesnais (1988), arguing that most firms still normally conduct the most
sensitive and demanding type of work in centers located in their countries of origin.

40 Factors underlying the centripetal and centrifugal forces in the multinational firm are discussed by Holm,
Johanson & Thilenius (1995, forthcoming). For an indication of the particular aspects of integrating foreign
R&D units, see Hakanson & Zander (1986), HAkanson (1995, forthcoming), and also de Meyer (1992).

41 Also, see Perlmutter's (1965) characterization of management attitudes in the "geocentric" firm.
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expected to become increasingly important in local innovation, implying the supply of

innovations from foreign subsidiaries for global usage".

Other researchers have emphasized the opportunities to coordinate and integrate

innovative effort on an international scale (see e.g. Hakanson, 1990; Kogut, 1990;

Ghoshal & Westney, 1993)43. In a reaction to the home-based view of the multinational

firm, Rugman & Verbeke (1992) and Rugman (1993) argue that multinational firms from

small, open economies tend to be equally dependent on (technological) influences from

international markets as they are on development in their home market. The authors

suggest that the multinational firrn integrates influences from various national

environments in the process of developing new products and production processes. This

would allow firms to hedge against or take advantage of worldwide variations in

technological development within their established fields of operation".

Proposing even more extensive opportunities of assimilating and transferring

technology on a worldwide basis, Hedlund (1986, 1992, 1993b), Hedlund & Rolander

(1990), and Hedlund & Kogut (1993) suggest that differences in technological capabilities

between countries will have far reaching effects on the structure of international research

and development in large multinational firms. Contrary to the idea that multinational

firms employ their home base for technological innovation, using foreign countries to

supply smaller parts of the innovative inputs, the authors argue that the differences in

technological activity across countries is an incentive to disperse research facilities to gain

42 The concept of locally leveraged innovation is not fundamentally different from the concept of "center
for global" innovation, except that the subsidiaries are not located in the country where the multinational firm
is domiciled, and possibly that it entails a higher degree of responsiveness to particular foreign demand.

43 Kogut (1990, p. 56) notes: "In short, one of the key strengths of the multinational corporation is its
capability to respond to country variance, whether source of the variance be exchange rate movements, tax and
financial distortions, competitors' overseas positioning, or new innovations. The exercise of such options rests,
however, upon the creation of complex organizational routines involving the co-ordination of intra-firm activities
across the borders. "

44 Similarly, Dunning (1958, 1992b) discusses how the technological capabilities of host and home nations
are affected through inward and outward foreign direct investment, and, to some extent, indicates how the
multinational firm can gain from its international operations through global sourcing of ideas. The author points
out that the effects on home and host nations are dependent on the nature of foreign activities of multinational
firms and the relative positions of local firms and multinationally-owned subsidiaries. The global sourcing
capability is expected to become increasingly prominent as the multinational firm matures and its foreign
affiliates become more firmly established in their local environments.
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access to related paths of technological development which can be integrated at the

corporate level". When technologies lie outside major, existing fields of technological

activity, they might be of important use within established lines of technology through

recombination of existing knowledge.

The perceived need for integration and coordination of international activities has led

to the formulation of several frameworks delineating the organization of the well

established multinational firm. Some of the more recent terminology includes the

transnational firm (Bartlett, 1986; Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989, 1990), the diversified

multinational corporation, DMNC (Prahalad & Doz, 1987), or in a more radical

interpretation the heterarchy (Hedlund, 1986, 1993b). These frameworks generally carry

the notion that organizational structure is secondary to the organization of decision

making processes within the multinational firm" . Very much in line with the notion of

the geocentric firm expounded by Perlmutter (1965, 1969), it is suggested that the

broadening of management perspectives, careful organization of information flows47 , and

the development of organizational norms and culture supportive of international co

ordination are viable alternatives to actual re-organization.

Technological Trajectories of Multinational Firms - Empirical Evidence

There is some evidence that large multinational firms are locked into certain fields of

technology, and there are no a priori reasons why they should differ fundamentally from

other firms in this respect. Solvell, Zander & Porter (1991), on the basis of a historical

survey of leading Swedish firms and industries, indicate that multinational firms tend to

remain on their established technological paths over substantial periods. The path

dependency of large multinational firms is also indicated by Pavitt & Patel (1990) and

Patel & Pavitt (1994), examining the technological strengths of some of the world's

45 Similar views are expressed in Cantwell (1989, 1992a) and Cantwell & Hodson (1991).

46 See Bartlett (1981, 1983, 1986) and Hedlund & Rolander (1990).

47 Hagstrom (1990, 1991).
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leading firms with the help of patenting data. The analyses reveal a fair amount of

stability in the firms' technological activities over a period of almost 20 years.

While it has been shown that countries differ in their technological capabilities and that

these differences persist over long periods of time, empirical knowledge about how the

multinational firm uses its foreign units to search for new technology is more scarce. As

the next chapter will show, a growing amount of foreign technological activity among

multinational firms has been indicated by several studies. However, there is mixed

evidence as to whether foreign expansion reflects deliberate attempts to gain better access

to foreign technological capabilities".

The degree to which the multinational firm coordinates and integrates technological

activity across countries is yet to be more fully researched. There is case study evidence

that some firms are adopting and implementing systems that allow for coordination and

integration of research projects on a worldwide basis (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1990; Hedlund

& Ridderstrale, 1995, forthcoming; Ridderstrale, 1995, forthcoming). Only a limited

number of studies have been based on large surveys, revealing managers' perceptions of

future integration of research and development units (Pearce & Singh, 1992), or the

mechanisms employed in the coordination of internationally dispersed research and

development departments (Nobel, 1995, forthcoming).

Summary

Theoretical development challenging the assumptions of orthodox economic theory has

provided new angles from which to approach the nature of technology and technological

change. At the firm level, the concepts of creative destruction, firm-specific capabilities,

and tacit technology have provided the corner-stones for theory adhering to the

Schumpeterian principles of competition. In addition, it has been suggested that routines

and limited search for new opportunities create technological path dependency among

48 For example, findings by Dunning & Narula (1995, forthcoming) indicate that gaining access to advanced
technological capabilities has so far not been of overriding importance among foreign firms investing in the U.S.
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firms, allowing for significant technological change only in the long run, or during

periods of revolutionary technological change.

The characteristics of the multinational firm described in this study are very much in

line with these suggestions. It develops firm-specific capabilities and new technology in

order to improve its position vis-a-vis competitors, and tries to protect its innovations so

as to best exploit the temporary monopolies they offer. The use of patenting is a

particularly visible reflection of these ambitions. The multinational firm also establishes

routines for continuously improving its technology. These routines, together with related

investments to exploit new findings, provide a lock-in effect which can only be overcome

in the long run or through revolutionary events.

Moreover, the multinational firm is expected to derive some of its firm-specific

advantages and path dependency from locally defined industrial systems. This suggestion

is in line with theoretical and empirical work which has stressed the importance of local

industrial environments for the development of new technology, and has also identified

stable patterns of technological specialization across countries. The multinational firm

might have established extensive networks of foreign subsidiaries and be engaged in the

search for new technology in many countries, but it will not necessarily have access to

all types of technology in all locations.

Although international differences in technological specialization at the country level

have been recognized in literature, and are indeed critical to make the study of the

multinational firm as opposed to other firms relevant, there is disagreement about the

extent to which multinational firms assimilate technology on an international scale. The

opportunities which have emerged through growing networks of foreign subsidiaries are

generally acknowledged, but both the ambitions and capabilities of the multinational firm

to search for and integrate new technology across countries are subject to continued

discussions. Some argue that the multinational firm has increasingly developed the

capacity to assimilate and integrate technology developed in foreign subsidiaries, while

others suggest that the search for new technology through international operations is still

of more limited occurrence. However, as the issue has only recently come under

particular study, empirical knowledge about the extent to which multinational firms de
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facto assimilate important new technology in foreign countries has not been a prominent

part of the debate.

To provide a further background to the empirical investigations in this study, the

following chapter shows how the degree of international involvement and organizational

structure of the multinational firm have changed over time. Together with evidence on

the evolution of the amount and nature of foreign technological activity, these

observations indicate both actual and potential practices in terms of the search for new

technology in foreign countries. They also provide some evidence on the practices related

to the integration and coordination of technological activity across national borders.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EVOLUTION OF THE MULTINATIONAL FIRM

This chapter contains an overview of the evolution of the multinational firm, looking at

its degree of involvement in foreign countries and at the various organizational structures

that have emerged over time'.

The first objective is to provide a broad understanding of how the foreign operations

of the multinational firm have evolved over time. In this context, particular emphasis is

placed on empirical evidence of the internationalization of its technological activities and

the extent to which this process has supported the search for new technology in foreign

countries. A second objective is to provide particular information on the evolution of

Swedish multinational firms, including their internationalization process, organizational

structures, and what is known about the amount and nature of their foreign technological

activity. This account provides a background to the empirical investigations in the

chapters that follow.

International Involvement of the Multinational Firm

One of the generally recognized characteristics of multinational firms is their initial

dependence on advantages created at home and their gradual internationalization

process'. This growth process has entailed not only the expansion of sales in international

markets, but also increasing commitment in the form of local sales subsidiaries and

1 Each of these fields of inquiry has produced a large body of literature, and the chapter does not give a
full account of the writings within each particular area. For summaries, see Dunning (1992a), Johanson &
Vahlne (1990), and Larimo (1993).

2 Dunning (l988a, 1988b), Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1975), Johanson & Vahlne (1977), and
Luostarinen (1979). Knowledge about international business (in particular market-specific experience) and the
concept of psychic distance (a construct measuring similarities in terms of language, culture, business practices,
and industrial development) are used to explain the choice of geographical location and the preferred form of
servicing foreign markets. Indeed, evidence from the early investment patterns of e.g. U.S. and U.K. firms
indicates that language, cultural, or historical affinity has played an important role in their foreign investment
decisions.
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manufacturing operations", As foreign sales and manufacturing have become more

important and sophisticated, there has also been a tendency to locate an increasing share

of research and development in foreign subsidiaries.

Although exports" and overseas investments were important characteristics of many

multinational firms from very early on, the most rapid expansion of foreign direct

investment is attributable to the period after the second world war", With U.S. firms

initially leading the way, there was a significant increase in the number of foreign sales

and manufacturing subsidiaries set up by the multinational firms from the 1950s onward

(Buckley & Casson, 1976, and Hood & Young, 19796
; Vernon, 1977, 1979; Dunning,

3 Findings on the gradual internationalization process have often been associated with Scandinavian firms
and researchers, but are by and large confirmed also by others (see Caves, 1982; Luostarinen & Welch, 1988,
1990; Johanson & Vahlne, 1990). Nevertheless, some of the logic of the gradual learning and
internationalization process has been questioned (Hedlund & Kverneland, 1983; Solvell, 1987; Lindqvist, 1991;
Nordstrom, 1991). There are several proposed explanations for why firms might not follow the expected
establishment pattern from exports to agents, sales subsidiaries, and manufacturing subsidiaries, e.g. the
convergence among industrialized nations (reducing the impact from psychic distance), more general experience
and sharing of knowledge about international operations, increasing international competition requiring faster
establishment in leading markets but sometimes also preventing entry into certain markets, or the need to
maintain international contacts with researchers in a particular field of technology. In addition, the increasing
use of acquisitions as a means of foreign entry has made it possible to more rapidly achieve substantial
operations in foreign markets. It has also been noted that the use of licensing is often used as a pre
manufacturing mode of servicing foreign markets, that the development path is not always irreversible
(Luostarinen & Welch, 1990), and that the expansion path should become less deterministic in the case of
internationally experienced firms (Dunning, 1992a).

4 Exports, both from home and foreign countries, have been an important part of foreign business activities
of the multinational firm, but will not be discussed extensively here. A large part of international trade is today
accounted for by trade within the multinational firm, but this trend has emerged rather late, notably the 1970s
and onwards (see Hood & Young, 1979; Dunning, 1992a).

5 Most of the international business activities in the first half of the 19th century were carried out by country
governments, trading firms, or migrating entrepreneurs, or took the form of financial portfolio investments.
However, what has been labeled market- and resource-seeking foreign direct investment started well before the
tum of the century (Dunning, 1992a). U.K. portfolio investments and later foreign direct investment proper
dominated the period until the second world war (other countries with significant shares of foreign direct
investment were France and Germany). However, U.S. firms gradually took over the role as the most important
source of outward foreign direct investment. One particular characteristic of the U.S. investments was that to
a larger extent than before they drew upon firm-specific capabilities, and were more directed at promoting sales
in the recipient countries.
Compared to later periods, foreign direct investment was relatively dispersed among recipient countries. Many
of the foreign investments were driven by desired access to raw materials in developing countries, and foreign
investment included markets like Russia and China. In total, developing countries (Latin America, Africa, parts
of Asia, southern Europe, and the Middle East) accounted for an estimated 63 % of the stock of accumulated
foreign direct investment in 1914, and for 66% of the total in 1938 (Dunning, 1992a).

6 The authors quote studies by Vaupel & Curhan (1973, 1974) and Curhan, Davidson & Suri (1977).
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1992a)7. Although foreign direct investment activity appears to have been moderated

towards the end of the 1970s, interest in establishing foreign manufacturing seems to have

been sustained in the 1980s (Dunning & Pearce, 1985; GEeD, 1987)8.

With maturing networks of international manufacturing subsidiaries, many

multinational firms began to specialize production within the international subsidiary

network (Vahlne & Solvell, 1981; Dunning, 1983, 1992a; Stopford & Dunning, 1983)9.

This change involved the establishment of component manufacturing, whereby

subsidiaries concentrated on parts of the production for intra-firm trade, but also the

creation of specialized subsidiaries supplying other units and markets with finished

products and equipment.

Finally, while many foreign subsidiaries were greenfield establishments during the first

part of this century, the use of acquisitions as a means of entering foreign countries

appears to have become increasingly common". In the 1980s, in particular, European

multinationals became more involved in international mergers and acquisitions which are

sometimes seen as a way of gaining rapid market accesses without the risk of forceful

retaliation by competitors11•

7 It appears that foreign direct activity among u.s. based multinationals declined in the 1970s, partly
explained by their relatively early move into Europe, while firms from other countries have experienced
continuous growth in their foreign direct investment activity (see e.g. Stopford & Dunning, 1983; OEeD, 1987;
Daniels & Radebaugh, 1992). In 1990, the outflow of foreign direct investment by U.S. firms was surpassed
by foreign direct investment by Japanese, French, and German firms.

8 In 1982, the world's largest industrial enterprises sold on average close to 45 % outside their home country
(the propensity to sell abroad being particularly pronounced among firms of European origin, and relatively low
among firms of U .S. and in particular Japanese origin). The firms produced on average some 30 % of their total
output outside their country of origin.

9 This development has frequently been linked to the postwar trend of lowered transportation costs, trade
liberalization, and integrated computer-based communication systems.

10 See Hood & Young (1979). The proportion of new subsidiaries which were green-field establishments
declined from 67% in the pre-1914 period to 58% in 1919-1939,55% in 1946-1952, and 48% in 1959-1961.
Also, an increasing and major part of foreign direct investment activity has become associated with the
developed market economies, indicating that foreign direct investment has developed into an interchange
between the developed economies themselves. Daniels & Radebaugh (1992) indicate that about 95% of the
current value of direct investment ownership is attributable to industrial countries, while they account for about
75 % of the value of inward investments. Dunning (1992a) estimates that ten developed countries accounted for
97.2 % of the total stock of outward direct investment in 1988, while developed countries accounted for close
to 80% of the stock of inward direct investment.

11 Walter (1993) and Solvell (1987).
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International Involvement of Swedish Multinational Firms

In many respects, the evolution of Swedish multinational firms follows the general picture

outlined above. Swedish multinational firms were among the early internationalizers,

primarily seeking new markets for further growth opportunities". With only a few

exceptions, including firms in the pulp and paper and textile industries, access to raw

materials or low-cost labor has been of secondary consideration in their

internationalization process 13.

For many of today's Swedish multinationals, the 1920s and 1930s were the most

important periods of internationalization14, although some firms experienced considerable

development after the second world war": The importance of foreign sales continued

to grow throughout the 1960s and 1970s (Swedenborg, 1979)16, and as a result a large

number of Swedish multinational firms had achieved more than 80 % of total sales in

foreign countries by the late 1980s (the foreign sales of some firms amounted to more

than 90%)17.

Many of the Swedish firms also established foreign manufacturing operations from

very early on, sometimes even before the turn of the century (Swedenborg, Johansson-

12 SOU (1975:50) and Lundstrom (1986). The SOU volume gives a good account of the internationalization
of Swedish multinational firms.

13 Buckley & Casson (1976) indicate that a relatively small proportion of all foreign subsidiaries of Swedish
multinational firms has been located in less developed countries. Pulp and paper firms have made limited
investments in North America, while textile firms have located operations in Portugal and Finland. Granges,
a company active in mining and metal manufacturing, has been involved in foreign mines (notably the LAMCO
project in Liberia).

14 Some of the firms which developed rapidly during this period were AGA, Alfa Laval, ASEA, Ericsson,
SKF and Swedish Match.

15 For example Atlas Copco, Electrolux, Flakt, Sandvik and Volvo.

16 For 47 Swedish multinational firms that were represented in both 1965 and 1978, the share of foreign
sales increased from 52 % to 70 % (the definition of multinationality is that the firm must have at least one
foreign manufacturing unit). In addition, the nurnber of employees in foreign sales subsidiaries had more than
doubled in the period 1965-1978. Steady increases in exports from Sweden in which multinational firms play
an important part, are observed by Ohlsson (1969).

17 See e.g. Solvell, Zander & Porter (1991). On average, the foreign share of total sales increased from
50% to 75% in the period 1965-1986 (Swedenborg, Johansson-Grahn & Kinnwall, 1988).
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Grahn & Kinnwall, 1988)18. The setting up and expansion of foreign manufacturing

operations increased gradually but significantly throughout the 1960s and 1970s19, and

the share of foreign manufacturing appears to have reached beyond 60 % in several

important firms in the late 1980s20
• As production in foreign subsidiaries expanded, so

did their share of total sales".

In many cases, the growing sophistication and importance of foreign manufacturing

was accompanied by specialization or division of labor within the network of foreign

units. Many of the Swedish multinational firms started restructuring their foreign

manufacturing operations in the 1970s, partly as a response to European integration and

18 Alfa Laval established manufacturing operations in the U.S. in 1883, Nobel in Germany in 1886, ASEA
in Finland in 1897, and Perstorp in Norway in 1898. Other firms started foreign manufacturing somewhat later,
for example SKF in the U.K. in 1911, and ESAB in various European countries during the 1920s. Firms such
as Sandvik and Atlas Copco did not establish foreign manufacturing until the late 1930s, while Volvo started
foreign production in the early 1960s (Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975). Sources generally differ in terms
of when and where the first manufacturing operations were established (see e.g. SOU, 1975 :50 and Swedenborg
et al., 1988), probably because of varying definitions of the term foreign manufacturing. For example, Alfa
Laval's establishment in the U.S. in 1883 related to final assembly of separators, which according to a strict
definition might not be regarded as foreign manufacturing.

19 Lund (1967), SOU (1975:50), Swedenborg (1979, 1982, 1985), Swedenborg et al. (1988), and Ghauri
(1990). According to Swedenborg (1982), 82 Swedish firms had manufacturing subsidiaries abroad in 1965,
while the number had increased to 118 in 1978. Over the same period, the share of foreign production of total
sales (for all companies with some foreign production) increased from 25 % to 39 %. There were a total of 329
foreign manufacturing subsidiaries in 1965 (464 sales subsidiaries), increasing to 570 foreign manufacturing
subsidiaries in 1978 (1054 sales subsidiaries).
Traditionally, most of the manufacturing units of Swedish multinational firms have been located in Europe
(Swedenborg et al., 1988). Following the creation of the EEC in 1957, many Swedish firms decided to set up
manufacturing in the EEC countries to support sales (a free trade agreement did not come into effect unti11973,
and sonle tariffs were not abolished until 1977). In 1978, about 2/3 of all foreign subsidiaries of Swedish
multinational firms were located in Western Europe, and only slightly more than 10% in the U.S. However,
interest in the U. S. for exports and foreign manufacturing increased significantly during the late 1970s and early
1980s, whereby U.S. operations increased their share of total foreign assets from 10% to 30% (Hedlund &
Zander, 1986; Swedenborg, 1992, figures apply to the period 1978-1986). In the years to follow, European
countries once again became the most important recipients of Swedish foreign direct investment.

20 Most notably SKF (88%), Electrolux (80%), AGA (80%), ABB (79%), Atlas Copco (78%), Swedish
Match (77%), Esselte (72%), Alfa Laval (70%), ESAB (69%), and Sandvik (61 %); these figures relate to the
percentage of employees outside Sweden in 1988. In total, there were about 650 foreign manufacturing units
among Swedish firms in 1986, employing 260,000 people (Swedenborg, 1992).

21 Swedenborg (1982, 1992). In the period 1970-1978, the share of foreign production as part of foreign
sales increased from 42 % to 52 %.
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partly with the aim of avoiding duplication of effort. As a result, they created specialized

production centers with responsibility for worldwide sales".

Much of the more recent internationalization effort among Swedish multinational firms

has been based on foreign acquisitions (Swedenborg, 1982; Forsgren, 1989)23. While

there was a very limited use of foreign acquisitions in the 1940s and 1950s24, this form

of foreign market entry or penetration appears to have become more important than

greenfield establishments in the early 1970s. In the 1980s, acquisitions had come to

account for 70 % of all foreign establishments25 . It also appears that most of the foreign

acquisitions by Swedish multinational firms have been related to existing or closely

related products and technologies. In the 1970s and early 1980s, most of the acquisitions

targeted either direct competitors or firms in existing businesses who could provide access

to new markets. Few of the acquisitions involved unrelated technologies or new

customers, and most involved smaller firms".

22 SOU (1981 :33).

23 Swedenborg (1982) indicates that acquisitions accounted for 21 % of all (surviving) establishments of
foreign manufacturing subsidiaries before 1960, while the proportion had increased to 61 % in the period 1971
1978. Forsgren (1989) shows that the number of foreign production companies acquired by Swedish companies
(with more than 500 employees abroad in 1982) increased from 39 in the period 1971-1973 to 113 in the period
1983-1985.

24 There were only about 16 foreign acquisitions by Swedish firms in the period 1946-1960, compared to
169 in the period 1961-1972 (SOU 1975:50).

25 Swedenborg (1992). Lindvall (1991) shows that international acquisitions by major Swedish firms in the
period 1978-1982 were primarily made in Europe (40%), the U.S. (29%), and the Scandinavian countries
(15%). Data from a larger sample of Swedish multinational firms indicate that the U.S. accounted for 15% of
the acquisitions in the period 1974-1978 (Jagren & Bergholm, 1985; as in the previous case, percentages relate
to the number of acquisitions).

26 Forsgren & Larsson (1984). The findings are based on 280 acquisitions involving the 50 largest Swedish
multinationals in the period 1970-1982.
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Changing Organizational Structures of the Multinational Firm

As multinational firms have extended their networks of foreign subsidiaries, gradual

changes have occurred in their organizational structure". Among U. S. -based

multinational firms, the general sequence has been from initially independent subsidiaries

to international divisions, and later to global structures such as worldwide product

divisions, area divisions, or a mixture of the two (Stopford & Wells, 1972)28. The

development pattern appears to have been somewhat different in European multinational

firms, where the mother-daughter structure with rather autonomous subsidiaries and

strong area managers has survived for a longer period of time (Stopford, 1972; Franko,

1976; Hedlund & Aman, 1984)29. Among European multinationals, the use of the

international division has not been very prominent, as firms have tended to move directly

from the mother-daughter form to more global organizational structures.

In general, however, both U.S. and European multinationals appear to have adopted

increasingly complex organizational structures over time. In particular, the matrix

structure was introduced in order to achieve better co-ordination of international

operations, and to deal with friction caused by headquarters' ambition to centralize and

the need among subsidiaries to comply with local demand conditions (Bartlett, 1981).

With increasing involvement and experience in international markets, manifested through

the growing sophistication and importance of foreign subsidiaries, there has also been a

27 For an historical overview, see Dunning (l992a) and Hedlund (l993a). Reviewing some of the general
development trends, the authors point out that multinational firms rarely fall entirely into established categories,
and also that organizational structure will be dependent on factors such as the type of product, the firm's degree
of international involvement, and the competitive situation.
The traditional strategy-structure paradigm, as indicated here and by e.g. Daniels, Pitts & Tretter (1984), has
also been criticized, in the international context by Hedlund & Rolander (1990). In particular, it is proposed
that the links between strategy and structure become less convincing in the case of highly international and
diversified firms, and that historical and personal factors often have a strong influence on the preferred
organizational structure.

28 For a presentation of each organizational structure, see Davis (1979).

29 Another common characteristic of the mother -daughter structure is that subsidiary managing directors
report directly to the group president, or the chairman of the parent company board.
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trend towards multiple centers of decision-making and lateral communication flows (see

Dunning, 1992a)30.

Changing Organizational Structures in Swedish Multinational Firms

Much of the organization of Swedish multinational firms can be related to their early

internationalization efforts". A common type of international expansion appears to have

been associated with independent entrepreneurs, financed by Swedish banks or their

respective corporations. The first foreign subsidiary managers were often sent to foreign

countries with "a pat on their shoulder and a checkbook"32, and left to take care of the

local business without much involvement from headquarters". As foreign markets

tended to become important in terms of sales and profits, foreign subsidiary managers

acquired status and could sustain their relative independence from headquarters.

Over a long period of time, the international growth of Swedish multinational firms

was accompanied by the mother-daughter structure (Hedlund, 1981; Hedlund & Aman,

1984). Advanced technology, primarily aimed at industrial buyers", and a narrow

product range were some of the factors favoring a mother-daughter rather than

divisionalized structure. Also, the use of greenfield establishments rather than acquisitions

allowed for an informal evaluation system, based on personal relationships and common

30 Some multinational firms have also experienced the geographical relocation and decoupling of
headquarters from divisional headquarters (as exemplified by major multinational firms like the Swedish-Swiss
firm, ABB). Also, it is likely that the number of foreign-based divisional headquarters has increased over time,
partly as a result of major foreign acquisitions.

31 For other factors influencing the organizational structure and characteristics of the Swedish firms,
resulting in the "Swedish model" of international management, see Hedlund & Aman (1984).

32 Hedlund (1981, p. 32). Similar initial developments appear to have taken place also among U.S. firms
(Stopford & Wells, 1972).

33 This is in a sense not surprising, considering that communication by voice across the Atlantic first took
place in 1927 (see Vernon, 1977).

34 Consumer goods represented less than 20 % of Swedish exports in the early 1980s (Hornell & Vahlne,
1986). Electrolux (household appliances and vacuum cleaners), Volvo (cars), and more recently IKEA (furniture
retailing) are the major Swedish international suppliers of consumer products.
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corporate attitudes. To a very large extent, foreign subsidiaries were given a considerable

degree of autonomy to develop sales in the local markets.

The mother-daughter type of organization appears to have prevailed even in large and

divisionalized companies well into the 1980s35. There are, however, indications that the

organization of Swedish multinational firms has more recently shifted towards global

product divisions and more formal control mechanisms (Hedlund & Arnan, 1984;

Rolander, Zander & Hedlund, 1989)36. The divisionalization process might have been

linked to the increasing use of foreign acquisitions, requiring a higher degree of divisional

autonomy and a clearer division of roles and responsibilities within the organization"

In addition, increasing competition and increasing numbers of local managers in foreign

subsidiaries" might have contributed to the perceived need for tighter and more formal

reporting and control systems.

Organizational concerns were probably accompanied by an increasing awareness of

duplication of effort in the international network of subsidiaries. The rationalization and

specialization of production units, in particular following the integration of the European

market, have in some cases led to the internationalization of product responsibility. While

foreign product responsibility was still uncommon in the early 1980s39, research has

identified a number of cases where Swedish multinational firms have relocated divisional

headquarters to foreign countries (Forsgren & Holm, 1990; Solvell, Zander & Porter,

1991)40.

35 Divisionalization generally started in the 1960s, but according to Hedlund (1981) a majority of the
subsidiaries were only slowly integrated into the newly formed divisions.

36 It has been suggested that the use of area divisions is more limited.

37 Additional explanations for the growing emphasis on product divisions are given by Hedlund & Aman
(1984, pp. 99-101).

38 Findings by Hedlund (1990) suggest that there has been an increasing number of local managers in foreign
units, although their involvement in top management has remained rather limited.

39 SOU (1981 :33).

40 Some of these new structures are the result of tax considerations, gradually increasing involvement in
foreign countries to the extent that foreign operations become more substantial than home operations (see
Ghauri, 1990), as well as of major acquisitions.
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Internationalization of Research and Development in the Multinational

Firm

One of the last functions to have developed in foreign countries is that of research and

development. Typically, this function has evolved along with the use of local sales or

manufacturing subsidiaries", and the perceived need to adapt products to local market

conditions (Hakanson & Zander, 1986). In some cases, local business opportunities have

provided the impetus to set up small scale R&D departments, which have then become

more important over time.

The extent to which multinational firms have come to assimilate new technology in

foreign markets has been addressed by several authors. Dunning (1958) identifies an early

trend among U. S.-owned affiliates in Britain to take on increasingly sophisticated roles

in terms of technological development. In some cases, the local subsidiaries were found

to be involved in basic research areas which were complementary to the parent firm's

technological activities (some affiliates were regarded as new sources of technology to the

parent firm, returning locally derived ideas to the U.S.). The author also indicates the

sharing of technological knowledge between affiliates and parent firms, often taking the

form of exchange of skilled engineers.

By and large, however, the amount of foreign R&D seems to have been rather limited

in the interwar period and throughout the 1950s and 1960s, at least to judge from the

experience of U.S. based firms (Cantwell, 1994a). Estimates by Mansfield (1974) indicate

that R&D expenditure by foreign units of U.S. multinational firms accounted for roughly

4% of the total amount spent at home, In relation to sales, the R&D intensity among

foreign affiliates was only about half of what was typical among the U.s. units. Findings

by Dunning (1977) and Mansfield, Teece & Romeo (1979) indicate that the proportion

of foreign R&D had increased to about 10% in the 1970s42
, while Behrman & Fischer

(1980) suggest that this figure might have under-estimated foreign R&D activities by

41 Granstrand (1979), Bergholm & Vahlne (1985) and Holm (1994).

42 The Mansfield, Teece & Romeo study was based on a total of 55 major U.S. manufacturing firms, 35
of which were active in the chemical, petroleum, electrical equipment, metals and machinery, drugs, glass, food
and paper industries.
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some 5 percentage points". In the early 1980s, U. S. multinationals had come to allocate

12% of their total R&D expenditure to units outside their home country (Dunning &

Pearce, 1985).

Information about more recent changes indicates that the proportion of foreign

technological activity has continued to increase at a relatively moderate rate, but also that

the propensity to carry out foreign technological activity varies with industry and the

nationality of firms. Patel & Pavitt (1991), using patenting data on 686 of the world's

largest manufacturing firms in the period 1969-1986, find that research in the home

country has continued to play an important role in the generation of new technology in

large multinational firms". Measuring international technological activities as a

component of national technological systems, as well as the technological activities

performed by large firms abroad, the authors suggest that the trend over the last two

decades is not indicative of any globalization of the world's technological activities".

Findings by Cantwell & Hodson (1991) and Cantwell (1992a), using patenting data on the

world's 727 (729) largest firms in the period 1969-1986, also suggest that the firms have

experienced a mild increase in the internationalization of technological activity, although

the tendency is found to vary across industries and countries".

In a series of related articles, Hakanson (1989, 1992) and Hakanson & Nobel (1993a)

analyze the international R&D operations of major Swedish multinational firms, finding

a modest increase in the internationalization of the R&D function in the period 1980-1987

(the foreign proportion of R&D increased by two percentage points, reaching 23 % in

43 The authors' estimates are based on a report by the Industry Studies Group, Division of Science Resource
Studies (1979).

44 There are, however, important differences between countries. In particular, the authors suggest that firms
from small, open economies have a greater tendency to locate research and development in foreign countries.

45 Depending on the structure of the data employed, where firms are consolidated on the basis of ownership
structures in 1982, the studies probably underestimate the growth of international technological activities of
multinational firms during more recent years. This would seem to be the case particularly in the light of
increasing international acquisitions during the 1980s.

46 The Cantwell & Hodson (1991) and Cantwell (1994a) studies show that the amount of foreign patenting
is relatively low in Japanese, U.S. and German firms, and high in firms from the Netherlands, Belgium,
Switzerland, and the U.K. Firms involved in the manufacture of food products, pharmaceutical, non-metallic
mineral products (building materials), and coal and petroleum products were found to be particularly active in
internationalizing their research activities.
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1987)47. In a similar type of study, Brockhoff & von Boehmer (1992) indicate that large

German firms spent 17% of their R&D budget abroad in 198848. Based on a sample of

296 major multinational firms?", Pearce & Singh (1992, p. 144) suggest that global

ization of R&D is "not yet a widely pervasive practice". However, the managers of these

firms believe that this will become an increasingly important issue in the years to come.

The Nature of Foreign Technological Activity

Research on the nature of foreign technological activity in the multinational firm indicates

that the work carried out by foreign units has generally been less advanced than at home.

Studies on the foreign R&D of multinational firms in the 1960s and 1970s indicate that

most foreign units were engaged in the adaption of products to meet particular needs of

local markets'". At the same time, many foreign units were found to acquire increasingly

advanced technological capabilities over time, indicating that foreign units were assuming

worldwide responsibility for product development in selected fields of technology.

However, there does not seem to have been a fundamental shift in the nature of foreign

R&D operations during the 1980s. Hakanson & Nobel (1993a) and von Boehmer (1991)

provide only limited evidence that foreign R&D units of Swedish and U.S. multinational

firms are currently involved in the systematic assimilation of new technological

development in foreign countries". Results by Pearce (1992), Pearce & Singh (1992),

and Molero & Buesa (1993) tend to confirm the established view that foreign R&D units

are still primarily used as adaptors of products derived from the parent company. Some

cases of integrated networks of foreign R&D units are identified, but this form of

47 The sample included Sweden's 20 largest firms, excluding ABB.

48 Data relates to a survey of 269 of the largest German firms carrying out R&D, representing a response
rate of 38.3 %.

49 The overall response rate was 29 %.

50 Creamer et al. (1976), Dunning (1977), Ronstadt (1977), Mansfield, Teece & Romeo (1979), Behrman
& Fischer (1980), Hakanson (1981), and Pearce (1992).

51 The von Boehmer study is based on a sample of 52 U.S. firms with 132 wholly-owned foreign R&D
facilities. A low response rate (12 %) might have affected the results, yet the dominance of development,
engineering and technical service in foreign R&D operations appears to be quite significant.
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organizing internationally dispersed R&D capabilities still seems to be rather uncommon.

Similar results are provided by Dunning (1988a), using evidence from the pharmaceutical

industry. The author finds that firms normally conduct the most sensitive and demanding

types of work in centers located in their country of origin. At the same time, it is

indicated that more and more firms are tending towards using integrated networks for the

production of internationally sold products".

The Profile of Foreign Technological Activity

Additional empirical work has analyzed the profile of foreign technological activity

performed by the multinational firm. As noted by Vernon (1977), multinationals have

sometimes developed independent programs for innovation in foreign countries,

responding to the specific characteristics of the host country. Cantwell & Hodson (1991)

and Cantwell (1992b) present further evidence that, with some exceptions, the distribution

of foreign-owned research of large firms is positively related to the overall pattern of

innovation in the major industrialized countries. This finding would support the

assumption that multinational firms tend to locate their foreign R&D units in the world's

centers of excellence, thereby gaining access to the systems of innovation which are the

most conducive to technological development in different fields of technology.

Similarly, Cantwell & Randaccio (1992) present evidence that some multinational firms

(e.g. German firms in the chemical sector) are using foreign locations to provide

technology which is complementary to the technological capabilities available in the home

market". Patel & Pavitt (1991) provide further evidence that large firms make selective

use of foreign countries when internationalizing their research and development activities.

52 Other preliminary findings also indicate relatively weak influences from foreign markets in the overall
technological development of the multinational firm. Pedersen (1992), using data on 141 foreign-owned
manufacturing firms in Denmark (the response rate was 56%), finds that influences from the local environment
on technological development are relatively weak. Local customers are found to have the strongest influence
on the creation of new products, while influences from local suppliers and research centers tend to be relatively
unimportant (the results might be influenced by the average age of the units in the sample which is not
available) .

53 The analysis is based on patenting data, which is used as a proxy for cross-border investments in
technological capabilities.
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The authors' findings show that the entire range of the large firms' strong and weak

technological activities does not match with that of their host countries.

In this context, it has been suggested that large, multinational firms tend to reinforce

established patterns of technological specialization across countries. Cantwell (1992a),

using U.S. patenting data in the period 1963-1986 and 34 groups of technological activity

(and on the world's 729 largest firms 1969-1986), provides some evidence that the

international concentration of technological activity has risen over the last two decades,

although the effect varies between technological areas". While the relocation of foreign

owned research seems to have made a contribution to the concentration of technological

activities worldwide, the effect has not been found to be decisive.

Internationalization of Research and Development in Swedish Multinational Firms

Both the magnitude and foreign share of research and development in Swedish

multinational firms have increased over the last few decades". Hakanson (1981) found

that the proportion of foreign R&D expenditure averaged 16% of total corporate R&D

in 1978. A major part of the foreign R&D activities was found to be located in advanced

industrialized countries (the U.S., EEC members, and Japan). According to Hakanson

(1989) and Hakanson & Nobel (1993a), the foreign proportion of R&D had increased to

23% in 1987.

Similar results are reported by Swedenborg et al. (1988), although the proportion of

foreign research activity is found to be at a somewhat lower level". After a marked

54 In 1/3 of the 34 groups the author finds evidence of "strong" concentration or agglomeration, indicating
not only a concentration of technological activity, but also that previously strong countries have improved their
positions at the expense of others.

55 Swedenborg et al. (1988) show that R&D intensity, measured as total R&D expenditure over total sales,
has increased from 1.83 in 1965 to 4.17 in 1986.

56 The proportion of foreign research activity differs between firms and industries. Hakanson & Nobel
(1993a) show that some Swedish multinational firms have less than 10% of their R&D activity in foreign R&D
units, while others have more than 50% of their R&D in foreign units (further differences can be found between
business units within the parent firms). Swedenborg et. al (1988) find that the share of foreign R&D ranges
between 4-51 % depending on the industry, the lowest figures being reported for industries like pulp and paper,
and transportation, and the highest for mechanical engineering (it might be noted that technological activity is
classified according to the main industrial activity of the parent firm).
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increase in foreign R&D activity among Swedish firms in the period 1965-197057
, the

authors report a stabilization in the share of foreign R&D around the 15% mark during

the 1980s58
• Patel & Pavitt (1991), perhaps with a smaller sample of the largest Swedish

firms, show that about 30 % of the technological activities in these firms (in terms of

patenting) were located outside Sweden in the period 1981-1986.

Most of the foreign R&D activities of Swedish multinational firms have been carried

out in advanced industrialized countries (Hakanson, 1980, 1989; Hakanson & Nobel,

1993a). In the late 1970s, European countries accounted for almost three quarters of

foreign R&D expenditure, the U.S. and Canada for about one fifth, and other

industrialized countries (Australia, New Zealand, South Africa) for the remaining part.

The geographical distribution did not change significantly in the 1980s, although there

was a slight increase in the share accounted for by the U.S. and Canada (some 4

percentage points) and a reduction in the European share of about the same size".

Whereas the overall picture indicates that the share of foreign technological activity

does not grow at a substantial rate, important differences have been found when

comparing the share of foreign R&D in industries and firms?". For example, data on

Swedish multinational firms show that industries such as chemicals, rubber and plastics,

paper and printing, and mechanical engineering equipment appear to be quite internation

alized in terms of R&D operations (with shares of foreign R&D expenditure between

24 % and 51 %). Industries with a lower share are transportation and pulp and paper

57 The share of foreign R&D increased from 9% to 17% during this period. Other estimates by Swedenborg
(1982, 1985) show an increase from 9 % to 14%.

58 According to Hakanson (1980), the 20 largest Swedish firms (in terms of foreign employment) carried
out 14% of their R&D activities in 1978.

59 In 1987, the most important European countries were Italy (22 % of the firms' foreign R&D activities in
terms of the number of employees), the U.K. (9%) and Germany (8%).

60 Behrman & Fischer (1980) and Swedenborg et al. (1988). Pearce (1988) accounts for some of the factors
that might explain the propensity to carry out foreign R&D.
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(4 %)61. Among the 20 largest Swedish firms in the chemical and engineering industries,

the share of foreign R&D ranged from less than 10% to over 50 %62 •

The Nature of Foreign Technological Activity in Swedish Multinational Firms

While Swedish firms have been found to increase their R&D activities in foreign locations

over the past two decades, it is more difficult to assess the extent to which foreign

technological activity has contributed to the search for new technology. Hakanson &

Nobel (1993a, 1993b) identify four major motives for the operation of foreign R&D units

among Swedish firms: political factors (accounting for 34 % of the employment in foreign

R&D units), market proximity (32 %), exploitation of foreign R&D resources and

expertise (8 %), and production support (5%)63. Many of the foreign units are reported

to have been assigned global product mandates, but the overall impression is that

adaptation to local market demand and manufacturing support remain the most important

tasks.

From this evidence, it does not seem that Swedish multinational firms have had the

ambition to use foreign countries as significant sources of new or complementary

technology (although market proximity might imply a desire to operate close to important

customers for technological improvements). However, it appears that the need to monitor

technological development and competitors abroad became increasingly important in the

1980s. There is also some evidence that sophisticated markets received more research

intensive units".

61 Swedenborg et al. (1988). Also, see Hakanson (1980).

62 Hakanson (1989) and Hakanson & Nobel (1993a). Further differences are found between business units
within the firms.

63 A fifth and rather large category includes foreign R&D units where the motives for technological activity
are mixed. While the relative importance of political factors and market proximity differ between units in
Europe and North America, the monitoring of research is constant at 8% in both areas. Other studies have
indicated that there were only small differences in the R&D work carried out at home and abroad in the late
1970s (Hakanson, 1980). In Swedish industry, 50 % of R&D expenditure related to new product development,
45 % to improvement of existing products, and 5 % to long-term development work. In foreign subsidiaries, the
equivalent figures were 50 %, 40 %, and 10%.

64 Hakanson (1992). A rather rough measure of market sophistication is used (total R&D expenditure as a
percentage of gross national product).
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Summary

With accumulating experience and more sophisticated international operations,

multinational firms have to an increasing extent located their technological activity in

foreign countries. Several studies have shown an increasing amount of foreign

teclmological activity among large multinational firms, although the growth of these

activities appears to have been rather slow during the 1980s. There has also been

important progress in the study of foreign technological activity of large Swedish

multinational firms. Recent survey data have provided a picture of significant but

moderately growing shares of foreign research and development.

Studies of the overall development of the multinational firm also indicate the

introduction of organizational structures to facilitate the international search for new

technology and in particular the integration of technological capabilities across home and

foreign units. However, there is little systematic information on how the multinational

makes use of its organizational capacity to search for and integrate new technology on an

international scale. Most of the available evidence relates to the nature of foreign

technological activity, described by the type of work carried out in foreign research and

development departments. In particular, researchers have found that adaptation of

products to local market needs still tends to dominate the efforts of foreign R&D units.

There are also a number of other motives for carrying out foreign R&D, but basic

research does not appear to be among the more prominent.

One particular drawback of previous studies is that they have not been able to address

the historical evolution of foreign technological activity among multinational firms. This

introduces two sets of interrelated problems. The first problem concerns the limited

information about whether current practices are different from those which prevailed

during the earlier part of this century or during a large part of the period after the second

world war. Assumptions about the changing nature of the multinational firm are based on

rather short periods of observations, and it is therefore possible that authors have either

under- or over-estimated the significance of changes that have taken place during the most

recent decades. The second problem is that predictions about the future development of

the multinational firm, frequently involving expectations of a rapidly developing capacity
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to find and assimilate new technology worldwide, might miss information which could

help in determining how rapid the transformation will be.

As an introduction to the empirical investigations of this study, which to a large extent

are intended to address these problems, the next two chapters present the sample of firms

and the type of data that are employed in the analyses. The empirical chapters then set

out to examine the evolution of foreign technological activity among the sample firms

over the period 1890-1990. Although the study does not directly address the worldwide

integration of technological capabilities within the multinational firm, it will nevertheless

provide some evidence on the preconditions for this type of integration.
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CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the research design, sample selection, and data collection

techniques. Particular emphasis is placed on describing the process of consolidating the

U.S. patenting of the sample firms. The chapter concludes with a discussion of possible

errors introduced by the consolidation process. It is suggested that the data provide a

fairly comprehensive description of the U.S. patenting of the sample firms, although

information on patenting activity further back in time might not be as reliable as that of

more recent periods.

Research Design

The research design involved a preparatory study, providing initial information about the

use of patenting in three Swedish multinational firms. The main empirical study employs

data on U.S. patenting in a sample of 31 Swedish multinational firms over the period

1890-1990 1
•

The Preparatory Study

The first phase of the research involved a limited preparatory study to gain an insight into

patenting and patenting policies in Swedish multinational firms active in different types

of industries (ABB, power generation and distribution equipment and mechanical

engineering; Ericsson, telecommunications; MoDo, pulp and paper).

1 The related technological activity was generally performed some time prior to the issuing of the patents,
and the commercialization of the inventions probably lags the issuing decision by a few years. According to
Scherer & Ross (1990), the average time between patent application and issuing date in the U. S. has been about
two years, although the lag time appears to have been more than 3 years in the late 1940s and early 1950s
(Rossman & Sanders, 1957). More recent figures indicate a reduction of this period to 18 months (U.S.
Department of Commerce, Patent and Trademark Office, 1992). Other studies have looked at the time interval
between the initial conception of an idea and the issuing of the related patent, and at the lag time between the
issuing of the patent and its commercialization. Data on major Swedish innovations indicate average intervals
of 3.5 and 4.7 years respectively (Wallmark & McQueen, 1986).
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The preparatory study consisted of open-ended interviews with patent engineers (1-2

people depending on the firm), normally lasting about 2-3 hours. Particular emphasis was

placed on issues related to the role of patenting under various industry conditions, and the

types of inventions that generally result in actual patenting. The information which was

collected revealed some potential biases towards patents as an indicator of innovative

activity, and is contained in the discussion of patenting as an indicator of technological

activity in Chapter 5.

The Main Empirical Study

The main empirical study uses patents granted in the U.S. as an indicator of technological

activity in the selected sample of Swedish multinational firms", It also uses data on U.S.

patenting by firms with their domicile in other countries, which are employed in the

statistical analyses in Chapters 8-10.

The patenting data were originally collected from the U.S. Patenting Office and further

refined and classified at the University of Reading (in cooperation with the Science Policy

Research Unit at the University of Sussex)", To obtain more detailed information on the

patenting by the sample firms, additional work on consolidating the patenting by majority

owned affiliated units was carried out by the author with the assistance of researchers at

the University of Reading", The search for affiliate patenting covered the entire period

1890-1990, and is further described in the following sections.

2 For a presentation of a typical U.S. patent and the U.S. patenting system, see Narin & Olivastro (1988).

3 Cantwell (1989, 1992b) accounts for the original data collection and classification procedures in detail.

4 The author would like to thank Professor John Cantwell, Pilar Barrera, and their research team for their
valuable help in this work.
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Sample Selection

The sample selection criteria were a combination of size (in terms of annual turnover) and

technological activity (in terms of patenting)", the ambition being to account for a

dominant share of economic activity and technological development among Swedish

firms.

Because the economic and technological importance of firms varies over time, the

selection of firms was based on an assessment of both their historical and current

operations. While this procedure eliminated several Swedish firms of historical

importance from consideration (e.g. the mining firm LKAB and nl0st firms in the

shipbuilding industry), the resulting sample by and large accounts for a major part of

historical and current technological activity in Sweden.

The selection procedure resulted in the inclusion of 31 Swedish multinational firms,

which were generally among the 50 largest Swedish firms in 1990 in terms of annual

sales", The selected firms represent a broad spectrum of industries, including forest and

paper products, transportation equipment, power generation and distribution equipment,

pharmaceuticals, telecommunication equipment, and various industries based on

mechanical engineering. Table 4.1 presents the final sample of firms, their annual sales,

and principal fields of industrial activity.

5 As indicated in Wallmark & McQueen (1986).

6 The cut off 7,988 MSEK excluded the firms ESAB, Perstorp AB, PLM, and Uddeholm AB.
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Table 4.1: The selected sample of Swedish multinational firms

Sales in 1990 (MSEK)7 Principal Fields of Industrial Activity

AGAAB

Alfa-Laval AB

ASEAIABB, Allmanna Svenska Elektriska AB

AB Astra
Atlas Copco AB

Avesta Jernverks AB
AB Bofors
Boliden AB
AB Electrolux
Ericsson, Telefon AB L.M. Ericsson
ESAB, Elektriska Svetsnings AB
Esselte AB
Fagersta AB
Flakt, AB Svenska Flaktfabriken

Granges AB
Gotaverken AB
MoDo, Mo och Domsjo AB
Nobel Industrier AB
Perstorp AB
Pharmacia AB
PLM, AB Platrnanufaktur
Saab-Scania AB
Sandvik AB

SCA, Svenska Cellulosa AB
SKF, Svenska Kullagerfabriken AB
Stora, Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags AB
Swedish Match AB
Tetra Pak International AB
Trelleborg, Trelleborgs Gummifabriks AB
Uddeholm AB
AB Volvo

Notes:

1) 1987 figure. ABB sales 157,993 MSEK in 1990.
2) 1984 figure.
3) 1987 figure.
4) 1984 figure.
5) 1976 half-year figure.
6) 1989 figure.
7) 1988 figure.

12,639

17,881

52,271 1)

9,832
15,915

8,435
4,375 2)

13,516 3)

82,434
46,400
7,034

16,050
3,125 4)

20,750

8,135
1,854 5)

18,464
26,399
6,712
7,871 6)

5,856
29,035
18,256

31,122
27,930
62,369
17,246 7)

31,700
25,601
2,827

83,185

Industrial gases, cold storage and
freezing equipment
Separators, plate heat exchangers,
agricultural equipment
Power generation and distribution
equipment
Pharmaceuticals
Pneumatic and hydraulic (rock
drilling) equipment
Special ty steel and metals
Defense equipment
Mining
White goods, home appliances
Telecommunication equipment
Welding equipment
Office equipment
Metals, rock drills
Environmental control equipment,
industrial drying
Metals
Shipbuilding, pulp machinery
Pulp and paper
Chemicals
Chemicals
Pharmaceuticals
Packaging material
Automotive products, aircraft
Special ty steel and metals, hard
materials, rock drills
Pulp and paper
Ball- and roller bearings
Pulp and paper
Matches
Liquid packaging machinery
Rubber products
Specialty steel and metals
Automotive products, food

The principal fields of industrial activity do not follow a strict classification scheme, and indicate major fields
of industrial activity in more recent periods.

Some firms have experienced changes in ownership which have not been taken into account.

7 Source: Veckans Affarer, No 17/18, 24 April, 1991 and other issues of the same publication. In 1990,
1 USD was equal to approximately 7 SEK.



It should be emphasized that the sample firms were not randomly selected, and are not

necessarily representative of Swedish or other multinational firms in general. In addition,

although the sample accounts for a dominant share of historical and current technological

activity in Sweden, the empirical results should not be taken as a direct measure of

Swedish technological activity. Apart from the exclusion of small and medium sized

firms, the study excludes new scientific ideas and inventions which have originated from

university or government laboratories. These firms and organizations account for a

considerable share of technological development in Sweden which will not be reflected

in the empirical findings.

Data Collection Techniques

Data collection started with the extraction of basic patenting data from the U.S. Patent

Office (carried out at the University of Reading), and involved the further consolidation

of patenting by the sample firms and their majority-owned Swedish and foreign affiliates.

The first phase of the consolidation process identified the history of each corporate

parent, including the year of establishment, possible name changes, and mergers with

other firms. The second phase involved the identification of majority-owned Swedish and

foreign affiliates, and the allocation of their patenting to the corporate parent over the

appropriate time periods (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Data collection techniques

I: Original data collection

Collection of basic data from
the U. S. Patent Office
(carried out at the
University of Reading)

II: Consolidation of the patenting of the sample firms

Phase 1: Identification of the history of each corporate parent

Phase 2: Identification of majority-owned Swedish and foreign
affiliates, consolidation of their patenting with the
respective corporate parents over the appropriate time
periods
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Data collection was divided into a pre-1969 and a post-1969 period, as data for the pre

1969 period was not available on computer tape and required manual search procedures.

Original Data Collection

The original pre-1969 data from the U.S. Patenting Office contained information about

individual patent numbers, classes and sub-classes to which the patents were assigned, and

the country of origin of the inventor. The data did not record the name of the patenting

company, or its country of residence. The collection of data was therefore based on a

manual search, looking up selected companies in the publications of the U.S. Patenting

Office (U.S. Index of Patents 1890-1963, and the U.S. Patent Gazette") and recording

their respective patents in each year. This made it possible to add the company names and

country of residence for the firms that were included in the search",

The original post-1969 data from the U.S. Patenting Office contained information about

individual patent numbers, classes and sub-classes to which each patent was assigned, and

the country of origin of the inventor. In addition, and as opposed to the pre-1969 data,

the data also gave the name of the patenting company. Additional work on the post-1969

data involved the addition of country of residence of companies which were included in

the search, and also the recording of their main sector of output".

One important aspect of the U.S. Patenting Office data is that it reveals the nationality

of the inventor rather than the nationality of ownership of the research unit. This is

because the completion of the U.S. patent application form requires the recording of the

location of origin of invention, even if the patent is granted to a firm based in another

8 Office of Technology Assessment and Forecast (OTAF).

9 In addition to the firms in the selected sample, the Patent Office publications were scanned to record other
Swedish firms' patenting in the U.S. during the pre-1969 period. Firms that were identified as Swedish were
those for which the host country indicated Swedish ownership, or where the name appeared to be Swedish
(usually involving the limited liability abbreviation, AB). The periods that were scanned were 1890-1897,1904
1906, 1912-1914, 1920-1924, 1927-1929, and 1933-1939. The majority of firms identified normally appeared
only in one year over the entire period, indicating that the sample of firms selected for this study accounts for
a large share of total patenting in the U.S. The complete list of firms identified in the scanning process is
presented in Appendix 4.1.

10 The sectors of output that were employed are described in Dunning & Pearce (1985).
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country. Under the assumption that the nationality of the inventor in the majority of cases

coincides with the geographical location of invention, it is possible to identify where the

research and development underlying the invention was mainly carried out. Thus, for

every patent registered under the name of any of the sample firms, it is known if the

patent originated in e.g. France, Germany, Italy, the U.K., the U.S., or any other

country. This is an important advantage because various patenting policies (e.g. aimed

at registering most patents under the name of the parent unit) might otherwise distort the

correct distribution of home and foreign patenting 11 •

Identification of the History of Each Corporate Parent

In order to define the sample firms in a way which would make comparisons of patenting

possible over time, it was necessary to account for changes in the names of firms during

the period 1890-1990, and also to account for changes in ownership through mergers and

acquisitions 12• To get a reliable picture of the total amount of patenting by the sample

firms, it was also necessary to consolidate the patenting of Swedish and foreign affiliated

units. The selection of the sample was therefore followed by an extensive search into the

history of each individual firm,

The first phase of the consolidation process made use of a number of sources to identify

the early history of each individual firm, including the year of establishment, possible

name changes, major mergers with other firms, and affiliated units which had either been

11 Two factors that could potentially invalidate this assumption are the international mobility of scientists
and engineers (e.g. a Swedish engineer might have worked and applied for patents in foreign subsidiaries), and
the formalization of ideas that were originally picked up in other locations (some of the work carried out in
foreign subsidiaries might be converted into patents after the engineer returned to Sweden). It has not been
possible to determine the extent to which these factors are reflected in the collected data, but it is probably a
fair assumption that work at formal research and development departments to a large extent draws upon locally
employed scientists and engineers.

12 For example, Gotaverken AB changed names several times after its foundation in 1841 (Goteborgs
Mekaniska Verkstad until 1906, Goteborgs Nya Verkstads AB until 1916, and Gotaverken AB thereafter).
Several other firms were established under names that differ from their current ones, sometimes experiencing
several name changes (Trelleborgs Gummifabriks AB was founded in 1897 under the name of AB Velox,
Esselte AB was founded in 1913 under the name Sveriges Litografiska Tryckerier, etc.). Other firms were the
result of major mergers (Atlas Copco AB was established through the merger between Nya AB Atlas and AB
Diesels Motorer in 1917, and the formation of Saab-Scania AB involved the merger between Scania and VABIS
in 1911, and between Saab and Scania-Vabis in 1969).
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incorporated or sold over time. The most important source of information was the

publication "Svenska Aktiebolag - Handbok for Affarsvarlden"!'. A search in the

volumes covering the years 1946 to 1977 revealed information about the origins of each

individual firm and about major mergers or acquisitions which had occurred over the

years 14. Additional information, especially on those firms for which there had been a

limited amount of information, was gathered from other publications 15. In particular,

these publications made it possible to account for the more recent changes in ownership

structure (additional information about the data collection process, and an example of the

result from this search, are presented in Appendix 4.2).

Based on these findings, it was possible to initiate a search for patenting by the

forerunners of the sample firms, involving the manual search through the publications of

the U.S. Patenting Office (for a list of forerunner firms for which early patenting was

recorded, see Appendix 4.3).

Consolidation of the Patenting by Swedish and Foreign Affiliates

The second phase of the consolidation process was aimed at identifying the patenting by

majority-owned Swedish and foreign affiliates over the period 1890-1990. For practical

reasons, the search for affiliates was divided into three periods, 1890-1946, 1947-1968,

and 1969-1990, and a check to identify patenting affiliates was made for selected years

in each period (see Figure 4.2). If affiliates were found to be patenting in any of the

selected years, a search for further patents covered the entire period during which they

had been majority-owned by the corporate parent and their patenting was consolidated

with the parent over the relevant time period.

13 The publication's name was "Svenska Aktiebolag och Enskilda Banker" until 1933.

14 The selected years were 1947/48,1950/51,1955/56,1960/61,1965/66, 1970/71,1975/76, and 1977/78.

15 Naringsliv i omvandling - En studie av branschrationaliseringen i Sverige 1958-1962 (SNS, P.A. Norstedt
& Saner, 1964), Sammanslagningar och samarbetsavtal i svensk industri 1963-64 - Ett komplement till SNS
utredningen Naringsliv i omvandling (SNS, 1965), SOU 1977:51, SPKs Bokserie 1989:4, Strukturproblem 
Studier och debatt (SNS, 1967), and Solvell, Zander & Porter (1991).
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Figure 4.2: Identification of patenting Swedish and foreign affiliates

1890-1946

Check to identify
patenting affiliates:

Various years depending on
the affiliate

1947-1968

Check to identify
patenting affiliates:

1965

1969-1990

Check to identify
patenting affiliates:

1990 (1982)

1890-1946: To cover possible patenting by affiliates during the period 1890-1946,

information from the first phase of the consolidation process was employed to identify

major, majority-owned affiliates of the corporate parents. Because of the time and

resources required, the search for patenting was carried out on a selection of major

affiliates chosen on a judgmental basis (a list of affiliates and years of search for patenting

is presented in Appendix 4.4). Depending on the period over which affiliated units had

belonged to the corporate parents, the search to identify possible patenting by the

affiliates was made for selected years (ranging from one year for affiliates considered less

important to three years for more important affiliates). If an affiliated unit was found to

have patented in any of the selected years, a search for patents was then initiated to cover

the entire period during which it had been affiliated with the corporate parent.

By and large, the consolidation of affiliate patenting for this period was less systematic

than for subsequent periods. In some cases, due to the lack of information, it was not

possible to determine the exact years of ownership of the affiliated units, which could

have resulted in a slight overestimation of the total patenting of the consolidated parent.

Generally, however, only a few of the affiliates were found to have patented in the U.S.

in the years that were examined.

1947-1968: Using the publication "Svenska Aktiebolag - Handbok for Affarsvarlden",

it was possible to account more systematically for affiliates that were owned over the

period 1947-1968. Ownership of affiliated units was checked for each individual year,

making it possible to determine the exact years in which an affiliated firm was either

majority or minority-owned (for more detailed information about the collection process,

and an example of the results from this search, see Appendix 4.5).
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This information was used to compile a list of majority-owned Swedish and foreign

affiliates for each corporate parent. Affiliates that were excluded from this list were

minority-owned firms and firms which were considered unlikely to carry out any major

research operations (e.g. sales representatives, distribution units, or power generating

firms). Also, affiliated units where the degree of ownership could not be determined were

excluded from the list, unless they were foreign affiliates. Foreign affiliates were retained

since ownership was generally less systematically indicated than for Swedish affiliates,

and they were expected to be majority- or wholly-owned in most cases. An additional

consideration was that they contained important information on the foreign patenting by

the Swedish firms which would otherwise have been missed.

A search to identify possible patenting by the affiliated units was then made for the year

1965. If an affiliate was found to have patented in this particular year, the search for

patents related to the affiliate was extended over the entire period during which the

affiliate was majority-owned by its parent. No further search was made for those affiliates

which did not have any patents in 1965 (examples of affiliated units which were included

in the search are provided in Appendix 4.6). This procedure might have meant a number

of patents which should have been attributed to the corporate parent were missed, because

technologically active affiliates for some reasons may not have been patenting in the

selected year, and were therefore excluded from further search. The reason for limiting

the search to one particular point in time was based on two considerations. The primary

reason was a lack of resources to enable a full search of the entire period (since the data

for the period 1947-1968 was not originally available on computer tape, the search was

manual and time consuming). An additional observation from related work was that a

search in one particular year would pick up the patenting by a majority of the most

important affiliates 16 .

The choice of 1965 as a search year was based on a trade-off between accounting for

early ownership structures (in which case a year early in the period 1947-1968 would

have been preferred) and accounting for a larger proportion of foreign affiliates (in which

case a year later in the period would have been preferred). The decision was to select

16 This work had been performed by researchers at the University of Reading as part of related research
projects based on patenting data.
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1965, as reporting practices had by that year generally come to include foreign affiliates.

Moreover, it was considered important to make comparisons of domestic versus foreign

patenting of the corporate parents over time. Additionally, the check for patenting by

affiliated units in the 1969-1990 period was placed at the end of the period (1990), and

the selection of an early year in the 1947-1968 period would have produced a rather large

gap of information between the chosen years.

1969-1990: To account for the patenting of affiliated units in the 1969-1990 period, a

slightly different method was used. Since only a small number of affiliated units were

found to have patented in the year 1965, it was decided that a complete account of

minority and majority-owned affiliates in the 1969-1990 period was not the most

economical way to proceed. Instead, majority-owned Swedish and foreign affiliated units

were identified for the year 1990, followed by a full search for patents by those affiliated

units that had patented in this particular year (examples of affiliated units which were

included in the search are provided in Appendix 4.7). For some of the Swedish parent

firms which had been acquired by other sample firms in the 1970s and 1980s, the search

for affiliated units was made for other years".

The search for affiliates was based on the company directories "Koncernregistret 

KCR", which lists all majority- and minority-owned Swedish affiliates of the parent

companies in the sample", and "Who Owns Whom - Continental Europe", listing the

foreign affiliated units of the corporate parents 19. The search only extended to majority-

17 When some of the Swedish parent firms were acquired, reorganizations and sometimes the sale of
individual divisions made it difficult to assess the extent to which patenting in the post-acquisition period
represented technological development under normal circumstances. Therefore, the year selected for search was
the last year in which the firm had been an independent company. In other cases, it appeared that the acquisition
would not fundamentally change the structure of the acquired firm (e.g. when operations were distinct from
those of the acquiring firms, or if it was acquired as a portfolio investment). In those cases, 1990 was used for
the search of affiliated units.

18 The publication listed Swedish corporate groups (defined as companies with subsidiaries not owned by
a firm registered in Sweden), and their subsidiaries nine levels down from the parent firm. The publication also
listed minority interests where the parent firm owned more than 10% of the affiliated firm.

19 Dun & Bradstreet Ltd. (first published in 1961). A parent company is defined as a company with
subsidiaries or associates which is not controlled by any other company. An affiliated unit is considered a
subsidiary if another company controls the composition of its board of directors, or, holds more than 50 % of
its equity share capital. An affiliated company is considered an associate if the holding of another company
amounts to between 5% and 50 %.
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owned, first order affiliates, i.e. it did not include affiliates in which the corporate parent

indirectly held a majority ownership share". Dormant affiliates identified in the

publication "Who Owns Whom" were also excluded from the search, as were sales units

and affiliates involved in trading, distribution, power generation, or service". Similar

to the 1947-1968 search, the exact years in which an affiliated unit was majority-owned

were determined, and any patenting by the affiliated units was then consolidated with the

corporate parent over the appropriate time period.

In the 1969-1990 period, related research projects had consolidated affiliate patenting

for several parent firms in the sample": The year of consolidation was 1982, using the

publication "Who Owns Whom" to assign affiliates to corporate groups. The work had

involved the identification of all firms that had patented in this particular year, a check

for ownership ties in "Who Owns Whom", and the assigning of their patents to the

relevant corporate parent. This meant that the patenting by identified affiliated units had

originally been consolidated with the parent corporations for the entire period of 1969

1990, not taking into account whether the units were part of the parent corporation only

a few years prior to or after 1982. It also meant that indirectly owned affiliates were

added to the corporate groups.

To make use of this information, affiliates that had been identified through this search

were consolidated with the Swedish parent firms, but data was corrected to cover only

those periods during which the affiliate firms had actually been associated with the

corporate parent. Possible double counting due to the 1990-based search was avoided by

checking if an individual affiliate appeared in both of the years examined. If this was the

20 For instance, AGA AB would hold 100% of the share capital of Frigoscandia AB. Frigoscandia AB,
which would be included in the check for affiliate patenting, would in turn have 100% ownership in the
affiliated units Frigoscandia Food Process Systems AB, Frigoscandia Food Process Systems International AB,
Frigoscandia Food Process Systems Norden AB, Frigoscandia Svenska AB, Frigoscandia Transport AB,
Norrkopings Kyl och Fryshus AB, Processing Products and Management AB, and Sundsvalls Fryserier AB.
As indicated in the concluding sections of this chapter, these second order affiliates generally appear to account
for a limited number of patents.

21 Other affiliated units excluded from the search were involved in e.g. consulting, real estate management,
insurance, finance, and shipping.

22 Exceptions were Astra, Avesta, ESAB, Fagersta, Granges, Nobel Industrier, Perstorp, PLM, Stora, and
Trelleborg.
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case, the affiliate was omitted from the 1990-based search, since it had already been

recorded for the entire period through the 1982 consolidation effort.

Results from the Consolidation Process

The predecessor firms and majority-owned affiliates identified by the 1890-1946 and 1965

checks together accounted for a total of 82 patents, distributed over 9 predecessors and

6 affiliated units. The 1990 search resulted in the identification of a total of 998 affiliate

patents, distributed over close to 150 affiliates. This number includes 62 patents

associated with second order affiliates which were picked up by the computer search":

The significant increase in observed affiliate patenting between 1965 and 1990 can be

explained to some extent by aging affiliates and the development of more advanced and

productive R&D departments over time (note, however, that the number of patents per

affiliated unit has not increased significantly). It should also reflect the proliferation of

large foreign acquisitions by the sample firms in the 1970s and 1980s (for example,

Electrolux added 98 patents through the acquisitions of Tappan Company, Industrie

Zanussi S.P.A., and White Consolidated Industries).

Part of the increase can also be explained by more complete reporting practices

underlying the publications that were used in the search process. This has probably led

to the inclusion of a larger proportion of affiliated units in the publications during more

recent periods. In addition, the 1990 figures include the outcome of the 1982

consolidation effort, which added the patenting of some second order affiliated units. The

consolidation thus picked up a few affiliated units which would not have been identified

in the 1990 search.

In its original form, the sample of firms accounted for 12,981 patents. The final part

of the consolidation process, excluding the patenting by affiliated units during the periods

in which they were not associated with any of the sample firms, resulted in a remaining

total of 11,517 patents (the 1,464 excluded patents corresponding to 11% of the original

number of patents).

23 These second order affiliates had generally included the parent's name in their own.
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The share of excluded patents ranged from 0% (Avesta, Fagersta, Perstorp, Tetra Pak,

and Uddeholm) to 58 % (Nobel Industrier)" . Firms that were affected more than others

by the consolidation process include Volvo (39% of the 513 original patents were

excluded), Granges (34%), Pharmacia (30%), Trelleborg (29%), Electrolux (26%), and

SCA (26%). In some of the cases (Volvo, Granges, Trelleborg, and Electrolux), the large

number of acquisitions explains the relatively significant adjustments to the original

number of patents. In others, the exclusion of patents by large affiliated units in pre

acquisition or post-sale periods explains the relatively high exclusion rate. For example,

the patents excluded by AB Ferrosan and Aktiebolaget Leo over the relevant periods

explain the relatively significant adjustments to the number of patents in Pharmacia, and

the same applies to the patents by Sunds Defibrator Aktiebolag in SCA.

A Further Note on the Consolidation of Patenting by the Sample Firms

When the sample firms were consolidated, it was sometimes necessary to include the

patenting of other sample firms which had been acquired (as well as the patenting of their

associated units). For example, as Electrolux acquired the sample firm Granges in 1980

all patents associated with the Granges group were assigned to Electrolux in the post-1980

period. Similar adjustments were made in the case of ASEA and Flakt (Flakt was

associated with the ASEA group in the period 1981-1986), Trelleborg and Boliden

(Boliden was acquired in 1987), and in several other cases.

At the same time, firms like Granges, Flakt and Boliden have also been analyzed as

separate entities throughout parts of the 1890-1990 period. This means that the aggregate

number of patents assigned to individual sample firms, because of occasional double

counting, will exceed the total number of patents accounted for by the entire sample of

firms. This does not, however, affect any of the analyses. Double-counting has been

eliminated in the analyses of the total sample of firms, and individual firms have only

24 The share of excluded patents is distributed as follows: 0-10%: ABB, AGA, Alfa Laval, ASEA, Astra,
Atlas Copco, Avesta, Bofors, Boliden, Ericsson, Fagersta, Flakt, Gotaverken, MoDo, Perstorp, PLM, Sandvik,
Stora, Swedish Match, Tetra Pak, and Uddeholm; 10-20%: ESAB, Esselte, Saab-Scania, and SKF; 20- %:
Electrolux, Granges, Nobel Industrier, Pharmacia, SCA, Trelleborg, and Volvo.
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been analyzed one at a time. The individual, consolidated corporate groups are presented

in Appendix 4.8.

Sources of Error Related to the Consolidation Process

There are three major sources of error which affect the consolidated data, one relating

to incomplete reporting practices underlying the publications that were used, a second

relating to the loss of information by only extending the search to majority-owned, first

order affiliates, and a third relating to the selection of two (three) points in time for

identifying patenting affiliates.

In the view of the amount of information available and the reporting practices of the

publications used, the coverage of patenting by affiliated units is particularly incomplete

for the period 1890-1946. The affiliated units identified in the period 1947-1968 should

include the most important affiliated firms, but might not represent a complete coverage

of affiliated units". The information collected for the 1969-1990 period should be the

most accurate and reliable", although the search for affiliated units in only one selected

year may well have caused a small but insignificant loss of information.

A number of patents will also have been missed by not extending the search for

patenting by affiliated units into second order affiliates. Again, these second order

affiliates might have registered patents under the name of their parent affiliate, but this

cannot be determined from the data. Considering the relatively small share of patents

accounted for by first order Swedish and foreign affiliates, the loss of information should

not affect the results in any significant way27. The 1982 search indicates that second

25 The publication "Svenska Aktiebolag - Handbok for Affarsvarlden" does not reveal how the data was
reported by the firms or how it was collected. There were noticeable differences in the reporting practices
among the included firms (e.g. regarding the extent to which foreign units were reported), although these
differences tended to diminish towards the end of the 1947-1968 period.

26 Data underlying the "Who Owns Whom" publication was supplied directly by the reporting companies,
but also complemented through a wide range of other sources of information (questionnaires, telephone calls,
annual reports, press releases, etc.).

27 The number of first order Swedish affiliates with foreign subsidiaries was relatively limited (the
"Koncernregistret - KCR" publication provides this information), further suggesting that the loss of information
about foreign patenting might not be significant.
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order affiliates represent not more than 6% of the patenting by first order affiliates, and

thus an even smaller share of the total number of patents.

Finally, there might be a gap in the information about the patenting of affiliated units,

increasing towards the middle of the 1965 to 1990 period. Most probably, the

consolidation work overlooked a certain number of firms which were owned by the parent

firms within this period, but were not affiliated in either 1965 or 1990 and therefore

never searched for. To some extent, the coverage of foreign affiliated units is improved

by the complementary 1982 search, but the search did not apply to all firms in the

sample.

Summary

Following a presentation of the 31 Swedish multinational firms which are included in the

empirical investigations of the present study, a large part of this chapter has been devoted

to the description of data collection techniques and the efforts to consolidate the U.S.

patenting of the sample firms over the period 1890-1990. The consolidation process

involved the examination of the history of each corporate parent, the identification of

U.S. patenting by majority-owned Swedish and foreign affiliates, and the consolidation

of these units' patenting with that of the parent firms over the relevant time periods.

It is reasonable to assume that the collected data give a reliable picture of the patenting

of the consolidated sample firms. Although the search process might have missed a

number of patents which should have been attributed to the sample firms, this is not

expected to have significantly affected the distribution of patenting over various fields of

technology. Historical trends and comparisons, however, should be interpreted with some

care. Due to the more limited availability of information about affiliated units in the early

periods (particularly in the period 1890-1946), and because of gradually improved

coverage of the publications used in the search process, data for the very early periods

might not be as reliable as for the more recent ones. Also, the improved quality of the

data for more recent periods is probably due to the sample firms' increased propensity

to patent in the U.S. This question and other validity issues will be discussed in the next

chapter, which addresses the use of patenting as an indicator of technological activity.
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CHAPTER 5

PATENTS AS AN INDICATOR OF TECHNOLOGICAL

ACTIVITY

This chapter examines the usefulness of patenting as an indicator of technological activity.

In particular, it looks at variations in patenting propensity, the extent to which patents

measure overall technological development, the value of patents, and the distribution of

patenting between firms and individuals. Also, the use of patenting in the U.S. as an

indicator of technological activity is discussed at some length, with particular reference

to the sample of Swedish multinational firms.

It is suggested that patenting is a good although not perfect indicator of technological

activity, and that it is particularly useful for longitudinal studies. The collected data

should give a fairly reliable profile of the sample firms' involvement in various fields of

technology, with a focus on patents of relatively high quality. A word of caution concerns

the early periods of patenting, as the propensity among firms to patent in the U.S. might

have been lower than during more recent periods.

The Patent System

Most countries have developed systems for the protection of four basic property rights;

patents', trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets'. Systems for the protection of

1 The term "patent" originates from sealed and opened royal letters called litterae patentes, which granted
their holder certain rights, privileges, titles, or offices. The history of patents starts when the development of
centralized political authority, the development of trade and commerce, growing markets for literature and
invention, and the growth of respect of the individual as creator provided the necessary foundations for a
functioning legal system. The practice of granting property rights has its origin in mining law, in which the term
"invention" was close in meaning to the current term "discovery", for example of new ore resources. The first
patents were offered by local governments and sovereigns, such as the city state of Venice, which became the
first government to grant patents and introduce a formal patent code (in 1474). Significant early patents related
to mining, textile making, textile dying, metallurgy and windmills.
The main development of the patenting system took place in the U.K. during the 18th century, and was
introduced as a federal instrument of law in the Constitution of the U.S.A. shortly after it became an
independent nation (in 1790). The spreading of the patenting system throughout continental Europe was a
consequence of the French Revolution and the Napoleonic legislation (the historical roots of the patenting system
are further presented in Kaufer, 1989).
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property rights were developed in the late Middle Ages, as a tool of monarchs to reward

favorites, stimulate invention", and control the diffusion of new ideas. Today, the basic

ideas behind the patenting system are the same, although the individual inventor in the

formal sense has been complemented and surpassed in importance by the firm as a source

of new technology. First, it gives an inventor the incentive to do the work required to

produce an invention, while expecting to sell it profitably at a monopoly rent. Second,

the official granting of a patent induces other individuals or firms to make investments

to bring related inventions or innovations into commercial use. Third, the early disclosure

of inventions facilitates other inventive activity and prevents single firms from building

a solid monopoly position on a series of connected innovations",

Early attempts to reach consensus among industrialized nations on intellectual property rights recognized two
separate categories that persist today: (1) Industrial property rights (patents and trademarks) which are subject
of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (1883), and (2) literary property rights
(copyrights) protected by the Berne Convention for the protection of Literary and Artistic Works (1886) and
the Universal Copyright Convention (UCC) (U .S. Office of Technology Assessment, 1988; Scordamaglia,
1991). There are also two organizations responsible for the overseeing of the standards for protecting property
rights on the international scene: the World International Patenting Organization (WIPO) and more recently the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

2 The distinction between trade secrets and patents or copyrights is sometimes problematic. Trade secrets
are information such as patterns, programs, methods, techniques or processes that derive independent economic
value from not being generally known. The key element is the owner's maintenance of confidentiality, limited
distribution, and the absence of a patent (Berenbeim, 1989).

3 In medieval latin, the term inveniremeant (accidental) discovery, while ars was used to connote derived
technological know-how.

4 In general, however, the patent system creates a situation where new technology temporarily is not used
as widely as it would be without protection. The patent holder will set such a high price for the innovation that
a number of prospective users of the technology will refrain from doing so. From the point of view of society,
all individuals or firms should be permitted to use innovations, thus securing a maximum spread of new
information and technology (for an extensive discussion, see Scherer, 1980; Kaufer, 1989).
While the patenting system might lead to "under-utilization" of new technology from society's point of view,
it should be remembered that the discouraging effects of imitation can be significant. For example, it has been
estimated that it takes an average of ten years and $125-$160 million to bring a pharmaceutical product based
on a new chemical entity to the market. Once the drug is available, though, it is easily duplicated and produced
in sufficient quantities to make it unprofitable for the innovating firm. Similarly, the development of a new
family of semiconductors costs some $100 million, but the products can be copied for less than $1 million. In
a report by the U.S. International Trade Commission studying 431 U.S. firms, losses from foreign
infringements of U.S. intellectual property rights were estimated at between $ 43,000 million and $ 61,000
million in 1986. Losses were reported to result from factors such as sales lost in the domestic market, losses
in U.S. exports, lower profit margins, damage to business reputation, as well as reduced royalties and licensing
fees (Basic Framework of GATT Provisions on Intellectual Property: Statement of Views of the European,
Japanese and United States Business Communities. The Intellectual Property Committee (U .S.A.), Keidanren
(Japan), UNICE (Europe), June 1988). Similar results, based on a survey of 193 U.S. firms, are presented by
Stalson (1988).
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Patents, which are the main concern of this study, are grants issued by a national

government conferring the rights to exclude others from making, using, or selling an

invention within the country", The maximum life of these patent grants currently varies

from 17 years in the U. S. (measured from the issuing date) to 20 years within the

framework of the European Patent Convention (measured from the application date)",

Patents and R&D Expenditure as Indicators of Innovative Activity

The two most commonly used indicators of innovative activity are patents and R&D

expenditure (in terms of money or working-hours), of which the first has traditionally

been seen as the output of inventive activity while the latter reflects activity on the input

side. Other indicators that have been employed less frequently are innovations of varying

importance", as well as royalties and fees paid for (or received from) different forms of

know-how.

For a number of reasons, a historical study of innovative activity on the firm level

favors the use of patenting data rather than R&D expenditure, or any alternative indicator

of technological activity. Patenting data provide opportunities for longitudinal

comparisons within a relatively stable reporting system over time, and it is possible to

identify the exact years of patent application or issuance. In comparison, available R&D

statistics are generally less consistent, and have rarely been collected to cover more

extensive periods of time. For similar reasons, information on particular innovations do

not lend themselves to historical studies of any great magnitude.

5 An International Patent Cooperation Treaty and the European Patent Convention (both of which came into
effect in June 1978) have facilitated the internationalization of patenting procedures. However, patents are still
only a bundle of national patent rights, enforceable according to local law in the individual national jurisdiction.
A truly European patenting system, where patents are valid in all member states of the European Community
and rights under separate national jurisdictions are superseded, has been formulated but not yet become
effective.

6 In some countries, so called "petty patents" or "Gebrauchsmuster" are also issued, and are of more limited
duration.

7 Chakrabarti (1989) discusses the use of "innovations" as a technology indicator and the main approaches
to collecting data on the occurrence of major innovations.
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A second relative advantage of using patenting data is that they provide detailed

information about innovations on the product level. Given the difficulties in using publicly

available information to attribute R&D expenditure to various products or product groups,

R&D-based measures are unlikely to yield information of equivalent detail8• Although

the identification of innovations and their classification along various dimensions can

provide detailed information about each innovation, the use of this procedure is by and

large disqualified for reasons of time, costs, and in particular, difficulty of access to

information about innovations which have occurred during the first part of this century.

One final advantage of patenting data is that they also reveal technological activity

outside formal R&D departments. In contrast, the measurement of R&D activities is made

difficult by the lack of a clear cut definition of R&D activities, and it will not reflect

technological advances generated in other parts of the firm to the same extent.

The single use of patents as an indicator of innovative activity is to a certain extent

justified by the findings from a large number of studies indicating a strong correlation

between patenting and R&D expenditure". Results show that firms that spend more on

R&D receive more patents; it has also been shown that when a firm changes its R&D

expenditure, parallel changes occur in the level of patenting 10• These findings have

supported the common view that the number of patents can be used as a valid indicator

of innovative activity. However, this does not eliminate the particular biases involved in

patenting data which will be discussed in the following sections.

8 See Svensson (1990) and Hakanson (1989).

9 Scherer (1965b), Pakes & Griliches (1984), Griliches, Pakes & Hall (1987), Archibugi & Pianta (1992a),
and Cantwell & Hodson (1991). Schmookler (1966) provides evidence that inter-industry differences in patenting
are accounted for by inter-industry differences in R&D expenditure.

10 Pakes & Griliches (1984). The question of causality between R&D expenditure and patent issuance is not
critical in this study. While patents have traditionally been regarded as the outcome of R&D efforts, some
authors have found a small effect of past R&D history on current patenting (for a discussion, see
Papahristodoulou, 1986).
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Patents as Indicators of Technological Activity

The various aspects of patents indicators of technological activity are well covered in

literature (see e.g. Schmookler, 1950, 1966; Basberg, 1987; Griliches, Pakes & Hall,

1987; Pavitt, 1988b). One common finding is that the propensity to patent differs between

countries, industries, and firms.

Contributing to varying degrees of patenting propensity across countries is the fact that

country systems differ in their examination for originality. Freeman (1982) notes that in

countries such as France, Belgium, and Italy about 90 % of patent applications lead to the

issuing of a patent, but that the proportion falls to about 60 % in the U.S. and U. K., and

is still lower in Germany, the Netherlands, and the Scandinavian countries. Scordamaglia

(1991) illustrates how these differences find their explanation in legislation and

administrative practices which vary between registration countries (patents are delivered

by filing an application and the control of validity is left to the courts) and examining

countries (the issuing of a patent is subject to an administrative procedure where the

requirements for patentability are checked)!'.

Variations in the propensity to patent in different countries are also explained by the

protection offered by different legal system, including factors such as the term of

protection, lead times between application and issuing dates 12, and the cost of

registration. These differences are believed to have important effects on the propensity

to patent of both domestic and foreign firms13• Indeed, the value of a patent is often

II Registration countries include France, Italy, Spain, Belgium, and Portugal, as well as the majority of
other countries participating in the Paris Convention. Examining countries are identified as Germany, the
Netherlands, the Scandinavian countries, the U.K., the U.S., and Japan.

12 For a comparison between the U.S. and Japanese patent systems in this and other respects, see Kotabe
(1992).

13 This being said, new methods of applying for patents across a number of countries simultaneously (like
the EPa-system, described in Archibugi & Pianta, 1992b, and Kaufer, 1989) tend to reduce the importance of
each individual country's patent laws. There is emerging consensus among industrialized nations to develop
worldwide standards of patent protection (work has taken place within the GATT-organization and the World
Intellectual Property Organization). The formation of the European Patent Office and the introduction of EPO
patents, as well as the establishment of Community patents for the EEC, are important steps in this direction
(for a presentation of the history and structure of these systems, see Scordamaglia, 1991). In a long term
perspective, this will enable better comparisons of innovative capacity between countries with the help of patent
statistics.
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defined by whether it holds up in court. This means that relatively weak patent protection

in one country implies lower expected returns and hence fewer patent applications (and

possibly lower innovative activity than would otherwise be the case)14.

The preparatory study conducted as part of this study confirms the existence of inter

country differences in examination practices and patent protection. In the U.S. as in

Sweden, patents are regarded as "strong documents", while protection is weaker in many

third world countries. Some additional differences originate from the way national courts

evaluate the patent in case of a dispute. Countries like Japan, Finland, and the U.K. make

use of a very narrow judgement of patent claims, whereas evaluation is more holistic in

Germany, where technological intent is read into the patent documentation15.

Explanations for inter-industry differences in patenting intensity are based on

technological opportunity, defined by the broad advance of technological knowledge or

demand conditions". Schmookler (1953a) and Basberg (1984) point to the existence of

patenting "life cycles" in different industries, which would reflect the growth, maturity,

and possible decline of technological paradigms over time". In this respect, it might also

be useful to distinguish between product groups within industries to identify areas where

technological advances are particularly pronounced.

14 Managers have remarked that a patent is "merely a license to bring a lawsuit" (Scherer, 1980, p. 449).

15 Although there are important differences between countries in the examination procedures and protection
of patents, it is doubtful whether the cost of registration or the degree of protection are the most decisive factors
in determining where firms decide to apply for patents. As indicated by patenting engineers in Swedish
multinational firms, the decision to apply for patents in a certain country is also affected by market
attractiveness and competitors' moves. Certain inventions will be patented only in selected countries, depending
on the degree of technological and market sophistication. Similar evidence is presented by Angelmar &
Liebscher (1987), who report that the decision to patent in the biotechnology industry is not always based on
a careful analysis of the degree of protection that is offered in various countries.

16 Nelson (1987) indicates that drugs, semi-conductors and plastics are examples of areas which are
relatively close to science, resulting in a relatively high degree of innovative activity, whereas fields like motors,
generators and industrial controls are more distant from scientific advances. Chakrabarti (1989), using data from
a German study on innovation, confirms the differences in innovation propensity between industries. The
investment goods industry, including computers and other similar products, is found to be particularly
productive in terms of innovations. Producer goods, food, and consumer goods on average rate lower in the
production of innovations. Pavitt, Robson & Townsend (1989) identify high innovative activity in chemicals and
electrical-electronic products, whereas innovation activity is lower in e.g. mining, food, textiles, and paper.

I7 For example, patenting in Norwegian industries like textiles, agriculture and forestry, and iron and metals
display a pattern of growth. maturity, and decline in patenting over the period 1840-1980. Whether these trends
can be related to shifting technological opportunities in one or several technological paradigms is of course
dependent on how broadly technological paradigms are defined.
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Inter-industry differences in the propensity to patent are commonly explained by the

possibilities of appropriating the returns from innovation through patent protection,

variations in the suitability of R&D results for patenting, and varying degrees of

competitive pressure (Taylor & Silberston, 1973). Industries in which patents are

regarded as a relatively effective means of protection fall into two groups. One group

consists of industries producing chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and related products. The

other group includes industries producing relatively uncomplicated mechanical equipment

(e.g. compressors and other mechanical engineering products). In both groups, the

products are easily defined and codified, lending themselves to relatively easy patenting

and patent protection (Levin, Klevorick, Nelson & Winter, 1987; Nelson, 1987).

Industries where patent protection is regarded as relatively weak include pulp and paper,

motors, generators and controls, and communication equipment.

Evidence from the preparatory study confirms that patenting intensity varies

considerably between industries. A pulp and paper company like MoDo has a small staff

of patenting engineers who handle a limited amount of patent applications, mainly because

the overall rate of technological development in the industry is low. Firms like ABB or

Ericsson have much larger patent departments, where scarcity of patenting engineers is

felt to be a major problem. Patenting intensity also differs between product areas; new

fields of technology produce many more patents than mature fields. In the pulp and paper

industry, for example, patenting activity is inherently slow in pulp and paper, while

development in related chemicals and tissue is more rapid. In ABB, patenting is important

in areas such as mechanical equipment, metallurgy, and nuclear technology, while

development is relatively slow in areas like power transmission. Finally, differences in

patenting between product areas also appear to be the result of the intensity of

competition. Mobile telephony is seen as one of the rapidly developing patenting areas

within Ericsson, to some extent because of intense competition with U.S. firms.

Inter-firm differences in the propensity to patent depend on factors like patent policies,

which are sometimes linked to country of origin", or firm size. While the formulation

of patenting policies will have an effect on patenting propensity, results concerning firm

18 See IVA (1993/Deiaco) for differences in patenting propensity among Swedish and Japanese firms.
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size are more inconclusive. Mansfield (1986) finds no evidence that patent protection

should be viewed as more essential in large firms than in small". Griliches et al. (1987),

among others, confirm that in general large firms produce more patents than small firms,

but that they are not more productive in terms of patenting per R&D expenditure. In fact,

it is often pointed out that patenting propensity is negatively related to firm size (see e.g.

Taylor & Silberston, 1973).

It can be assumed that most firms have an incentive to patent inventions of high

expected value", but that there is considerable difference in the propensity to patent

inventions which are felt to be of lower value. The preparatory study reveals that some

firms, e.g. MoDo, are known in the industry for a relatively aggressive patenting policy.

Ericsson, on the other hand, has chosen a relatively low-key policy with regard to patent

application and lawsuits. In comparison, the U.S. firm Motorola is much more aggressive

in both respects. ABB reports not only inter-company differences in patenting activity,

but also differences in patenting policies between product divisions. One final factor

influencing the patenting propensity can be the number of patent engineers employed by

the firm. In particular, managers at Ericsson have indicated that a shortage of patent

engineers has influenced overall patenting activity negatively.

Limitations of Patenting as a Measure of Overall Technological Activity

It is generally recognized that patenting, as well as other traditional indicators of

innovative activity, does not reveal all technological development of the firm". Freeman

19 The study does not include firms with sales below $ 25 million.

20 This is in line with Brown (1958), Sanders, Rossman & Harris (1959), Beskow (1961, as quoted by
Wohlert, 1982), and Mansfield (1988), indicating that a majority of all patentable innovations are patented, and
also that larger firms have a tendency to take out a larger proportion of patentable inventions than smaller firms.
Concerning the early patenting by the Swedish separator manufacturer Alfa Laval AB, Beskow (1961), one of
the firm's former technical directors, notes that: "The risk that major firms protected their innovations by other
means than patenting is almost negligible". Employees in the technical department of Alfa Laval have said that:
"Ideas which have been considered as important have, as far as possible, been protected", but also that "The
share of patents actually used is relatively small" (author's translation from Swedish).

21 Mansfield (1974) and von Hippel (1988) note that the bulk of innovations in many industries is not based
to any significant extent on the firm's R&D (some typical industries would be housing, railroads, computers,
and scientific instruments). Also, cooperation on technological development is sometimes an important source
of technological progress (see Gugler, 1991; Hagedoorn & Schankenraad, 1991).
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(1982), departing from a classification of Machlup (1962), indicates that much of the

output of R&D activities might take the form of non-patentable inventions or minor

improvements which will never enter into patent statistics, or patentable inventions which

for some reason are never patented (also, see the discussion of invention and sub

invention in Schmookler, 1950)22. Other authors like Griliches et al. (1987, p. 106)

suggest that only "a fraction" of all the output of R&D is patented or patentable.".

Some studies have also indicated that patenting is perceived as relatively unimportant

as a means of protecting technology. Mansfield (1986, 1988), employing a sample of 100

U.S. firms, shows that patent protection is considered essential for the development or

introduction of over 30 % of the inventions in pharmaceutical and chemical firms. In

petroleum, machines, and fabricated metal products, the corresponding figure is 10-20 %,

while patents are not believed to be important for the development of inventions in

industries such as electrical equipment, primary metals, office equipment, motor vehicles,

and rubber and textiles". At the same time, the studies show that actual patenting takes

place to a greater extent than these figures would indicate. At least half of all patentable

inventions are found to be patented, with percentages ranging between 50% and 86%

depending on the industry to which the firm belongs".

22 Schmookler (1950, 1966), recognizing the difference between patentable inventions and minor, non
patentable improvements, argues that patent statistics will also reflect the minor and improvement inventions.
This is because many of the minor improvements follow in the footsteps of patented inventions, but also because
many patents draw upon the technological advancements reflected in the minor improvements.

23 Pakes (1986) estimates that the aggregate value of patent rights is only in the order of 10-15 % of total
(national) expenditure on R&D. He concludes that the returns to patents may stimulate R&D expenditure, but
also that other means of appropriating the benefits from R&D must be important. (The author makes use of the
observation in some countries patent holders must pay an annual fee to maintain patent protection. If the renewal
fee is not paid, the patent is permanently canceled. The patent renewal model he develops is based on the fact
that ideas for which patent protection is more valuable will tend to be protected by payments of renewal fees
for long periods of time, assuming that renewal decisions are based on economic criteria. It is therefore possible
to use renewal fee data to create an index on the average value of the ideas embodied in a patent.)

24 Similar figures, albeit of a smaller magnitude, are presented by Sanders, Rossman & Harris (1958). For
a critique of their findings, see Taylor & Silberston (1973).

25 The figures are estimates obtained through interviews and correspondence. One interpretation of the
somewhat contradictory results is that many firms would have to conduct R&D even if patent protection was
not possible, due to pressure from competitors. Another explanation might be that patenting is generally
ineffective in preventing imitation by other firms, but still increases the costs of imitation. Indeed, Mansfield
(1986) finds that patent protection generally increases imitation costs, with increases ranging from 7% in
electronics and machinery to 30 % in ethical drugs (similar estimates are provided by Levin et al., 1987).
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Others have emphasized that there are many alternative ways of appropriating the

returns from new technology, suggesting that patenting data might only detect part of the

overall technological activity of a particular firm. Nelson (1987), Levin et al. (1987),

Stobaugh (1988), and Zander (1991) recognize lead times (in terms of removing

bottlenecks in production), moving quickly down the learning curve, and secrecy as

complementary methods of protecting innovations. Important benefits also derive from

the favorable reputation a firm might gain through the early introduction of a major

innovation, or through superior sales and marketing efforts". In fact, these factors

frequently appear to be considered as more important than patents".

Secrecy is often recognized as a viable alternative to patenting in the case of process

innovations, because disclosure of information through the patent records would result in

an unnecessary increase in the risks of imitation (see e.g. Schmookler, 1950). This would

26 An exception is found in Bertin & Wyatt (1988), although their results might be explained by the fact that
most of the examined industries are characterized by relatively high patenting propensity. Related to the
protection offered by lead times in competition and learning effects is the introduction of a steady stream of new
products, never allowing others interested in the technology to catch up. In this case, the prevention of imitation
is actually not a main concern of the firm. Instead, the deciding factor is whether the capability to generate new
products and processes exceeds the rate of diffusion of the technology, thereby creating a continuous stream
of short term monopoly rents. It is also possible that a rapid pace of product modification changes the
expectations of would-be imitators, who might perceive that they are unable to develop the necessary
competence to remain in a particular field of technology, and ultimately decide to withdraw from competition.
Another protective measure is related to secrecy and the disguise of critical parts of new technology. Finished
products might be protected by making reverse engineering more difficult. In the semiconductor industry, for
example, frequent practices include disguising the circuitry or enclosing the wafer which, when removed,
damages the product. Another protective measure is the use of employment agreements to restrict competition
by departing employees. The agreements might also include definitions of what constitutes property rights which
have to be protected from use by others.
There are further factors which might influence the risk of being imitated by competitors, such as the price level
chosen during the introduction of new technology (Stobaugh, 1988), or the overall degree of industry
concentration or competition. For example, it has been suggested that protection against imitation can be
achieved if price levels are kept low when introducing new technology, making it less tempting for others to
imitate. Also, if industry concentration is sufficiently high to guarantee stability in post-imitation price levels,
it might not be perceived as important to patent since the costs of the development work will be recovered in
spite of competition.
Although patents in themselves are sometimes regarded as less effective than other means of protecting
technology, it can be noted that their importance in combination with other ways of protecting technology has
not been addressed. It is possible that their contribution to overall protection in some cases is more important
than their individual usefulness.

27 The study by Zander (1991) on the exploitation of major innovations in Swedish multinational firms
indicates that managers perceive product patents as an effective means of protecting innovations (product patents
average 5.89 on a seven point scale, where a seven indicates that the mechanism is perceived to be very
important for the protection of innovations). Other important protective mechanisms are: reputation in the
marketplace (5.62), secrecy (4.77), high development costs (4.71), and continuous product modifications (4.53).
With an average score of 3.32, process patents are not believed to be a very effective means of protection.
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therefore lead to an underestimate of actual process inventions in the patent records. It

is believed that secrecy plays a more limited role in product innovations, since the

commercialization and marketing of new products inevitably makes most of the

information public.

The Importance of Patents

It is sometimes suggested that patent protection is losing some of its importance, implying

increasing difficulties in appropriating rents from new innovations through patenting".

It is argued that patents do not actually protect the firm against imitation because many

patents can be "invented around" at moderate costs (a general statement irrespective of

industry-specific conditions)": In certain cases, the steps involved in moving from

invention to commercialization have been found to be so time consuming that patent

protection has expired years before the first products have been commercially

introduced". It has also been suggested that rising patenting fees in combination with

the expected costs of defending patents against infringements discourage firms and

research institutions from patenting". These arguments seem to be supported by findings

that most industrialized countries have experienced stagnating if not declining patenting

28 Schmookler (1966) presents a number of factors which were believed to account for what is seen as a
reduced propensity to patent among U.S. firms, e.g. longer examination periods (indeed, the average interval
between application and grant prior to 1874 was about 6 months, while it had increased to two years in the
1980s), and the gradual recognition that inventions in many cases could be exploited without patent protection
because of the importance of lead times in competition (some of the other factors seem to have been particular
to the U.S. patenting and economic environment).

29 Mansfield (1986), in a sample of 100 U.S. firms, found that 60% of successful, patented innovations were
imitated within 4 years of their introduction. Information concerning the detailed nature and operation of new
products and processes reached competing firms within about a year of introduction. For some innovating firms,
information was diffused within 6 months. Actual imitation depended on the time it took to develop product
prototypes, design production processes, and acquire complementary assets in e.g. marketing and service.
Zander (1991) shows that major, patented Swedish innovations were imitated on average within eight years.
There is also some evidence that industrialists in the 18th century did not even take the trouble to invent around
existing patents - they made use of outright copying (Heckscher, 1953).

30 This has tended to be the case in the petrochemical industry (Stobaugh, 1988).

31 This would seem as particularly important in the light of the large proportion of tried and invalidated
patents in e.g. the U.S. (Scherer, 1980). Examples of the effects of increasing patenting fees on the overall level
of patenting in the U.S. is provided in Science, Vol. 253, 5 july 1991.
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activity in the 1970s and even over the last decade (as indicated by Archibugi & Pianta,

1992b).

It is difficult, however, to confirm a general decline in the importance of patenting,

partly because cyclical fluctuations in patenting have been known to occur (Stafford,

1952). Also, the number of U.S. patent applications has recently increased among both

U.S. and foreign firms, from a total of 105,000 in 1971 to 164,000 in 1991 (U.S.

Department of Commerce, Patent and Trademark Office, 1992; also, see Griliches,

1989). To some extent, this trend might be explained by a more positive attitude anlong

U.S. courts towards the protection of intellectual property rights in large companies

(Dwyer, 1989; also, see Shapiro, 1989)32.

Also, Mansfield (1986) provides some counter-evidence to the hypothesized decline

in the propensity to patent. In a survey based on a random sample of 100 U.S. firms, half

of the firms reported no difference between 1965-69 and 1980-82 in the percentage of

inventions that were patented. Indeed, of the remaining half, more firms reported an

increase than a decrease. Findings by Bertin & Wyatt (1988) suggest that managers in

multinational firms have placed increasing emphasis on patenting in the 1980s. Similar

trends have been identified among managers of Japanese multinationals in the early 1990s

(IVA/Deiaco, 1993).

There is additional evidence from the preparatory study which is part of this thesis that

important innovations are patented if possible. Managers and patenting engineers did not

indicate any decline in the overall propensity to patent, although they stressed that the

attitude towards patents varies from individual to individual. An engineer will have a

tendency to certify the importance of patents, while a manager with a background in

economics might downplay their importance".

32 It is indicated that some u.s. courts currently invalidate 20% of all examined patents, compared to
previous figures of up to 80 %. Also, Griliches (1989) observes that a large part of the decline in U.s. patenting
in the 1970s can be explained by the organization and effectiveness of the U.S. Patent Office.

33 As a final note, it appears that the number of patent applications has not increased at the same rate as
R&D expenditure. There are several possible explanations for this trend (Griliches, 1984a, 1989), although
many of them are not associated with the effectiveness of patents per see
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The Value, Degree of Novelty and Other Patent Dimensions

All patents do not offer the same monetary value to the inventing firm, Some patents

become successes in the marketplace, generating substantial revenues for many years,

while others never generate positive returns. In addition, qualitative dimensions like

inventive novelty"; sophistication" or complexity" indicate the long run benefits

from a technological advancement. Some patents are the starting point for follow-up

inventions and innovations, while others are more of a one-time event. Some inventions

require and embody substantial technical and engineering skills, while others are

relatively simple concepts (although they might still have important technological or

economic value).

In view of the lack of detailed information on individual patents, it might be assumed

that the distribution of the value of patented inventions is dispersed and highly skewed"

34 Examples of classification schemes used in connection with patents are provided by Basberg (1987).
Novelty could be described in terms of the invention being incremental or revolutionary (Dahmen, 1950), and
along dimensions related to these two broad categories (Henderson & Clark, 1990). Novelty might not only
relate to technological content, but also to the impact it has on firms involved in a particular field of technology.
Some inventions can be adopted without fundamentally changing the skill base of existing firms, while others
require reconfiguration of skills and work routines (Anderson & Tushman, 1990).

35 One classification scheme is provided by Wallmark & McQueen (1986), looking at whether innovations
relate to materials (pharmaceuticals, steel, explosives, rubber, plastics, etc.), components (bearings, grinding
wheels, pressure indicators, pumps, etc.), machines (high pressure presses, pulp machines, milk sterilizers,
freezers, packaging machines, etc.) or systems (telephone switching, packaging machines, etc.).

36 There are many ways to define complexity. According to Winter (1987), complexity has to do with the
amount of information (interpreted in terms of "the alternative possibilities from which a particular case must
be distinguished") required to characterize the item of knowledge in question. For some empirical work on the
complexity dimension, see Zander (1991).

37 Systematic measurement of the monetary value of new technology suffers from incomplete information
about the revenues generated from individual innovations. In particular, it is difficult to estimate the returns
stemming from process innovations that are used in-house. A few studies have attempted to directly measure
the revenues from particular patents (Rossman & Sanders, 1957; Sanders, Rossman & Harris, 1958; Scherer,
1965a; Wallmark & McQueen, 1986), but the procedure only allows for an incomplete coverage of all
registered patents and limited opportunities for identifying trends over time. The assessment of the value of
patents is also made difficult by the time lags which can occur between invention (and associated patenting) and
commercialization. Mansfield (1974) indicates that the lag between the establishment of technical feasibility
(which is a prerequisite for patentability) and commercial introduction has been some 15 years on average for
important postwar innovations. Although this time lag has been decreasing over the years, the problem still
remains that the value of patents can only be assessed ex post.
One other way to assess the value or novelty of a patent is to employ a panel of "experts" to rate each individual
patent. This has proven to be a fairly reliable procedure (Chakrabarti, 1989), but is associated with intensive
utilization of scarce resources in the firms and becomes increasingly unreliable as the examinations carry on
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Schankerman & Pakes (1986) find that while most patents are "close to worthless", half

of all the estimated value of patents accrues to only a few percent of all the patents (5

10%). Scherer (1984) also supports the assumption that patent statistics are likely to be

biased towards low value patents, although there is a long and thin tail of occasional

innovations that open up new technologies".

Narin & Olivastro (1988), using citations as an indicator of the value of the patent,

show that 70 % of all patents are either never cited, or only cited once or twice in the first

years of issue. This is partly the result of the nature of technological activity following

a major technological breakthrough. While important patents would be associated with

both high degree of innovative novelty and expected returns, the following wave of

secondary or induced innovative activity might score lower on both dimensions, yet be

important to support the original patents".

Others have tended to assign patents a higher overall economic value. Schmookler

(1966, p. 23) provides evidence that patented inventions are used "far more often" than

is commonly suggested. The author presents information that about 55 % of all inventions

(during the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s) were turned into commercial use". Similar figures

further back in time. Recently, the use of patent citations has been suggested as a way to assess the novelty or
technological importance of individual patents (for an overview, see Narin & Olivastro, 1988; Trajtenberg,
1988). The idea involves counting the number of times a patent has been cited in subsequently granted patent
applications; the more citations, the more important is the patent. (Citations of previous patents define the
limitation on the scope of the property rights established by a patent's claims. Counting the number of citations
for patents belonging to a specific technological field is a restrictive way of measuring the value of a single
patent. Counting all citations will capture the value "spilled over" to other areas as well.) A weighted patent
count, where the value of a patent is adjusted according to the number of citations, would considerably improve
the quality of data and analysis. Again, because of the significant efforts involved, this procedure would be
feasible for detailed studies covering shorter time periods and a limited number of firms or product areas, while
being less suitable for historical, cross-country comparisons.

38 According to Rossman & Harris (1957), some of the most common reasons why patents are not used
include 1) the lack of market demand, 2) the development of technology taking a different course, 3) the firm
being at a competitive disadvantage, and sometimes 4) the lack of venture capital.

39 Out of all U. S. patents issued in the period 1981-1983, 17% disappeared within four years because their
renewal fees were not paid, while 63 % were still kept alive after eight years (U .S. Department of Commerce,
Patent and Trademark Office, 1992).

40 The author quotes two studies by the Patent, Copyright, and Trademark Foundation of George
Washington University (covering U.S. patents in the years 1938, 1948, and 1952) and F.M. Scherer and
associate researchers (1956). It is also pointed out that inventors would rarely attempt to patent inventions which
they knew lacked commercial potential. To a certain extent, this statement reflects the particular nature of the
U .S. patent system, where it is possible to commercially test an invention without being disqualified from later
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are presented in a series of related articles by Rossman & Sanders (1957), Sanders,

Rossman & Harris (1958, 1959), and Sanders (1964) who argue that on average more

than 50 % of all patents are used commercially 41 •

As a final remark, an overly narrow focus on the conunercial value of patents does not

reveal a significant number of alternative motives behind patenting. Some of these

motives include the need to have something to trade in cross-licensing42 , the possibility

of blocking competitors or preventing them from appropriating a potentially important

field of technology, or the positive effects that derive from publicity. This points to the

fact that the single use of traditional measures of patent value might not always be

appropriate, but also indicates that the concepts of invention and innovation do not always

distinguish between useless and useful patents. A patent which is not commercialized

might still derive independent economic value by preventing other firms from entering

a particular field of technology and eroding the inventing firm's current revenues".

Industrial and Private Patenting

Another validity problem concerns the distinction between individual and corporate

patents. It is known that firms sometimes register patents under the name of the

inventor(s) to make competitors' evaluation of their technological competence more

filing for a patent.

41 These findings are supported by Basberg (1982, as quoted by Pavitt, 1988b). ~sing case data, the author
shows that patenting activity related to an important whaling innovation was spread temporally over a significant
period, but reached its maximum at the time of first commercialization. Along the same lines, Pavitt (1988b)
suggests that patents are often applied for over the whole cycle of development and commercialization of an
innovation, and that it can therefore be assumed that patent statistics reflect innovative and not only inventive
activities.

42 Cross-licensing of patents generally means technology sharing among a group of firms in the same
industry, speeding up progress among the firms involved. The cross-licensing agreements provide legal
arrangements to regulate the exchange of information and selectively protect the pool of knowledge from other
firms.

43 Other motives for sustaining a certain level are identified by Levin et ale (1987) and Bertin & Wyatt
(1988, p. 64). One is to provide incentives to employees to develop new technology, another to measure the
performance of R&D personnel. A third benefit is that patenting might be required to gain access to sales and
production in developing countries. Some countries require licensing of technology to local firms as a condition
of entry.
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difficult. In the worst case, patents registered under the name of the inventor but used by

a firm will account for a substantial share of total patenting, thus providing an unreliable

measure of the firm's innovative activity. While these effects might have been significant

during earlier periods, available data on the proportions of industrial and private patenting

indicate that they should not be a significant problem during more recent periods.

Although the proportion of patenting by individuals varies according to industry

(applications from private individuals are relatively more important in consumer goods

and mechanical engineering than in electronics and chemicals), the overall share has been

declining since the turn of the century. Schmookler (1966) provides evidence that

individual patenting had decreased from 81.4% of all U.S. firms' patenting in 1901/1906

to 36.4% in 1956-1960, with corporate and other organizations' patenting picking up to

a corresponding degree". Scherer (1980) indicates that at most 23 % of all U.S. patents

were attributable to individual inventors in the period 1971-1975, and Scherer & Ross

(1990) confirm the downward trend by showing that individual inventors accounted for

18.5% of all patents issued in the U.S. in the early 1980s. Similar figures are presented

by Kronz & Grevink (1982, as quoted by Pavitt, 1988b), showing that the total patenting

by individuals as opposed to firms has decreased from 70-80% before the first world war

to 10-20% in 1980 in countries like France, Germany and the U.K.

Other sources indicate that the share of U.S. patents owned by individuals has been

relatively stable at 23-26 % of total patenting throughout the 1980S45
• The share of

individually-owned U.S. patents of foreign origin was even lower, decreasing from 16%

in 1980 to a stable level of about 11% in the period 1985-1991 (D.S. Department of

Commerce, Patent and Trademark Office, 1992).

To a large extent, the shift from individual to firm patenting is the result of the steadily

increasing significance of professional company research laboratories. It is reasonable to

assume that this process has been accompanied by increasing use of contracts by which

44 Similar figures are presented by the Subcommittee of Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights (1957). The
share of patents by individuals was 42 % in 1938 and 40 % in the period 1939-1955. There was a noticeable dip
in individual patenting in the period 1939-1947, with a low of just above 34% in 1944.

45 It is possible that this figure is higher than the one presented by Scherer & Ross (1990), as an individually
owned patent is defined as a patent that was either unassigned or assigned to an individual at the time of issue.
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the technological findings by employees will automatically be assigned to their

corporations.

Patent Purchasing

Patent statistics based on granted patents do not n1ake it possible to systematically account

for patents that might have been licensed or purchased. Although there are instances

where acquired patents have been important for the development of individual firms",

and the use of cross-licensing of patents has been documented by several authors (see e.g.

Taylor & Silberston, 1973; Bertin & Wyatt; 1988), the amount of systematic patent

purchasing appears to have been rather limited.

Sanders, Rossman & Harris (1959) report that only about 5% of all u.s. patents

appeared to be purchased patents. In particular, the use of purchased patents seemed to

be more limited among larger firms than smaller firms; less than 1% of the patent

portfolio of larger firms consisted of purchased patents. The predominant way of

acquiring patents seemed instead to be by the assignment of the employees' inventions,

generally based on a contract to assign. Similar results are obtained by the Subcommittee

on Patents, Trademark, and Copyright (1957). These findings indicate that of the U.S.

patents issued in the period 1931-1938 the share acquired by corporations from

individuals after issuance was 2.85 % of the total issued.

More recent figures on technology purchasing among Swedish multinational firms are

presented by Swedenborg (1982), and show that the fees for patents, licenses, and other

forms of know-how did not amount to more than 5-10% of total R&D expenditure in the

late 1970s.

u.S. Patenting as an Indicator of Technological Activity

International differences in the propensity to patent make it difficult to compare the

patenting of firms of different nationalities. To make these comparisons, it is therefore

46 See e.g. Chapter 10 on the technological development of the Swedish firm Alfa Laval AB.
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necessary to find a measure that puts all firms on a more or less equal basis. In this

respect, data on patenting in a foreign country reduces some of the problems associated

with differences in patent legislation and institutions". In particular, the use of foreign

patenting in the V. S. has been suggested to provide better average quality compared to

domestic patent statistics (Basberg, 1987).

There are several observations that make the use of foreign patenting in the U. S.

particularly attractive when comparing the patenting activity of firms of different

nationality. First, V. S. patenting data have been identified as relatively reliable, given the

rigor and comprehensiveness of its patenting legislation and the degree of detail and

accessibility of patenting data". Second, the V.S. market combines sales potential and

technical sophistication across a number of industries, and has for a long time been seen

as an important market by many firms of different nationalities. This tends to make the

V. S. particularly attractive when foreign patenting is considered", and gives a

representative picture of each firm's technological priority and strengths and weaknesses

in international markets 50 • Third, the additional costs and complexity of foreign

patenting tend to screen out trivial patents, or patents which carry relatively low

expectations about future returns". It can therefore be assumed that the stock of foreign

47 As noted by Narin & Olivastro (1988) and Archibugi & Pianta (1992a), each country's patent system
tends to be biased towards its own patents, which would make it misleading to relate or compare patenting in
the home nation by firms of different nationality. Excluding domestic firms, however, each nation presents equal
opportunities towards foreign investors in terms of patenting.

48 Pavitt (1988b).

49 Archibugi & Pianta (1992b) find that the U.S. receives by far the largest number of foreign patents.

50 Pavitt (1982, as quoted by Narin & Olivastro, 1988) shows that national rankings of the rate of increase
in industrial R&D activity in firms closely follow the rate of increase in foreign patenting activity in the U.S.

51 Wallmark & McQueen (1986). The average cost of keeping a U.S. patent alive is $ 6,700-7,500 (Science,
Vol. 253, 5 July 1991 and U.S. Department of Commerce, Patent and Trademark Office, 1992). Typical filing,
issue, and maintenance fees for an EPO patent range from $ 12,883 for protection in one country to $ 34,218
for protection in three countries. Initial application costs for international patents (Pf'T) are estimated at about
$ 5,000, with an additional $ 3,000 for each individual country. There is also an smaller, annual renewal fee.
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patents includes a larger proportion of patents which are actually used in competition than

does the stock of domestic patents52.

Issues in the Historical Comparisons of u.S. Patenting Data

There are some general complications involved in the comparison of patenting in the U.S.

over long periods of time. In particular, the historical comparison of patenting activity

over time essentially requires assumptions that the quality of an average patent remains

unchanged, that the relationship between patenting and invention is constant, that

patenting fees remain at the same relative level", and that the attractiveness of the

patenting system remains unaltered 54• The validity of these assumptions is difficult to

assess, but it is possible to make a few remarks on the historical development of U.S.

patenting data.

Among non-U.S. firms, there has probably been a lower propensity to apply for V.S.

patents during earlier periods, leading to more substantial differences in the distribution

of V. S. and domestic patenting than during more recent years. It has been shown that the

foreign share of total V. S. patents was slightly above 4 % in the period 1939-1955

(Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 1957), while it had increased

to 46% in 1991 (V.S. Department of Commerce, Patent and Trademark Office, 1992)55.

An increase in the technological activity of a foreign firm, as picked up by its V. s.

52 Archibugi & Pianta (1992a) provide evidence that domestic patenting includes a large number of
inventions of lesser significance and therefore does not give a true picture of a country's international
specialization in terms of technology.

53 There is disagreement as to the effect of increased patenting and renewal fees on patenting activity.
Recent evidence from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Patent and Trademark Office (1992) indicates that
increasing filing fees have not had a long-term negative impact on filing rates in the U.S.

54 Consequently, it has been stressed that "time series of patent data must be interpreted with great care"
(Basberg, 1987, p. 135).

55 The increase was particularly accounted for by Japanese firms in recent years.
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patenting, might therefore reflect a systematic attempt to apply for more international

patents rather than an actual change in the underlying technological activity".

Also, the importance of the U.S. as a market and source of competition might have

varied between firms in the same industry, leading to shifts in patenting due more to

changes in strategic focus than to changes in technological activity. For instance, firms

with a large home market might have been relatively less inclined to patent abroad during

earlier periods, while increasing international competition more recently has recently

turned more attention to foreign direct investment and the need to protect technology in

foreign markets". It appears that the U.s. is currently ranked as the second or third

most important market for patenting among multinational firms (Bertin & Wyatt,

1988)58. Nevertheless, historical changes might influence the comparisons of

technological activity across firms from different countries over time.

Finally, it has been found that the proportions of individual and company patenting

have shifted in favor of the latter over time, and that the rapidity of change has varied

between countries. It is therefore possible that some of the technological activity of larger

firms from some countries is not fully accounted for during earlier periods, in particular

if firms tended to acquire patents from individual inventors to a larger extent during those

early periods. It is also possible that company policies have involved the use of individual

patenting in order to obscure the company's true technological base vis-a-vis competitors.

The effects of this type of behavior and how it might have changed over time however

is difficult to assess.

56 Again, it is generally recognized that the U.S. has been a dominant supplier of technology in the period
before the second world war (see Vernon, 1966; Dunning, 1983). Therefore, a low share of foreign patenting
might well reflect lagging technological capabilities of European firms. However, the picture is complicated by
data presented by Dunning (1983), where it is shown that a declining share of important innovations among
European firms was accompanied by a simultaneous increase in the number of patents in the U.S.

57 As indicated by the OEeD (1989) and Archibugi & Pianta (1992a).

58 The exception is found among managers in French multinational firms, who rank the U.S. market as the
sixth most important. The most important market is invariably the home market.
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Patents as an Indicator of Technological Activity in the Sample of Swedish

Multinational Firms

There are reasons to believe that the patenting by the sample firms does not cover all of

their technological activity, particularly in the light of all minor improvements that do not

qualify for patenting and the many alternative ways of protecting new technology":

Several firms in the sample are active in industries where patent protection is considered

relatively less important (pulp and paper, motor vehicles, and metals). In these cases,

patent statistics are likely to give a more incomplete picture of the firms' overall

technological activity. The relatively high proportion of sample firms involved in

processing industries might also have resulted in a bias towards product rather than

process patents in the patenting statistics?". As process inventions tend to be more easily

protected through secrecy than product inventions (Levin et al., 1987), the data presented

probably conceal some innovations which have been an essential part of the firms'

technological activities.

It has not been possible to account for the value or novelty of the patents issued to the

sample firms. In particular, it would have been an almost impossible task to judge the

value of older patents. It is often argued that the most important innovations among

Swedish firms were made several decades ago, and that current technological

development concentrates on the improvement of exiting products and technologies?'.

On the other hand, their current focus on incremental technological development might

also have been typical for periods of normal technological change in earlier periods. The

extent to which this has been the case cannot be revealed by the existing data.

59 In addition, cross-licensing of technology might provide firms with technological inputs which are not
properly covered by patenting data.

60 Wallmark & McQueen (1986) and Zander (1991). The preparatory study also indicated that patent
protection is perceived as being weaker for process innovations than for product innovations. This has to do
with the difficulties in proving unauthorized use of a certain process technology, and also the possibilities to
protect new process technology by secrecy instead of making it publicly available.

61 To a certain extent, this is confirmed by current technological activities of large Swedish multinational
firms, focusing more on minor improvements than on major technological breakthroughs (Lindberg, Tunalv &
Harte, 1987). An IVA (1992) study indicates that only 22 % of all innovations in Swedish manufacturing firms
relate to technology which is new to both the firm and the market.
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One assumption is, however, that the sample firms display a relatively small proportion

of low value or amateur patents because of their size. While some studies have indicated

that small firms are more productive in terms of R&D input and patenting output, and

also that they account for an important share of major or important innovations, this

might be more the case among U.S. firms than among firms of other nationalities.

According to Feinman & Fuentevilla (1976, as quoted by Scherer & Ross, 1990), the

superior innovation record of small firms does not apply to countries like Japan, since

engineers favor life-time employment at larger firms, venture capital sources are few, and

private high-technology ventures are not seen as the most prestigious occupation. These

are aspects which to a certain extent appear to mirror the situation in Swedish business

and society. Indeed, some support for this assumption is given by Wallmark & Me Queen

(1986), who show that 2/3 of major Swedish innovations in the period after the second

world war were attributable to large established firms, and the remainder to smaller firms

and individuals'".

U.S. Patenting as an Indicator of Technological Activity in the Sample of Firms

One additional issue is whether U.S. patenting in particular is an accurate measure of

overall technological activity among the sample firms. There are good reasons to believe

that U. S. patent applications by Swedish firms are generally of a higher quality than

domestic patent applications. This is partly because only those patents that have been

granted at home will tend to be applied for abroad (patents which have not been accepted

at home will not be tried in international markets )63. In addition, the extra costs of a

U.S. application and the annual renewal fees would prohibit the use of patents that are

of relatively limited economic value. It is therefore likely that the U.S. patenting data

reflect high-quality inventions that have been transformed into innovations to a larger

extent than normally.

62 The same tendency is identified for the 1919-1939 period by Dahmen (1950).

63 In a study of patenting in Norway, Basberg (1984) confirms that patent applications of domestic origin
are less likely to be accepted than patent applications of foreign origin.
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It has been shown that many Swedish firms find the U.S. market highly attractive

although difficult to break into (Agren, 1990), which should have encouraged systematic

patenting in this particular market". There has also been a more general trend of

increasing propensity among Swedish firms to patent in international markets throughout

the 1980s (Archibugi & Pianta, 1992a), further indicating that U.S. patenting should pick

up an increasing rather than decreasing share of their technological activity". A related

observation is that Swedish patenting in the U.S. does not seem to differ systematically

from patenting in other foreign countries. Archibugi & Pianta (1992a) show that the

specialization profile of Swedish firms tends to be the same when foreign patenting is

compared across the U.S., Germany, and France, and between the U.S. and EPO

patenting systems.

Finally, while a large proportion of individual patenting could potentially distort the

picture of Swedish firms' patenting in the U.S. and make comparisons over time less

reliable, the effects should not be significant for the more recent periods. As indicated,

Narin & Olivastro (1988) find that 90-95% of all non-U.S. patents in the U.S. are

assigned to companies rather than individuals, while other sources indicate that the

company share was close to 90% in the late 1980s (U.S. Department of Commerce,

Patent and Trademark Office, 1992). It is expected that Swedish patenting in the U.S.

does not differ from this picture to any major extent.

Summary

Although patents have their drawbacks as a measure of technological activity, patenting

data represent a unique source of information for longitudinal studies at the firm or

product level. In particular, the relative stability of the U.S. patenting system provides

a good setting for the comparison of patenting and technological activity over time. One

additional benefit of using the U.S. patenting system is that it puts non-U. S. firms on a

64 Hedlund & Zander (1986) indeed show that the U.S. in the 1970s and 1980s received the largest number
of Swedish patents granted in foreign countries.

65 Other sources indicate that Swedish patenting in the U.S. has not increased significantly over the period
1971-1991 (U.S. Department of Commerce, Patent and Trademark Office, 1992).
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rather equal basis in terms of patenting propensity. This allows for the comparison of

technological activity among firms from different nations.

It is recognized that V. S. patenting data do not account for all types of technological

advancements among the sample firms which are examined in this study. Typically, the

data will not reflect the minor improvements that do not qualify for patenting, or

advancements in process technology which are kept secret rather then protected through

patents. However, it is expected that the V. S. patents reflect the more important

inventions and innovations. Furthermore, even though some forms of technological

advancements are not included in the records, the distribution of the firms' patenting

across fields of technology should remain fundamentally unaffected. As long as inter

industry variations in patenting propensity are taken into consideration, the collected data

should give a rather reliable profile of the firms' involvement in various fields of

technology.

While the data employed in this study do not account for patents that have been traded

between firms, this form of trading is estimated to be of rather limited occurrence'". The

same argument applies to the acquisition of patents from individuals, although it can be

assumed that this form of acquiring technology was relatively more important earlier in

the century. The last point illustrates the fact that the reliability of V. S. patenting data

should have improved over time. For much of the very early periods, the U.S. market

might have been perceived as relatively distant by some of the sample firms, and their

V. S. patenting should therefore reflect a restricted but high-quality proportion of their

inventions. It is likely that the firms have since begun to apply for an increasing share of

their patents in the V.S., thus gradually improving the reliability of the data. Although

a bias towards patents of relatively high quality will remain, the picture of overall

technological activity will be improved. The practical implication of this is that historical

comparisons over long periods should be made with caution.

The next chapter starts the empirical investigation by providing an introductory

description of the sample firms' V. S. patenting in the period 1890-1990. It is followed

66 Swedenborg (1982). In addition, the trading of patents requires that the firm has something to trade with.
The exchange of patents will therefore tend to stimulate the firm's inventive efforts, presumably in its own fields
of technological strength. Also, the purchasing of patents could result in further in-house improvements, which
might eventually be reflected in the firm's patenting output.
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by four chapters which analyze the evolution of the amount and profile of the firms'

foreign technological activity in more detail.
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CHAPTER 6

BASIC ASPECTS OF TECHNOLOGICAL ACTIVITY IN THE

SAMPLE FIRMS

The primary objective of this chapter is to provide basic information about the sample

firms' V. S. patenting over the period 1890-1990, as well as to describe the distribution

of patenting across various fields of technology. The presentation will serve as a general

background to the further analyses in Chapters 7-10. As in the chapters that follow, the

first part of this chapter presents data on the total sample of 31 firms, while the second

part describes the patenting by individual, consolidated corporate groups.

One general finding is that U.S. patenting of the sample firms increased almost

continuously over the period 1890-1990, with the majority of patenting occurring after

the second world war. While patenting in the early periods was limited and associated

with a rather small group of firms, it became more broadly based after the war. The great

majority of the sample firms experienced overall growth in their U.S. patenting in the

postwar period, and they have also tended to broaden the scope of their technological

activity over time.

Additional findings indicate an overall correspondence between the profile of the

sample firms' V.S. patenting and what is known about their economic activities. The

firms tend to patent in those fields where the majority of their economic activities take

place, and growth in patenting appears to be particularly rapid among firms employing

acquisition strategies to expand their business activities. To some extent, this lends

support to the use of U.s. patenting as an indicator of technological and economic activity

among the sample firms.

Patenting in the Total Sample of Firms

The total sample of firms accounted for a total of 11,517 V. S. patents over the period

1890-1990. Slightly less than 8% of these patents were granted in the period before the
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second world war (not more than 1% relate to the period 1914-1918),2% in the period

1939-1945, and just over 90% in the period after 1945.

Patenting by Period

The evolution of U.S. patenting over 5-year periods is shown in Chart 6.1, where the

bars represent the number of patents in each period, and the line provides a three-period

moving average (including the preceding and following period). While U.S. patenting was

rather limited around the turn of the century (and, as will be seen further on, also

associated with a limited number of companies)1, there has been a significant increase

in the number of patents over the entire period. Patenting activity began to pick up in the

1910s and 1920s, while the most significant growth rates were associated with the 1950s,

1960s, and early 1970s. This development corresponds quite closely with important

growth periods among the sample firms, and also with the overall economic growth in

the Swedish economy.

Apart from enhanced technological activity among the sample firms, the increase in

their U.S. patenting can be explained by the growing importance of foreign sales and

manufacturing activities. Internationalization among the sample firms will have

contributed to a more professional approach to the most important foreign markets,

including the patenting of important technology wherever possible. This would also have

led to a higher propensity to patent in the U.S. over time.

1 A large part of the early patenting is accounted for by Alfa Laval (175 patents in the pre-1920 period),
SKF (54), Ericsson (17), AGA (7), and Bofors (7).
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Chart 6.1: Total sample patenting in the u.s. by 5-year periods, 1890-1990
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The increase in U. S. patenting activity, however, is also dependent on the properties

of the sample itself. As some of the firms in the sample were not established until after

the first world war, there is a small effect from a gradually enlarged number of firms

(Chart 6.2). The firms which were established after the first world war are PLM (1919),

FHikt (1920), Boliden (1925), Volvo (1927), SCA (1929), Tetra Pak (1946), and Nobel

Industrier (1985). Since together they account for 1,269 or not more than 11% of the total

number of patents, the effect should be rather limited 2
• Also, the patenting of the

corporate group Gotaverken is excluded from 1977 and onwards", Again, this firm

accounted for a total of only 111 or less than 1% of the total number of patents, and the

overall effect is therefore insignificant.

There was only a mild decrease in the absolute number of U.S. patents during the

second world war", In this respect, the sample firms seem to differ from the majority of

firms in other countries, where the effects of the war on patenting activity were more

pronounced", One explanation is that Sweden and Swedish firms were relatively less

affected by the war, and there might have been less of a shift of technological activity

towards the domestically-oriented defence industry",

2 The percentage is somewhat over-estimated, as these figures sometimes incorporate the patenting by other
sample firms that were acquired over time.

3 The firm became part of the government-owned group Svenska Varv, and was divided into several
separate entities.

4 There were a total of 231 patents in the period 1939-1945.

5 Significant variations in patenting activity have been identified among Norwegian companies by Basberg
(1984) and in overall U.S. patenting by the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights (1957).

6 Patenting propensity is relatively low in the defence industry, because technology developed for defence
purposes is often not intended for the public market. Secrecy is therefore often preferred to the publishing of
new technological advances. Also, because many of the resulting technological advancements have been funded
by government, ownership rights are not exclusive.
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Chart 6.2: Development of the sample over the period 1890-1990
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On a yearly basis, U.S. patenting by the sample firms has remained stable or increased

somewhat in the most recent periods (Chart 6.3). While stable for most of the 1970s and

falling slightly in the early 1980s, the number of patents increased from 331 in 1980 to

368 in 1985 and 416 in 19907
•

The increasing number of U.S. patents during more recent years should reflect

increased technological activity among the sample firms, but also an increasing interest

in patenting in foreign markets and the U.S. 8 To the extent that major foreign

acquisitions have not involved firms securing market access only, the increased number

of patents should also have been promoted by major foreign acquisitions carried out in

the 1980s. However, conclusions about long run trends from the data are difficult to

draw. Nevertheless, and contrary to what is sometimes suggested, patenting does not

appear to have lost its relevance among the sample firms 9 •

7 Note that the figures include Nobel Industrier, which was added to the sample in 1985. It added 9 patents
in 1985, and 7 patents in 1986.

8 There are indications that the expected value of aU.S. patent has increased, as many U. S. courts have
recently become more favorable to the protection of intellectual property rights (Dwyer, 1989; Shapiro, 1989).

9 What can be noted, however, is that there is likely to have been a decline in productivity in terms of
patenting per R&D investment. As indicated in Chapter 3, Swedish multinationals have increased their spending
on R&D quite significantly during the 1980s (Swedenborg et al., 1988). This gives reason to believe that
Swedish firms are turning out fewer patents per R&D investment than previously. It is not clear why this has
become the case. Possibly, some of the firms are active in industries or fields of technology where the scientific
potential is becoming smaller, and R&D is aimed at product improvement and incremental modifications, or
at improvements of production processes. It might also be that some of the R&D investments are made in order
to shift technological frontiers, and that recent investments have not yet produced what will prove to be
important and patentable inventions.
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Chart 6.3: Total sample patenting in the U.S., 1970-1990
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Patenting by Fields of Technology

The overall distribution of technological activity across various fields of technology is

shown in Chart 6.4, and will be commented upon very briefly. This is because absolute

numbers of patents do not necessarily reflect the intensity or focus of technological

activity, as the propensity to patent varies between fields of technology. The classification

of 33 fields of technology that is used aggregates the some 400 patent classes employed

by the U.S. Patent Office, also involving an intermediate level of aggregation based on

56 fields of technology (see Appendices 6.1 and 6.2 for how the fields of technology have

been aggregated).

The distribution of patenting corresponds rather well to what is known about the most

important business areas among the sample firms 10. There is significant activity in the

fields of metallurgical processes (ASEA, SKF, and Sandvik being the most active firms),

metal-working equipment (SKF, Sandvik, Atlas Copco), metal products (SKF, Electrolux,

Sandvik), electrical systems and equipment (ASEA, Ericsson, Electrolux), and general

and specialized industrial equipment (many of the sample firms), Other prominent areas

are chemical and allied equipment (Alfa Laval, Flakt, MoDo), telecommunications

(Ericsson), pharmaceuticals (Astra, Pharmacia), and instruments (ASEA, AGA,

Ericsson).

10 See Solvell, Zander & Porter (1991). Note, however, that the present sample excludes some of Sweden's
major firms (e.g. government-owned enterprises, and investment firms like Incentive), and that the patenting
data therefore do not present a complete picture of Swedish technological activity. For example, the absence
of patenting in the field of photographic equipment is due to the fact that the Swedish firm Hasselblad,
specializing in highly advanced cameras, is not part of the sample.
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Chart 6.4: The distribution of sample patenting in the u.s. across 33 fields of
technology, 1890-1990
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There is limited activity in areas which normally display a relatively high propensity

to patent such as agricultural chemicals (Swedish involvement in chemicals is

concentrated on products for the pulp and paper industry) and semiconductors.

Technological activity also appears to be low in fields like image and sound equipment

(most Swedish multinationals with some early involvement in the field, for example

AGA, have discontinued operations), and textiles and wood products".

It is also useful to take a brief look at growth in U.S. patenting within each field of

technology, as it reveals the momentum of technological activity independently of

patenting propensity". Focusing on the period after the second world war (1951-1990),

and aggregating patenting over 10-year periods, consistent growth is found in 16 fields

of technology (Chart 6.5).

Significant increases relate to motor vehicles (Saab-Scania and Volvo being the most

active firms), rubber products (Trelleborg, ASEA), inorganic chemicals (Boliden, Nobel

Industrier!'), power plants (ASEA), and non-metallic mineral products (Sandvik,

ASEA). None of these fields of technology have been prominent among the sample firms

or in Swedish industry in earlier periods. In comparison, growth in traditional areas

appears to have been quite moderate. The significant increase in motor vehicles is

particularly interesting, as it is not a field of high patenting propensity and Saab-Scania

has recently experienced difficulties in the area of passenger cars. It might indicate the

building of stronger technological positions which will be exploited in the years to

come":

II Further disaggregation into 56 fields of technology and their respective classes reveals that processes such
as tluid handling (Alfa Laval), heat exchange (Alfa Laval), and brushing, scrubbing, and general cleaning
(Electrolux) dominate in the fields of general and specialized industrial equipment (see Appendix 6.2 for the
correspondence between the various classifications). Other important classes within the 33 fields of technological
activity are indicated in Appendix 6.3, summarizing the patenting activity among the sample firms over the
period 1890-1990.

12 One necessary assumption for the analysis is that patenting propensity has remained relatively stable over
the examined period. It is reasonable to assun1e that patenting propensity has not varied substantially within
individual fields of technology in the postwar period.

13 Note however that Nobel Industrier was added to the sample in 1985.

14 In order to fully assess the competitive position of the Swedish firms, it is necessary to look at the
development among competing firms, but these data have not been available.
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Chart 6.5: Fields of technology with consistent growth in U.S. patenting after
the second world war, 33 fields of technology
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Constant decline has not been observed for any field of technology, but fields such as

organic chemicals, metallurgical processes, electrical systems, image and sound

equipment, and aircraft experienced initial growth followed by gradual decline over the

latter part of the 1951-1990 period (the development of each individual field is presented

in Appendix 6.4Ys.

Patenting by Individual, Consolidated Corporate Groups

Table 6.1 presents the total number of U.S. patents associated with the individual,

consolidated corporate groups. As already indicated in Chapter 4, the total sum of patents

does not equal the 11,517 patents for the entire sample, as each individual group might

include the patenting of other acquired sample firms and their affiliated units over certain

periods.

15 Although the argument should not be pushed too far given the varying propensities to patent across fields
of technology, most of the fields with the lowest share of U. S. patenting have not grown over the postwar
period. In addition, three out of the top 5 fields of technology in terms of patenting have not shown consistent
growth over the period. This might indicate sluggish growth in some of the more traditional fields of technology
among the sample firms.
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Table 6.1: U.S. patenting by individual, consolidated corporate groups, 1890-1990

Corporate group

ASEA
Alfa Laval
Ericsson
SKF
Electrolux
Atlas Copco
Sandvik
Bofors
AGA
Volvo
Astra
Saab-Scania
Tetra Pak
Flakt
Swedish Match
Pharmacia
ABB I)

Boliden
Stora
MoDo
SCA
Esselte
Gotaverken
Nobel Industrier 2)

PLM
Uddeholm
ESAB
Trelleborg
Perstorp
Granges
Fagersta
Avesta

Total

Notes:

Number of U.S. patents

2,046
1,220
1,130
1,106

816
552
537
534
439
310
308
253
225
203
199
189
187
186
177
168
163
111
111
102
80
79
62
55
42
40
28
20

11,679

Last year as an
independent group

1987

1985

1988

1987

1977

1980

1) The first year of consolidation was 1988.
2) The first year of consolidation was 1985.
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Patenting by Period

Alfa Laval dominated U.S. patenting in the period before the second world war. It

already accounted for 43 patents in the period 1890-1900, consistently increasing the

number to reach 158 in the period 1931-1938. A large number of these patents originated

outside Sweden, and in particular in the U.S. In the Alfa Laval case, this is

predominantly explained by the existence of a strong and technologically active U.s.
subsidiary. Also, the propensity to patent in the U.S. can be expected to be relatively

high among U.S. affiliates, in particular during the early part of the century.

Other than Alfa Laval, a relatively small group of firms accounts for a dominant share

of U.S. patenting in the early periods. The corporate groups with patents in the period

before the second world war (1890-1938) are presented in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Corporate groups patenting in the U.S. before the second world war

Comorate group

Alfa Laval
SKF
Ericsson
ASEA
AGA
Atlas Cop co
Bofors
Gotaverken
Boliden
MoDo
Sandvik
Swedish Match
Saab-Scania
Astra

U.S. Patents 1890-1913

106
2

17
1
8
1
4

2

u.S. Patents 1919-1938

307
106
78
73
27
21
10
5
4
4
3
3

Total number of U.S.
patents 1890-1938

473
144
95
74
35
24
17
5
4
4
4
3
2
1

The development of postwar U.s. patenting by corporate group is summarized in

Charts 6.6-6.8 (also, see Appendix 6.5 for a summary of their U.S. patenting). The

patenting of each firm has been aggregated over 10-year periods, and the firms have then

been classified into one of the following categories: consistent growth in patenting

throughout the period, overall but interrupted growth, and zero or negative growth.
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Chart 6.6: Corporate groups with consistent growth
in U.S. patenting 1951-1990
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Chart 6.7: Corporate groups with overall but interrupted growth
in U.S. patenting 1951-1990
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Chart 6.7: Corporate groups with overall but interrupted growth
in U.S. patenting 1951-1990 (continued)
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Chart 6.8: Corporate groups with zero or negative growth
in U.S. patenting 1951-1990
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It is reasonable to assume that trends in the number of patents reflect the momentum

of technological activity within each corporate group, but conclusions drawn fronl the

charts are based on the assumption that the distribution of technological activity has

remained stable over the period. In some cases, it is possible that shifts between fields

of technology might explain an increase or decrease in the number of registered patents.

In some firms, e.g. Electrolux, Esselte and PLM, it would be reasonable to assume that

international acquisition strategies intended to expand business activities have contributed

to the significant growth in U.S. patenting over the past two decades. Acquisition

strategies have also been employed by Volvo, Trelleborg, and Alfa Laval (in more recent

periods), although in these cases technological diversification might have been a more

prominent objective. The increasing number of patents in SeA can be explained by its

involvement in pulp machinery (through the subsidiary Sunds) and acquisitions in the

tissue products segment (Molnlycke),

Other firms, like Pharmacia, Sandvik, SKF, and Tetra Pak, have increased their u.S.

patenting more through internal growth and focus on existing fields of technology. There

have also been major acquisitions within this group of firms, but they have been less tied

to a pronounced acquisition strategy.

Another group of firms, including Atlas Copco, Avesta, Fagersta, Flakt, Granges,

Gotaverken, MoDo, and Uddeholm, showed a pattern of initial increase and a peak in

U.S. patenting during the 1970s, followed by a decline over the period 1981-1990 16
• It

is possible that a genuine decline in technological activity because of stagnating

technological frontiers, new patenting policies, or post-acquisition changes explain part

of the observed pattern, but a further analysis of these suggestions falls outside the scope

of this study.

Finally, there was a significant decline in the number of patents among firms involved

in the production of metals in the period 1981-1990 (Avesta, Fagersta, Uddeholm). It is

likely that this decline to a certain extent reflects the overall decline in the Swedish

metals-producing industry which has been observed elsewhere". The patenting by these

16 There is a significant and consistent decline in the cases of Atlas Copco, Granges, Gotaverken, Fagersta,
and Uddeholm, and a less marked decline in Avesta, Flakt and MoDo.

17 Solvell, Zander & Porter (1991).
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three firms also indicates the existence of oligopolist patenting, reflected by simultaneous

efforts to either increase or decrease patenting activity. The increasing use of cross

licensing of technology within the industry might have caused this effect, but it might also

have been the result of enhanced technological competition over selected periods.

Patenting by Fields of Technology

The distribution of patenting across various fields of technology among individual,

consolidated groups will only be commented upon briefly at this point. Table 6.3 presents

the number of fields in which individual firms have been active over time, with a

particular focus on the period after the second world war. When applied to individual

firms, any increases or decreases in the number of fields will reflect changes in the

degree of technological diversification". Cross-firm comparisons should, however, be

made with more caution. This is because the 33 fields of technology are not necessarily

equally broad or encompassing.

18 Note, however, that the figures do not reveal the number of patents in each field of technology. Thus,
if a firm has only one patent in a particular field of technology, it is also reported as active within this field.
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Table 6.3: Number of fields in which individual, corporate groups have
been patenting in the U.S., 33 fields of technology, 1890-1990
(selected periods)

Corporate group 1896-1900 1906-10 1926-30 1946-50 1956-60 1966-70 1976-80 1986-90

ASEA 1) 6 8 13 19 18 16
Alfa Laval 1 8 10 12 10 11 12 13
Ericsson 3 3 1 8 11 11 15 15
SKF 5 2 8 8 16 17
Electrolux 5 10 8 17 19
Atlas Copco 3 1 8 12 12 14
Sandvik 1 3 7 12 12 12
Bofors 2) 1 12 21 16
AGA 3 2 4 12 14 12 12
Volvo 3 5 14 16
Astra 2 5 5 9
Saab-Scania 2 10 17 13
Tetra Pak 11 5 13
FHikt 10 10 10
Swedish Match 3) 8 9 10 7 4
Pharmacia 2 2 4 6 8
ABB 4) 21
Boliden 5) 5 4 6 10 10
Stora 3 8 10 9 9
MoDo 10 9 6
SCA 4 2 7 4 11
Esselte 1 4 11
Gotaverken 6) 2 6 9 3
Nobel Industrier 7) 18
PLM 8 5
Uddeholm 2 10 5 2
ESAB 7 6 3
Trelleborg 2 3 5 11
Perstorp 3 4 4
Granges 8) 2 9
Fagersta 2 3
Avesta 3 3

Average n.a. n.a. n.a. 4 7 8 9 11 9)

Notes:

1) The last year of consolidation was 1987.
2) The last year of consolidation was 1985.
3) The last year of consolidation was 1988.
4) The first year of consolidation was 1988.
5) The last year of consolidation was 1987.
6) The last year of consolidation was 1977.
7) The first year of consolidation was 1985.
8) The last year of consolidation was 1980.
9) Excluding ABB.

Average is calculated on the basis of all firms with patenting in the period and has been omitted for the prewar
period due to the changing composition of the sample.
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Two observations deserve particular mention. The first concerns the broad range of

U.S. patenting displayed by many firms, which is particularly noteworthy in the light of

the general belief that Swedish multinational firms are highly niched or specialized. Of

course, patenting does not necessarily imply that the firms are actually using the

inventions commercially, as they might be sold to and used by other firms. Still, the

consistency of the figures indicates some regular involvement in fields of technology

which according to the traditional view should be rather peripheral to the firms'

operations.

The second observation concerns the increasing degree of technological diversification

that almost all of the firms have experienced. It is reasonable to assume that this trend

is not only the effect of an increased propensity to patent in the U.S. One interpretation

would be that firm growth and in particular acquisitions have gradually introduced new

fields of technology. Another interpretation would be that products and production

processes have become more complex over time, thereby requiring a broader knowledge

base for their development (see Granstrand & Sjolander, 1990, 1992; Patel & Pavitt,

1994).

Summary

Most of this chapter has been concerned with the presentation of the data and the

technological activity of the sample firms, setting the stage for the chapters to follow.

One general finding is that U.S. patenting among the sample firms has grown almost

continuously throughout the period 1890-1990. This increase can be explained by

enhanced technological activity among the sample firms, but also by their

internationalization and growing efforts to protect technology in foreign markets.

It is important to note that only a small proportion of the total number of U.S. patents

relates to the period 1890-1938, and that patenting in this period is associated with a

rather small group of firms. In particular, Alfa Laval accounted for more than 50% of

the sample patenting in the period before to the second world war, and it will therefore

dominate analyses for the early periods. The majority of the sample firms' U.S. patenting
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occurred in the period 1946-1990, and most of the firms increased their patenting over

the postwar period.

One finding, which however will not be extensively discussed in this study, is that

most of the sample firms have tended to broaden the scope of their technological activity

over time. This indicates that the suggestion that Swedish multinationals are highly niched

or specialized has become less valid over time. It also signals a general movement in the

structure of the firms' technological capabilities, perhaps reflecting the need to maintain

activities in several fields of technology as products, systems and production processes

become more complex. The broadened scope of technological activity is also interesting

in the light of the "golden age" of invention among Swedish firms which is frequently

attributed to the earlier part of this century. Although the present analysis does not reveal

the value of individual patents (as noted in Chapter 5), the broadened range of

technological activity suggests continued technological vitality among the sample firms.

To the extent that activities across several fields of technology might produce new

combinations of technology, they might represent a new type of breakthrough with an

impact similar to that of the early "ingenious" inventions.

As a methodological note, the reliability of data is expected to have improved for the

more recent periods. Data for early periods are not expected to give a misleading picture

of the firms' technological activity, but it should be remembered that the number of

patents involved is relatively small and that patenting also tends to be dominated by a

small number of firms. A second set of methodological findings indicates a fair degree

of correspondence between the firms' patenting activity in the U.S. and what is known

about their economic activities. Patenting is prominent in those fields where the firms

tend to carry out the majority of their business activities, and there is also some evidence

that firms following acquisition strategies have experienced relatively rapid increases in

their patenting activity. These findings lend some empirical support to the validity of U.S.

patenting as an indicator of technological and economic activity among the sample firms.

The chapters that follow more closely examine the evolution of foreign technological

activity among the sample firms, employing the data which have been described. The first

of the chapters looks at the evolution of the share of foreign technological activity among

the sample firms, while the others analyze the profile of their foreign technological
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activity from various perspectives. These analyses will reveal how the sample firms have

gone about searching for new technology in foreign countries, as well as how the nature

of the multinational firm has changed over time.
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CHAPTER 7

THE EVOLUTION OF FOREIGN TECHNOLOGICAL ACTIVITY

This chapter employs data on the sample firms' patenting in the U.S. to describe the

evolution of their foreign technological activity in the period 1890-1990. The primary

field of inquiry is how the share of patents originating outside Sweden has developed over

the period. Additional analyses relate to how the geographical origin of foreign patents

has shifted between individual countries over time. The first part of the chapter contains

data on the share of foreign patents in the total sample of firms, while the second part

looks at the share of foreign patents by individual, consolidated corporate groups.

One general finding is that the sample firms have only recently come to carry out a

more substantial share of their technological activity in foreign countries. While a small

but not insignificant number of the firms' U.S. patents originated outside Sweden before

the second world war, the share of foreign patents has increased more rapidly over the

past two decades. In the period 1986-1990, about 30 % of the patents originated in foreign

countries, and in 1990 the share of foreign patents had reached 40 %. One notable

exception to this pattern is found in Alfa Laval, which had already located a majority of

its technological activity outside Sweden at the turn of the century. Alfa Laval's historical

development and the particular aspects of performing substantial shares of technological

activity in foreign countries will be further examined in the concluding empirical chapter.

Additional findings show that the share of the sample firms' U.S. patents originating

in foreign countries varies considerably across fields of technology and individual firms.

Among individual fields of technology, the share of foreign patents varied between 0 %

and 50 % in the late 1980s, with even higher shares being attained in particular sub-fields.

Among individual firms, the share of patents originating in foreign countries ranged

between 0 % and 85%. Also, firms involved in the same fields of technology sometimes

display notable differences in their shares of foreign patents. This indicates that the

internationalization of technological activity is not necessarily a universal phenomenon,

but depends on the particular technology and the individual firm.

Finally, data show that the geographical distribution of the sample firms' technological

activity has become broader over time. Prior to the second world war, a major part of
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the firms' U.S. patents also originated in the U.S. In the postwar period, Germany

became the most important source of foreign patents, closely followed by the U.S., with

more limited numbers of patents accounted for by an increasing number of European

countries.

Evolution of the Share of Foreign Technological Activity in the Total

Sample of Firms

Before turning to the empirical investigations, it might be useful to recapitulate that the

analyses are based on patents which have been granted to the sample firms in the u.s.
but that throughout this chapter the origin of each of these patents will be examined. This

is possible since the completion of the U.s. patent application form requires the recording

of the nationality of the inventor. Assuming that the nationality of the inventor in the

majority of cases coincides with the geographical location of invention, it is possible to

identify where the technological activity underlying the invention and patent was mainly

carried out'.

In addition, in some of the analyses of the sample firms' U.S. patenting during early

periods, and also in some analyses of individual fields of technology and firms, the

number of patents involved is relatively small. Generally throughout this chapter, an

asterisk (*) is used where the total number of patents underlying the calculations is below

five. Although this cut-off point has been arbitrarily chosen, it indicates where small

numbers should lead to caution in interpreting the results.

Evolution of the Share of u.s. Patents of Foreign Origin in the Total Sample of Firms

Measured over the period 1890-1990 and by the sample firms' patenting in the U.S., the

number of patents originating in Sweden was 9,106, and the number of patents originating

1 To simplify the presentation and to avoid complicated expressions, the chapter will sometimes refer to
the patenting of the sample firms, although it is technically more correct to refer to their u.s. patenting (for
example, it is sometimes more convenient to use the expression "share of foreign patents" rather than "share
of U.S. patents originating in foreign countries").
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in foreign countries was 2,411. This means that foreign patents accounted for 21 % of the

sample firms U.S. patenting over the entire period. As will be seen further on, this

average conceals that the number of foreign patents for the majority of firms was

relatively limited in the period before the second world war, while overall it has increased

considerably in the postwar period.

The initial analyses of the sample firms' u.S. patenting produced a quite surprising

result - before the turn of the century and also throughout the period 1911-1925 more

patents originated in foreign countries than in Sweden. As it turned out, it was one firm

which was responsible for this effect, namely Alfa Laval. Not only did it account for a

majority of patenting in the period before the second world war, it also displayed a

uniquely high share of foreign patents throughout this period. To account for this, some

of the analyses that follow present data including the patenting of Alfa Laval as well as

similar data where the firm has been excluded from the sample.

Charts 7.1 (including Alfa Laval) and 7.2 (excluding Alfa Laval) present how the share

of the sample firms' U.S. patents of foreign origin has developed, where the bars

represent the share of foreign patents in each period and the line provides a three-period

moving average (including the preceding and following period). Patenting has been

aggregated over 5-year periods, although some adjustments have been made to distinguish

the patenting during the first and second world wars. As the figures represent shares

rather than absolute numbers, variations in the length of periods will however not

significantly effect the results.
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Chart 7.1: Share of U.S. patents of foreign origin among the sample firms,
including Alfa Laval, 5-year periods, 1890-1990
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Chart 7.2: Share of U.S. patents of foreign origin among the sample firms,
excluding Alfa Laval, 5-year periods, 1890-1990
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Although patents originating outside Sweden before the second world war were very

much associated with Alfa Laval, the share of foreign patents was quite substantial during

the prewar period", To the extent that Alfa Laval helped diffuse foreign technology to

other firms at home, its technological involvement in foreign countries should also have

been important for Swedish corporate innovation.

With Alfa Laval excluded from the sample, the most important period of

internationalization of technological activity appears to have occurred rather late in the

development of the sample firms. Nevertheless, the share of foreign patents was already

quite significant in the period before the second world war, reaching almost 10% in the

periods 1906-1910 and 1931-1935 (note, however, that the number of patents involved

was relatively small)". One peculiarity is the increasing share of foreign patents in the

period 1914-1918. There is no immediate explanation for this result, except that small

variations in the limited number of foreign patents can significantly affect the figures for

earlier periods. For example, the firm that accounts for the only foreign patents in the

period 1914-1918 is SKF (4 foreign patents), and the patents originated in the U.K (3),

and former Eastern Europe (1).

In contrast, there is a marked drop in the share of foreign patents during and

immediately after the second world war. One obvious explanation for this would be the

increased difficulties in sustaining technological activity in countries directly involved in

the war, e.g. the U.S. and Germany. Another explanation would be that many of the

sample firms decided to re-locate technological activity to home units because of wartime

uncertainty, only to decentralize operations again once the war ended. In some of the

firms, decentralization might have been promoted by the relative independence that many

foreign units, partly by necessity, had acquired during the war.

2 As indicated in Chapter 6, the large share of Alfa Laval patents originating in the V.S. is predominantly
explained by the existence of a strong and technologically active V.S. subsidiary. Also, the propensity to patent
in the V.S. can be expected to be relatively high among V.S. affiliates, in particular during the early part of
the century.

3 Patents of foreign origin in the period 1890-1938 were accounted for by SKF (12 foreign patents),
Ericsson (9), Swedish Match (3), ASEA (2) and AGA (1). The excluded firm, Alfa Laval, accounted for 326
foreign patents in the period before the second world war.
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A look at the number of patents originating in the U.S. during the second world war

indeed reveals a decrease in the number of U.S. patents among the sample firms, from

72 patents in the period 1931-1935, to 28 in the period 1936-1938 (or an estimated 47

patents over a five-year period), 39 in the period 1939-1945, and 26 in the period 1946

19504
• The number of patents originating in Germany at the same time fell from 5 in the

period 1931-1935 to zero in the period 1936-1938, and from 2 in the period 1939-1945

to zero again in the period 1946-1950. This decline, combined with a slight increase in

the number of patents originating in Sweden, essentially accounts for the decreasing share

of foreign patents over the period".

It was not until the early 1960s that the share of foreign patents of the sample firms

had again reached the 10% mark. The most important growth in terms of the number and

share of foreign patents then occurred in the early 1960s, the late 1970s, and the early

1980s. This increase appears to have followed the general growth in foreign direct

investment and foreign manufacturing among the sample firms. In particular, the

significant increase in the number of foreign patents in the period 1971-1985 can be

explained by the use of foreign acquisitions among sample firms. It is likely that these

acquisitions added new technological capabilities, whether planned or accidental, which

were then kept for various reasons.

The share of foreign patents continued to increase during the 1980s, averaging 30%

in the period 1986-19906
• However, a further look at the development in individual years

reveals a significant jump between 1989 and 1990, with the average share of patenting

moving beyond 40% (Chart 7.3).

4 Note that there are two additional years accounted for in the period 1939-1945.

5 While the reduction of patents originating in Germany could be expected, it is not so easy to understand
why patents originating in the U.S. should have declined. One suggestion would be that Swedish-owned
subsidiaries in the u.s. followed the same trend of declining patenting activity as did other u.s. firms, whatever
the underlying factors. Another hypothesis would be that Swedish firms have withdrawn technology from
foreign countries during times of uncertainty, but this would not explain why the same development did not
occur during the first world war.

6 Figures excluding Alfa Laval are presented in Appendix 7.1.
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Chart 7.3: Share of U.S. patents of foreign origin among the sample firms,
including Alfa Laval, 1970-1990
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It appears that the significant increase in 1989 and 1990 was mainly the effect of the

operations of ABB (which is seen as the successor to ASEA). The merger between ASEA

and Brown Boveri et Cie. introduced a substantially increased share of foreign patents

through the formation of ABB in 1988. However, both ASEA Brown Boveri

Aktiengesellschaft and ASEA Brown Boveri Ltd. increased their patenting significantly

between 1989 and 1990, as did ABB Power T&D Company Inc.

Evolution of the Share of Foreign Technological Activity According to

Fields of Technology and Individual Firms

There are two limitations to the information gained by measuring the overall share of

u.S. patents of foreign origin among the sample firms. The first and most important is

that it does not reveal how the share of foreign patents might vary with field of

technology and firm. A second and related complication is that the measure can become

biased if the distribution of technological activity is not the same at home as it is abroad'.

The first of these issues will be dealt with in the following section, while the second issue

will be explored in more detail in Chapter 88
•

7 If, for example, horne technological activity primarily relates to fields of technology with low patenting
propensity (e.g. pulp and paper), and foreign technological activity relates to technological fields with a high
patenting propensity (e.g. pharmaceuticals), the overall importance of foreign technological activity will be over
estimated.

8 It is possible to take a rough cut at the two effects by calculating the share of U.S. patents of foreign
origin within each field of technological activity, and using the results of all fields to determine the average
share of foreign patents. The average shares of foreign patents over 33 fields of technology (excluding Alfa
Laval and excluding fields for which there were no observations) were 10% in the period 1956-1960, 8% in
1966-1970, 12% in 1976-1980, and 21 % in 1986-1990 (the average share of foreign patents over 56 fields of
technology was 26% in the period 1986-1990, measured over 53 fields for which there were observations).
The results are lower than has been indicated above, primarily because several fields of technological activity
have a zero share of foreign patents as well as a limited number of patents. As to the possibility that the number
of foreign patents could be above average in fields of technology with high patenting propensity (like
pharmaceuticals and chemicals), a closer look reveals that the foreign share of total patenting is low in some
of these fields (like inorganic chemicals, bleaching and dyeing precesses, and pharmaceuticals), while it is quite
high in others (like agricultural chemicals, chemical processes, and semiconductors).
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Shares of u.s. Patents of Foreign Origin by Fields of Technology

While patents of foreign origin accounted for 21 % of the sample firms' U.S. patents over

the period 1890-1990, there has been substantial variation across individual fields of

technology. The development within individual fields of technology is presented in Table

7.1, which includes the patenting by Alfa Laval.
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Field of technology 1911-13 1919-25 1931-35 1946-50 1956-60 1966-70 1976-80 1986-90

1 Food and tobacco products 100.0 * 42.9 22.2 14.3 8.3 0.0
2 Inorganic chemicals 0.0 * 0.0 * 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
3 Agricultural chemicals - - - - 50.0 *

4 Chemical processes 71.4 60.0 0.0 6.2 6.2 18.3 32.2
5 Bleaching and dyeing processes 100.0 * 0.0 * 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0 0.0 *

6 Other organic compounds 100.0 * 100.0 * 33.3 13.0 9.6 12.5 33.3
7 Pharmaceuticals 100.0 * 0.0 0.0 * 0.0 * 6.2 18.6 14.7
8 Metallurgical processes - 40.0 25.0 .. 0.0 * 16.0 26.7 4.7 33.8
9 Other metal products 100.0 * 20.0 40.0 0.0 * 6.7 10.0 24.0 38.8

10 Chemical and allied equipment 40.0 59.5 45.2 36.0 9.8 13.6 13.2 30.0
11 Metal-working equipment 0.0 * 31.7 20.8 66.7 9.1 23.1 47.5 46.2
12 Assembly equipment 0.0 * 0.0 * 33.3 5.6 10.4 22.0 24.6
13 Mining equipment - - 0.0 0.0 28.1 25.0
14 Specialized industrial equipment - 0.0 .. 40.0 0.0 * 57.9 23.8 32.2 43.8
15 General industrial equipment 0.0 * 75.0 53.1 27.3 3.8 6.0 26.2 36.6
16 Power plants - - 0.0 * 0.0 * 0.0 * 0.0 8.3 12.5

VJ 17 Nuclear reactors - - - 11.1 0.0 5.6- 18 Telecommunications - 14.7 9.1 0.0 4.9 15.1 7.5
19 Image and sound equipment - - - 0.0 .. 0.0 8.3 33.3
20 Electrical systems - 0.0 * 15.4 0.0 4.6 8.5 19.5 23.7
21 General industrial equipment 0.0 * 50.0 * 9.1 12.9 3.6 8.0 17.4 34.9
22 Semiconductors - 0.0 * 0.0 * 0.0 0.0 50.0
23 Office equipment - - 0.0 0.0 4.8 6.0 10.8
24 Motor vehicles 0.0 * 0.0 * 0.0 * 0.0 * 7.7 21.1 23.7
25 Aircraft - - - 0.0 * 0.0 * 0.0 0.0
26 Other transport equipment - 0.0 .. 0.0 * 20.0 17.6 9.7 17.1
27 Textiles and wood products - - - 0.0 16.7
28 Rubber products - - - 100.0 * 10.0 0.0 40.0
29 Non-metallic mineral products - 0.0 .. 0.0 11.8 32.1
30 Coal and petroleum products - 100.0 87.5 0.0 * 0.0 .. 0.0
31 Photographic instruments
32 Other instruments 33.3 * 22.2 11.1 0.0 5.7 10.4 14.6 21.6
33 Other manufacturing and non-industrial 50.0 84.0 95.0 0.0 8.6 17.0 5.8 24.2

Notes:

* indicates less than 5 patents in the calculation.



While the share of foreign patents increased in most fields of technology after the

second world war, there are significant variations between individual fields. Low shares

of foreign patents are associated with food and tobacco products (0% share of foreign

patents in the period 1986-1990), inorganic chemicals (0%), bleaching and dyeing

processes (0 %), aircraft (0 %), nuclear reactors (6%), and telecommunications (8%)9.

More substantial shares of foreign patents are associated with agricultural chemicals

(50%, although the total number of patents is very small), semiconductors (50%), metal

working equipment (46 %), and specialized industrial equipment (44 %). In some sub-fields

of technology, the share of foreign patents is substantially higher!".

In some fields of technology, a rather rapid increase in the share of foreign patents can

be observed. Those fields of technology where the share of foreign patents doubled

between the periods 1976-1980 and 1986-1990 (and where it was not substantial in

previous periods) include other organic compounds, image and sound equipment, textiles

and wood products, and non-metallic mineral products. Only in one field of technology,

namely food and tobacco products, has there been consistent decline in the share of

foreign patents over the period 11 •

9 Most of these fields have only a small number of patents, except for nuclear reactors and
telecommunications.

10 Figures relating to 56 fields of technological activity for the period 1986-1990 are presented in Appendix
7.2.

11 There are several potential explanations for the observed intra-field differences in the share of foreign
patents. The first is that foreign direct investment propensity, and in particular the propensity to invest in foreign
manufacturing and associated research and development, is not the same across all fields of technology. The
propensity to carry out foreign production and research and development in tum depends on the economics of
the industry, including economies of scale in production, the significance of trade barriers and transportation
costs, as well as local variations in demand.
Also, the competitive situation might influence the internationalization of technological activity in some of the
fields. For example, limited foreign involvement in fields like nuclear reactors and telecommunications could
be explained by industry regulations, leading to the segmentation of world markets and home centered operations
by the participating firms. In other industries, where competition has become international, oligopolistic
interaction and related international acquisitions or follow-the-leader behaviour could explain a relatively larger
share of foreign technological activity and patenting.
A third explanation would be that the sample firms have relatively weak positions at home in some fields of
technology, e.g. semiconductors, and therefore utilize their foreign subsidiaries to produce a majority of
inventions in these particular fields. Other than these general remarks, however, the explanation of the
development of foreign patents in each field of technology requires a more in-depth analysis than can be
attempted here. However, some additional information about these issues and the drivers of foreign
technological activity will be provided by the analyses in Chapters 8-9.
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One of the striking observations from Table 7.1 is the importance of foreign patents

in the period before the second world war. Even though the number of patents involved

is often limited, and many of the foreign patents are accounted for by Alfa Laval, the

impact of foreign patenting appears to have been dominant throughout a broad range of

technologies. This pattern could indicate a substantial amount of borrowing of foreign

technology in the early periods, which was replaced by gradually improved skills to carry

out research and development at home. It is known that Swedish firms have been

importing and improving foreign technology throughout many centuries 12, and the data

confirm that this process might have continued well into the 20th century.

At the same time, it is not certain that foreign technology was actually transferred from

abroad and further improved at home. Foreign technological activity can also have

remained essentially local, and the reduced importance of foreign patents in some fields

of technology would then merely reflect the catching up of technological activity in

Sweden. The present data does not reveal the extent to which this has been the case, but

some additional information about the flow of technology between countries will be

provided in the following chapter 13 •

Shares of u.s. Patents of Foreign Origin among Individual, Consolidated Corporate

Groups

The importance of foreign patents varies according to the firm, as it does with the field

of technological activity": While the best comparative picture is given by the firms'

patenting in the period after the second world war, some observations on the early

importance of foreign patents among individual firms should be mentioned.

12 Gustavson (1986).

13 Also, in some fields, technology transfer has occurred without it being reflected in patenting statistics.
For instance, the Swedish aircraft industry borrowed substantially from foreign manufacturers in the 1920s and
1930s (Solvell, Zander & Porter, 1991).

14 To some extent, this is only to be expected, since some of the firms tend to dominate patenting in
individual fields of technology. At the same time, the relatively broad profile of technological activity in many
firms presented in Chapter 6 also indicates that several firms are often involved in the same field of technology.
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The prewar evolution of the shares of U.S. patents of foreign origin among individual

corporate groups is shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Share of U.S. patents of foreign origin among individual, consolidated
corporate groups, 1890-1935

Corporate group 1890-95 1901-05 1911-13 1919-25 1931-35

AGA 0.0
.. 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 7.7

Alfa Laval 8.7 73.3 61.5 92.2 71.7
ASEA 0.0 .. 3.0
Astra
Atlas Copco 0.0 0.0
Avesta
Bofors 0.0 0.0 .. 0.0 0.0

..
Boliden 0.0

..
Electrolux
Ericsson 0.0

..
0.0

.. 0.0 .. 10.5
ESAB
Esselte
Fagersta
Flakt
Granges

0.0
..

Gotaverken ..
MoDo 0.0
Perstorp
Pharmacia
PLM
Saab-Scania 0.0 ..
Sandvik 0.0 ..

SCA
SKF 0.0 .. 3.4 16.7
Stora ..
Swedish Match 100.0
Trelleborg
Uddeholm
Volvo

Average 2.9 18.3 8.8 19.1 19.0

Notes:

* indicates less than 5 patents in the calculation.

The average is calculated on the basis of all firms with patenting in the period (note that the number of firms
varies).

As indicated, the number of foreign patents appears to have been quite limited among

the majority of the sample firms in the prewar period. Alfa Laval is the major exception,
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and from a technology point of view it appears to have been driven much more by the

development in foreign countries than at home. Also, SKF was building significant

technological positions in foreign countries from a very early stage (the firm was

established in 1907 and the share of foreign patents had reached more than 15% in the

early 1920s). The significant share of foreign patents recorded by Swedish Match in the

period 1931-1935 is based on one single patent, and is, as figures for later periods

indicate, not representative of the firm's overall development in the prewar period.

In most of the firms, U.S. patents of foreign origin emerged in the period after the

second world war". Charts 7.4-7.6 present how the share of patents of foreign origin

has developed among individual corporate groups over the period 1956-1990. As in the

previous chapter, the firms have been classified into one of the following categories:

consistent growth in the share of foreign patents throughout the period, overall but

interrupted growth, and zero or negative growth.

15 While the average firm share of U.S. patents of foreign origin was 10.0% in the period 1966-1970, it
had increased to 12.2% in 1976-1980, and 25.3% in 1986-1990.
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Chart 7.4: Corporate groups with consistent growth in the share of U.S. patents
of foreign origin 1956-1990
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Chart 7.5: Corporate groups with overall but interrupted growth in the share of
u.s. patents of foreign origin 1956-1990
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Chart 7.5: Corporate groups with overall but interrupted growth in the share of
U.S. patents of foreign origin 1956-1990 (continued)
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Chart 7.6: Corporate groups with zero or negative growth in the share of
U.S. patents of foreign origin 1956-1990
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The majority of the firms increased their share of foreign patents over the period 1956

1990, although most of them also experienced periods of temporary decline. The group

of firms experiencing zero or negative growth in the share of foreign patents comprises

eight firms, but many of them have traditionally had limited overall involvement in

foreign patents. Also, in most cases, the decline in the share of foreign patents has been

rather insignificant. Of particular interest is the indication of reduced shares of foreign

patents in the late 1960s and early 1970s. This could reflect efforts of divisionalization

among some of the firms, accompanied by the rationalization of foreign subsidiary

operations and the re-centralization of research and development to the home units.

Growth Patterns in the Share of u. s. Patents of Foreign Origin

An alternative description of growth patterns in the share of u.s. patents of foreign origin

is based on the different ways in which firms have increased their shares of foreign

patents. According to this classification, the first group includes firms that by and large

have retained the development of new technology and patents at home (labelled home

centered firms). The second group consists of firms that have tended to increase their

share of foreign patents over time (labelled internationalizing firms), roughly divided into

firms that have grown through internal expansion and those that have grown through

mergers and acquisitions. The third and final group consists of firms that have started off

with a majority share of foreign patents, reduced this share for some periods, and

increased it again in more recent periods (labelled globally-born firms).

Home-centered firms: Many of the home-centered firms, characterized by an

insignificant number of foreign patents, are involved in the production of metals and

metal products. The group includes firms like Avesta (0% foreign patents in the period

1986-1990), Fagersta (0%), and Uddeholm (0%). These firms have traditionally

maintained most of their production in Sweden, and foreign acquisitions have been the

exception. In addition, access to foreign technology through foreign operations might not

have been a critical issue, since there is a practice of cross-licensing new technology and

patents between firms in the industry.
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Other firms in which the share of foreign patents has remained limited are Bofors,

Ericsson, and Saab-Scania. There seems to be a mixture of motives here, including the

focus on the domestically-oriented defense industry, the non-divisibility of research and

development efforts in large development projects, as well as a traditional policy of

maintaining most of the critical research and development activities in the home units.

Internationalizing firms: At the other end of the spectrum, a few corporate groups have

recently come to display very high and in some cases rapidly increasing shares of foreign

patents, notably Esselte (85% foreign patents in the period 1986-1990), SKF (73%),

ESAB (60%), ABB (50%), Electrolux (50%), and also AGA (39%) and PLM (33%).

However, the ways in which firms in this group obtained their high shares of foreign

patents have been quite different. Some have tended to rely on organic or internally

generated growth, whereas others have grown by means of deliberate acquisition or

merger strategies.

SKF is a representative of the organically growing firms, establishing production

facilities abroad at a very early stage (the U.K. in 1911, Germany in 1914, the U.S.in

1916, and France in 1917Y6. These local production units later grew into worldwide

product centers, with corresponding responsibility for research and development in rather

narrowly defined product segments. Partly, the development of important and autonomous

foreign manufacturing units in the inter-war period has been linked to pressure from

national governments to carry out local production of the strategically important ball

bearings17.

AGA is another example of a firm which has increased its share of foreign patents

substantially over the period 1956-1990. AGA operates in an industry where

transportation costs require local presence and production, and growth in foreign patents

is most probably a result of the firm's particular internationalization process. Also,

increasing shares of foreign patents have resulted from the development of certain

applications in cooperation with lead customers in foreign markets.

16 In 1914, SKF was represented through subsidiaries, sales representatives, and agents in 27 countries
(SOU, 1975:50).

17 SOU (1975:50).
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The group of firms growing through acquisitions or mergers is rather heterogeneous

in terms of motives and development paths. In the case of Esselte and PLM, the rapidly

increasing share of foreign patents is explained by a series of international acquisitions.

In Esselte, many of the acquired firms were specialized producers of office equipment

and some of these fields appear to have been relatively patenting intensive (Pendaflex and

Meto). PLM, in addition to foreign acquisitions, established its central research and

development unit in Denmark.

Rapid growth in the share of foreign patents has also taken place in Electrolux. In

contrast to Esselte, which appears to have been targeting firms in new technologies,

domestic and foreign acquisitions were an important part of efforts to re-structure the

white-goods industry 18 • Electrolux consolidated many local Swedish white-goods

manufacturers in the 1960s and 1970s. Further international expansion followed in the

1970s and 1980s, the most important acquisitions being Tappan (1979), Zanussi (1986),

and White Consolidated Industries (also in 1986).

A somewhat similar development has taken place in ESAB, which acquired a large

number of local competitors throughout Europe in the 1970s and 1980s. Further

international acquisitions were made in the U.S. in the late 1980s (L-Tee and Alloy rods

Corporation in 1989). These acquisitions had the primary aim of consolidating and re

structuring the welding industry, particularly in Europe. The nature of the welding

business, characterized by segmented markets and conservative buyers, might explain why

foreign units have remained important sources of patenting after the acquisitions.

Finally, the high share of foreign patents in ABB is the result of a merger between

ASEA and the Swiss firm Brown Boveri et Cie (BBC) in 1988. It is interesting to note

that ASEA was basically a home-centered firm in the period leading up to the merger,

and quite dependent on Swedish technological development and patenting (not more than

4.5 % of total U.S. patenting was the result of foreign technological activity).

Globally-born firms: One of the firms in the sample, Alfa Laval, is best characterized

as a globally-born firm. The majority of the early patents originated in foreign countries,

and it was not until after the second world war that home patenting had come to account

18 See Solvell (1987).
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for a dominant share of the total. The evolution of Alfa Laval, which is particularly

interesting because of the lack of description of this kind of firm in literature on the

multinational firm, is further described in Chapter 10. It illustrates the particular aspects

of starting off with a substantial share of technological activity in foreign countries. In

particular, data show that the extensive use of foreign technological activity seems to have

been accompanied by forces to re-locate technological activity to the home units.

Inter-Firm Differences in the Share of u.s. Patents of Foreign Origin

There are some noticeable differences in the share of foreign patents between firms active

in similar industries and fields of technology. This indicates that otherwise similar

multinationals have sometimes chosen different policies in terms of where in the world

to locate their research and development efforts.

For instance, while the share of foreign patents in Saab-Scania was 2% in the period

1986-1990, the corresponding figure for Volvo was 12%. This might reflect a

traditionally more conservative and home-centered strategy in Saab-Scania, applying to

both production and research and development activities. To some extent, the figures also

reflect differences in the product portfolios of the two firms. Saab-Scania is more

involved in aircraft production, which is a home-centered field of technology. However,

unlike Volvo, Saab-Scania is also engaged in the field of manufacturing of non-industrial

products and equipment, characterized by a relatively high share of foreign patents.

Volvo, on the other hand, is engaged in fields like chemical processes, other transport

equipment, and metal products, which have a relatively high share of foreign patents.

Overall, however, the technological activity of the two companies are quite similar.

Differences in the share of foreign patents also exist an10ng the pulp and paper firms.

MoDo had no foreign patents in the period 1986-1990, while the corresponding figures

for SeA and Stora were 9% and 21 % respectively. To some extent, the differences are

explained by more extensive international acquisition made by SCA and Stora in the late

1980s. Also, SCA is involved in instruments and tissue production (through its subsidiary

Molnlycke AB), a field where the share of foreign patents is relatively high. Stora is the

only firm involved in metallurgical processes and other metal products (with a relatively
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high share of foreign patents, through the subsidiary Akerlund & Rausing AB), and is less

dependent on paper-making apparatus (with a relatively low share of foreign patents).

Geographical Distribution of Foreign Technological Activity

A dominant share of the sample firms' foreign technological activity is carried out in

industrialized countries (Table 7.3). Over the entire period, by far the two most important

sources of foreign patents have been the U.S. (8% of the sample firms' U.S. patenting)

and Germany (6%). Other countries accounting for a relatively large number of foreign

patents are Switzerland (1%), the U.K. (1%), and Italy (1%). Japan has only accounted

for a small share of the total number of foreign patents (0.2 %).
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Table 7.3: Total number of U.S. patents and shares of total U.S. patenting by
country of origin, 1890-1990

Country/region

Sweden
u.S.
Germany
Switzerland
U.K.
Italy
France
Denmark
Canada
Netherlands
Australia
Norway
Belgium
Japan
Finland
Austria
Poland
New Zealand
Mexico
South Africa
Portugal
Hungary
Ireland
Israel
Soviet Union
Spain
Yugoslavia
Other Africa
Argentina
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Luxembourg
Turkey
Other Middle East

Number of u.s. patents

9,106
963
681
124
114
92
75
67
62
58
26
25
24
23
20
15
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Share of total U. S. patents

79.06
8.35
5.90
1.08
0.99
0.80
0.65
0.58
0.54
0.50
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.17
0.13
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

The absolute number of patents originating in individual countries reflect not only the

historically dominant role of Sweden in the production of new technology, but also the

growing technological activity in all of the most important countries. In addition, there

has been a shift in their relative importance over time (Table 7.4).
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Table 7.4: Proportion of U.S. patents of foreign origin by selected countries, 1890-1990

:;
0\

Country 1890-95 1901-05 1911-13 1919-25 1931-35 1939-45 1951-55 1961-65 1971-75 1981-85 1986-90

U.S. 100.0 * 100.0 100.0 95.0 81.0 86.6 72.1 23.8 26.3 23.0 32.1
Germany 5.0 5.7 4.5 7.4 25.5 26.8 46.9 33.3
Switzerland 5.6 6.6 11.0 2.9 7.4
U.K. 2.2 8.9 5.6 1.6 5.1 4.8 6.9
Italy - - 1.6 11.0 2.9 6.7
Japan - 2.4 2.0
Other 11.1 1) 9.3 2) 40.9 3) 19.8 4) 17.1 5) 11.6 6)

Notes:

1) Poland 4.5%, Canada 2.2%, Finland, France, Hungary, Norway 1.1 %.
2) Denmark 5.6%, Norway 3.7%.
3) Canada 24.6%, Denmark, Finland, Norway 2.5%, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Portugal 1.6%, Ireland, Yugoslavia, South Africa 0.8%.
4) France 5.1 %, Norway 2.6%, Denmark 2.1 %, Australia, Belgium, Netherlands 1.7%, Finland 1.3%, Canada, South Africa 0.8%,

Austria, Czechoslovakia, Mexico, New Zealand, Other Africa 0.4 %.
5) Denmark, France 4.8%, Netherlands 2.2%, Canada 1.4%, Belgium 1.0%, Australia, Finland, Norway 0.7%,

Austria, Ireland, Israel, Other Middle East 0.2 %.
6) Denmark 2.5%, Netherlands 2.0%, France 1.5%, Finland 1.3%, Canada 0.8%, Belgium, Norway 0.7%, Australia 0.5%,

Austria, New Zealand 0.3 %, Yugoslavia, Israel, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain 0.2 %.



While the U.S. dominated as a source of foreign patents throughout the period before

the second world war and during the 1950s, Germany emerged as the most significant

contributor in the 1970s, and has held its leading position since then. A significant part

of the increase in the share of German, British, and Italian patents is probably accounted

for by ambitions to establish a firmer position through foreign direct investment in the

EEC market.

Summary

Two important observations emerge from the evolution of the share of foreign

technological activity among the sample firms. The first is that Sweden has played a

dominant but not exclusive role in the historical supply of technology among the sample

firms. Excluding the firm Alfa Laval, which had a uniquely high share of foreign patents

in the period before the second world war, the share of foreign patents was small

although not insignificant in the prewar period. It had reached almost 10% in the periods

1906-1910 and 1931-1935 (note, however, that the number of patents involved was

relatively small). Following a decline in the period around the second world war, this

figure was not reached again until the early 1960s.

The second observation is that the sample firms have recently begun to carry out a

more substantial share of their technological activity in foreign countries. As the overall

share of foreign technological activity was about 30 % in the period 1986-1990, and

reached 40 % in 1990, it appears that foreign technological activity has come to play a

rather significant role in the overall development of the firms. These figures also

represent an upward adjustment of previous estimates of the amount of foreign

technological activity among Swedish multinational firms (Swedenborg et al., 1988;

Hakanson, 1989, 1992; Hakanson & Nobel, 1993a)19. Perhaps even more intriguing is

that previous findings have shown that research and development in foreign units only in

a minority of cases has been establish to support basic research (see also Pearce, 1992;

Pearce & Singh, 1992; Molero & Buesa, 1993). If the task of research and development

19 Note, however, that the Hakanson (1989, 1992) and Hakanson & Nobel (1993a) studies did not include
ABB.
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in foreign units is indeed to support local sales and manufacturing, it is somewhat of a

puzzle that the foreign units at the same time produce a large number of patents, which

by nature represent rather significant technological advances and inventions. Apparently,

previous estimates might have under-estimated not only the quantity but possibly also the

quality of foreign research and development activities among Swedish multinational firms.

However, a distinction needs to be made between the role assumed by foreign research

and development departments, and the type of innovative work that is carried out. For

example, Hakanson (1980) indicates that there were only small differences in the type of

R&D work carried out at home and abroad in Swedish multinational firms in the late

1970s (about 55 % related to new product development and long-term research, and 45 %

to improvement of existing products). If the differences between home and foreign units

are indeed limited, the observed patenting by foreign units becomes less of a puzzle.

Basically, the foreign share of patenting then reflects the share of foreign R&D

expenditure.

Although the average involvement in foreign technological activity was comparatively

modest before the second world war, foreign technological activity was quite significant

in some of the sample firms. Also, several of the sample firms experienced rapid growth

in the share of foreign technological activity in the postwar period, and reached shares

of foreign shares of between 50 % and 85% in the late 1980s. This type of development

might not have been picked up by some previous studies of the evolution of foreign

technological activity in multinational firms (see e.g. Patel & Pavitt, 1991), as the design

has frozen the corporate groups at a given point in time and not taken acquisitions or

changes in ownership of affiliated units into account. In sharp contrast to this recently

internationalizing group of firms, Alfa Laval had already located a majority of its

technological activity abroad by the turn of the century. This intriguing "global birth" of

a firm goes against the established. view that multinational firms have developed gradually

out of their home base, and will be examined further in Chapter 10.

To a certain extent, data on the geographical origin of foreign patents support the

views expressed by Vernon (1966, 1979) that the U.S. was a dominant country in the

supply of the world's technology before the second world war, but that its leading

position has since deteriorated (further evidence on the convergence of innovatory
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capacity is provided by Dunning, 1992c). It needs to be noted, however, that the apparent

dominance of patents of U.S. origin is probably over-estimated throughout much of the

earlier periods, since the propensity to patent is likely to have been particularly high

among the sample firms' U.S. units. Differences in the propensity to patent in the U.S.

between U.S. and other units have probably become less pronounced over time, but it is

still possible that the figures for foreign technological activity might be somewhat over

estimated in more recent periods.

In conclusion, the findings in this chapter indicate that there have been slow but

important changes in the ways the sample firms acquire new technology and technological

capabilities. In particular, a larger share of their technological activity has recently

become located in foreign countries, and the firms should have gained access to a much

broader set of technological opportunities than is available at home. The following chapter

examines more closely the profile of technological capabilities which have developed

through the firms' international expansion. The most important issues are whether

increased shares of foreign technological activity have led to the assimilation of new or

previously unexploited fields of technologies, where and when new technologies have

emerged, and how the location of technological activity has subsequently shifted between

home and foreign units.
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CHAPTER 8

EVOLVING PROFILES OF FOREIGN TECHNOLOGICAL

ACTIVITY

This chapter examines the profile of foreign technological activity among the sample

firms. The primary objective is to establish whether increased shares of foreign

technological activity have been associated with already established technological

capabilities, or if they have also provided access to new or previously unexploited fields

of technology. As in the previous two chapters, the first part of the investigations

concerns the U.S. patenting in the total sample of firms, while the second looks at

patenting in individual, consolidated corporate groups. However, as small numbers of

patents become a critical factor in this chapter, the analysis of individual firms has been

restricted to the most patenting-intensive firms.

The first type of analysis is performed at the level of 33 fields of technology, and uses

a measure of revealed technological advantage (RTA) to test whether the sample firms'

u.S. patents of Swedish and foreign origin are concentrated in the same fields of

technology. The results indicate that historically, foreign technological activity has tended

to focus on fields of technology other than those represented at home. However, the

analysis also shows that the profiles of home and foreign technological activity have

become increasingly and significantly similar after the second world war.

To investigate the reasons for the increasing similarity between home and foreign

technological activity in the postwar period, a second type of analysis is performed at the

level of more narrowly defined classes of technology (as defined by the U.S. Patent

Office). The analysis reveals when and where new classes of technology have emerged

among the sample firms, and how the location of technological activity related to these

new technologies has subsequently shifted between home and foreign units.

The results show that the great majority of all new classes of technology have

originated in Sweden. A more limited number of new technologies have emerged in

foreign countries, and there are only a few cases of the simultaneous introduction of new

technologies at home and abroad. Analyses of the subsequent shifts in the geographical
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location of technological activity show that in most cases, the sample firms have retained

technological activity at home. However, technological activity associated with new

classes of technology has also tended to extend from home into foreign units, either to

be shared between home and abroad or to be carried out exclusively by the foreign units.

It is suggested that this extension of home technological activity into foreign units

explains the increasing correspondence between home and foreign technological activity

in the postwar period.

An additional finding is that technological activity related to classes of technology

originating at home is only reluctantly shifted entirely to foreign units. A very small

proportion of the technological activity emerging in foreign units is subsequently shifted

to be exclusively represented by the horne units. The most common pattern is that

technological activity related to technologies which have emerged abroad has also

remained among the foreign units.

Evolving Profiles of Home and Foreign Technological Activity in the Total

Sample of Firms

This section looks at whether the sample firms' foreign technological activity has been

associated with established technological capabilities or if foreign technological activity

has introduced new or previously unexploited fields of technology. As in Chapter 7, the

analyses are based on patents which the sample firms have been granted in the U.S., and

the origin of each of these patents will be examined. The analysis is carried out at the

level of 33 fields of technology, and begins with a short discussion on the measure of

revealed technological advantage. A presentation of the revealed technological advantages

associated with home and foreign technological activity among the sample firms follows,

as well as statistical tests of how the profiles of home and foreign technological activity

relate to each other.
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The Index of Revealed Technological Advantage

The examination of the distribution of technological activity across various fields of

technology is based on an index of revealed technological advantage (RTA). This index

is similar to the index of revealed comparative advantage in international trade literature,

which measures national comparative strength across sectors involved in international

trade. However, instead of measuring comparative advantage in international trade, the

RTA index measures comparative advantages in innovative activity, or, perhaps more

correctly, it identifies fields of technology where technological activity is particularly

pronounced.

The RTA index can be applied at the level of countries or groups of firms 1
, as well

as at the level of individual firms". This chapter analyzes the aggregate technological

activity of the sample firms as well as the activity of selected, consolidated corporate

groups. For reasons of simplicity, the presentation of the RTA index which follows below

will however relate to the group level of analysis.

The RTA index: For any field of technological activity, the revealed technological

advantage of any group of firms is given by its share of U. S. patents in that particular

field, divided by its total share of all U.S. patents. The total number of U.S. patents in

this case relates to patents granted to non-U. S. firms, as the inclusion of patenting by

U. S. firms could possibly introduce a bias in the calculations",

1 See e.g. Pavitt (1988) and Cantwell (1989, 1991a).

2 See e.g. Pavitt & Patel (1990) and Cantwell & Barrera (1995, forthcoming).

3 The exclusion of domestic U.S. patents is based on the observation that domestic patenting is not always
a reliable indicator of technological specialization (Archibugi & Pianta, 1992a). In particular, the inclusion of
domestic U.S. patents could involve a certain number of relatively less important patents in the calculations.
Since the distribution of these patents across fields of technological activity is unknown, they might bias
calculated patterns of technological specialization across firms and groups of firms.
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The revealed technological advantage in field i for the group of firms j is thus defined

as:

where Pij is the number of U.S. patents in field i granted to the group of firms j. When

the RTA index assumes a value greater than one, the firms in the group are considered

as relatively advantaged in that field of technology, while a number less than one

indicates that they are relatively disadvantaged. For example, if the group's share of U.S.

patenting in a particular field of technology is 15%, and its average share of U.S.

patenting across all fields of technology is 10%, the value of the RTA index is 1.5. This

indicates that the group is relatively advantaged in that particular field of technology. If

the share of U.S. patenting in another field of technology is 5%, the value of the RTA

index for this particular field will be 0.5, indicating a relatively disadvantaged position.

One important characteristic of the RTA index is that it is normalized for inter-industry

differences in the propensity to patent. It thus indicates where the intensity of patenting

is particularly pronounced, and not where the absolute number of patents is the greatest.

To a certain extent, the RTA index also accounts for inter-firm differences in patenting

propensity. If the selected group of firms has a generally low propensity to patent,

perhaps as a result of established patenting policies, the index will still reveal areas where

the firms' patenting is relatively intensive.

Changes in the value of the RTA index can be interpreted in two ways. Provided that

the patenting by other firms remains stable, or increases or decreases at a proportional

rate throughout all fields of technology, an increase or decrease in the value of the RTA

index can be interpreted as a change in patenting intensity and technological activity.

Also, changes in the value of the RTA index can be interpreted as an indication of

improved or deteriorating competitiveness in a particular field of technological activity.

However, this interpretation is based on the assumption that innovativeness is associated

with competitiveness, which might not always be the case. For example, rapid

technological development does not necessarily imply the effective exploitation of new
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products and production processes, leaving competitiveness in terms of profits to other

firms.

Revealed Technological Advantages of Home and Foreign Technological Activity

The calculation of RTAs for home and foreign technological activity among the sample

firms is made by aggregating the sample firms' U.S. patenting over 5-year periods (with

some adjustments made to account for the two world wars). This procedure evens out

short term fluctuations in patenting, and also has the advantage of reducing the risk of

obtaining values of zero for individual fields of technology. A significant number of

zeroes could constitute a problem, as it would have a negative effect on the reliability of

the statistical results.

RTAs of home technological activity: To a large extent, the revealed technological

advantages of home country technological activity among the sample firms reflect the

specialized technological activity of the sample firms", For example, ASEA or ABB

accounted for the majority of the patenting in nuclear reactors and power plants in the

period 1986-1990. Sandvik and Atlas Copco were responsible for the majority of

patenting in mining equipment, and Nobel Industrier and Boliden for the majority of

patenting in inorganic chemicals. Similarly, the field of metal-working equipment

included patenting by Sandvik, ASEA, and SKF, the field of specialized industrial

equipment included the patenting by Electrolux, Sandvik, and Tetra Pak, and Alfa Laval,

Tetra Pak, and Modo accounted for the patenting in the field of chemical and allied

equipment.

There are not many surprises among the fields of technology in which the sample firms

have been relatively disadvantaged. Areas such as coal and petroleum products, image

and sound equipment, agricultural chemicals, and semiconductors have never figured

prominently among the sample firms or Swedish industry in general (note that Hasselblad,

4 The revealed technological advantages of home country technological activity among the sample firms,
calculated on the basis of their U. S. patents originating in Sweden, are presented in Appendix 8. 1. The 10 most
advantaged and the 5 most disadvantaged fields of home technological activity in the period 1986-1990 are
summarized in Appendix 8.2.
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a firm specializing in high quality photographic equipment, is not included in the

sample)",

RTAs of foreign technological activity: The revealed technological advantages of

foreign technological activity among the sample firms are quite similar to the ones

obtained for home technological activity", In the period 1986-1990, strong positions in

foreign technological activity were associated with the fields of metal-working equipment

(SKF and Sandvik), mining equipment (Sandvik and Atlas Copco), and specialized

industrial equipment (Esselte, Electrolux, and Sandvik). In fact, a majority of the 10 most

advantaged fields of foreign technological activity also appeared on the corresponding list

for home technological activity. Exceptions include other metal products, general

industrial equipment, and general electric equipment.

As already indicated in Chapter 7, certain fields of technology have been highly

dependent on technological activity carried out at home. For instance, there were no

patents of foreign origin associated with food and tobacco, inorganic chemicals, bleaching

and dyeing, aircraft, coal and petroleum products, or photographic equipment. There

were also some fields of technology, in particular inorganic chemicals and

5 There has been continuous strengthening of home technological activity in several fields of technology
(trends in foreign technological activity are more difficult to confirm because of sometimes rather short time
series). These fields include metal-working equipment (the most prominent firms are Sandvik, ASEA, SKF,
and Atlas Copco), specialized industrial equipment (involving a large number of firms), other transport
equipment (several firms including Volvo, ASEA, and Saab-Scania), and non-metallic mineral products (Sandvik
and ASEA).
There has also been a continuous decline of home technological activity in several fields of technology,
including food and tobacco products (Alfa Laval), and two related fields of technology, electrical systems and
general electrical equipment (ASEA). Less consistent decline can be observed in semiconductors, an area where
Swedish firms have tried but not been able to create a broad and sustainable international position. For example,
Ericsson and Data-Saab manufactured minicomputers in the 1960s, and Ericsson made an unsuccessful attempt
to break into personal computers in the early 1980s. (It can be noted that foreign technological activity has
become prominent in this particular field of technology, possibly indicating that research and development has
been established in countries where technological development is more rapid than in Sweden.)
Two further observations deserve special mention, One is the significant position of pharmaceuticals (Astra and
Pharmacia) in the period 1946-1950 (corresponding to an RTA value of 2.38 which has since decreased to
0.84). The other is the peak in technological activity in aircraft (Bofors and Saab-Scania) in the period 1976
1980 (corresponding to an RTA value of 3.59). The relatively high level of technological activity in
pharmaceuticals in the period 1946-1950 might be explained by the appropriation of German patents following
the end of the second world war, and the technological improvements resulting from these patents.

6 The revealed technological advantages of foreign technological activity among the sample firms, calculated
on the basis of their U. S. patents originating outside Sweden, are presented in Appendix 8.3. The 10 most
advantaged and the 5 most disadvantaged fields of foreign technological activity in the period 1986-1990 are
summarized in Appendix 8.4.
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telecommunications, where home technological activity was much more prominent than

foreign technological activity.

The Correspondence between Home and Foreign Technological Activity

The degree of correspondence between home and foreign technological activity among

the sample firms is measured with the help of the respective RTA indexes (the values for

the period 1966-1990 are summarized in Appendix 8.5). The central question is whether

high values of the RTA index for horne technological activity are generally associated

with high values of the RTA index for foreign technological activity. A positive

relationship indicates that home and foreign technological activity have similar profiles

in terms of the fields of technology where patenting is particularly intensive. A negative

relationship indicates that foreign technological activity is particularly intensive in fields

where home technological activity is relatively weak, and vice versa.

The choice of technique for measuring the correspondence between home and foreign

technological activity is dependent on the general properties of the RTA index.

Conventional correlation analysis would be based on the assumption that the RTA index

is normally distributed. However, since there is no upper bound on the values it can

assume, a certain degree of skewness can be expected. Skewness can also become a

problem if there is a large number of zeroes among the observed values, or if the mean

deviates considerably from the expected value of one. Although the underlying skewness

of the RTA index could be regarded as a minor problem, the cautious route is to employ

non-parametric techniques, such as the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. The

Spearman rank correlation coefficient to a certain extent also eliminates the impact of

skewness or outliers in the observed values of the RTA index, as it transforms

observations into ordinal rather than cardinal scales.

Results from the rank correlation analyses are presented in Table 8.1. Observations

where both home and foreign RTAs are zero have been eliminated due to the fact that a

large number of such observations would lead to an over-estimation of the true correlation

between the two variables.
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Table 8.1: Rank correlation coefficients between RTAs for home and foreign
technological activity, 33 fields of technology, 1890-1990 (5-year
periods)

Period Spearman rank Level of significance
correlation (under Ho r=O)
coefficient

1890-1895 0.20 0.661
1896-1900 -0.23 0.584
1901-1905 -0.26 0.742
1906-1910 0.54 0.084
1911-1913 -0.37 0.323
1914-1918 0.18 0.645
1919-1925 0.03 0.918
1926-1930 -0.46 0.052
1931-1935 0.30 0.203
1936-1938 0.05 0.820
1939-1945 -0.07 0.732
1946-1950 0.11 0.609
1951-1955 0.40 0.038 **
1956-1960 0.32 0.087
1961-1965 0.45 0.013 **
1966-1970 0.68 0.000 ***
1971-1975 0.43 0.016 **
1976-1980 0.66 0.000 ***
1981-1985 0.54 0.002 ***
1986-1990 0.57 0.001 ***

** Significant at the 5% level
*** Significant at the 1% level

7
8
4

11
9
9

18
18
20
20
25
23
27
29
30
29
30
31
32
31

Although small numbers of observations are a problem for some of the early periods7
,

and only a limited number of firms were patenting in the period before the second world

war, the overall trend is that the profiles of home and foreign technological activity have

become increasingly similar. In the period after the second world war, the correlation

7 Bohmstedt & Knoke (1988) suggest that the test should be performed with caution when the number of
observations is less than 10, since it may then yield a poor approximation.
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between home and foreign RTAs has been positive and has tended to become stronger

over time.

This suggests that overall the sample firms have tended to remain within their

established fields of technology when expanding technological activity in foreign

countries. Indeed, operations in foreign countries seem to have represented more of a

break with home technological activity in the earlier periods. This holds true especially

for Alfa Laval, which dominates patenting in the prewar period. However, the same trend

can be identified in other firms patenting in the prewar period, notably SKF, Ericsson,

and Atlas Copco.

Explaining the Converging Profiles of Home and Foreign Technological

Activity

One interpretation of the converging profiles of home and foreign technological activity

would be that at the time of the second world war, the firms decided to consolidate their

positions in existing fields of technology and to discontinue foreign activities in certain

fields of technology. There might also have been a shift among foreign units towards

wartime production, and a related re-adjustment of technological activity after the end of

the war. There is some support for this suggestion from the observation in Chapter 7 that

the share of foreign technological activity was generally reduced about the time of the

second world war. Also, as indicated in Appendix 8.3, it appears that the number of

fields of technology represented by foreign units declined during the 1930s and 1940s.

Additional analyses provide further indications that the increasing correspondence

between home and foreign technological activity is the result of a restructuring of the

foreign part of the firms' technological activity. As indicated in Tables 8.2 and 8.3,

which separately compare the profiles of home and foreign technological activity in

adjacent 5-year periods, the profile of foreign technological activity was less stable than

the profile of home technological activity around the time of the second world war. (As

previously mentioned, some corrections have been made to account for the second world

war, and observations where RTA-values in both adjacent periods are zero have been

excluded from the calculations.)
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Table 8.2: Rank correlation coefficients between RTAs for home technological
activity in adjacent 5-year periods, 33 fields of technology, 1931-1965

Periods compared

1931-1935 - 1936-1938
1936-1938 - 1939-1945
1939-1945 - 1946-1950
1946-1950 - 1951-1955
1951-1955 - 1956-1960
1956-1960 - 1961-1965

Correlation
between RTAs for
home technological
activity

0.48 **
0.65 ***
0.50 ***
0.50 ***
0.69 ***
0.73 ***

22
26
27
28
28
31

**
***

Significant at the 5 % level
Significant at the 1% level

Table 8.3: Rank correlation coefficients between RTAs for foreign technological
activity in adjacent 5-year periods, 33 fields of technology, 1931-1965

Periods compared

1931-1935 - 1936-1938
1936-1938 - 1939-1945
1939-1945 - 1946-1950
1946-1950 - 1951-1955
1951-1955 - 1956-1960
1956-1960 - 1961-1965

Correlation
between RTAs for
foreign technological
activity

0.19
0.21
0.16
0.92 ***
0.12
0.22

16
13
13
12
17
23

**
***

Significant at the 5 % level
Significant at the 1% level

The figures indicate relatively stable or slowly changing profiles of technological

activity at home, whereas the focus of foreign technological activity fluctuated to a

greater degree. In particular, several fields of technology among the foreign units were
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abandoned and replaced by others in the period around the second world war (as indicated

in Appendix 8.3). Although it is difficult to estimate the exact effects of these changes,

a similar development was not observed among the home units.

However, many of the sample firms broadened the scope of their technological activity

over the entire postwar period, and this applies to both home and foreign technological

activity (as indicated in Appendices 8.1 and 8.3). The more recent trend is thus one of

wider but at the same time increasingly similar technological profiles at home and abroad.

In order to understand this development, the following sections take a closer look at the

origin of new classes of technology and how the geographical location of the related

technological activities has subsequently shifted between home and foreign units.

The Origin of New Classes of Technology among the Sample Firms

To further examine the link between home and foreign technological activity, the

following two sections exan1ine when and where more narrowly defined classes of

technology have emerged among the sample firms, and how the related technological

activities have subsequently been either concentrated in home or foreign units or shared

between them. In this context, shifts in the location of technological activity between

home and foreign units are expected to reflect either the transfer of technological

capabilities, or the adding of technological capabilities gained through international

acquisitions. To distinguish the more narrowly defined classes of technology from the

broader fields of technology which have previously been employed, the classes of

technology will generally be referred to as "technologies" rather than fields of

technology.

Defining a new class of technology as a technology which has not previously received

any U.S. patents, Table 8.4 indicates the number of new technologies which were

introduced in the sample firms over the period 1890-1990. For example, as ASEA

received its first U. S. patents in the 'induced nuclear reaction' class in the period 1961

1965, the technology will be registered as a new technology in this particular period.

Similarly, Atlas Copco received its first U.S. patents in the class 'pipes and tubular

conduits' class in the period 1961-1965, and the technology will thus be registered as
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another new technology in that period. As the analysis is based on individual firms, the

same class of technology might appear as a new technology in several periods, but in

each case it will be new to the particular firm under study.

For each newly introduced class of technology, it is further indicated if the related

U.S. patents had predominantly originated at home or in foreign countries, or if the

patents in the first period were of both home and foreign origin. If 75% or more of the

patents received in the initial 5-year period were dominated by patents originating at

home, it is assumed that the technology emerged at home. If 75 % or more of the patents

were of foreign origin, the technology is assumed to have emerged abroad. Otherwise,

it is regarded as having originally been shared between home and foreign units.
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Table 8.4: The origin of new classes of technology among the sample firms, 1890
1990 (5-year periods)

1890-1895
1896-1900
1901-1905
1906-1910
1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938
1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating at
home

12 (100.0%)
3 (60.0%)
3 (100.0%)

12 (100.0%)
5 (83.3%)
6 (60.0%)

19 (61.3)
23 (88.5%)
38 (69.1%)
24 (85.7%)
40 (93.0%)
60 (90.9%)
99 (93.4%)

113 (88.3%)
133 (87.5%)
227 (88.6%)
248 (86.7%)
166 (84.3%)
135 (70.7%)
110 (68.7%)

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating
abroad

o (0.0%)
2 (40.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (16.7%)
3 (30.0%)

12 (38.7%)
3 (11.5%)

15 (27.3%)
4 (14.3%)
2 (4.7%)
6 (9.1 %)
4 (3.8%)

13 (10.2%)
16 (10.5%)
24 (9.4%)
32 (11.2%)
28 (14.2%)
52 (27.2%)
44 (27.5%)

(3) NUlnber and
percentage of
classes with U. S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (10.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
2 (3.6%)
o (0.0%)
1 (2.3%)
o (0.0%)
3 (2.8%)
2 (1.6%)
3 (2.0%)
5 (2.0%)
6 (2.1 %)

3 (1.5%)
4 (2.1 %)
6 (3.8%)

Number of
firms

3
2
3
4
6
4
5
8

11
10
11
14
19
20
26
28
30
28
27 1)

22 2)

1) Excluding Gotaverken and Granges from this period and onward.

2) Excluding Bofors and Nobel Industrier (Nobel Industrier was introduced to the sample in 1985). Figures for

the 1986-1990 period include ABB, which is regarded as the continuation of ASEA.

There is a certain amount of double counting in the last period, as Boliden and Swedish Match were acquired
by other sample firms in the period 1986-1990 (by Trelleborg and Stora, in 1987 and 1988 respectively). There
are 6 technologies which might have been registered as new technologies in both the acquired and acquiring
firms in the period, and the effect from possible double counting is therefore limited.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.

One important observation is that throughout most periods, the great majority of the

new classes of technology have emerged at home, whereas the number of technologies
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emerging in foreign units in many periods has been rather limited", Of particular interest

is that the introduction of new technologies among foreign units was significant in certain

periods before the second world war. Although Alfa Laval accounts for most of the

foreign patents in the periods 1914-1918 and 1919-1925, AGA, Ericsson, SKF, and

Swedish Match introduced four new technologies abroad in the period 1931-19359
• These

technologies represented 9% of the total number of new technologies which were

introduced in the 1931-1935 period. The number of cases in which new technology has

emerged in parallel in both home and foreign units has been very limited.

As the great majority of the new classes of technology have originated at home, the

subsequent shifts in the geographical location of technological activity appear to have

been from home to foreign units. This is illustrated by the figures in Table 8.5,

presenting data on the total number of classes of technology or the stock of technologies

represented by the sample firms in the period 1890-199010
•

8 Note, however, that only a few U.S. patents are registered in quite a large number of technologies. For
example, 49 % of the technologies that were registered in the period 1986-1990 had a total of less than 5 patents.
At the same time, figures measure aggregate patenting over 5-year periods, which should allow sufficient time
to pick up patents of both home and foreign origin if they exist.

9 The evolution over the period 1890-1990, excluding Alfa Laval, is presented in Appendix 8.6.

10 The evolution over the period 1890-1990, excluding Alfa Laval, is presented in Appendix 8.7.
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Table 8.5: The stock of technologies represented by the sample firms, 1890-1990
(5-year periods)

Period (1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and Number of
percentage of percentage of percentage of firnls
classes dominated classes dominated classes with U. S.
by U. S. patents by U. S. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1890-1895 12 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%) 3
1896-1900 5 (55.6%) 2 (22.2%) 2 (22.2%) 2
1901-1905 3 (75.0%) o(0.0%) 1 (25.0%) 4
1906-1910 16 (88.9%) o(0.0%) 2(11.1%) 4
1911-1913 8 (61.5%) 4 (30.8%) 1 (7.7%) 7
1914-1918 9 (45.0%) 10 (50.0%) 1 (5.0%) 5
1919-1925 24 (51.1 %) 23 (48.9%) o (0.0%) 5
1926-1930 33 (64.7%) 13 (25.5%) 6 (11.8%) 9
1931-1935 63 (66.3%) 27 (28.4%) 5 (5.3%) 11
1936-1938 50 (76.9%) 11 (16.9%) 4 (6.2 %) 12
1939-1945 89 (84.7%) 9 (8.6%) 6 (5.7%) 12
1946-1950 102 (86.5%) 11 (9.3%) 5 (4.2%) 16
1951-1955 188 (89.5%) 13 (6.2%) 9 (4.3%) 21
1956-1960 240 (88.9%) 20 (7.4%) 10 (3.7%) 27
1961-1965 284 (84.0%) 31 (9.2%) 23 (6.8%) 29
1966-1970 430 (86.9%) 42 (8.5%) 23 (4.6%) 30
1971-1975 543 (85.4%) 58 (9.1 %) 35 (5.5%) 30
1976-1980 500 (82.5%) 69 (11.4%) 37(6.1%) 29
1981-1985 449 ~73.6%~ 116 ~19.0%~ 45 ~7 .4%~ 28 I)

1986-1990 392 62.7% 158 25.3% 75 12.0 0) 26 2)

Notes:

1) Excluding Gotaverken and Granges from this period and onward.

2) Excluding Bofors and Nobel Industrier (Nobel Industrier was introduced to the sample in 1985). Figures for
the 1986-1990 period include ABB, which is regarded as the continuation of ASEA ll

.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.

For most of the periods, the majority of technologies were dominated by technological

activity carried out at home. Typically, home technological activity dominated in 80% of

all classes of technology, whereas technological activity has typically been concentrated

II Compared to ASEA, ABB introduced an additional 30 technologies that were dominated by foreign
patents, and an additional 17 technologies that received patents of both home and foreign origin. As the number
of technologies dominated by home patents was reduced by 17, it appears that the creation of ABB involved
the allocation of some technological activity to foreign units, as well as an increased proportion of technologies
becoming shared between home and abroad.
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to foreign units in about 15% of all technologies. The proportion of technologies where

technological activity has been shared between home and foreign units tended to increase

after the second world war, but it has not been very significant historically.

As the combined figures in Tables 8.4 and 8.5 indicate, most of the recent increase in

the sharing of technological activity between home and abroad must be the result of the

international extension of technological capabilities from home or foreign units. This is

shown by the small number of new technologies which were originally shared between

horne and foreign units, and the much larger number of technologies in the stock of

technologies that are duplicated in both locations.

Typical Shifts in the Geographical Location of Technological Activity within the Sample

Firms

To identify typical ways in which the location of technological activity has shifted

between home and foreign units, the following analysis looks at all the classes of

technology represented by the firms in the period 1986-1990. The analysis identifies

where technological activity associated with each technology was carried out in the period

(at home, abroad, or shared between home and abroad) and also identifies where each

technology originally emerged (at home, abroad, or shared between home and abroad).

The resulting 9 ways in which the location of technological activity related to new

technologies can subsequently shift between home and foreign units are shown in Table

8.6.
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Table 8..6: Typical shifts in the location of technological activity between home and
foreign units

Technological activity at the introduction of the new technology

Technological
activity
in the
period
1986-1990

Dominated by home
technological
activity

Dominated by foreign
technological
activity

Shared between home
and abroad

Originally
dominated by
home
technological
activity

x

x

x

Originally
dominated by
foreign
technological
activity

x

x

x

Originally
shared between
home and abroad

x

x

x

A cross-tabulation of the different combinations can be employed to test the null

hypothesis that there is no association between how the classes of technology were

originally introduced and how the related technological activities have subsequently been

distributed between home and foreign units. The analysis will be affected by right

censoring, since some of the technologies will have been introduced relatively early and

others relatively late. To partly allow for this, the analysis will only be concerned with

those technologies that have been introduced no later than the period 1976-1980. This will

give the more recently introduced technologies time to experience shifts in the

geographical location of the related technological activities 12 .

Having excluded those technologies that emerged after the period 1976-1980, there

remained 347 technologies, out of which 303 were currently dominated by home

technological activity, 36 were dominated by foreign technological activity, and 8 were

shared between home and foreign units. Identifying the origin of each of these

12 This is in line with findings by Zander (1991), indicating that the average time to the first international
transfer of manufacturing technology related to major Swedish innovations in the postwar period was about 8
years. A period of 10 years is expected to give some time for the international movement of technological
activity related to each of the more recently introduced technologies.
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technologies provided an opportunity to perform a chi-square test of the association

between where the technologies were originally introduced and how the location of the

related technological activities has subsequently shifted between home and foreign units.

The results of the calculations are presented in Table 8.7, which gives the observed

number of technologies in each category and the expected frequencies under the null

hypothesis of no association within parentheses.

Table 8.7: Identified shifts in the location of technological activity between home
and foreign units

Technological activity at the introduction of the new technology

Originally Originally Originally
dominated by dominated by shared between
home foreign home and abroad
technological technological
activity activity

221 (211) 14 (25) 6 (6)

Technological
activity
in the
period
1986-1990

Dominated by home
technological
activity

Dominated by foreign
technological
activity

Shared between home
and abroad

43 (54)

39 (38)

18 (6)

4 (5)

1 (1)

1 (1)

Chi-square (4 DF) 28.71

Level of significance 0.000 (there are 4 cells with less than 5 expected observations, which should lead to
caution in interpreting the results)'?

Two important observations emerge from Table 8.7. Firstly, most of the classes of

technology originally introduced at home have also remained dominated by home

technological activity. However, there still appears to be a fair amount of extension of

technological activity from home into foreign units. Some of the technological activity has

become shared between home and foreign units, and some has become exclusively

13 Reynolds (1984).
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associated with the foreign units. Overall, more than three quarters of all technological

activity which was either shared between home and abroad or dominated by foreign units

had originally emerged at horne. This association between technological activity

originating at home and the technological activity carried out in foreign units probably

accounts for much of the emerging correspondence between the overall profiles of home

and foreign technological activity.

Secondly, the new technologies have remained at home to a somewhat larger extent

than could be expected, and there seems to be a reluctance to shift the location of

technological activity which has emerged at home entirely to foreign units. Similarly, the

location of technological activity related to classes of technology which have emerged

abroad rarely shifts to the home units. Indeed, an unexpectedly large number of all

technologies that emerge in foreign countries are also maintained by the foreign units (this

condition is the largest contributor to the chi-square statistic). Together with the slight

reluctance to shift technological activity from home to abroad, this indicates that the

complete shift of dominance over technological activity between home and foreign units

is not very common".

A final observation is that foreign technological activity has recently become more

important for the introduction of new classes of technology among the sample firms.

However, the observed shares of newly introduced technologies emerging abroad are

generally lower than the overall share of foreign technological activity which was

presented in Chapter 7. Also, the impact of the introduction of new technologies abroad

is still relatively limited in terms of absolute numbers. The increasing percentage of new

technologies being introduced abroad is partly the effect of a reduced number of

technologies introduced at home (an interesting phenomenon in itself, but it will not be

commented upon further here). In addition, the average number of new technologies

14 To avoid the problem of right-censoring, tests were also performed using the period 1961-1965 as a
starting point, and following the technologies which had emerged during this period over the following periods
(excluding the period 1966-1970). The results obtained were in line with those that have been presented, but
since a limited number of technologies were introduced in the period 1961-1965 and the firms did not patent
in all classes of technology in all periods, the number of observations was reduced. The reluctance to transfer
technologies from either home to foreign units or from foreign to home units was found when comparing the
period 1961-1965 with the period 1986-1990, but it was less pronounced in the comparison between the period
1961-1965 and the periods 1971-1975, 1976-1980, and 1981-1985 (see Appendix 8.8).
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introduced abroad did not change significantly from the period 1981-1985 to the period

1986-1990.

Technological Activity at the Aggregate and Business Unit Levels

The data indicate that there are two processes at work within the sample firms. The first

is that by and large, the firms remain within their broader fields of technology when

technological activity is extended into foreign countries. Within each field of technology,

the firms over time branch out into several more narrowly defined but related classes of

technology. This type of technological diversification mainly originates at home, and it

is reasonable to assume that the subsequent growth of foreign technological activity is

based on the initial transfer of technological knowledge or the result of foreign

acquisitions. It is also possible that technological capabilities at home grow in parallel

with technological capabilities abroad, and that this growth underlies part of the

correspondence between home and foreign technological activity. Parallel growth in

technological activity might have resulted in the subsequent division of tasks within

individual technologies.

At the level of more narrowly defined classes of technology, which correspond more

closely to the activities carried out at the business unit level, the sample firms tend to

specialize and concentrate their technological activity in certain geographical locations.

One explanation for this would be related to the cost and output of research and

development efforts. The preference for concentration would reflect the desire to avoid

costly duplication of technological activity, as well as the costs involved in international

technology transfer. A related interpretation is that local industrial environments are

idiosyncratic, and that the sample firms have not had the opportunity or desire to

duplicate technological activity in more than one location. If this is the case, the firms

will have identified the preferred geographical location for each type of technological

activity, and on the whole will have retained technological activity in this location.

However, the geographical specialization and concentration of technological activity

might also signal that technological activity is shared between home and abroad only

when necessary, perhaps because of a reluctance to accept technological findings which
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have emerged elsewhere or because of fears that transfer can eventually result in the loss

of technological responsibility to other units. In view of this, the initial transfer of

technological capabilities would also include an option for the receiving unit to assume

future development responsibility.

Evolving Profiles of Home and Foreign Technological Activity in

Individual, Consolidated Firms

While the correlation between the sample firms' home and foreign technological activity

has been positive and grew stronger in the period after the second world war, there is a

possibility that the results over-estimate trends among individual firms. This is because

the analysis of the total sample does not reveal which firms are responsible for the patents

originating at home and abroad. Complementary analyses of the five most patenting

intensive firms in the sample indicate some differences between individual, consolidated

corporate groups. However, none of the firms seems to differ substantially from the

overall pattern (see Appendix 8.9).

The Origin of New Classes of Technology and Shifts in the Geographical Location of

Technological Activity within Individual, Consolidated Firms

As most of the sample firms conform to the general pattern presented in Tables 8.4 and

8.5, this section only looks at the firms which in one way or another differ from the

overall picture". One group of firms includes those in which technological activity in

almost all classes of technology has emerged and been kept exclusively among home

units. A second group includes firms where technological activity in many or the majority

of technologies has emerged abroad and become associated exclusively with foreign units.

A third and final group consists of firms that have developed a relatively large number

of technologies in foreign units and also maintained a relatively high degree of overlap

in their international technological activities.

15 A full presentation of the development of Alfa Laval is provided in Chapter 10.
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A small group of firms, including Avesta, Fagersta, and Uddeholm, has consistently

concentrated technological activity in the home units. The origin and stock of technologies

in Avesta are presented in Table 8.8 (data on other firms in the group are presented in

Appendix 8.10).
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Table 8.8: The origin and stock of technologies in Avesta, 1890-1990 (5-year
periods)

The origin of new classes of technology

(1) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by u.s. patents
originating at
home

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating
abroad

(3) Number and
percentage of
classes with U.S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

2 (100.0%)
4 (100.0%)
5 (100.0%)
1 (100.0%)

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

A new class of technology is a technology in which the firm has not previously received any U.S. patents.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.

The stock of technologies

1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating at
home

2 (100.0%)
4 (100.0%)
5 (100.0%)
3 (100.0%)
2 (100.0%)

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating
abroad

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

(3) Number and
percentage of
classes with U.S.
patents of both
home and forei gn
origin

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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In other firms, e.g. Esselte, most of the technological activity has emerged abroad and

has remained exclusively associated with foreign units in most of the classes of

technology (Table 8.9). In the case of Esselte, the creation of these foreign centers of

technological activity was primarily the result of acquisitions of Dymo and Pendaflex,

which also introduced technologies that were new to the parent firm. A similar

development pattern can be observed in SKF (see Appendix 8.11), although as mentioned

earlier, the concentration of technological activity in foreign units is the result of

substantial but organic growth in foreign countries. In particular, political pressures

before and during the second world war to maintain local manufacturing of the

strategically important bearings should explain the technological autonomy of SKF's

foreign units.
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Table 8.9: The origin and stock of technologies in Esselte, 1890-1990 (5-year
periods)

The origin of new classes of technology

Period (1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and
percentage of percentage of percentage of
classes dominated classes dominated classes with V. 5.
by V. 5. patents by V. 5. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1951-1955 1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1956-1960
1961-1965 1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1966-1970
1971-1975 2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1976-1980 1 (33.3%) 1 (33.3%) 1 (33.3%)
1981-1985 2 (16.7%) 10 (83.3 %) o (0.0%)
1986-1990 5 (38.5%) 8 (61.5%) o (0.0%)

Notes:

A new class of technology is a technology in which the firm has not previously received any V.S. patents.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of V.5. patents originated either at home or abroad.

The stock of technologies

1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and
percentage of percentage of percentage of
classes dominated classes dominated classes with V. 5.
by U. 5. patents by U. 5. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
2 (40.0%) 2 (40.0%) 1 (20.0%)
2 (14.3%) 12 (85.7%) o (0.0%)
7 (30.5%) 15 (65.2%) 1 (4.3%)

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of V.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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Electrolux and Sandvik are two firms which have practiced a considerable amount of

sharing in their international technological activities (Table 8.10, also see Appendix 8.12).

In the period 1986-1990, about 20% of their classes of technology were represented by

U.S. patents originating both at home and abroad. In the case of Electrolux, major

acquisitions of firms like Zanussi and White Consolidated would account for part of the

duplication". Similar but less marked development patterns can be observed in both

ESAB and PLM, although the number of technologies represented in the two firms is

relatively limited17.

Despite the fact that ABB is currently working towards a more pronounced division

of labor between its foreign units, it is among the firms with the greatest amount of

sharing in its international technological activities. In the period 1986-1990, U.S.

patenting was shared between home and foreign units in almost 23 % of ABB's classes of

technology. In contrast, its predecessor, ASEA, maintained a much smaller degree of

overlap in its international technological activities. Prior to the merger with Brown

Boveri, the sharing of technological activity only related to 2 % of all technologies.

16 Also, Electrolux has recently concentrated a significant proportion of its research and development efforts
to foreign units. This development is probably also the result of the technological additions made through major
foreign acquisitions.

17 In ESAB, overlap of international technological activity occurred in 1 of 3 classes of technology in the
period 1986-1990 (there had not been overlap in any technology in preceding periods). In PLM, overlap of
international technological activity occurred in 1 of 5 classes of technology in the period 1986-1990 (there was
overlap in 2 out of 13 technologies in 1981-1985, but no overlap in the preceding periods).
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Table 8.10: The origin and stock of technologies in Electrolux, 1890-1990 (5-year
periods)

The origin of new classes of technology

(1) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating at
home

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U.S. patents
originating
abroad

(3) Nun1ber and
percentage of
classes with U. S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

3 (100.0%)
5 (83.3%)

15 (100.0%)
7 (70.0%)

13 (81.3%)
7 (70.0%)

10 (90.9%)
12 (75.0%)
11 (64.7%)
8(47.1%)

o (0.0%)
1 (16.7%)
o (0.0%)
3 (30.0%)
3 (18.7%)
3 (30.0%)
o (0.0%)
4 (25.0%)
5 (29.4%)
8(47.1%)

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (9.1 %)
o (0.0%)
1 (5.9%)
1 (5.8%)

A new class of technology is a technology in which the firm has not previously received any U.S. patents.

Dominated implies that 75% or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.

The stock of technologies

1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Nurnber and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U.S. patents
originating at
home

3 (100.0%)
5 (83.3 %)

19 (95.0%)
16 (80.0%)
21 (65.6%)
20 (76.9%)
33 (91.6%)
29 (72.5%)
27 (62.8%)
26 (39.4%)

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating
abroad

o (0.0%)
1 (16.7%)
o (0.0%)
3 (15.0%)
5 (15.6%)
4 (15.4%)
2 (5.6%)
7 (17.5%)

11 (25.6%)
28 (42.4%)

(3) Number and
percentage of
classes with U.S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (5.0%)
1 (5.0%)
6 (18.8%)
2 (7.7%)
1 (2.8%)
4 (10.0%)
5(11.6%)
12 (18.2%)

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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Summary

The results presented in this chapter show that foreign technological activity has not

provided the firms with extensive access to new or previously unexploited fields of

technology. In the period before the second world war, foreign technological activity

tended to focus on fields that differed from those pursued at home. While the difference

between the profiles of home and foreign technological activity was not significant, the

correlation between the two profiles tended to be slightly negative.

Since the early 1950s, the profiles of home and foreign technological activity have

become increasingly and significantly similar. A closer examination suggests that the

convergence is largely the result of the extension of technological activity from home into

foreign countries. This extension probably reflects how technological activity follows the

establishment of foreign manufacturing units (Swedenborg, 1979, 1982; Swedenborg et

al., 1988; Granstrand, 1979; Hakanson & Zander, 1986; Holm, 1994), and is likely to

have been supported by the transfer of technological capabilities and foreign acquisitions

in established fields of technology (as indicated by Forsgren & Larsson, 1984).

The results further indicate that there are two processes at work within the sample

firms. At the aggregate level, the sample firms have tended to remain within their

established fields of technology when technological activity has been extended into foreign

units. Within each field of technology, the firms have branched out over time into several

more narrowly defined but related classes of technology. By and large, this type of

technological diversification has originated at home, and the related technological

capabilities have subsequently evolved in foreign units as well.

At the level of more narrowly defined classes of technology, which are more closely

related to the business unit level, the sample firms have tended to specialize and

concentrate their technological activity geographically. The concentration rather than

sharing of technological activity most likely reflects an effort to avoid costly duplication

of technological activity or the difficulties involved in international technology transfer.

A different but related interpretation is that local industrial environments are

idiosyncratic, and that the sample firms have been unable or unwilling to duplicate

technological activity in several locations (Porter, 1990). Therefore, the firms will have
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found what are perceived as the best locations for carrying out different types of

technological activity, and generally retained technological activity within these locations.

However, geographical concentration of technological activity might also signal a

general unwillingness to share technological activities, possibly due to not-invented-here

syndromes, or perhaps because of fears that transfer can eventually result in the loss of

technological responsibility to other units. In this case, the initial transfer of technology

would involve an option for the receiving unit to assume future development

responsibility .

The analysis of the origin of newly introduced classes of technology also indicates that

the share of technologies introduced by foreign units does not match the overall share of

foreign technological activity indicated in Chapter 7. By and large, the home units have

continued to introduce the majority of all new classes of technology, and the related

technological activities have then in some cases been extended into foreign locations. The

share of new technologies introduced by foreign units has typically been less than 15%

in the postwar period, but increased to around 27% in the period 1986-1990. This

increase is, however, partly the result of reduced technological activity at home. In the

late 1980s, new technologies developed in foreign units accounted for less than 10% of

the total existing stock of technologies.

Finally, the analyses of individual, consolidated corporate groups, reveal several

important differences between firms. While some firms have remained very focused on

technological activity at home, others have seen a large and sometimes majority share of

their new classes of technology originating in foreign units. These latter firms have also

tended to concentrate technological activity related to most of their technologies to foreign

units. A third group of firms has emerged in which a considerable number of new

technologies have been introduced by foreign units, but in which a larger degree of

sharing or overlap in technological activity between home and abroad has developed. It

appears that most of these firms have carried out strategies of mergers or acquisitions.

In some cases, the acquisitions may have been made in order to broaden or strengthen

the firms' overall technological capabilities, but it is likely that they resulted from

ambitions to gain market access or efforts to restructure the respective industries.
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In summary, this chapter has provided indications that increased shares of foreign

technological activity among the sample firms are not necessarily a sign of increased

efforts to assimilate new and previously unexploited technology in foreign countries.

While the present chapter has indicated increasing correspondence between home and

foreign technological activity, the next chapter examines the profile of the sample firms'

technological activities in the U.S. and Germany. The aim is to discover if the firms have

located their foreign technological activity in areas where the respective host countries

provide particularly stimulating environments for technological improvements.
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CHAPTER 9

PROFILES OF FOREIGN AND HOST COUNTRY

TECHNOLOGICAL ACTIVITY

This chapter employs data on the sample firms' U.S. patenting to examine the profile of

their technological activity in two selected countries, the U.S. and Germany. The first

question to resolve is whether the firms have carried out technological activity in those

areas where the respective host countries display particular technological strengths.

Combined with an analysis of how the sample firms' technological activity in the two

countries relates to their technological activity at home, the typical motives for the firms'

foreign technological involvement can be indicated.

Results at the level of 33 fields of technology provide no significant evidence that the

sample firms have concentrated their technological activity in areas where the host

countries have shown particular technological strengths. Combined with the observation

that the firms' technological activities in the two countries have been similar to their

technological activity at home, it appears that the firms have mostly been involved in the

international exploitation and refinement of technology developed at home. There is little

evidence to suggest that the firms have engaged in the search for new and unrelated

technologies in foreign markets.

However, there are some indications that foreign technological activity has recently

become more aligned with areas of host country strengths. While this appears to be partly

the result of major foreign acquisitions in selected fields of technology, most of this

development seems to be accounted for by established foreign units changing the focus

of their technological activity.

Since small numbers tend to pose problems when analyses are restricted to individual

countries, this chapter only looks at the sample firms' technological activity in the U.S.

and Germany (which have been the source of the majority of their U.S. patents). As

patenting only became more broadly based after the second world war, the most reliable

results are those related to the postwar period. It should also be emphasized that the
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conclusions in this chapter are generally of a tentative nature, as there are few significant

results and interpretations are based on general tendencies revealed by the data.

Profiles of Technological Activity in the U.S. 1890-1990

This section focuses on the profile of the sample firms' technological activity in the V. S. ,

and starts by looking at the degree of correspondence with the overall profile of V. s.
technological activity. By then adding information about the degree of correspondence

with home technological activity, the analysis provides further information about the

typical motives for technological involvement in the V.S. In the section that follows, the

same types of analyses will be performed with respect to the firms' technological activity

in Germany.

As in the preceding chapters, the analysis of the sample firms' foreign technological

activity is based on their V.S. patenting but the origin of each of these patents will be the

central concern. The firms' technological activity in the U.S. is thus measured through

their V. S. patents which have also originated in the V. S., and technological activity in

Germany through those U.S. patents which have originated in Germany.

The description of host country profiles of technological activity is also based on U.S.

patenting records. The overall technological activity of each host country is described on

the basis of all V.S. patents which have originated in that particular country'. For

example, the overall profile of U.S. technological activity is given by all U.S. patents

which have originated in the U.S., primarily including the patenting by firms domiciled

in the V. S. but also including the patenting by foreign firms which are technologically

active in the U.S. 2

1 This would involve tens of thousands of patents on a yearly basis.

2 The recorded patents of U.S. origin will also include the patenting by the sample firms, but since they
only account for a small percentage of all patents the effect on the overall profile of U.S. technological activity
is negligible.
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Profiles of the Sample Firms' Technological Activity in the U.S. and Overall U.S.

Technological Activity

To measure the extent to which the profile of the sample firms' technological activity in

the U. S. corresponds to the overall profile of U. S. technological activity, the analysis

involves methods similar to those that have previously been employed (see Chapter 8).

The RTA index will be used to identify those areas where the sample firms' technological

activity in the U.S. and overall U.S. technological activity are particularly pronounced.

The two resulting distributions will be compared by means of correlation analysis,

employing the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. A positive relationship between the

profiles of the sample firms' technological activity in the U.S. and overall U.S.

technological activity indicates that the firms have concentrated foreign technological

activity in areas of particular host country strength. A negative relationship indicates that

technological activity in the U. S. is concentrated in areas where host country

technological activity is weak.

The degree of correspondence between the sample firms' technological activity in the

U.S. and overall U.S. technological activity is measured with the help of the RTA

index'. In order to avoid problems posed by small numbers, the calculation of RTAs for

foreign and host country technological activity was made by aggregating patenting over

10-year periods. The rank correlation coefficients over the period 1890-1990 are

presented in Table 9.1.

3 As patents originating in the U.S. in the early periods account for a dominant share of the sample firms'
foreign patents, the most prominent fields of technological activity in the U.S. are similar to those related to
total foreign technological activity (the revealed technological advantages for the sample firms' technological
activity in the U.S. over the period 1890-1990 are presented in Appendix 9.1). In the period 1981-1990, the
most prominent fields of technological activity in the U.S. were metal products, chemical and allied equipment,
mining equipment, specialized industrial equipment, and other manufacturing and non-industrial products and
equipment. Four of these fields of technological activity were also among the top five fields of total foreign
technological activity in the period 1986-1990. Among the bottom fields were inorganic and agricultural
chemicals, bleaching and dyeing processes, nuclear reactors, image and sound equipment, semiconductors,
aircraft, textiles and wood products, and photographic equipment (the RTAs for the sample firms' technological
activity in the U.S. and overall U.S. technological activity in the period 1981-1990 are presented in Appendix
9.2).
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Table 9.1: Rank correlation coefficient between RTAs for the sample firms'
technological activity in the U.S. and overall U.S. technological activity,
1890-1990 (IO-year periods)

1890-1900
1901-1910
1911-1920
1921-1930
1931-1940
1941-1950
1951-1960
1961-1970
1971-1980
1981-1990

Spearman rank
correlation
coefficient

0.07
0.13

-0.04
-0.13
0.43
0.37
0.28

-0.07
0.08
0.32

Level of
significance
(under Ho r=O)

0.695
0.462
0.836
0.476
0.013 **
0.032 **
0.121
0.704
0.659
0.072

32 (4)
32 (2)
32 (10)
32 (15)
32 (14)
33 (13)
33 (12)
33 (19)
33 (18)
33 (24)

**
***
Notes:

Significant at the 5% level
Significant at the I % level

Number of observations within parentheses indicates the number of fields of technology in which the sample
firms received u.s. patents.

Throughout most of the period 1890-1990, the relationship between the sample firms'

technological activity in the U.S. and the overall technological profile of the host country

fluctuated between either slightly positive or negative. As Alfa Laval totally dominated

U.S. patenting in the period 1890-19404
, developments in the entire sample are best

illustrated from the 1950s and onward, but also here very similar results apply. As few

of the results are significant, it appears that the sample firms have not generally used their

presence in the U.S. to gain access to particularly successful areas of host country

technological skills.

4 Alfa Laval represented 331 out of the total 332 patents (the remaining patent was granted to SKF).
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Of particular interest are the periods 1931-1940 and 1941-1950, which saw the

previously negative relationship with the host country's technological profile turn

significantly positive. This development possibly reflects the wartime segregation of

international markets and the increasing relative autonomy of the U.S. subsidiaries which

could take greater advantage of local business opportunities and adopt local technology

without coordinating activities with headquarters. It is also possible that some of the

technology which was perceived as relatively important was shifted to the home units,

only leaving local technological capabilities which were distinctly related to the U.S.

business environment.

The reversed trend in the following periods is rather difficult to explain. It could be

the result of increasing divisionalization among the sample firms, involving tighter control

and re-centralization of technological activity to home units. However, much of the

divisionalization started in the 1970s and 1980s5
, and does not account for the

development in the 1950s and 1960s. It could then be hypothesized that in the postwar

period the firms decided to concentrate technological activity to their traditional

technologies, thus reducing activities in what were seen as peripheral fields of technology

developed by the foreign subsidiaries. Again, this hypothesis is contradicted by the rather

rapid diversification among the sample firms in the 1950s (as indicated in Chapter 6).

Although there are mixed results for the historical development of the sample firms'

technological activity in the U.S., it appears that local operations have recently become

more aligned with the fields of host country technological strengths. This is only to a

small extent the result of the increasing acquisitions of U.S. firms which could be

expected to have drawn upon local technological strengths". However, the increasing

correspondence to host country technological strength seems to be mainly due to already

established foreign units which appear to have changed the focus of their technological

activity.

5 Rolander, Zander & Hedlund (1989).

6 If major foreign acquisitions in the 1980s are excluded from the analysis, the relationship with host country
strengths becomes only insignificantly weaker. This analysis identified all units that had received more than 5
patents in the U. S. and had been acquired in the 1980s. Excluded units were ABB Power T&D Company (12
patents, acquired in 1989), Sandvik Rock Tools Inc. (6 patents, established in 1986), and White Consolidated
Industries Inc. (69 patents, acquired in 1986). The correlation coefficient was reduced from 0.32 to 0.30.
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Typical Forms of Technological Involvement in the U.S. 1890-1990

A joint analysis of the sample firms' technological activity in the U.S., the overall profile

of U.S. technological activity, and the profile of the sample firms' technological activity

at home provides additional information about the rationale for carrying out technological

activities in the U.S. More specifically, assuming that a major part of the firITIS'

technology has emerged at home (as indicated in Chapter 8), the sample firms' foreign

technological involvement can take on any of the forms presented in Chart 9.1.

Chart 9.1: Typical forms of foreign technological involvement

Profile of sample firms'
technological activity in the
host country corresponds
to the overall profile of host country
technological activity

Profile of
sample firms'
technological activity
in the host country
corresponds to the
profile of
technological
activity
at home

(1) International transfer,
exploitation and
refinement of technology
developed at home

International convergence
of technological activity
in selected fields of
technology

(3) International
search for
new and unrelated

technology

(2) International
transfer,
exploitation
and refinement
of technology
developed at home

(4) Accidental
technological
activity

Based on the findings in the previous chapter, it is likely that the foreign technological

activity of the sample firms primarily reflects the international transfer, exploitation and
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refinement of technology developed at horne (types 1 or 2)7. The international search for

new and unrelated fields of technology is expected to have been less common (type 3),

in particular in the light of similar profiles of home and foreign technological activity

among the sample firms. The last form of foreign technological involvement (type 4) is

perhaps best described as accidental, and should therefore not be viewed as a sustainable

position or form of foreign involvement. This type of technological involvement does not

draw on any particular technological strengths either in the home or host country.

To simultaneously measure the extent to which the sample firms' technological activity

in the U.S. corresponds to the overall profile of U.S. technological specialization and to

their technological specialization at home, the RTA index will again be employed. A first

look at the correspondences between the sample firms' technological activity in the U.S.

and their technological activity at home reflects the trend that has been indicated in the

previous chapter (Table 9.2). Once again, observations where there are no patents of U.S.

origin and no patents that have originated at home have been excluded from the

calculations.

7 One typical example of when the international transfer, exploitation and refinement of home technology
also leads to the international convergence of technological activity is when firms acquire major foreign
competitors, perhaps in order to restructure the industry or to collect technological impulses from several
geographical locations. If firms to a large extent develop their foreign technological activity on the basis of
home country strengths, and countries differ in their technological specialization, the situation where the profile
of foreign technological activity corresponds significantly to both home and host country profiles is somewhat
contradictory. However, it has been shown that large countries like the U.S. and Germany have maintained a
comparatively broad profile of technological specialization. It is therefore possible that the foreign technological
activity corresponds fairly well with the host country technological profile, while at the same time
correspondence to home technological activity is high.
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Table 9.2: Rank correlation coefficient between RTAs for the sample firms'
technological activity in the U.s. and their technological activity at
home, 1890-1990 (10-year periods)

1890-1900
1901-1910
1911-1920
1921-1930
1931-1940
1941-1950
1951-1960
1961-1970
1971-1980
1981-1990

Spearnlan rank
correlation
coefficient

-0.12
0.29
0.05

-0.31
0.19
0.12
0.33
0.53
0.49
0.53

Level of
significance
(under Ho r=O)

0.750
0.369
0.856
0.181
0.389
0.542
0.085
0.002 ***
0.005 ***
0.002 ***

10
12
15
20
23
26
28
30
31
33

**
***

Significant at the 5% level
Significant at the 1% level

Throughout most of the periods before the second world war, which as previously

mentioned mostly reflect the development of Alfa Laval, the profile of technological

activity in the U.S. did not significantly correspond to the profile of technological activity

at horne. However, since the 1940s, and involving Alfa Laval and the other sample firms

alike, the two profiles appear to have become increasingly similar, which to a large extent

could be a reflection of the internationalization of home technological activity among the

sample firms. However, as data for the early periods are likely to be relatively less

reliable, and as the number of observations was limited before the second world war,

interpretations of the results should be made with caution.

Combining the results from Tables 9.1 and 9.2, the historical evolution of the firms'

technological involvement in the U.S. are presented in Chart 9.2.
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Chart 9.2: Forms of technological involvement in the U.S., 1890-1990

Profile of sample firms'
technological activity in the
host country corresponds
to the overall profile of overall
U.S. technological activity

1911-1920
1931-1940
1941-1950

1951-1960
1961-1980
1971-1980

1981-1990
Profile of
sample firms'
technological activity
in the host country
corresponds to the
profile of
technological
activity
at home

1921-1930

Notes: Because of small numbers of observations, the periods 1890-1900 and 1901-1910 have been excluded.

Throughout a majority of the periods, the sample firms tended to carry out the same

kind of technological activity in the U.S. as at home. Considering some of the evidence

presented in the preceding chapter, this would primarily reflect the exploitation and

refinement of their home technologies in the U.S. market,

In the periods 1931-1940, 1941-1950, and also 1981-1990, the firms' technological

activity in the U.S. was rather in line with overall host country strengths. In the first two

periods, dominated by the patenting of Alfa Laval, one major influencing factor could

have been the relative independence of U.S. units, which could develop technologies that

drew upon local business opportunities and the particular strength of the host country.

However, as subsequent analyses will show, in the Alfa Laval case it is more likely that

technology which was perceived as important was shifted to the home units, resulting in
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more narrow and locally derived technological activity in the V. S. subsidiary. In the

1981-1990 period, acquisitions rather than greenfield subsidiaries might have introduced

part of the correspondence to host country skills, but the correspondence appears to be

mainly due to established foreign units changing the focus of their technological activity.

There is little evidence that the sample firms have tried to access new and unrelated

technologies in the U.S., or looked for those areas where the host country has displayed

particular technological strengths. The period 1921-1930 is intriguing, as technological

activity in the V.S. did not correspond to either home or host country strengths. There

is no immediate explanation for this result, although it might be noted that the situation

is historically quite uncommon.

Profiles of Technological Activity in Germany 1890-1990

The sample firms' technological activity in Germany in many respects resembles their

activity in the V. S. (recall that the firms' technological activity in Germany is measured

by their U.S. patents that have originated in Germany). However, there was less patenting

in the period before the second world war, and the historical results should therefore be

interpreted with caution.

Profiles of the Sample Firms' Technological Activity in Germany and Overall German

Technological Activity

The degree of correspondence between the sample firms' technological activity in

Germany and overall German technological activity is measured with the help of the RTA

index, and the rank correlation coefficients over the period 1890-1990 are presented in

Table 9.3 8
•

8 The sample firms' most prominent fields of technological activity in Germany are again quite similar to
those of their total foreign technological activity (the RTAs for the sample firms' technological activity in
Germany over the period 1890-1990 are presented in Appendix 9.3). In the period 1981-1990, the most
prominent fields of technological activity in Germany were metal-working equipment, metallurgical processes,
specialized industrial equipment, general industrial equipment, and mining equipment. Four of these fields of
technological activity were also among the top five fields of total foreign patenting in the period 1986-1990.
Compared to firms' technological activity in the U.S., a relatively large number of fields received no patents.
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Table 9.3: Rank correlation coefficient between RTAs for the sample firms'
technological activity in Germany and overall German technological
activity, 1890-1990 (10-year periods)

Period Spearman rank Level of N
correlation significance
coefficient (under Ho r=O)

1890-1900 31 (0)
1901-1910 32 (0)
1911-1920 32 (0)
1921-1930 -0.04 0.812 32 (2)
1931-1940 0.03 0.860 32 (4)
1941-1950 -0.19 0.301 33 (1)
1951-1960 -0.19 0.286 32 (9)
1961-1970 0.14 0.453 33 (13)
1971-1980 0.10 0.577 33 (18)
1981-1990 0.30 0.086 33 (21)

** Significant at the 5 % level

*** Significant at the 1% level

Notes:

Number of observations within parentheses indicates the number of fields of technology in which the sample
firms received German patents.

The historical figures for Germany should be interpreted with caution, as the number

of fields in which the sample firms were granted patents of German origin was very

limited", However, from the 1960s and onward, the development is rather similar to the

development in the U.S. The slightly positive correlation between the sample firms'

technological activity in Germany and the host country profile of technological activity

in the periods 1961-1970 and 1971-1980 developed into a stronger positive correlation in

Additional technologies that were represented in the U.S. but not in Germany were pharmaceuticals, power
plants, telecommunications, office equipment, and coal and petroleum products (the RTAs for the sample firms'
technological activity in Germany and overall German technological activity in the period 1981-1990 are
presented in Appendix 9.4).

9 Of particular note is that Alta Laval does not figure in early German patenting. In the period 1890-1940,
patenting was accounted for by SKF (8 patents) and AGA (1 patent).
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the 1980s. The results indicate that the sample firms made increasing use of their

presence in Germany to gain access to particularly successful areas of host country

technological skills.

The increasing correspondence to host country technological strength seems to be

principally the result of already established foreign units refocusing their technological

activity. The changes in the period 1981-1990 were only partly the result of the merger

between ASEA and Brown Boveri in 198810
, which in addition to technological

development in Sweden and Switzerland also incorporated significant operations and

technological activity in Germany.

Typical Forms of Technological Involvement in Germany 1890-1990

A look at the correspondence between the sample firms' technological activity in

Germany and their technological activity at home confirms the positive relationship which

has been previously indicated, although results are generally not as significant (Table

9.4).

10 Excluding ABB and also Esselte Meto International (14 patents, acquired by Esselte in 1986) from the
sample, the correlation with host country technological activity for the period 1981-1990 was reduced from 0.30
to 0.26.
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Table 9.4: Rank: correlation coefficient between RTAs of the sample firms'
technological activity in Germany and their technological activity
at home, 1890-1990 (10-year periods)

1890-1900
1901-1910
1911-1920
1921-1930
1931-1940
1941-1950
1951-1960
1961-1970
1971-1980
1981-1990

Spearman rank
correlation
coefficient

n.a. 1)

n.a. 1)

n.a. 1)

0.16
0.09
0.17
0.32
0.23
0.19
0.47

Level of
significance
(under Ho r==O)

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

0.562
0.674
0.397
0.093
0.219
0.310
0.005 ***

9
12
12
15
23
26
28
30
31
33

**
***
Notes:

Significant at the 5% level
Significant at the 1% level

1) No patents of German origin in the period.

As the number of fields of technology in which the sample firms received U.S. patents

of German origin was quite limited until after the second world war, results for the early

periods are rather tentative. However, the correlation between home and German

technological activity has remained positive throughout the postwar period, and became

significant in the period 1981-1990.

Combining the results form Tables 9.3 and 9.4, the historical evolution of the firms'

technological activity in Germany are presented in Chart 9.3.
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Chart 9.3: Forms of technological involvement in Germany, 1951-1990

Profile of sample firms'
technological activity in the
host country corresponds
to the overall profile of overall
German technological activity

1951-1960
1961-1970

1971-1980
Yes 1981-1990

Profile of
sample firms'
technological activity
in the host country
corresponds to the
profile of
technological
activity No
at home

Notes:

Because of small numbers of observations, the periods 1921-1930, 1931-1940, and 1941-1950 have been
excluded.

The German story bears much resemblance to the development in the U.S. Although

the correlation between the sample firms' technological activity in Germany and their

technological activity at home is weaker than in the case of the U.S., the general picture

is one of exploiting and refining home technology abroad. During the 1970s and 1980s,

however, the profile of the sample firms' technological activity in Germany has become

increasingly in line with German host country strengths. This is partly associated with the

acquisition of local firms, which in important cases have focused on firms active within

already established fields of technology.

As in the case of the U.S., there are no indications that the sample firms have been

using Germany as a source of new and unrelated fields of technology. Overall, unrelated
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foreign diversification of technological activity seems to have been of little significance

among the sample firms.

Summary

Throughout most of the period 1890-1990, the sample firms' technological activities in

the U.S. and Germany reflected their technological activity at home. There is no

significant evidence that the firms made particular use of the specific technological

strengths of the host countries. However, there are some indications that their foreign

technological activity has recently become more aligned with particular areas of host

country strengths (Cantwell & Hodson, 1991; Cantwell, 1992a, 1992b), a development

which appears to be only partly the result of major foreign acquisitions. To a larger

extent, the alignment seems to be the result of already established foreign units changing

the focus of their technological activity.

Although the data indicate that the sample firms have recently become more attuned

to the technological opportunities provided by the host countries, they do not reveal the

drivers behind this process. The development could reflect ambitions to monitor the

technological development in foreign countries, or increased efforts to take advantage of

local technological strengths as foreign subsidiaries become more integrated with local

business environments. However, it could also indicate increased independence of

maturing foreign subsidiaries, which will not necessarily be supported by the parent

firms. These issues are further explored in the next and final empirical chapter, which

takes an in-depth look at the evolution of Alfa Laval AB. Focusing on the development

of technological activity at the level of more narrowly defined classes of technology, it

suggests some of the factors that determine the evolution of foreign technological activity

and the location of technological activity within the multinational firm.
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CHAPTER 10

THE EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGICAL ACTIVITY

LAVAL

This chapter focuses on the technological evolution of Alfa Laval AB over the period

1890-1990. The primary ambition is to illustrate and explain trends in the development

of its foreign technological activity. In the latter respect, the Alfa Laval case is

particularly intriguing, as foreign technological activity dominated technological efforts

until the second world war. The postwar period was characterized by a significant decline

in the share of foreign technological activity, followed again by an increase in the firm's

foreign technological involvements in the most recent periods. This type of development

warrants special attention and examination.

One finding is that foreign demand was probably the most important determinant of

the initial location of Alfa Laval's foreign technological activities. To the extent that

technological sophistication of the host countries attracted the firm's foreign investments,

it was because early demand had also produced advanced technology among the local

firms. The active search for new technologies in foreign markets, supported by major

foreign acquisitions, did not occur until the 1970s and late 1980s.

A second and more important finding is that the traditional development pattern of

multinational firms does not apply to Alfa Laval. In particular, the development of critical

technologies was associated only to a limited extent with units located in the home

country. Instead, foreign units rapidly came to account for a dominant share of

technological activity, including some of the firm's core technologies. However, an

equally important observation is that the share of foreign technological activity had been

reduced to an almost insignificant level in the early 1970s. This process was supported

by shifts in the geographical location of technological activity to home country units in

several of Alfa Laval's most important technologies in the postwar period. The shares of

foreign technological activity have increased again over the past two decades and indicate

a cyclical development of foreign technological activity, which will be discussed further

in the concluding chapter.
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A third finding, which is of methodological importance, is that V.S. patenting to a

relatively large extent seems to reflect both technological and economic phenomena. The

Alfa Laval case shows that many of the significant events in both technological

development and internationalization of the firm, as recorded by historical sources, are

also reflected in the patenting data.

Methodological Notes

The methodology in this chapter is somewhat different from that of the preceding ones.

Although data on Alfa Laval's V.S. patenting are employed to provide the framework for

investigation, much of the additional information is related to other sources of

information. As such, the historical investigation is not equivalent to the work carried out

by most economic historians. The number of sources is limited and information has

mostly been collected from Wohlert (1982), Gardlund & Fritz (1983), and Arnan (1994,

forthcoming) .

Also, to ensure a high degree of precision, many of the analyses are carried out at the

level of more narrowly defined classes of technology (as defined by the U.S. Patent

Office). To distinguish these approximately 600 classes of technology from the broader

fields of technology which have been employed previously, they are frequently referred

to as "technologies" rather than fields of technology. As in the previous chapters, Alfa

Laval's foreign technological activity is measured on the basis of patents granted in the

V. S., but again with the distinction that the country of origin of each of these patents is

the central issue.

The following presentation of Alfa Laval's historical evolution is divided into the

periods 1870-1938, 1939-1945, and 1946-1990, focusing on its technological activities,

V. S. patenting activity, and establishment of foreign sales and manufacturing units.

Particular emphasis is placed on the development of the share of foreign technological

activity, and how the location of technological activity has shifted between home and

foreign units over time.
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Alfa Laval in the Period 1870-1938

The establishment and international growth of Alfa Laval was very much based on its

separator technology. One of the founders of Alfa Laval, Gustaf de Laval, was

experimenting with cream separators as early as in 1877, and together with other private

interests formed the company Oscar Lamm J:r in 1878. Having carried out much of the

early development work', the company was restructured and renamed AB Separator in

1883. The name Alfa Laval? was not adopted until 1963, but will be used throughout this

chapter for practical reasons.

When Alfa Laval introduced its first cream separator in 1879, it was lagging behind

competing firms from Germany and Denmark', The technological lead of German and

Danish manufacturers appears to have been closely linked to relatively early market

demand and penetration of the separator technology (Wohlert, 1982)4. While cream

separators had already been installed and tested in several German and Danish diaries,

the substitute ice method (which was particularly suited for the Nordic climate) delayed

the introduction of new separation techniques in Sweden.

1 The first satisfactory separator design was based on a de Laval patent from 1878, and engineered in
cooperation with O. Lamm in 1879.

2 The unit Alfa Laval AB was established in 1926 to work as a commission agent for hand separators on
the Swedish market. The hand separator was the company's most important product until the late 1950s.

3 The German inventor W. Lefeldt had constructed the first commercially used cream separator in 1877,
but other German patents dated back to 1858 and 1864. The first Danish patents on cream separators, associated
with H. Jensen, appeared in 1873. However, the most important patent was granted to Nielsen & Petersen in
1878, and was subsequently acquired by the firm Burmeister & Wain (Burmeister & Wain was a shipyard, but
possessed the necessary welding and manufacturing skills to produce the separators). The first V. S. patents were
based on British technology (separating liquid from paint and other substances), and were granted to D.M.
Weston in 1868. In addition, both German and Danish patents had been registered in the V.S. before Alfa Laval
had made its first V. S. patent applications. In fact, Alfa Laval was unable to receive any patents on the
separation idea itself, but had to rely on patents limited to specific technical solutions. The firm also experienced
problems when entering the French market, because of the risks of infringements (the first French patents dated
back to 1874, but had apparently not been actively commercialized).

4 Early demand was found among large farms and cooperatives, and focused on large-sized separators. In
1893, there were about 700 co-operative dairies in Denmark, compared to only 322 in Sweden in 1895. Also,
educational and research institutes were established earlier in Denmark (1876, 1883 respectively) and Germany
(1876, 1876) than in Sweden (1883, 1898).
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It seems that Alfa Laval's relatively late entry into the separator business was

compensated by its in some aspects more advanced technology. In particular, the Alfa

Laval machines were characterized by high-speed rotation and small-sized bowls,

requiring durable components and power transmission (a critical component was the belt

for power transmission), and also accurate balancing of the bowls. While a direct

comparison of competing machines is difficult, the first Alfa Laval separators seem to

have enjoyed an advantage in terms of smaller size, easier handling, lower energy

consumption, and in that they could not explode during separation",

Although many of the technological impulses in terms of basic designs had come from

Germany and Denmark, development work at Alfa Laval was very much associated with

Swedish engineers, customers, research institutions, and component manufacturers.

Practical tests were performed on Swedish farms, which often passed on their experiences

and own technological improvements to Alfa Laval, and more scientifically based tests

were performed by research institutions at the Swedish agricultural schools in Alnarp and

Ultuna", Also, critical parts such as the bowl and other components were manufactured

by Swedish firms, such as Gundbergska Fabriken and Ludwigsbergs Mekaniska

Verkstad",

As the development work continued in Sweden, technological impulses were still being

acquired from Germany and Denmark. One particular vehicle for the dissemination of

new technological advances were the trade fairs that were regularly staged throughout

Europe. Also, some foreign research institutions were employed in testing the Alfa Laval

machines, as management realized that positive evaluations were critical for acceptance

in the local markets.

5 The Alfa Laval designs received several prizes at various Swedish and international exhibitions in the years
1879-1884 (Gardlund & Fritz, 1983). However, the relative importance of these honors is difficult to estimate.

6 Tests at Alnarp started in 1879.

7 The Gundbergska factory was initially rented by Alfa Laval and acquired in 1887. It manufactured the
bowl, which was cast in one piece, as opposed to the welded design used by other competitors. This improved
durability, which was essential in the Alfa Laval design. Ludwigsbergs manufactured various separator parts
and also stands and supports. Other early suppliers of components were Bolinders Mekaniska Verkstads AB,
Surahammars Bruks AB, and Bultfabriken i Hallstahammar. Alfa Laval later moved much of its production to
Olofstroms Bruk, which was acquired in 1884 (the name of this unit was changed to Svenska
Stalpressningsaktiebolaget Olofstrom in 1887). Over the following ten years, Alfa Laval internalized most of
the production of separators, including raw materials and sub-components.
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A significant event, which manifested the importance of foreign technological

advancements, was Alfa Laval's acquisition of the Alfa patent for hand separators from

the German inventor von Bechtolsheim in 1888 (the patent was initially granted in 1883,

and acquired in direct competition with the Danish competitor Burmeister & Wain). The

new Alfa separator was launched in the following year and proved a great commercial

success, opening up the segment of smaller separators used by individual farms. By and

large, it was the Alfa patent and the hand separator which established Alfa Laval's

position as one of the leading firms in the industry 8
•

Overall, technological and market developments at the turn of the century resulted in

the establishment of a large number of separator companies in the leading countries:

Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and also the U.S. Many of these new firms entered the

industry by way of imitation when the Alfa-patent expired in 1903. In Germany, some

70-130 firms manufacturing separators were registered in 1912, while the equivalent

numbers were 5 in Denmark, 16 in Sweden, and 25 in the U.S. 9 Although these numbers

would be reduced through subsequent consolidation of the industry, Swedish, German,

and U.S. firms would remain the most important separator manufacturers10•

8 Alfa Laval also acquired a patent by the Belgian competitor Melotte in 1895 (although it was never
commercially exploited), and several U.S. patents (in 1898 and 1901/1902). The link-blade patent acquired in
1901/1902 was an alternative to the alfa-plates of the Alfa patent. This technology was developed by AB
Rotator, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Alfa Laval, to be used as a blocking brand in the low-price segment.

9 Some of the Swedish competitors were Excelsior (established in 1891), Morgardshammar (1893), Svenska
Centrifug (1895, acquired by Alfa Laval in 1905), Centrator (1895), Eskilstuna Separator (1899), Nya AB
Radiator (1900), Salenius Verkstader (1901), Uppsala Separator (1903), AB Express Separator (1903), AB
Pump-Separator (1903), AB Norra Sveriges Centrifugfabriker (1904), AB Baltic (1904), AB Gefle Separator
(1905), and Separator AB Westra (1905). Some of these firms had attracted skilled employees from Alfa Laval.

10 In 1918, there were 4 producers in Germany, 1 in Denmark, 9 in Sweden, 19 in the U. S., and also 4
manufacturers in the U.K. (other manufacturers were based in Norway, Finland, Belgium, and Canada). In
Sweden, the number of manufacturers had been reduced to 5 in the 1920s. Besides Alfa Laval and the acquired
unit Svenska Centrifug, there were Pump-Separator, Baltic (including Salenius Verkstader and the U.S.
subsidiary Empire), Uppsala Separator, and Eskilstuna separator. With the acquisition of AB Baltic by Alfa
Laval and Pump-Separator in 1918, and the subsequent acquisition of Pump-Separator by Alfa Laval in the same
year, there only remained one significant producer in Sweden (Eskilstuna Separator was acquired by Alfa Laval
in 1939).
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Technological Activity

Alfa Laval's early technological activity focused on crean1 separators, and a

comparatively large number of patents were registered and developed in the U.S. from

early on". Throughout the decades before the second world war, the firm only engaged

in cautious diversification into technologies related to the separator business 12.

Significant development work was associated with milking machines, and from the 1930s

with plate heat exchanger technology.

Separators: Early cream separator technology required steam or horse power, and hand

separators for small producers and farms appeared in the late 1880s13. The Alfa patent

proved very important for consolidating Alfa Laval's position in the industry!" (the hand

separators came to account for 97 % of Alfa Laval's separator sales or about 70 % of total

sales in 1913), and remained the single most important product in the separator industry

until the second world war".

Gradually, Alfa Laval developed interests in other separation applications, particularly

in the food processing and chemical areas. Industrial separators, e.g. yeast separators

were developed in the 1890s (the first patent dates to 1895), followed by the development

of slurry separators used in sugar production in the early 1900s16 • However, the

development of industrial separators was sluggish, and they did not achieve a significant

11 Alfa Laval's total patenting in the period 1890-1938, divided into 5-year periods, is presented in Appendix
10.1.

12 The only other major product group, churning machines, accounted for not more than 5 % of total sales
in 1914. In part, the reluctance to engage in unrelated diversification has been explained by several unsuccessful
diversification efforts around the turn of the century, involving steam turbines and casein production (Gardlund
& Fritz, 1983).

13 The first de Laval patent on hand separators appeared in 1885/1886. Also, household separators became
available just after the turn of the century.

14 A large number of imitators, foreign as well as Swedish, emerged when the patent expired in 1903.

15 The product name was changed to Alfa Laval in 1896 (which also became the new company name in
1963).

16 The slurry separators were associated with 34 Alfa Laval patents granted in the period 1902-1906 (these
patents were related to development work by the Ljungstrom brothers). Development was discontinued in 1910,
but started again in 1922, this time in the context of separating mineral oils.
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breakthrough until after the second world war (industrial separators accounted for 9 % of

Alfa Laval's total sales in 1923, and 13% in 1928) 17•

Trials with separation of lubricants and mineral oils also started in the 1890s,

supported by the establishment of a separate research laboratory in 1893. Research on

separators for cleaning lubricant oils in the mechanical engineering field resulted in one

major group of machines. Another early application was marine separators, which were

pioneered in the U. S. 18 (marine separators achieved their breakthrough after the first

world war as a result of significantly increased prices for lubricant oils, and the expansion

of the U.S. Navy). Parallel manufacturing was established in Sweden, and also by other

Alfa Laval units during the second world war (in particular in the U.K., Italy, and

Spain)!",

Milking machines: Trials with milking machines had started in 1895 (in AB Laktator,

founded by de Laval), and continued after the turn of the century". Several unsuccessful

experiments were carried out between 1905 and 1910, involving a design by the

Ljungstrom brothers (developed in 1902), the Scotch Lawrence-Kennedy machine

(introduced in the 1890s), machines developed by Dalen (1909), and a new de Laval

design introduced in 1911. After development work had been allocated to a separate unit,

Swedish development work was discontinued in 1912.

The technological breakthrough in milking machines was instead to take place in the

U.S. subsidiary Lavalco (see below), which had developed a promising design for the

U.S. market in 19172 1
. It was followed by a Lavalco machine developed by N.J. Daysh

in 1920. In the following year, the Swedish parent company acquired the rights to sell the

17 Yeast separators did not account for more than 4% of Alfa Laval's sales in the early 1910s. New fields
of application, emerging in the 1920s and 1930s, were rubber latex, olive oil, wool (separating lanolin), and
wine. In the late 1950s, Alfa Laval had developed processes like Centrifish (continuous production of fish oil),
Centriflow (production of edible fat), and Shortmix (production of vegetable oil).

18 The U. 5. unit had experimented with separation of varnishes in 1904.

19 Within marine separators, Alfa Laval acquired the Danish firm Titan (founded in 1897) in 1969.

20 This field of research received 13 Alfa Laval patents in the period 1902-1906 (patents related to the
Ljungstrom brothers).

21 In the U.5., large animal populations required rationalization of milking routines. Milking machines had
come to account for 13% of total Lavalco sales in 1926.
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new milking machines in all markets outside the U. S., establishing the new subsidiary,

AB Separators Mjolkningsmaskin, to carry out the international introduction". Also, in

1922, Alfa Laval set up its own manufacturing in Sweden.

Although demand for milking machines developed rather slowly in the 1920s (the most

important markets were the U.S., Sweden, and the U.K.), milking machines had come

to represent 16% of Lavalco's total sales in 1928. As sales became more important, it

appears that the development work was shifted to Sweden and the European markets after

the second world war. The U.S. unit kept a technological lead until the 1940s, reflected

by the introduction of stainless steel models in 1948 and further incremental

improvements in 1949. Since then, most of the new improvements appear to have been

made in Sweden (Gardlund & Fritz, 1983, pp. 180-181)23.

Plate heat exchangers: The pre-heating of milk before separation and the problem of

pasteurizing milk were two areas related to the separator business. Alfa Laval's first plate

heat exchanger was introduced by the German subsidiary Bergedorfer Eisenwerke in

1931, saving energy and improving quality in the process of heating and cooling milk in

the pasteurization process". For a few years, critical development work was carried out

in the German subsidiary, which introduced a series of improvements to the original

design". With emerging political threats associated with the upcoming war, production

and development of the plate heat exchangers was moved to Lund in Sweden in 1938,

where it has since remained". The first Swedish products in the field of plate heat

exchangers appeared in 1940.

22 In Sweden, a small manufacturer, Omega, was acquired with the aim of developing the Swedish sales
organization.

23 The most important Swedish competitor, AB Manus (which had incorporated Uppsala Separator), was
acquired in 1963.

24 The technology was initially licensed from the British firm Aluminum Plant and Vessel Co., APV (the
first but unexploited patents had been granted to the German inventor A. Dracke in 1878).

25 The first designs were developed by P. Hytte and J. Risberg, who were to follow the technology when
it was subsequently moved to Sweden.

26 The plate heat exchanger technology was transferred to Rudelius & Boklund, which had been incorporated
as part of the acquired firm Baltic (1918).
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The plate heat exchanger technology spread into other industrial applications in the

1950s, including food processing and pulp production". Servicing and repair (termed

regasketing) would later come to require knowledge in related technologies, such as deep

freezing, ultrasonic cleaning of plates in fluid, searching for cracks using fluorescent

light, and the vulcanization of new gaskets.

Other technologies: Alfa Laval also became engaged in steam turbines, heating and

cooling equipment, and emulsion equipment. Measuring equipment, used for measuring

the fat content in milk, became another business area". Pumps of own design were

introduced in 189729. Other products included more distantly related separators and dairy

equipment. Agricultural machines and equipment were introduced for a short period in

the 191OS30. Transport cans, compression moulded articles, and household products, but

also products like torpedo components and grenades, were incorporated through the

acquisition of foreign and Swedish suppliers".

U.S. Patenting Activity

Alfa Laval's early technological activity is well reflected in its U.S. patenting activity

(Table 10.1)32.

27 Rosenblads Patenter, a firm with a strong position in the pulp segment, was acquired in 1962.

28 Two examples are Laktokrit by de Laval and its successor, the Butyrometer (both part of Alfa Laval's
product portfolio in the 1890s). Later, in 1981, the acquisition of Bran+Liibbe continued the development in
dosing and analyzing, further supported through the acquisition of the U.S. firm Technicon in 1987.

29 Later, in the 1980s, acquisitions made pumping, piping and other support equipment for the food industry
an important business (called flow engineering).

30 Through the acquisition of Westerasmaskiner.

31 The Swedish units were Olofstrom (acquired in 1884) and Eskilstuna (1908).

32 Although variations in patenting propensity have to be taken into account, they should not be of overriding
importance in the classes of technology that display the most patents.
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Table 10.1: Alfa Laval's U.S. patenting according to classes of technology, 1890
1938

Class of technology Number of U.S. Patents

494 Imperforate bowl, centrifugal separators 150
119 Animal husbandry 71
137 Fluid handling 35
208 Mineral oils, processes and products 31
384 Bearings or guides 28
210 Liquid purification or separation 14
74 Machine elements and mechanisms 9

165 Heat exchange 9
366 Agitating (chemical) 8
426 Food or edible material: processes, compositions and products 8
29 Metal-working 7

134 Cleaning and liquid contact with solids 7
418 Rotary expansible chamber devices 7
55 Gas separation 5

184 Lubrication 5
252 Compositions 5
474 Endless belt power transmission and components 5
439 Electrical connectors 4
72 Metal deforming 3
8 Bleaching and dyeing of textiles and fibers 3

116 Signals and indicators 3
141 Fluid material handling, with receiver or receiver coating means 3
188 Brakes 3
81 Tools 2

127 Sugar, starch and carbohydrates 2
192 Clutches and power stop control 2
196 Mineral oils apparatus 2
198 Conveyors, power driven 2
200 Electricity, circuit maker and breaker 2
202 Distillation: apparatus 2
239 Fluid sprinkling, spraying and diffusing 2
251 Valve and valve actuation 2
260 Chemistry carbon compounds 2
422 Process disinfecting, deodorizing, preserving or sterilizing, chemical apparatus 2
435 Chemistry: molecular biology and microbiology 2
436 Chemistry: analytical and immunological testing 2
30 Cutlery 1
60 Power plants 1
62 Refrigeration 1
91 Motors, expansible chamber type 1
99 Foods and beverages: apparatus 1

122 Liquid heaters and vaporizers 1
123 Internal combustion engines 1
138 Pipes and tubular conduits 1
156 Adhesive bonding, miscellaneous chemical manufacture 1
177 Weighing scales 1
203 Distillation: processes, separatory 1
212 Traversing hoists 1
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Table 10.1: Alfa Laval's U.S. patenting according to classes of technology, 1890
1938 (continued)

Class of technology Number of U.S. Patents

219 Electric heating
220 Metallic receptacles
248 Supports (metal)
277 Joint packing
292 Closure fasteners
361 Electricity, electrical systems and devices
362 Illumination
415 Rotary kinetic fluid motors or pumps
417 Pumps
464 Rotary shafts, gudgeons, housings and flexible couplings for rotary shafts
475 Planetary gear transmission systems and components
536 Organic compounds (selected)

Notes:

Numbers associated with classes of technology correspond to the classification by the U.S. Patent Office.
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Separators, and associated technologies such as fluid handling, liquid purification, and

mineral oil processes, accounted for the majority of all U.S. patents, followed by the

milking machines (under the heading animal husbandry). Note the number of patents in

the field of endless belt power transmission, which should reflect efforts to cope with the

often noted difficulties in developing power sources that matched the high speed of the

separators (the last patent in the class occurred in the period 1931-1935). Because of its

relatively recent introduction, the plate heat exchanger accounted for a more limited

number of patents in the period, which however was to increase in the following periods.

The first patents related to separators occurred in the period 1890-1896 (10 patents,

of which 7 originated in Sweden and 2 in the U.S.), and technological activity in the field

was sustained throughout the 1930s and also after the second world war. The first patent

related to milking machines occurred in the period 1896-1890 (1 patent originating in the

U.S.), but patenting activity picked up significantly in the period 1914-1918 (16 patents,

all in the U.S.) and continued throughout the interwar period.

The plate heat exchanger technology emerged in the 1930s and was developed in

particular after the second world war. However, here the picture becomes more complex.

The first patent in heat exchange was already recorded in the 18808, and Alfa Laval's

foreign patents in the period 1931-1935 relate to Canada and not to Germany. This

suggests that the class includes several related technologies, which is supported by the

observation that major patents had already emerged in the 1870s, and also that they were

owned by other firms in the 1930S33
.

Foreign Establishments

With separator demand picking up only slowly in Sweden, foreign sales became important

for Alfa Laval from very early on". Foreign sales already accounted for 50% of the

total in the first year of operation (1879), and had increased to 80% in 1883. The three

33 The German subsidiary originally licensed the technology from the British firm Aluminum Plant and
Vessel Co.

34 In 1879, Alfa Laval sold 24 separators in Sweden, compared to the 47 that were sold abroad. In 1881,
a total of 43 separators had been sold in Sweden.
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most important early markets were the U.S., Germany, and Denmark". In the period

1911-1913, Sweden accounted for 11% of total sales, and foreign sales were concentrated

to continental Europe and the U.K. (65% of total sales), other countries including the

U.S. (20%), and the Scandinavian countries (4%).

Alfa Laval's early foreign establishments, presented in Table 10.2, illustrate the

importance of the German, Danish, and U.S. markets.

Table 10.2: Alfa Laval's early foreign establishments

1879 Denmark
1879 Germany
1879 France
1879 U.K.
1883 u.s.

Notes:

Subsidiaries

1897/1898 Austria (Vienna) 1)

1900/1901 Denmark (Copenhagen)
1901 Germany (Berlin)
1903 Hungary (Budapest)
1906/1907 France (Paris)
1907 Germany (Hamburg)
1910 Russia 2)

1923/1924 U.K.

Manufacturing units

1893 U.S. (Poughkeepsie)
1902 Germany (Berlin)
1907 Germany (Hamburg) 3)

1909/1910 Denmark (Copenhagen) 4)

1) Plate works established in 1907.
2) Previously supplied through Alfa-Nobel.
3) Acquisition of factory building.
4) Acquisition of Burmeister & Wain's separator business.

Source: Wohlert (1982), Gardlund & Fritz (1983).

The first U.S. sales unit and foreign subsidiary, the De Laval Separator Co. in New

York, was established in 188536
, and manufacturing in the U.S. started ten years later

35 In 1885, out of a total of 826 separators manufactured in Sweden, 24 % were sold in Sweden, 32 % in
Germany, 13% in the Nordic countries (mostly in Denmark), 13% in Australia and New Zealand, 8% in
France, 8 % in the U.K., and 2 % in other European countries, South America, and South Africa (Gardlund &
Fritz, 1983). Sales in the U.S. amounted to 394 machines, which were locally produced but equipped with
bowls imported from Sweden.

36 The de Laval Separator Co., or Lavalco, replaced the initial agent Jos. H. Reall, The agent had been
established in 1883, and apparently carried out operations under the name of De Laval Cream Separator Co.
for a number of years, using the U.S. firm Sharples as sub-suppliers. An additional U.S. unit, which emerged
later, is Alfa Laval Inc.
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in 1892-9337
• Early production was carried out in cooperation with Sharples, a future

competitor, which however seems to have lacked much of the required design and

production skills. For this reason, the cooperation involved the transfer of Swedish

designs, blueprints, and qualified personnel":

Although initially lacking technological skills, the U.S. operations soon became very

profitable, and contributed greatly to Alfa Laval's overall profits from an early stage".

The U.S. operations also became important for the development of new businesses. For

example, they were responsible for the introduction and expansion of the milking machine

business. The combination of these two factors, together with communication problems

posed by geographical distances, could explain why historically the U.s. operations were

very independent of the parent company.

In Germany, Alfa Laval established the first manufacturing operations in 1902 (Berlin)

and 1907 (Hamburg), in the latter case acquiring the firm Bergedorfer Eisenwerke'".

The Bergedorfer unit rapidly became one of the most important foreign units, perhaps

more in terms of sales than in terms of profits 41. In addition to various separators, the

acquisition of Bergedorfer introduced complementary products such as dairy equipment

(constituting 59% of sales in 1912) and margarine machines. Throughout most of the

period before the second world war, Bergedorfer was to remain a comparatively

diversified unit. It became involved in cooling equipment before the second world war,

and maintained production of textile machinery until the early 1970s.

37 At the Poughkeepsie plant (provisional production had started in Bloomfield in 1889).

38 Sharples terminated its contract as a sub-supplier in 1887, becoming a local U.S. competitor and also
entering the European market. The acquisition of skills appears to have been quite rapid. The technical
specifications of Sharples' products indicates high technical competence as early as in 1904 (higher speed than
the Alfa-Laval separators, and consequently high demands on durability and balancing of the bowl).
In the 1940s, Sharples introduced the first commercially successful decanter. Alfa Laval appears to have entered
the decanter technology through imitation, but failed to achieve any significant commercial success. Sharples
was to be acquired by Alfa Laval in 1988, and decanter operations were moved to the U.S.

39 According to Wohlert (1982), the U.S. subsidiary contributed 46 m. SEK in profits over the period 1889
1906, representing almost 90% of profits available to shareholders over the period. In 1913, Lavalco maintained
a 30-35 % market share in the U.S., the main competitor being International Harvester.

40 Bergedorfer had been employed as an agent in 1879.

41 In 1907, sales had grown to represent about 50 % of the sales of Swedish units, and by 1912 sales had
become almost as large.
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Alfa Laval's position in the Danish market was at times weak, particularly because of

price competition by the Danish competitor Burmeister & Wain42
• However,

management insisted on the company's local presence and active involvement with what

were seen as leading customers (Wohlert, 1982). Burmeister & Wain's operations were

eventually taken over by Alfa Laval in 1909/1910 as the Danish company fell into

financial difficulties.

The establishment in Austria (1897/1898) was of a different kind because separators

initially accounted for only a small share of overall sales. As the Austrian market was not

leading in terms of separator penetration, much of the product range consisted of dairy

equipment. Some of the early products included churns, steam boiling pans, preheaters,

coolers, transmissions, and transport cans.

As the result of increased competitive pressure in the 1920s, Alfa Laval set up an

additional number of sales subsidiaries to support sales and customer service in foreign

markets" . New sales subsidiaries were established in Finland (1925) , New Zealand

(1926), Argentina (1927), Norway (1927), Poland (1928), Yugoslavia (1929), and South

Africa (1929). Over time, some of these foreign sales subsidiaries acquired small scale

manufacturing operations, sometimes on the basis of product licenses, to support local

sales.

Shares of Foreign Technological Activity

With early foreign establishments and a majority of sales in foreign markets, it is not

surprising that Alfa Laval became involved in foreign technological activity from very

early on. What is surprising is that the firm's foreign technological activity became

dominant at such an early stage. In fact, in the period 1896-1890, patents of foreign

origin already accounted for 60% of Alfa Laval's U.S. patents, reaching more than 90%

around the time of the first world war (Chart 10.1).

42 In 1884, Alfa Laval had sold a total of 150 separators in Denmark, compared to the 300 delivered by
Danish competitors. In Germany, however, Alfa Laval outsold the Danish firms by a wide margin. Another
Danish competitor was Titan, which was to be acquired by Alfa Laval in 1969.

43 In many cases, local agents were not believed to possess the required knowledge of the products or their
servicing.
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Chart 10.1: Share of U.S. patents of foreign origin in Alfa Laval, 1890-1938,
5-year periods
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The dominance of Swedish patenting in the period 1890-1895 could be explained by

evidence that the early separator technology was developed in Sweden and transferred to

the foreign subsidiaries (Wohlert, 1982). Also, much of the production technology, e.g.

the balancing of the bowls, was in the hands of skilled Swedish engineers. These skilled

engineers were rotated among the foreign units in order to transfer knowledge and

gradually improve local manufacturing skills.

In spite of extensive separator know-how in Alfa Laval's home units", the U.S.

subsidiary rapidly took over a substantial part of the development work of the

separator", and subsequently became actively involved in the milking machine business

(Tables 10.3 and 10.4). Within a few years, the U.S. subsidiary came to account for a

very large share of patenting in the two most important technologies within Alfa Laval.

In effect, a majority of all technologies represented by the firm would become dominated

by patents of U.S. origin from 1910 and onward (Table 10.5).

44 The term "home units" is used as a collective term for organizational units and subsidiaries located in
Sweden,

45 It is not clear why or how the U.S. subsidiary took over a large share of the development work. The
development of Sharples (as described in footnote 38) illustrates that the capability to develop and manufacture
commercially viable separators could be rapidly acquired.
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Table 10.3: Number of U.S. patents of Swedish and U.S. origin, separators and bowls, 1890-1938

1890-1895 1896-1900 1901-1905 1906-1910 1911-1913 1914-1918 1919-1925 1926-1930 1931-1935 1936-1938

Sweden
u.S.

7
2

5
9

4
11

16
2

3
2

o
10

6
19

6
3

13
14

10
5

tv

N

Table 10.4: Number of U.S. patents of Swedish and U.S. origin, animal husbandry, 1890-1938

1890-1895 1896-1900 1901-1905 1906-1910 1911-1913 1914-1918 1919-1925 1926-1930 1931-1935 1936-1938

Sweden
U.S.

o
o

o
1

o
o

1
o

o
3

o
15

o
21

o
4

1
18

2
3



Table 10.5: u.s. patenting by home and foreign units according to classes of technology, 1890-1938

Period (1) Number and percentage (2) Number and percentage (3) Number and percentage .rn..±m
of classes dominated by of classes dominated by of classes with U.S.
U.S. patents originating U.S. patents originating patents of both home
at home abroad and foreign origin

1890-1895 10 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%) 100.0%
1896-1900 2 (33.3%) 2 (33.4%) 2 (33.3%) 66.7%
1901-1905 o (0.0%) o (0.0%) 1 (100.0%) 0.0%
1906-1910 10 (90.9%) o (0.0%) 1 (9.1 %) 90.9%
1911-1913 1 (16.7%) 4 (66.6%) 1 (16.7%) 83.3%
1914-1918 o (0.0%) 10 (90.9%) 1 (9.1 %) 90.9%
1919-1925 1 (4.2%) 23 (95.8%) o (0.0%) 100.0%
1926-1930 2 (11.1%) 13 (72.2%) 3 (16.7%) 83.3%

N
1931-1935 8 (24.2%) 22 (66.7%) 3 (9.1 %) 90.9%

VJ

1936-1938 3 (18.8%) 9 (56.2%) 4 (25.0%) 75.0%

Notes:

Dominated implies 75% or more of the total number of patents.



It is reasonable to assume that the U.S. subsidiary had a relatively high propensity to

patent in its home market, making the importance of U.S. technological activity appear

greater than it actually was. On the other hand, the home units of Alfa Laval had shown

that they were accustomed to patenting in the U.S. market before local operations were

established (collaboration with local patenting agencies and consultants was extensive at

the time Alfa Laval first entered the U.S. market). Although the foreign share of

technological is probably inflated before the second world war, the substantial share of

patenting by the U.s. subsidiary is unlikely to be explained by patenting propensity alone.

There is some evidence that historically Alfa Laval's fields of technological strength

were not the same at home as abroad (particularly in the period 1910-1930)46. Also,

there is complementary evidence that Alfa Laval specialized technological activity

according to more narrowly defined classes of technology over the period 1890-1938. In

a majority of technologies, technological activity was concentrated to either foreign or

home units. At certain times, however, there was also a significant proportion of

technologies where development work was carried out simultaneously both at home and

abroad.

The U.S. subsidiary was basically the only foreign unit producing patents over the

period 1890-1938. There was an insignificant number of patents from units in the U.K.

(4), France (3), and Canada (2) towards the end of the period (see Appendix 10.3). Most

of the patents originating outside the U.S. related to separators and separator

technologies, although a small number were in food processes, organic compounds, and

plate heat exchangers. From a technological point of view, Alfa Laval was aU.S. rather

than Swedish firm throughout much of its infancy.

Alfa Laval in the Period 1939-1945

Contrary to the general tendency of declining patenting activity during the second world

war, Alfa Laval did not experience a drop in total U.S. patenting in the period 1939-

46 This is indicated by calculating rank correlation coefficients of RTAs over 5-year periods and 33 fields
of technological activity, excluding those fields where neither home nor foreign patents have been observed (see
Appendix 10.2).
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1945. Continuing a trend which had been begun in the mid-1930s, U.S. patents

originating in Sweden came to account for an increasing share of the total (there were 48

Swedish patents and 38 foreign patents in the period 1939-1945). The U.S. remained the

most important foreign source of patents, although a small number of patents originated

in the U.K. (4) and Germany (1).

The slight increase in patenting activity in the U.K. 47 (there had been 2 U.S. patents

of U.K. origin in the period 1926-1930, and 1 in 1931-1935) could be explained by the

transfer of blueprints of both industrial separators and milking machines which was

conducted just before the war". This type of technology transfer was typically the result

of wartime restrictions on trade and nationalistic policies, and thus transformed sales

subsidiaries into units with manufacturing and later research and development capabilities.

Similar transfers had been made to the Italian unit, which started the manufacturing of

separators in 1936, and later became a center for developing olive oil separators within

Alfa Laval".

Perhaps the most interesting observation is that the geographical location of

technological activity started shifting from the U.S. subsidiary to Sweden in several

important classes of technology began at about the time of the second world war. The

process of shifting the location of technological activity involved not only the separators

and milking machines, but also technologies such as fluid handling, mineral oils,

processes and products, as well as process disinfecting, deodorizing, preserving or

sterilizing chemical apparatus. This development is examined in more detail in the

following section.

47 The U.K. unit had become majority owned in 1923, and named De Laval Chadbum (later re-named Alfa
Laval Co. Ltd.). The U.K. unit became Alfa Laval's second center for developing industrial and marine
separators in 1926 (the first had been established in the U.S.).

48 Gardlund & Fritz (1983).

49 The first Italian agent (M. Sordi) had been established in 1911.
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Alfa Laval in the Period 1946-1990

In the two decades following the second world war, Alfa Laval by and large remained

within the fields of cream separation, milking machines, preheating and pasteurizing milk,

pumping the liquids50 , and measuring dairy product quality. Growth was generated by

the milking machines, industrial separators, and the plate heat exchangers, whereas the

hand separators lost much of their importance". While some diversification efforts were

undertaken in the 1940s and 1950s (involving household products, washing machines, and

lawn mowers), the 1960s were mainly characterized by a concentration on the traditional

technologies":

As demand for separators, milking machines, and plate heat exchangers stagnated in

the 1960S53
, efforts were increased to build systems around these components". Some

of these systems combined components for a specified customer need, while others took

the form of complete turn-key dairies and food processing plants. The development of

very large dairy systems of a turn-key nature started in the 1950s, with two complete

50 Zander & Ingestrom was acquired in 1969. It had started off in steam turbines and later moved into
pumps and fluid handling.

51 In 1970, farming (hand separators and milking machines) accounted for 28 % of total sales, dairy
equipment (large separators, plate heat exchangers, and other equipment) for 17%, and industrial separators
(including industrial plate heat exchangers) for 50 %.

52 In a few instances, Alfa Laval had also become involved in rather unrelated technologies. One case of
unrelated diversification was associated with an acquired firm, Svenska Stalpressningsaktiebolager Olofstrom
(formerly Olofstroms Bruk). This unit, primarily because of spare capacity, started producing car bodies for
the Swedish car and truck manufacturer Volvo in the late 1920s. As it grew with the expansion of the car
industry, it was eventually acquired by Volvo in 1969. Other unrelated technologies had been introduced by
some of the foreign subsidiaries. For example, Bergedorfer had introduced manufacturing of textile machines
in 1949, which was only discontinued in the early 1970s.

53 The agricultural sector had come to account for a decreasing share of Alfa Laval sales throughout the
1970s and 1980s. It represented a high of 35% of total sales in the early 1970s, but had declined to 20% in
1990. As farmers had stopped buying hand separators, the milking machines were the most important product
for agricultural customers.

54 Alfa Laval's move into complete dairy systems has a historical parallel. In the early days, competitors
supplying complete dairy machinery and systems had an advantage in selling the separators. Being able to sell
separators as parts of larger systems was one factor underlying the acquisition of the German firm Bergedorfer
Eisenwerke.
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diaries delivered to Egypt (Cairo) and India (New Delhi) as important landmarks".

Other turn-key projects were carried out in Italy, the former Soviet Union, and Saudi

Arabia. The increasing involvement in what was called the Agri business, formally

established as a separate division in 1963, resulted in the design of milking stalls,

computer-controlled feeding systems, as well as a wide range of products and

consumables (e.g. detergents).

A more substantial broadening of the technological portfolio started in the 1970s and

became particularly pronounced in the late 1980s, when a series of major acquisitions

were made to diversify out of the traditional but mature businesses 56 • In 1974, Alfa

Laval began to develop electronic systems control for food processing lines, and expanded

this area by acquiring the Swedish firm SattControl in 198657
• Precision measuring,

dosing, analyzing and mixing equipment for food processing were added through the

acquisition of the German firm Bran + Lubbe (1981) and the U.S. firm Technicon (1987).

The field of flow equipment, including advanced plumbing and piping, was developed

through a series of acquisitions towards the mid-1980s (including TriClover in the U.S.

and Saunders in the U.K.)58. Several acquisitions of manufacturers of convenience food

equipment were also made in the 1980s.

During the 1980s, Alfa Laval became involved in biotechnology (primarily through

minority stakes in the U.S. firm Genentech and the acquisition of the Swiss firm Chemap

in 1986). Positions in this field were eventually divested, although Chemap was

restructured and retained. Ewos was acquired in 1979 and maintained until 1987. For part

of this time, it was assigned responsibility for a separate business area, namely animal

health and nutrition.

55 The two systems had a daily capacity of 100,000 and 300,000 liters of milk respectively.

56 Between 1985 and 1989, Alfa Laval acquired 22 companies with combined sales of approximately 4
billion SEK.

57 Important operations within automation comprised process and factory automation, instruments, materials
handling, and service.

58 Technological progress appears to have been slow in the postwar period within the fields of pipes and
tubular conduits (class 138), joint packing (277), and pipe joints or couplings (285). With the exception of joint
packing, which has been dominated by Swedish patenting, patents have not been recorded since the late 1950s.
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u. S. Patenting Activity

Alfa Laval's U.S. patenting activity over the period 1946-1970 reflects its continued

dependence on established technologies (Table 10.6)59. Separators and related

technologies continued to dominate, supported by the development of new industrial

applications. Development of the plate heat exchanger, which had started in the 1930s,

continued after the second world war and was to become even more rapid in the 1980s.

There was also significant involvement in milking machines and animal husbandry,

although the most important period of technological activity appears to have been the

prewar period.

There are also indications that new technologies emerged and other technologies

expanded. These include chemistry carbon compounds'", food or edible material

processes, sugar, starch, and carbohydrates, and apparatus for foods and beverages.

Growth in patenting related to food processes could reflect the application of separator

techniques in the food processing area, e.g. in fruit juices, but also a more general

interest in food processing techniques.

59 Note that the time period is shorter than the one reported in Table 10.1, and consequently the figures are
not directly comparable. Alfa Laval's total U.S. patenting in the period 1946-1990, divided into 5-year periods,
is presented in Appendix 10.4.

60 The development of chemistry carbon compounds, as well as of peptides or proteins, and lignins, is
somewhat difficult to explain, as sources do not indicate any significant involvement in these two fields.
Chemistry carbon compounds peaked in the 1950s (18 patents out of a total of 26), but the first patents had been
registered in the period 1919-1925. The Swedish units accounted for slightly more than half of all patents, and
the U.S. unit for the remainder. Peptides or protein, and lignins received a rather constant number of patents
from the 1940s to the 1980s. Involvement in this field could be related to growing interest in the cellulose
industry, which would also have an impact on the development of plate heat exchangers.
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Table 10.6: Alfa Laval's U.S. patenting according to classes of technology, 1946
1970

Class of technology Numberof U.S. Patents

494 Imperforate bowl, centrifugal separators 101
260 Chemistry carbon compounds 29
165 Heat exchange 23
119 Animal husbandry 21
426 Food or edible material: processes, compositions and products 21
137 Fluid handling 16
366 Agitating (chemical) 9
127 Sugar, starch and carbohydrates 8
208 Mineral oils, processes and products 8
99 Foods and beverages: apparatus 7

134 Cleaning and liquid contact with solids 7
384 Bearings or guides 7
422 Process disinfecting, deodorizing, preserving or sterilizing, chemical apparatus 7
530 Chemistry, peptides or proteins, lignins or reaction products thereof 7
15 Brushing, scrubbing and general cleaning (apparatus) 5

159 Concentrating evaporators 5
62 Refrigeration 4

285 Pipe joints or couplings 4
8 Bleaching and dyeing of textiles and fibers 3

55 Gas separation 3
73 Measuring and testing 3

248 Supports (metal) 3
376 Induced nuclear reaction, systems and elements 3
392 Electric resistant heating devices 3
418 Rotary expansible chamber devices 3
210 Liquid purification or separation 2
212 Traversing hoists 2
222 Dispensing 2
251 Valve and valve actuation 2
252 Compositions 2
310 Electrical generator or motor structure 2
417 Pumps 2
17 Butchering 1
29 Metal-working 1
34 Drying and gas or vapor contact with solids 1
68 Textiles, fluid treating apparatus 1
74 Machine elements and mechanisms 1

100 Presses 1
138 Pipes and tubular conduits 1
139 Textiles, weaving 1
162 Paper making and fiber preparation 1
175 Boring or penetrating the earth 1
198 Conveyors, power driven 1
209 Classifying, separating and assorting solids 1
220 Metallic receptacles 1
269 Work holders 1
273 Amusement devices, games 1
277 Joint packing 1
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Table 10.6: Alfa Laval's U.S. patenting according to classes of technology, 1946
1970 (continued)

Class of technology Numberof U.S. Patents

294 Handling, hand and hoist-line implements
324 Electricity, measuring and testing
340 Communications, electrical
406 Conveyors, fluid current
464 Rotary shafts, gudgeons, housings and flexible couplings for rotary shafts

Notes:

Numbers associated with classes of technology correspond to the classification by the U.S. Patent Office.
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Patenting in the class brushing, scrubbing, and general cleaning is likely to reflect

Alfa Laval's temporary involvement in washing machines. In the period 1956-1962, there

had been plans to merge the household and white-goods operations of Alfa Laval and

Electrolux, plans which however were never realized. It is indicated by Gardlund & Fritz

(1983) that Alfa Laval held a stronger position in washing machines (which were

developed in order to support sales of hand separators), and patenting in the fields

emerged in the period 1951-1955 (3 patents 1951-1955,2 patents 1966-1970). A curiosity

is the somewhat unexpected patent in amusement devices and games.

Alfa Laval's increasing technological diversification in the 1970s and 1980s was also

reflected in its U.S. patenting (Table 10.7)61. In some of the technologies, acquired units

accounted for part or the majority of patenting, as in package making (O.G. Hoyer,

acquired in 1977), bio affecting drugs and body treating compositions (Ewos, 1978),

radiant energy (Bran + Lubbe, 1981), and plastic article or earthenware shaping (O.G.

Hoyer and Formax Inc., 1989). Other technologies experienced somewhat of a revival,

in particular the field of molecular biology and microbiology (involving Chemap, which

had been acquired in 1986)62.

61 Alfa Laval also exited a number of technologies, as 53 classes were represented in the 1946-1970 period
and 58 classes were represented in 1971-1990. The great majority of the classes that were abandoned only
accounted for one or a few patents, although one exception was mineral oils, processes and products (8 patents
in the 1946-1970 period). There was also a significant reduction in the number of patents in chemistry carbon
compounds (down from 20 to 1).

62 There were 10 patents in the 1971-1990 period, compared to the previous total of 2 patents.
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Table 10.7: New classes of technology introduced in Alfa Laval in the period 1971
1990

New class of technology

53 Package making
425 Plastic article or earthenware shaping or treating: apparatus
48 Gas, heating, and illuminating
71 Chemistry, fertilizers

104 Railways
108 Horizontally supported planar surfaces
204 Chemistry, electrical and wave energy
250 Radiant energy
342 Communications, directive radio wave systems and devices
364 Electrical computers and data processing systems
409 Gear cutting, milling or planing
414 Material or article handling
424 Drug, bio-affecting and body treating compositions

Notes:

Numberof U.S. patents

5
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Numbers associated with classes of technology correspond to the classification by the U.S. Patent Office.

In addition to these new classes of technology, U.S. patenting in some of the

established technologies more than doubled compared with the 1946-1970 period. These

technologies included gas separation, refrigeration (STAL Refrigeration, acquired in

1973, accounted for a majority of patents), foods and beverages (apparatus), animal

husbandry?", heat exchange"; power driven conveyors, liquid purification or

separation, and pumps (including patenting by Bran +Lubbe, STAL Refrigeration, and

the Zander & Ingestrom subsidiary Jonkopings Mekaniska Verkstad, which was acquired

in 1969). While part of the increase can be explained by acquisitions, it could also reflect

the combination of an overall increase in Alfa Laval's research and development efforts

and the search for new applications of established technologies.

63 There was a total of 23 patent in the 1970s, compared to 13 in both the 1960s and 1980s.

64 There were 13 patents in the period 1981-1985, and 21 in 1986-1990.
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Foreign Establishments

The period after the second world war did not bring about any substantial changes in

terms of the distribution and share of foreign sales. The European Communities, the

Scandinavian countries, and the U.S. continued to account for the majority of total sales.

During the 1960s, the share of Swedish sales had increased to about 35 %, mostly as a

result of the expansion of the Olofstrom unit (which was later sold). Typically, however,

foreign sales accounted for more than 80% of the total, and approached the 90% mark

in the late 1980s.

In 1940, Alfa Laval had established majority-owned subsidiaries in 11 countries65 ,

and the transformation of foreign agents into sales subsidiaries continued over the next

two decades". In the mid-1970s, international operations had expanded to 70 foreign

subsidiaries located in 30 countries. The penetration of foreign markets was initially

accompanied by the expansion of production in several foreign subsidiaries. The increase

in foreign production was driven by several factors, including sustained import and export

restrictions, a lack of Swedish labor in the immediate postwar period, and the need to

maintain close contacts with local customers". Essentially, Alfa Laval became dependent

on a structure where foreign units in many cases duplicated the activities carried out at

home. These foreign units carried out all the activities characterizing an autonomous

company, especially the subsidiaries in the U.S., Germany, Italy, Great Britain, and

France.

The large subsidiaries experienced slight differences in their development pattern,

caused by variations in local demand and the strength of competitors in individual markets

and segments (international competitors included Westfalia, APV, and Sharples). For

65 SOU 1975:50.

66 Although Alfa Laval had experimented with several forms of servicing foreign countries, including sales
agents and various forms of cooperative agreements (subsidiaries of the Swedish ball-bearing manufacturer SKF
had been used as agents for Alfa Laval products in many distant markets before the second world war), most
agents were transformed into wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries in the period between 1910 and the first world
war. Sales subsidiaries set up during the 1960 included Argentina, Brazil, and Peru (1962), Chile and Mexico
(1963), Spain (1966), and the Netherlands (1967).

67 Other traditional explanations, given by Gardlund & Fritz (1983), include transportation costs, ambitions
to maintain flexibility in terms of where to carry out production, and the need to respond to competitors' moves.
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example, milking machines were relatively less important in France and Italy, because

of a combination of small-sized agricultural units and low labor costs. Plate heat

exchangers did not sell well in the U.S. because of low energy costs, but milking

machines did'". Local subsidiaries thus developed particular strengths in areas

corresponding to local demand, e.g. wine and cheese production in France, olive oil

separation in Italy, milking machines and marine separators in the U.K., marine

separators in Spain, and separation of vegetable oils in the U.S.

Specialization of Manufacturing and Technological Activity

One of the most important postwar organizational changes to take place in Alfa Laval was

the divisionalization of the company in 1968 (see Aman, 1994, from where much of the

information has been collected). This entailed the rationalization and specialization of

manufacturing and research and development among foreign units.

The most important period of restructuring of manufacturing operations related to the

1980s, but had apparently already started in the mid-1970s. As a result of restructuring

and specialization of international operations, the number of manufacturing units had been

reduced from 42 in 1974 to 15 in the early 1980s. However, the acquired capabilities of

foreign subsidiaries sometimes seem to have constituted the basis for a concentration of

production efforts to foreign units. For example, production of separators was centralized

to a selected number of foreign units (the main development and production units

remained in Sweden). The U.K. subsidiary concentrated on marine separators (which

were later discontinued) and milking machinery" , while the French subsidiary

concentrated on wine and cheese manufacturing systems70.

68 In the late 1960s, milking machines accounted for 35% of Lavalco's sales.

69 The last patent in centrifugal separators appeared in the period 1976-1980, and the first in animal
husbandry in the period 1971-1975.

70 The first patent in food and beverages apparatus appeared in the period 1981-1985.
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As several foreign production centers developed, there were also deliberate attempts

to create "centers of excellence" in various foreign units71. The Italian subsidiary, which

had started production of local types of separators in the 1930s, was given responsibility

for the development, production, and export of olive oil separators72. Titan, a Danish

firm which was acquired in 1969, became the center for decanter centrifuges, which was

complemented with an additional center through the acquisition of the U.S. firm Sharples

(1988)73. Bran +Lubbe became the center for dosing and analyzing after its acquisition

in 1981. Centers for pumping technology were established in Denmark, the U.S., and the

U.K., following acquisitions in the 1980s74. The center for fermentation processes was

located in Switzerland (Chemap), and the greater parts of fast food equipment operations

were located in the U. S. 75 .

Shifting the Geographical Location of Technological Activity

There are strong indications that starting at about the time of the second world war,

development of the most important technologies was shifted to the home units (Chart

10.2). This development is likely to have been sustained by divisionalization in the 1970s

71 In some cases, decisions to create centers of excellence had been taken quite early on. In the 1920s, one
of the appointed centers for the development of marine separators was the De Laval Chadbum company in the
U.K.

72 The first patent in liquid purification and separation appeared in the period 1986-1990.

73 As shown above, Sharples and Alfa Laval's U.S. subsidiary had cooperated in the 1880s, but since 1887
Sharples had carried out independent operations and developed the decanter technology. In fluid material
handling and fluid handling, the first Danish patents appeared in the periods 1981-1985 and 1986-1990
respectively. The U.S. units had been involved in these technologies for a long time (the first patents appeared
in 1931-1935 and 1919-1925 respectively).

74 This organizational change was not reflected in patenting activity. Although historically the U.S. and the
U.K. have accounted for half of all the patents in pumps (class 417), these patents related to the 1930s-1950s.
Instead, Germany (Bran+Liibbe) came to account for all patenting related to pumps in the 1980s. Swedish
patents had all appeared in the period 1971-1975.

75 In apparatus for foods and beverages (class 99), the U.S. accounted for 2 patents in the period 1981-1985
and 1 patent in 1986-1990 (the last previous patent had appeared in the period 1946-1950). There were no
Swedish patents in this class in the 1980s. In processes, compositions and products related to food and edible
material (class 426), the U.S. accounted for 1 patent in the period 1981-1985 (the last patent had previously
appeared in the period 1961-1965). In this class, Sweden accounted for an even larger and growing number of
patents in the 1980s.
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and 1980s, and the associated reduction of manufacturing and related research activities

in foreign units. Also, as foreign units were divided according to the different business

areas, critical mass in research and development might sometimes have been lost,

sustaining the shift of technological activity to the home units.
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Chart 10.2: The evolution of Alfa Lavals U.S. patents of home and foreign origin in selected technologies,
1890-1990
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Chart 10.2: The evolution of Alfa Lavals U.S. patents of home and foreign origin in selected technologies,
1890-1990
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Chart 10.2: The evolution of Alfa Lavals U.S. patents of home and foreign origin in selected technologies,
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Chart 10.2: The evolution of Alfa Lavals U.S. patents of home and foreign origin in selected technologies,
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As already indicated, the original development of Alfa Laval's separator had taken

place in Sweden, but following the transfer of manufacturing capabilities to the U.S.

subsidiary, a major part of the technological activity was to remain in the U.S. until the

1940s. From then on, the technological initiative gradually moved back to Alfa Laval's

home units. In other cases, technological activity had originally emerged in foreign units

but was subsequently shifted to the home units. The U.S. subsidiary Lavalco developed

the milking machines, and the first steps in designing plate heat exchangers were taken

in the German subsidiary Bergedorfer Eisenwerke. In both of these areas, research and

development was shifted to Alfa Laval's home units, starting about the time of the second

world war.

With the shifting of know-how in the areas of milking machines and plate heat

exchangers, the home units had also become responsible for the most important

technologies: separators (mainly larger units for dairy and chemical industries, and also

marine separators) 76, milking machines, and plate heat exchangers. In effect, the process

of shifting the location of technological activity from foreign subsidiaries to home units

included several other areas, such as fluid handling, mineral oils, processes and products,

and process disinfecting, deodorizing, preserving or sterilizing chemical apparatus.

Shares of Foreign Technological Activity

Following the second world war and shifts in the geographical location of technological

activity to the home units, Alfa Laval came to carry out an increasing share of its

technological activity at home. Patents of foreign origin maintained a share of slightly

more than 50 % of total patenting in the period 1946-1950, but gradually declined to reach

a low of 12% in the period 1971-1975 (Chart 10.3).

76 In the early 1980s, the development of selected types of separators was also carried out in the U.S.
(concentrating on separators produced for the U.S. Navy), Italy (medium-sized units for marine and food
systems), and Spain (small separators for marine use). Marine separator production was moved to Japan in
1980, but the majority of research and development was maintained in Sweden.
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Chart 10.3: Share of U.S. patents of foreign origin in Alfa Laval,
1939-1990, 5-year periods
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The reduced share of foreign patenting can only partly be explained by a general

expansion of research and development at home. As indicated in Chart 10.2, there are

reasons to believe that it was the result of actual shifting of technological activity in

important technologies from foreign subsidiaries to home units.

On an aggregate level, home and foreign technological activity became increasingly

similar in terms of areas of particular technological strength. This can be observed by

calculating rank correlation coefficients of RTAs over 5-year periods and 33 fields of

technology, excluding those fields where neither home nor foreign patents have been

observed (Table 10.8).

Table 10.8: Rank correlation between RTAs for home and foreign technological
activity, 1946-1990, 5-year periods

1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Spearman rank
correlation
coefficient

-0.05
0.26

-0.12
0.40
0.57
0.34
0.48
0.73
0.09

Number of
observations

12
12
10
13
11
14
12
11
13

The correlation between areas of particular strength at home and abroad became

positive and quite strong in the 1960s and 1970s, and particularly in the first part of the

1980s. This could partly be explained by the process of shifting the location of

technological activity from foreign to home units, involving a certain degree of

duplication in some of the periods. That this has indeed been the case is indicated by the

data in Table 10.9 below, showing that the degree of overlap in technological activity had

increased compared to previous periods and was particularly pronounced in the 1950s and

in the early 1960s.
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Table 10.9: u.S. patents originating at home and abroad according to classes of technology, 1946-1990

Period (1) Number and percentage (2) Number and percentage (3) Number and percentage ill±ill
of classes dominated by of classes dominated by of classes with V.S.
V.S. patents originating V .S. patents originating patents of both home
at home abroad and foreign origin

1946-1950 6 (31.6%) 10 (52.6%) 3 (15.8%) 84.2%
1951-1955 13 (48.1 %) 8 (29.7%) 6 (22.2%) 77.8%
1956-1960 11 (57.9%) 3 (15.8%) 5 (26.3%) 73.7%
1961-1965 14 (66.7%) 2 (9.5%) 5 (23.8%) 76.2%
1966-1970 18 (75.0%) 4 (16.7%) 2 (8.3%) 91.7%
1971-1975 23 (82.2%) 3 (10.7%) 2 (7.1 %) 92.9%
1976-1980 17 (68.0%) 3 (12.0%) 5 (20.0%) 80.0%

N 1981-1985 20 (69.0%) 6 (20.7%) 3 (10.3%) 89.7%lJ,.)

~

1986-1990 7 (28.0%) 13 (52.0%) 5 (20.0%) 80.0%

Notes:

Dominated implies 75% or more of the total number of patents.



Towards the end of the period, however, the degree of correlation decreased once

again. This development probably reflects Alfa Laval's attempts to move into new

technologies in the late 1980s, in particular by means of foreign acquisitions. In the

period 1986-1990, the foreign share of patenting had risen again, reaching almost 40%.

The increased dependence on foreign technological activity is also indicated in Table

10.9, showing that foreign units had come to account for a dominant share of patenting

in the majority of technologies in the period 1986-1990. The most likely scenario is that

the foreign acquisitions were followed by the maintaining of technological skills and the

designation of development responsibility to the foreign units. It is also likely that some

of the new technologies have been accidentally unrelated but kept for the time being.

Although Alfa Laval's foreign units assumed responsibility for an increasing part of

the firm's technological activity, the overall extent of specialization within the

international network of subsidiaries remained basically unchanged. There were several

technologies where U.S. patenting was divided between home and abroad in the 1950s

and 1960s, but the majority of technologies were represented exclusively by either home

or foreign units. Generally, the duplication of technological activity at home and abroad

does not appear to have been a frequent or preferred solution.

The postwar period also shifted the geographical borders of technological activity, as

several new countries came to contribute with a limited amount of patenting. The U.S.

lost its predominance among the foreign countries as a supplier of new technology in the

1960s and the 1970s, but re-established its leading position in the late 1980s. The shares

that were lost were essentially taken over by the Swedish units. Overall, the Swedish

units and U.S. subsidiaries have accounted for 80% or more of the total patenting

throughout the postwar period (see Appendix 10.5).

Summary

The early development of Alfa Laval indicates that internationalization was primarily

brought about by the desire to exploit rather than to find new technologies. As demand

for separators in Sweden was hampered by the locally competitive ice method, market

potential appears to have been the most important factor in deciding where to locate sales
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and manufacturing units (essentially, sales subsidiaries and manufacturing were set up

where there were large populations of cows). Foreign acquisitions, as in the case of the

German firm Bergedorfer Eisenwerke, were sometimes based on the ambition to sell

separators as parts of diary systems, but again desired access to local markets seems to

have been the dominant motive.

The close monitoring of technological advancements in foreign markets was an

additional but probably an accidental benefit resulting from the decision to establish

foreign subsidiaries. Although accounts of Alfa Laval's early development indicate

management's interest in technological developments in foreign countries, many of the

technological impulses were collected in a rather structured or codified form, not

requiring local market presence. Some of the technological advances could be accessed

at the European industrial fairs or by the purchasing of foreign patents, e.g. the von

Bechtolsheim patent in 1889.

Although the initial development of the separators took place in Sweden, one

particularly important aspect of Alta Laval's development is that foreign subsidiaries

rapidly came to dominate its technological activity. Not only did the U.S. subsidiary take

over a major part of the work on the separator, but patents of foreign origin came to

dominate throughout a wide range of other technologies. In particular, two of the

subsequently most important technologies, the milking machines and the plate heat

exchangers, were pioneered by units in the U.S. and Germany respectively.

Equall y important is the continuous reduction in the share of foreign technological

activity which started around the time of the second world war. This development was

to a large extent associated with the reduction of foreign technological activity and the

simultaneous increase in technological activity at home. The transfer of the plate heat

exchanger from German to Swedish units can be accounted for by the advent of the

second world war. However, explanations for the observed shifts in the location of

technological activity related to separators and milking machines from the U.S. to Sweden

are more difficult to find.

The divisionalization of Alfa Laval probably contributed to the reduced share of

foreign technological activity in the 1970s and 1980s. However, this does not explain the

shifting of technological activity to home units which appears to have started after the
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second world war. One answer could be that over time the U.S. subsidiary lost its

development power, which required the shifting of technological efforts to units that could

better conduct the development work. Another suggestion would be that headquarters did

not feel comfortable with having lost control over important technological capabilities,

especially as the reputedly strong-headed management group in the U.S. made any form

of technological cooperation or coordination impossible, Essentially, there appears to have

been no exchange of information between headquarters and the U.S. subsidiary Lavalco,

and headquarter managers were apparently not welcome at the U.S. subsidiary"? As

long as the U. S. subsidiary supplied a dominant share of profits, headquarters in Sweden

might have found it inadvisable or politically impossible to interfere with local operations.

Nevertheless, as the relative importance of U.S. profits diminished and the supply of new

technology decreased, headquarters might have felt that it was the right time to re-gain

control over some of the most important technologies.

However, there is also the question of why the location of technological activity was

shifted to Sweden rather than to other units in the international network of subsidiaries.

It is reasonable to assume that development responsibility would be transferred to units

where major financial and technological resources were located, but in the case of the

milking machine, the Swedish units had notably failed in their development efforts. The

U.K. would have been a better choice, as it had proved profitable during much of the

postwar period and was also capable of handling the milking machine technology.

Possibly, the choice of location indicates the existence of ethnocentricity which at the time

interfered with technological considerations.

Some of the findings are also of methodological importance, and have already been

touched upon briefly in Chapter 4. Although the patenting data have potentially missed

the patenting by some of the units that were acquired at an early stage, Alfa Laval's

consolidated U. S. patenting to a large extent seems to reflect both its technological and

economic development. The emergence and development of major new technologies, the

internationalization of technological activity and creation of foreign centers of excellence,

77 Gardlund & Fritz (1983).
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as well as the recently introduced international acquisition strategy are to a large extent

reflected in the patenting data.

In summary, the evolution of Alfa Laval points to the existence of a "backward" and

oscillating multinational firm. Contrary to established theory on the internationalization

of the multinational firm, Alfa Laval's most important technological capabilities were

located in units outside its country of domicile. The oscillating characteristics result from

the apparently systematic efforts after the second world war to shift the location of

technological activity in the most important technologies to the home units, and also from

the more recent efforts to re-expand the share of foreign technological activity (Chart

10.4).
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Chart 10.4: Alfa Laval's oscillating involvement in foreign technological
activity, 1890-1990
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The renewed search for technology in foreign countries might have been initiated by

a slowdown in technological progress at home, and could indicate that Alfa Laval's

history is about to repeat itself. This would involve the development of new technologies

in foreign units and the shifting of technological responsibility to home units as the

technologies prove successful. These and other issues related to the nature of the

multinational firm will be discussed in the concluding chapter.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

This chapter summarizes the results of the empirical investigations of this study, and

relates them to theories in the field of international business. Particular emphasis is placed

on the overall development of technological activity in the 31 sample firms, and on what

the findings suggest about the nature of the multinational firm. The discussion proposes

several amendments to theories of the international operations of multinational firms, and

advocates an evolutionary perspective on the development of the multinational firm.

The Evolution of Foreign Technological Activity

The evolution of the amount of foreign technological activity in the sample firms shows

that foreign units have only recently come to playa more important role in the supply of

new technology. Although the share of foreign technological activity was not insignificant

before the second world war, it did not reach more substantial proportions until the 1970s

and 1980s. While many studies have shown that foreign sales and manufacturing have

developed rapidly in multinational firms (the Swedish case is described by Swedenborg,

1979, 1982, 1985; Swedenborg et aI., 1988), the current study shows that there has been

much more reluctance to carry out technological activity in foreign countries.

The share of foreign technological activity in the sample firms had reached some 10%

before the second world war (excluding the patenting by Alfa Laval which will be

discussed further below). As the share of foreign technological activity declined during

the war, this figure was not to be reached again until the early 1960s. Much of the drop

could be explained by difficulties in sustaining technological activity in countries which

were directly involved in the second world war. However, as the absolute number of

u.S. patents originating in Sweden increased during the war, it is also possible that the

location of technological activity was shifted from foreign to home units. This hypothesis

is to some extent supported by findings related to Alfa Laval, which started shifting
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technological activity in a broad range of technologies to the home units around the time

of the second world war.

Following marked increases in the early 19608 and late 1970s, the share of foreign

technological activity had reached 30% in the 1986-1990 period, and was close to 40%

in 1990. These figures represent an upward adjustment of previous findings on the

amount of foreign technological activity among Swedish multinational firms (Swedenborg

et aI., 1988; Hakanson, 1981, 1989, 1992; Hakanson & Nobel, 1993a). The higher shares

of foreign technological activity identified in the present study might partly be explained

by the use of patents as a measure of technological output. Previous studies have been

based on estimates of research and development expenditure or the number of people

employed in research and development departments. Estimates of this kind are sometimes

complicated by matters of definition and the availability of information. Also, one

particular feature of patenting data is that they potentially reflect technological

advancements originating in all parts of the firm, not only advancements which take place

within formal research and development departments.

However, differences in the observed shares of foreign technological activity are partly

related to disparate samples. For example, Hakanson (1989, 1992) and HAkanson &

Nobel (1993a) did not incorporate the formation of ABB in 1988, which significantly

increased foreign technological activity in the predecessor ASEA. It is also possible that

a relatively high patenting propensity among U.S. units has inflated the share of foreign

technological activity observed in the present study. The effect is likely to have been most

significant in the period before the second world war, but has probably been reduced with

internationalization of patenting practices among the sample firms and the broadening

geographical scope of their technological activity (including foreign units in countries

such as Germany, Switzerland, the U.K. and Italy).

It is reasonable to assume that increasing shares of foreign technological activity

among the sample firms have followed from the establishment of foreign manufacturing

units and foreign acquisitions 1
, although the exact relationship has yet to be more closely

examined. One preliminary observation is that the considerable increases in foreign direct

1 See e.g. Granstrand (1979), Hakanson & Zander (1986) and Holm (1994).
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investment among Swedish multinationals in the 1960s and early 1970s (Swedenborg,

1985) were not reflected in any significant movements in the share of foreign

technological activity. As there was a closer correlation in the 1980s, this could possibly

be linked to the proliferation of foreign acquisitions among Swedish multinational firms

(Swedenborg, 1982, 1992; Forsgren, 1989). These foreign acquisitions are likely to have

resulted in the immediate addition of foreign technological capabilities, not requiring the

more time-consuming establishment of local technological capacity or the international

transfer of technology. In some cases, the foreign acquisitions might have resulted in the

development of foreign centers of excellence and the division of labor within the sample

firms. In other cases, the acquisitions may have introduced desired or undesired

duplication of technological effort at home and abroad, which was retained due to the

sensitive nature of a decision which would reduce technological activity in either location.

Evolving Profiles of Foreign Technological Activity

At first glance, the growing shares of foreign technological activity in the sample firms

appear to indicate increasing efforts to assimilate new and previously unexploited

technology in foreign countries. However, an examination of the profile of foreign

technological activity by and large rejects this proposition. There is evidence that since

the second world war the profile of foreign technological activity has become increasingly

and significantly similar to the profile of home technological activity. Further

examinations of this trend suggest that shifts in the location of technological activity from

home to foreign units, supported by foreign acquisitions in established fields of

technology (as indicated by Forsgren & Larsson, 1984), explain a large part of the

convergence. Basically, foreign technological activity reflects the international extension

of technological capabilities originating at home, illustrating the persistence of the

"missionary model of the MNC" (as described by Hedlund & Kogut, 1993).

On closer examination, the findings indicate that there are two processes at work

within the sample firms. At the aggregate level, the firms have remained within their

established fields of technology, or what might be referred to as technological paths or

paradigms, when technological activity has been extended into foreign units (Dosi, 1982,
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1988a). Within each of these fields of technology, the firms over time have tended to

branch out into several more narrowly defined but related classes of technology. This

type of technological diversification has predominantly originated at home, and the related

technological capabilities have mainly remained exclusively in the home units. However,

some of the technological activity has also been extended into foreign countries, either

to be shared between home and abroad or to be shifted exclusively to the foreign units.

It appears that this development would largely explain the increasing correspondence

between the overall profiles of home and foreign activity in the postwar period.

At the level of more narrowly defined classes of technology, which correspond more

closely to the business unit level and might be thought of as technological trajectories, the

sample firms have tended to specialize and concentrate their technological activity

geographically. The geographical concentration of technological activity might be

explained in several ways. One explanation would be based on efficiency arguments, and

relates to the cost and output of research and development activities. In view of this, the

preference for concentration should reflect efforts to avoid costly duplication of

technological activity and the difficulties involved in international technology transfer. A

related interpretation would be that local industrial environments are idiosyncratic, and

that the sample firms have not had the opportunity or desire to duplicate technological

activity in several geographical locations (Porter, 1990). According to this view, the firms

will have identified the most productive locations for carrying out different types of

technological activity, and by and large retained technological activity within these

locations",

A second explanation would be based on psychological and sociological factors. The

concentration of technological activity in either home or foreign units might be the result

of an unwillingness to share technology for fear of losing control over development, and

an overall reluctance to accept and further develop technology which has emerged in

2 The findings are consistent with the suggestions that the multinational firm specializes in certain areas of
technological activity internationally, and might use this specialization in order to combine technological
activities within more narrowly defined fields of technology (Hedlund, 1986, 1992). However, the actual
international combination of different technologies cannot be addressed directly on the basis of the collected
data.
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other units of the firm. Another main factor could be that knowledge is embedded in

people, who are often reluctant to change their country of residence.

Finally, the analysis of the origin of newly introduced classes of technology indicates

that the share of new technologies introduced by foreign units does not match the overall

share of foreign technological activity. By and large, the home units have continued to

introduce the majority of all new classes of technology, and the location of the related

technological activity has then in some cases been shifted to foreign locations. The share

of new technologies introduced by foreign units has typically been less than 15% in the

postwar period, but increased to around 27% in the period 1986-1990. However, this

increase is partly the result of reduced technological activity at home. In the late 1980s,

new technologies developed in foreign units represented less than 10% of the total

existing stock of technologies.

The observed decline in the introduction of new classes of technology at home is

interesting and might be somewhat alarming to managers in the sample firms. Further

research might focus on the reasons for this decline, and also examine if there is a link

between reduced technological activity at home and the expansion of foreign technological

activity. For example, there are reasons to believe that Alfa Laval's acquisition program

in the late 1980s was partly driven by the maturing of its established technologies, and

a desire to find new and growing technologies particularly in foreign countries.

Shifts in the Geographical Location of Technological Activity

While technological capabilities have typically remained in the location where they

originated, the most common shifts in the location of technological activity have been

from home to foreign units. The duplication of technological activity at home and abroad

might have resulted from the sample firms' attempts to exploit technology developed at

home in foreign countries3
• It is also possible that the sample firms have sometimes

3 The exploitation of technology developed at home would include the establishment of foreign research and
development departments to support local production. These foreign research and development departments
might over time have developed increasingly sophisticated technological capabilities, including the capability
to develop new technology. Duplication might also have occurred as the result of acquisitions of foreign
competitors, aimed at restructuring the industry or employed as a means to gain rapid market access (see e.g.
Hakanson & Zander, 1988).
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attempted to gain better insights into foreign innovatory activity in existing fields of

technology (as suggested by Dunning, 1992c). It is quite possible that this international

sharing of technological activity in a limited number of technologies promotes the

convergence of technological capabilities worldwide.

The duplication of technological activity at home and abroad would involve the

greenfield establishment of foreign research and development departments as well as the

acquisitions of important foreign competitors. In the context of major foreign acquisitions,

it might be interesting to further examine if they have been driven by a genuine interest

in monitoring technological advancements in foreign countries, or if they are proof of an

ambition to service foreign markets or to restructure industries at an international level.

In the latter case, acquisitions might have left the firms with largely unwanted foreign

research and development departments, which are difficult to restructure or close down.

The complete shift of technological activity from home to foreign units might be due

to the fact that foreign expansion has introduced extensive manufacturing operations in

foreign units which have sometimes achieved higher productivity than the home units. In

these instances, decisions might have been taken to co-locate research and development

with manufacturing in foreign units. A related possibility would be that the foreign units

have been closer to major customers, which would promote the co-location of

manufacturing, research and development, and marketing activities in the same

geographical location",

The shift of technological activity from home to be exclusively represented by foreign

units is intriguing, and would be an interesting area for further research. It might be

suggested that the occasional shifts of this kind are particularly common in what are

perceived as relatively peripheral technologies. This suggestion would be based on the

assumption that shifting technological activities related to core technologies is much more

disruptive and time-consuming, and would therefore be undertaken only in the case of

extremely poor performance of the home units. Also, as stakes in home units are

relatively high when core technologies are about to be shifted to foreign units, the

movement of technological activity is likely to be met with resistance (Holm, 1994). The

4 See Lundvall (1988), Porter (1990), and also Vernon (1966).
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threat of losing development power might possibly also lead to increased efforts to

improve technological performance in the home units.

International Technology Transfer in the Multinational Firm

Although most of the newly introduced classes of technology in the sample firms have

emerged at home and technological activity has then tended to be extended into the

foreign units, it needs to be emphasized that the international transfer of the capacity to

develop new technology does not appear to be the preferred way of operating5
• Most of

the technological activity related to technology which has emerged at home has remained

in the home units, just as technological activity associated with technology originating in

foreign countries has tended to remain in the foreign units.

Several studies have indicated that multinationals are heavily engaged in the

international transfer of product and process technology (see e.g. Mansfield & Romeo,

1980; Davidson, 1980; Davidson & McFetridge, 1985; Stobaugh, 1988; Zander, 1991).

Inadvertently, these studies might have painted a somewhat misleading picture of the

willingness and ease with which the multinational firm engages in the transfer of the

capacity to develop new technology. The results presented in this study, which tends to

focus on the capability to develop new technology, indicate that this capability is only

reluctantly transferred within the multinational firm. At the level of narrowly defined

classes of technology, the sharing or duplication of technological activity between home

and foreign units is largely avoided.

The Organization of International Technological Activity in the

Multinational Firm

Many models of the multinational firm imply that it is a superior vehicle for the

international assimilation of knowledge and technology. Although this might well be the

case, the question of whether it is a good vehicle is addressed more infrequently. The

5 See Hayami & Ruttan (1971) for a distinction between different forms of technology transfer.
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evidence provided in this study indicates that foreign subsidiaries have only to a limited

extent been successful in assimilating previously unexploited fields of technology, or for

creating platforms for the further re-combination of technological capabilities. While

remaining in their established fields of technology, the sample firms have branched out

into related technologies mainly as a result of their home operations.

The proposition that the multinational firm is searching for advanced technological

capabilities in foreign countries is also questioned by analyses of the sample firms'

technological activity in the U.S. and Germany (the two countries which have been

responsible for most of the firms' foreign technological activity). Traditionally, foreign

technological activity has not been carried out in fields of technology which correspond

to the particular technological strengths of the host countries. This suggests that foreign

technological activity has not provided access to country-specific and rapidly developing

fields of technology, but might have been driven more by a desire to supply the local

markets with the help of supportive research and development departments.

Possibly, the converging profiles of home and foreign technological activity reflect a

tendency to prevent foreign subsidiaries from taking advantage of local business

opportunities or from developing operations in particular fields of host country strength.

This type of "ethnocentric backlash" among the sample firms appears to have emerged

around the time of the second world war, and was apparently sustained throughout the

postwar period", If local entrepreneurship succumbed to centralization and the

formalization of the international organization, the re-introduction of the assimilation of

new technology in foreign countries would involve allowing foreign subsidiaries to react

more independently to local business opportunities. At the same time, headquarters will

need to accept that foreign units will sometimes grow into significant and powerful

entities within the international organization. However, as the history of Alfa Laval

indicates, this kind of development might not be easily accepted, and thus the search for

new fields of technology in foreign markets may well remain constrained.

6 Hedlund & Aman (1984) and Rolander, Zander & Hedlund (1989) identified that more formalized control
and reporting systems emerged among Swedish multinational firms in the 1980s. The studies also indicate the
existence of strong informal control mechanisms throughout the postwar period, for example those represented
by the owners' active participation in management and their related control over managers' career paths.
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The "Backward" and Oscillating Multinational Firm

The evolution of Alfa Laval AB points to the existence of firms that are "globally born" .

Although domiciled in Sweden, the firrn rapidly came to carry out a majority of its

technological activity in the V. S. Technological activity related to the hand separator,

Alfa Laval's first and most important technological breakthrough, was rapidly shifted to

the U. S. subsidiary. Only ten years after the introduction of the hand separator, some

65 % of the related technological activity took place in the V. S. subsidiary, and the share

of foreign technological activity reached more than 75 % at the time of the first world

war.

However, large shares of foreign technological activity were not only associated with

the hand separator. From about 1910 and until the second world war, foreign

technological activity dominated throughout a wide range of technologies. The milking

machine technology emerged in the V.S. subsidiary in 1917, and the U.S. unit retained

responsibility for developing the new product until the second world war. The plate heat

exchanger technology emerged in the German subsidiary just before the second world

war, although technological activity then rapidly shifted to the Swedish units.

This "backward" development of the multinational firm illustrates how theories

emphasizing the importance of the country of origin for the development of the

multinational firm (Vernon, 1966; Dunning, 1977, 1988b; Solvell, Zander & Porter,

1991) or the gradual internationalization process (Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975;

Johanson & Vahlne, 1977; Luostarinen, 1979), do not apply to all firms. One additional

feature of Alfa Laval's internationalization process is that it appears to have been dictated

by the location of customer demand, a factor which has tended to be de-emphasized in

internationalization theory. In pursuit of major customers, Alfa Laval established its U. S.

operations before the turn of the century, moving very early and directly into unknown

and "far-away" foreign environments. This would suggest that experience or responding

to an increasingly international environment are not always the most important

determinants of the firm's internationalization process.

A second important aspect of Alfa Laval's development is how its involvement in

foreign technological activity has oscillated over the past century. In this particular firm,
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the dominant shares of foreign technological activity apparently did not prove viable in

the long run. Around the time of the second world war, much of Alfa Laval's

technological activity began to be shifted to the home units. This shift was not the result

of the Swedish units "catching-up", but involved the reduction of foreign technological

activity and the simultaneous increase in technological activity at home. By the early

1970s, the foreign share of technological activity had fallen to close to 10%.

If dominant shares of foreign technological activity did not provide a viable long-term

solution, there are indications that the dominance of home technological activity also

proved to be neither desirable nor feasible. In the period 1970-1990, the foreign share of

technological activity increased again, reaching more than 35 % in the period 1986-1990.

Contrary to the notion of an irreversible internationalization of the firm, indicated by

theory on the firm's internationalization process, the development of Alfa Laval's foreign

technological activity illustrates the existence of "oscillating" multinational firms. In fact,

Alfa Laval has moved between rather extreme cases of dominance of either home or

foreign technological activity over the last century.

One explanation for Alfa Laval's intriguing shift of technological activity to the home

units after the second world war would be that technological progress had gradually

slowed down in the U.S. subsidiary, necessitating a relocation of technological

capabilities to the home units. The shift of technological activity could also be interpreted

as a reflection of the parent firm's ambition to re-gain control over important fields of

technology. As long as the U.S. unit remained profitable and responsible for a large share

of corporate profits, which was indeed the case during most of the prewar period,

headquarters might not have had the wish or opportunity to interfere with local

operations. However, reduced profitability in the U.S. subsidiary and the turmoil created

by the second world war might have provided a legitimate excuse for headquarters to re

gain control over desired technologies. This suggestion is supported by the observation

that it was not only the separator technology which was shifted to the home units about
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the time of the second world war, but that similar developments took place in several

other fields of technology 7
•

While divisionalization in the 1970s and 1980s should have promoted the shift of

technological activity to the home units, the re-introduction of foreign technological

activity in Alfa Laval is probably linked to increased acquisition activity. In the mid- and

late 1980s, the management of the parent firm seemed to recognize that technological

progress in established fields of technology was slowing down, and that further growth

would require moving into new fields of technology. Stagnating technological

development at home might therefore explain why the firm chose to increase the foreign

share of its technological activity. Indeed, the extensive program of foreign acquisitions

appears to have targeted foreign firms in related but new fields of technology.

In summary, the evolution of Alfa Laval illustrates the existence of a "backward" and

oscillating multinational firm, which has not been acknowledged by established theory on

the international operations of the multinational firm8
• If research has failed to identify

the backward multinational because it has had a tendency not to survive over time, a

study of the factors that contributed to the failure of this particular type of firm will be

of importance for further theoretical development. Irrespective of whether Alfa Laval is

a unique or atypical case or simply represents an unexplored group of firms, it provides

intriguing insights into the nature of the multinational firm. In particular, the home base

of the firm in terms of strategic direction and management mentality emerges as an

interesting topic for further study.

7 A related issue is whether the conditions imposed by the war gave rise to atypical behavior, or whether
they unearthed the true or typical nature of the multinational firm. One factor contributing to the overall
reduction of the share of foreign technological activity in Alfa Laval might have been that technological activity
and patenting could not be retained in countries such as the U.S. or Germany (although U.S. industry was less
affected by the war, there might have been a shift towards military production during the war). In this view,
wartime uncertainty might have forced Alfa Laval to shift technological activity to Sweden, which was relatively
unaffected by the war. This tendency then seems to have overruled the transfer of blueprints to local
subsidiaries, which was sometimes necessary to maintain local production and service.

8 Cantwell (1994a) has identified similar tendencies among U.S. based multinationals, although the firms
do not appear to have started out with significant shares of foreign technological activity and the foreign shares
have been much more limited.
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The Nature of the Multinational Firm

In terms of foreign technological activity, the sample firms have not responded suddenly

to the frequently proposed globalization of economic and technological activity. While

foreign sales and manufacturing were already commonplace in the early part of this

century, technological activity abroad has increased only slowly. In particular, findings

related to the profile of foreign technological activity give few indications of any

substantial efforts to search for new and previously unexploited fields of technology in

foreign countries.

To the extent that the sample firms have made efforts to create a geocentric mode of

operation and develop an international outlook on the creation of technology (Perlmutter,

1965, 1969), the results of this study indicate that they have failed. The creation of

technology at home and the exploitation of new findings in international markets has been

and still appears to be the predominant mode of operation. In terms of finding new

solutions to the problems of generating new technology, growth, and long-term survival,

the evolution of these multinational corporations has not only been "tortuous" but also

"tortoise" -like.

Considering the indications that the capacity to develop new technology is rarely

transferred within the multinational firm, and that the sharing of technological activity

between home and foreign units is not a common practice, local creation and international

exploitation appears to have been a predominant and successful solution to the problem

of achieving growth and long-term survival. In the Swedish case, the basic formula

appears to have changed little over the last century. It might also be emphasized that the

local creation of new technology should not be regarded as an "imperfect" way of

sustaining competitive advantage. The multinational firm appears to have found a unique

and highly successful way of operating, and it is not clear whether the sharing of

technological activity in different geographical locations would improve its long-term

performance. If the firm were to become engaged in joint creation, it might in fact not

be the typical multinational but a different organizational form. Non-profit organizations

with the explicit aim of disseminating technology or government-supported research
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programs might provide a more fruitful environment for the integration of technology

between countries than the typical multinational firm.

The organization of foreign technological activity in the sample firms relates to the

more general theory of the firm, as firms have been seen as a particularly effective

solution to the problem of organizing the flow of knowledge within a shared community

(for recent contributions, see e.g. Kogut & Zander, 1992, 1993; Foss, 1993; Winter,

1993; Zander & Kogut, 1994). In this perspective, it could be hypothesized that where

the exchange of knowledge does not work, the boundaries of the firm will be defined.

The findings in this study, related to the entire sample of firms as well as the analysis of

Alfa Laval, suggest that the exchange and integration of knowledge related to the

development of new technology does not work well when it has to be shared between

home and foreign units. The proportion of technologies in which parallel technological

activity is carried out at home and abroad has remained constant and generally below

10% throughout this century. Instead, the common solution has been to centralize

technological activity to either the home or foreign units, illustrating one particular aspect

of how technology "breaks up the firm" (Buckley, 1991).

If indeed there is no natural tendency to transfer and share technological capabilities

between home and foreign units, perhaps as a result of the same isolating mechanisms

that preserve differences in patterns of technological specialization between countries, the

multinational firm is likely to retain its characteristics of local creation and international

exploitation. In this perspective, which emphasizes the particular nature of local industrial

environments and the need for geographical proximity in the exchange of information and

knowledge, the ways in which the multinational firm improves the international fluidity

of knowledge would provide an important topic for further study",

Moreover, it seems reasonable to approach the ability of the multinational firm to

integrate technological capabilities across national borders with some caution. First, at

the aggregate level the preconditions for integrating diverse fields of technology tend not

to be fulfilled. Second, some remnants of ethnocentricity still appear to be found in

Swedish multinational firms. Technological capabilities related to technology which has

9 Some work along these lines is presented by Solvell & Zander (1994) and Holm, Johanson & Thilenius
(1995, forthcoming).
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originated at home are only reluctantly shifted to foreign subsidiaries. Similarly,

technological capabilities which have emerged in foreign units, possibly with the

exception of capabilities related to important technologies, tend not to be shifted to home

units 10. An interesting example of ethnocentricity is indicated by the historical evolution

of foreign technological activity in Alfa Laval, which did not appear to find substantial

shares of foreign technological activity a viable long-term solution. In the Alfa Laval

case, it should be noted that the shift of technological activity from the U.S. subsidiary

after the second world war occurred throughout a wide range of technologies, and also

that it did not result in the distribution of technological responsibility among the other

foreign units. Despite the proven capabilities of some of these units to handle the

respective technologies, technological activity was predominantly shifted to the units in

Sweden.

Towards an Evolutionary Theory of the Multinational Firm

As comparative statics employed in much of the social sciences neglects history, the

longitudinal study of the activities of the multinational firm appears to be fruitful for

developing an evolutionary theory of the multinational firm (see Kogut & Zander, 1993;

Cantwell, 1994b)11. In particular, the present study indicates how certain events have

had long-term influences on the evolution of the sample firms and how the behavior of

individual firms might not reflect a strict dependence on the conditions imposed by the

environment. It also suggests that the phenomenon of path dependency is not limited to

the evolution of technological capability in itself, but also applies to other aspects of the

development of the multinational firm, e.g. the geographical location of technological

activity. This observation extends beyond current evolutionary theories of economic and

10 This might in fact reflect "ethnocentricity" among foreign units, as well as the reluctance among home
units to accept technology which has been developed elsewhere.

11 From a different standpoint, Buckley & Casson (1993) suggest the imperialistic use of economic theory
and its fundamental assumptions of profit maximization and rational decision-making. Buckley (1991, 1993) also
indicates a more dynamic and evolutionary approach to developing the theory of the multinational enterprise.
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technological change, but might prove interesting to literature on firm strategy and the

firm's dependency on the environment.

The influence of specific events on the Iong-term development of the firm is illustrated

by the Alfa Laval case. While the majority of the sample firms have followed a path of

retaining technological activity at home, it appears that the early dependence on the U.S.

operations launched Alfa Laval into oscillating involvement in foreign technological

activity. It would be particularly interesting to compare the evolution of Alfa Laval with

that of its competitors, since this type of comparison would put focus on the importance

of firm-related events, characteristics, and histories for the evolution of the firms rather

than on the demands of the contemporary environment. Indeed, that the link between the

contemporary environment and the firm is sometimes relatively weak is illustrated by the

fact than some of the firms in the sample are active in similar fields of technology, yet

display pronounced differences in terms of the share of foreign technological activity (see

also Cantwell, 1994a). Most probably, efforts to adapt to environmental requirements

cannot explain these differences, which calls for a less deterministic view on the evolution

of the firm (see Hedlund & Rolander, 1990, and March, 1994, who accounts for "loose

coupling" vs. the "invisible hand" of evolution).

To further the development of an evolutionary theory of the multinational firm,

emphasis should be placed on the importance of revolutionary events which from time to

time alter the firm's development path. Early and sudden internationalization, rapidly

emerging acquisition opportunities, or wartime disruptions are some of the many de

stabilizing events that can have a fundamental impact on the subsequent development of

foreign technological activity in some firms.

A second and more difficult challenge lies in identifying and describing the

mechanisms that generate the subsequent historical paths of the multinational firm. As a

first step in this direction, it might be suggested that the ability of home industrial

environments to promote the firm's technological development will determine the

evolution of foreign technological activity. It might also be hypothesized that the
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development of foreign technological activity is dependent on an often noted but rarely

analyzed tendency to retain technological activity at horne".

The strength of this general tendency might be determined by the importance of the

technology, the rate of technological progress at home, the profitability among foreign

units, and the extent to which foreign units can present a rationale for sustaining large

shares of foreign technological activity. When the technology is important, the rate of

technological progress is satisfactory at home, profitability among foreign subsidiaries is

low, and no rational arguments can be put forward for maintaining local technological

activity, most technological activity will take place at home. If, on the other hand, the

technology is relatively unimportant, technological progress at home is sluggish, foreign

units show high profitability, and arguments can therefore be made for maintaining local

technological capabilities, technological activity will grow among the foreign units. These

tendencies are not strictly related to the conditions imposed by the environment, but need

to be seen as part of a more general, firm-specific context.

As a final note, most of the literature on technological trajectories has emphasized the

lock-in effect provided by firm-specific routines (Dosi, 1982, 1988a), but the evolution

of Alfa Laval indicates the equally important role of customer demand. The separator was

introduced in the 1870s, and the ensuing concentration on dairy equipment such as

milking machines and plate heat exchangers appears to have been mainly related to

ambitions to satisfy customer needs. Efforts to fulfill a variety of farmers' needs were

maintained long after the second world war, culminating in the supply of complete

farming and diary systems in the 1950s and 1960s. The term technological trajectory is

perhaps somewhat misleading, as it implies that technological capabilities determine the

development of the firm. As the Alfa Laval case indicates, demand was not only an

important impetus in initiating the search for new technology but also a powerful focusing

device. In this context, a further analysis of "customer trajectories" and their relationship

to technological trajectories as defined in literature would be particularly relevant.

12 This is in line with Buckley (1992, 1993), suggesting the fusion of economic method with the methods
associated with organizational sociology and social anthropology, and Stopford & Wells (1972), stressing
headquarters' ambitions to maintain control and the foreign subsidiaries' efforts to gain independence.
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The Future of the Multinational Firm

Although the growth of foreign technological activity has been slow among the sample

firms, there is evidence that foreign units have recently come to account for an increasing

proportion of all newly developed technology. Also, there are signs that foreign units

have become more attuned to the particular fields of technological strength provided by

their host countries.

G-iven the historically slow growth of the sample firms' share of foreign technological

activity, it seems rather unlikely that they will experience dramatic increases in their

foreign technological activity in the years to come. Indeed, the findings related to Alfa

Laval might provide an interesting hypothesis about the behavior of those sample firms

which have only recently developed substantial shares of foreign technological activity 13 .

If there is an inherent tendency to retain important technological activity at home, much

of the technological capabilities in foreign units will eventually be brought back to the

home units. Unlike the development of foreign sales and foreign manufacturing, periods

of extensive foreign technological activity will be followed by periods of shifting the

location of technological activity back to the home units. Again, stagnating technological

progress at home might prompt the firms to intensify the search for new technology in

foreign countries. It is possible that large shares of foreign technological activity can be

maintained over time, but this situation might be suggested to prevail when the technology

is perceived as relatively unimportant, and foreign units are profitable or can offer

rational arguments for maintaining local technological capabilities. In these cases, foreign

technological activity might eventually be seen and structured as a "portfolio" investment.

This prediction is based on the assumption that the evolution of Alfa Laval is

representative of that occurring in other multinational firms. This might not necessarily

be the case, and indeed one of the sample firms, namely SKF, has been able to maintain

a majority of its technological activity in foreign locations over long periods of time. In

SKF, a decisive factor behind substantial and stable shares of foreign technological

13 Note that the majority of the sample firms with shares of foreign technological activity in excess of 50 %
(notably ESAB, Esselte, ABB and Electrolux) have achieved this only in the last decade. The long-term
development of these firms is yet to be determined.
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activity might have been the more gradual and organic growth of international

technological activity, creating less internal strain on the organization. Other influences

could include the need to comply with host country pressures for local production of the

strategically important ball bearings, and also the sustained profitability among foreign

units. To gain more insight into the future of the multinational firm, further research

should explore the factors that promote oscillation and those that promote stabilization of

high shares of foreign technological activity.

Implications for a Normative Theory of the Organization of Foreign

Technological Activity

As the present study is mainly descriptive and only indirectly engages in hypothesis

testing, it is difficult to propose a normative theory of the organization of technological

activity of the multinational firm. Much of this concluding chapter has been concerned

with a description of overall trends among the sample firms, and the factors underlying

differences in the evolution of individual firms will need to be further examined. For

example, the factors that determine typical growth patterns of foreign technological

activity, resulting in what have been labelled horne-centered, internationalizing and

globally-born firms, will need to be identified. Also, an analysis of the factors that

determine the sustainability of large shares of foreign technological activity is critical if

suggestions about the organization and management of foreign technological activity are

to be made. Only a few tentative explanations and hypotheses have been put forward in

this concluding chapter.

There is little doubt that foreign technological activity in the multinational firm is

important for supporting foreign manufacturing and for developing and modifying

products according to local customer demand. This kind of supportive foreign

technological activity, which might never evolve into the capacity to develop new

technology or be reflected in the firm's patenting activity, is an important part of the

exploitation of advantages created by the introduction of new technology. The

multinational firm might also find it beneficial to establish foreign technological activity

to monitor foreign technological advancements or the development of major competitors.
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From a theoretical point of view, it is also tempting to suggest that the multinational firm

should assimilate technological advancements occurring worldwide, and incorporate these

advancements into new products and production processes. It could then utilize its unique

position in several countries to gain an advantage over more domestically-oriented

competitors.

However, many of the results of this study indicate that the international assimilation

of technology is generally not a pronounced part of the firms' international activities. The

fundamental question is whether this is accidental or the result of important forces

working against the international assimilation and integration of technological activity. If

the slow movement towards searching for new technological advancements in foreign

countries is not accidental, it might be inadvisable to propose that multinational firms

must become more engaged in this type of behavior. The mentality reflected in the

operations of the firms included in this study would suggest the use of caution in

proposing significant changes to the organization of foreign technological activity. As

these changes appear to go against the nature of many multinational firms, they are likely

to create organizational strain rather than introduce a new way of building competitive

advantage.

As a concluding comment, the present study does indicate that the sample firms are

gradually learning how to assimilate technology in foreign countries. Although for most

firms the situation where foreign technological activity dominates technological activity

at home appears to lie at least a couple of decades ahead, the utilization and management

of foreign technological activity is likely to remain an important issue in the years to

come. The present study might have provided some ideas and inspiration for further

research.

Epilogue - The Tortoise Evolution of the Multinational Corporation

In terms of their engagement in foreign technological activity, the Swedish multinational

firms which have been examined in this study very much resemble giant tortoises

(Attenborough, 1984). They move slowly, are known to become more than 100 years old,

and, compared to other members of the family, have become very large indeed.
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Like giant tortoises, the Swedish multinationals have also shown that they find it

difficult to move out of their shells and indeed seem to enjoy the protection they offer.

At signs of alarm or danger, a common practice is to retreat into security, and only when

danger has passed do they dare to stick out their neck and limbs. However, it is also

known that the structure of the giant tortoise's shell has changed over time. The opening

at the front has become wider, and today the body extends further forward from it than

it used to. This gives much greater freedom to browse, but it also means that the

possibility to withdraw completely into the shell has disappeared.

While the Swedish multinationals described in this study appear to move very slowly,

it must at the same time be remembered that the tortoise, given time, is known to have

outperformed rapidly moving competitors such as the hare. Since giant tortoises live and

replicate on isolated islands, they have few natural enemies. In fact, it has been

speculated that the very fact that they live on isolated islands explains why they have

grown so large.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 4.1: Swedish firms patenting in the pre-1969 period

Note on the data collection process

The years scanned for each decade were the following:

1890s
1900s
1910s
1920s
1930s

1890-1897
1904-1906
1912-1914
1920-1924, 1927-1929
1933-1939

1910s (continued)

AB Inventor/Radiator
Nya AB Radiator
B.A. Hjorth & Co.
Kindstrom OAT
AB Lactoserin/AB Lactoserin Co.
Ostlind & Almquist AB

Martin Ekerbergs AB
Elektromilitara AB
AB Henriksons Sprutfabrik & Mekaniska Verkstad
AB Liclar
AB Sana
S. L. Maskinbyra
AB Sterilisator
Svenska Centrifugalaktiebolaget
AB Stockholms Vapenfabrik (1910s)

J. Bernstrom
A. Edstrom & Co.
AB Enkopings Verkstader
Eskilstuna Stalpressnings AB
AB Ethyl
AB Ingenjorsfirma Fritz Egnell
AB Mjolkningsmaskin Omega
AB Pyro
AB Svenska Vapen- och Ammunitionsfabriken
Trollhattans Elektrothermiska AB
AB Wigelius Motorer
Utlandska Patentaktiebolaget Frigator
AB Princeps (1920s)
AB Baltic (1920s, 1930s)
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AB Gehrs Arehns Mekaniska Verkstad (1920s,
1930s)

AB Aeria
Allmanna Ingenjorsfirman
American Gasaccumulator
AB Basta
AB Birka Radiator
AB Carba
Carl Holmbergs Mekaniska Verkstads AB
Husquama Vapenfabriks AB
AB Elektrisk Malmletning
Elektrothermiska AB
AB Fallskarm
AB Ferrikoncentrat
AB Ferrolegeringar
AB Filmofotofun
AB Formulator
AB Gyro
AB Ifoverken
Kirurgiska Instruments Fabriks AB
Lindholmen Motala AB
Lundberg & Kullberg AB
Orrefors Bruks AB
Luth & Rosens AB
Luth & Rosens Elektriska AB
Patentaktiebolaget Central Smorjning
AB Patria
Ruths Accumulator AB
Sesam AB
AB Syrefast Murning
AB Vaporacumulator
Ostergotlands Enskilda Bank



1920s (continued)

AB Birka Regulator (1930s)
AB Formator (1930s)
Svenska AB Mono (1930s)
AB Stille Wemer (1920s-)

Accumulator AB Nobel
AB Alos
Elektriska AB Volta
AB Filtrum
Hasselblads Fotografiska AB
Helsingborgs Gummifabriks AB
AB A. Heyman
AB Imoindustrie
Industrikemiska AB
Kemiska Kontrollbyran AB
AB Kemiska Patenter
Kockums Mekaniska AB
Kooperativa Forbundets Forening VPA
Lavator AB
AB Linham
AB Malcus Holmquist
AB Milo
AB Nautiska Apparater
AB Nomy
Papyrus AB
Patentaktiebolaget Grondal-Ramen
AB Oryg
AB Radius
Reymersholms Gamla Industriaktiebolag
AB Spanten
Stenberg & Co. AB
Stockholms Benmjolsfabrik
Svenska Hammaraktiebolaget
Svenska Stotdamparefabriken
Svenska Total AB
AB Transitoria
AB Tonsor
Traskruv AB
Westerlin & Co. AB
AB Superior (1940s)

Ahlen & Akerlunds Forlag
Billeruds Aktiebolag
Eifon & Co. Ltd. Aktiebolag
AB Ferrosan
Leonard Johanssons Fabriks AB
Robir Hee Co. AB
Rolling Fabriksaktiebolag
AB Rosenblads Patenter
AB Svenska Textilverken
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1940s (continued)

AB Slipmaterial Naxos
Svenska Diamantbergbormings AB
AB Thulinverken
AB Cryptoteknik (1950s)
Svenska Mjolkprodukter AB (1950s)
Arenco AB (1940s-)

AB Bygg- och Transportekonomi
AB Colorator
Degerfors Jemverks AB
Fabriks AB
Fastighetsbolaget Lubo
Hellefors Bruks AB
Ingenjorsfirman Lifa
AB Johnson & Borsell
Kocks Snickerifabriken AB
AB Kanthal Hallstahammar
AB Linderoths Patenter
Lumalampan AB
Olsson & Rosenlunds AB
AB Wilh. Becker
Vastra Sveriges Dental Depot

Notes:

Years in parentheses indicate other periods in which
the firms were found to have patented



Appendix 4.2: History of selected corporate parent!

Note on the data collection process

The search started with the publication "Svenska Aktiebolag - Handbok for Affarsvarlden" ,
1977/78, followed by the "working backwards" into the history of the firms with the help
of additional volumes of the same publication with 5 year intervals". Data that were recorded
included the first year of establishment, changes of name, as well as any incorporated and
sold units. The publication was then used to gather additional information on the incorporated
and sold units (year of establishment, changes of name, major field of technological activity,
incorporated and sold units). Only in rare and particularly interesting cases did the search
continue on a similar basis for "second order" incorporated and sold units.

The first part of the consolidation work also made use of a number of related publications
to gain additional information on the firms in the sample, with the particular aim of
understanding their more recent history. Also here, the collected data related to changes in
names and ownership (in the rare cases that this had happened), incorporated and sold units,
and any additional information on the incorporated and sold units (year of establishment,
changes of name, major fields of technological activity, incorporated and sold units).

The first part of the consolidation work did not result in a complete coverage of the
historical development of each individual firm. While the description of the development of
some firms was found to be relatively extensive, there was only limited information on others
(those firms for which there was only limited information available were Avesta, ESAB,
Fagersta, Gotaverken, Perstorp, Sandvik, Flakt, and Tetra Pak). In addition, there were
several shortcomings which affected the completeness of the resulting list of firms. First,
some incorporated and sold units which did not seem to be involved in any research or
patenting were not included in the list. This would e.g. be the case when the acquiring firm
had incorporated distributors of its own products'. Second, the list only included
incorporated and sold units which were Swedish-owned (or registered in Sweden), and only
units where a majority share was acquired or sold. Third, it did not include cases where only
parts of other units were incorporated or sold (parts which were not registered as stock
companies). Fourth, the list did not systematically present units which were incorporated or
sold by majority-owned subsidiaries. Finally, it did not reveal the full history of the
incorporated and sold units. In particular, the publications that were used rarely provided
information about the further development of incorporated units, whether they had been sold
again, restructured, or whether operations had been discontinued.

In the following presentation of one of the sample firms, established refers to the very
first business activities which have been associated with the firm. Generally, the formal
establishment of the firm involved the creation of a stock company. Incorporated includes
any means by which the firm has gained a majority share in the incorporated unit

1 Data on other sample firms are available from the author at the Institute of International Business, Stockholm.

2 The systematic search ended with the year 1947/48 since volumes prior to this did not give sufficiently detailed
data. However, earlier volumes were used for selective search on individual firms.

3 Firms in the pulp and paper, and iron and steel industries sometimes acquired units which mainly seemed to
be involved in forest ownership or power generation. When the acquired firms also seemed to carry out minor
industrial activities, they were generally included in the list.
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(acquisition, exchange of shares for ownership, etc.). The year of incorporation generally
relates to the decision to incorporate the new unit. The formal incorporation of the new unit
sometimes lags 1-2 years. Sold includes any means by which the firm has relinquished a
majority share in the sold unit. Information within parentheses indicates year of
establishment, major field of technological activity, and any additional information about the
firm or incorporated and sold units. Because of varying levels of detail in the publications
used, the classification of the firms' technological activities does not follow any specific
classification scheme. The aim has been to indicate major fields of technological activity
whenever this information has been available.
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AGA (established 1904)

1964

1909

1904

Change of name

Change of name

Established

AGA Aktiebolag (from Svenska AB Gasaccumulator, AGA)

Svenska AB Gasaccumulator, AGA (from AB Gasaccumulator)

AB Gasaccumulator

Incorporated and Sold Units

1984/85

1984

1978

1975

Incorporated

Sold

Incorporated

Incorporated

Uddeholms AB (partly through acquisition of AB Tresor)

AB CTC (1923, mechanical engineering, to Saab-Scania AB)

Frigoscandia AB

Coronaverken AB (1918, mechanical engineering, electrical and chemical
products, including AB CTC)

1. Coronaverken AB

1966

1965

1963

1962

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

AB Silenta Maskinfabrik

AB Specialpumpar

Vargarda Armaturfabrik AB (1924)

AB Norema Industrier

Lindells Vagfabriks AB (1902 , balances)

AB Hedalverken (1950, steel doors, change
of name 1960 from AB Karlaverken)

1966

1964

1963

1961

1916

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

AB Svenska Carbidkontoret (1898, welding equipment, chemicals, change of
name 1950 from Alby Vattenfalls AB)

Svenska Radio AB (1919, radios, TV-sets)

AB Nordisk Teleproduktion (from ASEA-Elektroskandia)

F. Ecks Fabriker AB (1943, radiators)

Aktiebolaget Lux (1913)
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Appendix 4.3: Forerunners of corporate parents

Previous Narne

Apotekarnes Kemiska Fabriker

AB Diesels Motorer

Vasterbottens Gruv AB

Elektromekaniska AB

Sveriges Litografiska Tryckerier AB

Trafik AB Grangesberg-Oxelosund

Goteborgs Mekaniska Verkstad AB

Goteborgs Nya Verkstad

Skanska Attiksfabriken

Apotekarnes Droghandelsaktiebolag, ADA

AB Fortia

Vagnsfabriks AB Sodertalje

Maskinfabriks AB

AB Forenade Svenska Tandsticksfabriker

AB Alicante

AB Velox

1913-1966

1898-1917

1925-1970

1910-1919

1913-1970

1896-1969

1867-1906

1906-1916

1925-1966

1921-1965

1965-1969

1891-1911

1900-1911

1917-1932

1946-1950

1897-1905
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Parent Firm

AB Astra

AB Atlas Copco

Boliden AB

AB Electrolux

Esselte AB

Granges AB

Gotaverken AB

Gotaverken AB

Perstorp AB

Pharmacia AB

Pharmacia AB

Saab-Scania AB

Saab-Scania AB

Swedish Match AB

AB Tetra Pak

Trelleborgs Gummifabriks AB



Appendix 4.4: Affiliated units included in the 1890-1946 search for patenting
affiliates

Note on the data collection process

The exact years of ownership could not be determined for some of the affiliated units.

Firm/affiliate

AGA

Aktiebolaget Lux

Alfa Laval

AB Baltic
AB Pump Separator
AB Rudelius & Boklund
Eskilstuna Separator AB

ASEA

Svenska Turbinfabriks AB Ljungstrom *
Surahammars Bruk AB
AB Svenska Flaktfabriken *
Elektriska AB Helios
AB Asea Svetsmaskiner
AB Nyhammars Kraftverk

Atlas Copeo

Hesselman Motor Corp. Ltd.

Bofors

AB Nobelkrut
AB Tidaholmsverken
Nydqvist & Holm AB *
AB W. Dan Bergman

Boliden

Skelleftea Gruv AB
Svenska Batteri AB Sweba
Boliden Batteri AB

Electrolux

Platen-Munters' Refrigerating Systems AB

Ericsson

Allmanna Industriaktiebolaget H. T. Cedergren
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1916-1951

1928-1959
1928-1947
1928-1960
1940-1947

1916-1947
1918-1947
1933-1959
1936-1963
1941-1947
1941-1947

1948-1957

1935-1947
1935-1947
1936-1947
1939-1947

1931-1947
1947-1957
1948-1959

1947-1959

1921-1947

1920, 1930, 1950

1930, 1950
1930, 1947
1930, 1950, 1960
1947

1920, 1930, 1947
1920, 1930, 1947
1935, 1950, 1955
1950, 1960
1947
1947

1950, 1955

1935, 1947
1947
1947
1947

1947
1950, 1955
1950, 1955

1950, 1955

1920, 1930, 1947



Esselte

Frans Svanstrom & Co.
AB P. Herzog & Soner
Hugo Brusewitz AB
Gustaf Melins AB
Skriv- och Ritboks AB, Skrivrit

Granges

AB Gellivare Malmfalt
Strassa Gruf AB

SKF

Lidkopings Mekaniska Verkstad *

Uddeholm

Blombacka AB
Kohlsaters AB
Degerfors Jernverks AB

Volvo

AB Pentaverken
Svenska Flygmotor AB
VIvsunda Verkstads AB
Kopings Mekaniska Verkstads AB

1917-1947
1919-1947
1919-1947
1919-1947
1920-1947

1903-1947
1917-1947

1929-1947

1930-1958
1938-1956
1939-1960

]935-1959
1941-1947
1941-1949
1941-1947

1930
1930
1930
1930
1930

1930
1930

1930, 1935, 1947

1950
1950
1950, 1960

1935, 1950, 1955
1947
1947
1947

* Indicates that the affiliate was patenting in any of the years selected for the search, and that the search for
patenting was extended over the entire period of ownership.
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Appendix 4.5: Affiliated units of selected corporate parent, 1947-19681

Note on the data collection process

Firms reported as affiliated firms (koncernbolag) or subsidiaries (dotterbolag) were registered
as majority-owned affiliates.

AGA: Data were not available until 1950/51 and foreign affiliated units were not reported
until 1964/65.

Alfa Laval: Data on foreign affiliated units of Alfa-Laval AB were not available after
1947/48.

Astra: Several affiliated units were re-named in 1967/68.

Atlas Copco: Several affiliated units were re-named in 1967/68.

Electrolux: Sales subsidiaries were not reported after 1948/49. Foreign affiliated production
units were identified through separate search in the publication.

Ericsson: Affiliated units were identified through separate search in the publication for the
years 1947/48, 1948/49, and 1949/50. Foreign affiliated units were not recorded until
1963/64.

ESAB: Foreign affiliated units were not reported from 1948/49 and onward.

Esselte: The majority of firms were commission agents.

Granges: Affiliated units were identified through separate search in the publication 1947/48,
1948/49, 1949/50, 1950/51, 1952/53, 1953/54, and 1954/55.

MoDo: Some affiliated units were identified through separate search in the publication.

Perstorp: Affiliated units were not recorded until 1961/62.

Pharmacia: Affiliated units were not recorded until 1961/62.

Saab-Scania: Affiliated units were not recorded until 1950/51.

SCA: Affiliated units were identified through separate search in the publication 1947/48,
1948/49, 1949/50, 1950/51, 1952/53, 1953/54, and 1954/55.

1 Data on other sample firms are available from the author at the Institute of International Business, Stockholm.
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SKF: Affiliated units were identified through separate search in publications. Foreign
affiliated units were recorded from 1963/64 and onward.

Tetra Pak: Affiliated units were not recorded until 1962/63.
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ASEA

Missing: 1951/52

Legend: n.a. Not available
maj.l50 50% owned
maj. Majority-owned, or wholly-owned
min. Minority-owned

Firm Ownership Country Year (from. to)

Surahammars Bruks AB maj. Sweden 1947/48

1968/69
AB Liljeholmens Kabelfabrik maj. Sweden 1947/48

1968/69
Elektriska AB Relios maj. Sweden 1947/48
(AB Elektrohelios)

1962/63
Cebe AB maj. Sweden 1947/48

1968/69
AB Harnoverken maj. Sweden 1947/48

1968/69
Luth & Rosens Elektr. AB maj. Sweden 1947/48

1968/69
Svenska Elektromekaniska Industri AB maj. Sweden 1947/48
(AB Elektromekano)

1967/68
Turbinfabr. AB Ljungstrorn rnaj. Sweden 1947/48

1959/60
AB Svenska Flaktfabriken maj, Sweden 1947/48

1959/60
min. 1960/61

1968/69
AB Scand. Elektricitetsverk maj. Sweden 1947/48
(AB Skand. Elverk)

1965/66
min. 1966/67

1968/69
AB ASEA Svetsmaskiner maj. Sweden 1947/48

1965/66
AB Aseka maj. Sweden 1947/48

1952/53
Forenade Elektr. AB n.a. Sweden 1947/48

maj. 1948/49

1968/69
Diesel-Elektr. Vagn-AB maj. Sweden 1947/48
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Fastighets AB Sodra Kungstornet maj. Sweden 1947/48

1966/67
Ludvika Bostads AB maj. Sweden 1947/48

1964/65
Vasteras Bostads AB maj. Sweden 1947/48

1964/65
AB Bergslagens Gemensamma Kraftforvaltning min. Sweden 1947/48

1958/59
AB Electro-Invest maj .150 Sweden 1947/48

1968/69
Yngeredsfors Kraft AB min. Sweden 1947/48
AB Elektroskandia maj. Sweden 1952/53

1962/63
Elektriska AB Moren maj. Sweden 1952/53

1968/69
Elektriska AB Sivers & Hager n.a. Sweden 1952/53

maj. 1953/54

1968/69
Fastighets AB Malmaberg maj. Sweden 1952/53

1964/65
AB Nassjo El. Byra n.a. Sweden 1952/53

1955/56
Storviks EI. AB maj. Sweden 1952/53

1968/69
AB Ludvika EI. Byra maj. Sweden 1952/53

1964/65
AB Vasteras EI. Byra maj. Sweden 1952/53

1963/64
Blasjofallets Kraft AB min. Sweden 1952/53
(Blasjons Kraft AB)

1958/59
Sv. Interkont. Lufttrafik AB min. Sweden 1952/53

1968/69
Gulsele AB min. Sweden 1952/53

1958/59
Bjurhagens Fabrikers AB min. Sweden 1952/53

1956/57
Gardsjo Industri AB min. Sweden 1952/53

1962/63
Donje Kraft AB maj. Sweden 1953/54

1958/59
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Norrange Kraft AB maj. Sweden 1953/54

1958/59
AB Elektrokoppar maj. Sweden 1953/54

1968/69
Hammarforsens Kraft min. Sweden 1954/55

1958/59
A/S Per Kure, Norsk Motor och Dynamofabrik n.a. Norway 1947/48
(ASEA Perkure A/S)

1962/63
maj, 1963/64

1968/69
Elektricitets A/S ASEA n.a. Denmark 1947/48

1962/63
maj, 1963/64

1968/69
O/Y ASEA AB n.a. Finland 1947/48

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
ASEA Electric Ltd., London n.a. U.K. 1947/48

1957/58
ASEA Electric Pty Ltd., Sydney n.a. Australia 1947/48

1954/55
(R & C) Thomas Brothers Proprietary Ltd. n.a. Australia 1947/48

1954/55
Societe Belge d'Electricite ASEA n.a. Belgium 1947/48

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Societe Francaise d'Electricite ASEA n.a. France 1947/48

1954/55
Naamlooze Vennootschap Electr. Maat. Groen. n.a. Netherlands 1947/48

1953/54
Societa Italiana di Elettricita ASEA n.a. Italy 1947/48

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Swedish General Electric Ltd. n.a. Canada 1947/48

1957/58
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ASEA Electric (N .Z.) Ltd. n.a. New Zealand 1947/48

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Polskie Towarzystwo Elektr. ASEA Spol. Akc. n.a. Poland 1947/48

1957/58
Polskie Towarzystwo Elektr. Spolka Akc. n.a. Poland 1947/48

1957/58
ASEA Societate Anonima Romana de Electr. n.a. Rumania 1947/48

1950/51
Sociedad Espanola de Electricidad ASEA n.a. Spain 1947/48

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

ASEA Electric South Africa Ltd. n.a. South Africa 1947/48

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1967/68
min. 1968/69

Osterreichische ASEA Elektr.-ges. m.b.H. n.a. Austria 1947/48

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Compania ASEA de Chile n.a. Chile 1948/49

1958/59
Compania ASEA del Peru S.A. n.a. Peru 1948/49

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Aros Electric Inc. n.a. U.S. 1950/51

1957/58
ASEA Electric India Ltd. n.a. India 1952/53

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Luth & Rosen Elektr.-ges. m.b.H n.a. Germany 1952/53
(ASEA _t1_)

1960/61
ASEA Electrica S.A., Sau Paulo n.a. Brazil 1953/54

1959/60
ASEA Electric Pty Ltd., Melbourne n.a. Australia 1954/55

1959/60
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ASEA-Hillairet S.A. de Constr. Electr.-Mec. n.a. France 1954/55

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
AB Dikesrenen nr. 11 maj. Sweden 1955/56

1968/69
ASEA Electric (Ireland) Ltd. n.a. Ireland 1955/56

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
AB Rodor n.a. Sweden 1956/57

1962/63
IALCO- Bel, Inc. min. U.S. 1957/58

1964/65
Societa Nazionale delle Off. di Savigl. min. Italy 1958/59

1968/69
ASEA Electric Inc. n.a. U.S. 1958/59

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Canadian ASEA Electric Ltd., Montreal n.a. Canada 1958/59

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Voxnans Kraft AB maj. Sweden 1959/60

1968/69
Graham Brothers AB maj. Sweden 1959/60

1961/62
AB Elektro-Finans maj. Sweden 1959/60

1960/61
Fastighets AB Melker maj. Sweden 1959/60

1968/69
Tullgarns Gjuteri och Mek. Verkstads AB maj. Sweden 1960/61

1962/63
Turbin AB de Laval Ljungstrom min. Sweden 1960/61

1962/63
AB Reaktorteknik min. Sweden 1960/61

1963/64
AB Atomenergi min. Sweden 1960/61

1968/69
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IMFARA S.p.A. n.a. Italy 1961/62

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
ASEA Elektrizitats G.m.b.H. n.a. Germany 1961/62

1962/63
maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Hiss AB ASEA-Graham maj. Sweden 1962/63

1967/68
Compania ASEA de Mexico S.A. n.a. Mexico 1962/63

maj, 1963/64

1965/66
ASEA Eletrica Limitada n.a. Portugal 1962/63

maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Compania ASEA Argentina S.A. n.a. Argentina 1962/63

maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Compania ASEA del Uruguay S.A. n.a. Uruguay 1962/63

maj. 1963/64

1968/69
Grosshandels AB ASEA-Elektroskandia maj. Sweden 1963/64

1964/65
STAL-LAVAL Turbin AB maj. Sweden 1963/64

1968/69
Forvaltnings AB Laval maj. Sweden 1963/64

1966/67
ASEA de Colombia Ltda. maj. Colombia 1963/64

1968/69
AB Electrolux min. Sweden 1963/64

1968/69
Scandinavian Glasfiber AB maj. Sweden 1964/65

1968/69
AB Nafveqvarns Bruk maj. Sweden 1964/65

1968/69
ASEA (Great Britain) Ltd. maj. U.K. 1964/65

1968/69
ASEA Electrica S.A. maj. Spain 1964/65

1968/69
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Construcciones Electricas ASEA de Sab. S.A. min. n.a. 1964/65

1967/68
maj. 1968/69

Kirloskar-ASEA Ltd. min. n.a. 1964/65

1968/69
AB ASEA-SKANDIA maj. Sweden 1965/66

1968/69
Oy Stromberg AB min. Finland 1965/66

1968/69
AB Industridata min. Sweden 1965/66

1968/69
Transformatorenwerk A. Lepper G.m.b.H. maj. Germany 1966/67

1968/69
Elektriska Svetsnings AB min. Sweden 1966/67

1968/69
Svenska Elfabriks AB min. Sweden 1966/67
(SELFA) maj. 1967/68

1968/69
Aseatom AB maj. Sweden 1967/68

1968/69
Scandiamant AB min. Sweden 1967/68

1968/69
Diadur AB min. Sweden 1967/68

1968/69
Thrige- Titan A/S min. Denmark 1967/68

1968/69
Arno S.A., Sao Paulo min. Brazil 1967/68

1968/69
AB ASEA-Graham maj. Sweden 1968/69
Elektromikanit i Laxa AB maj. Sweden 1968/69
ASEA Eletrica SA, Sao Paulo maj. Brazil 1968/69
A/S Titan Auto Diesel maj. Denmark 1968/69
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Appendix 4.6: Sample of affiliated units included in the 1965 search for
patenting affiliates

Note on the data collection process

Esselte: Most firms were commission agents, and firms believed to be involved solely in
printing and publishing were not included in the 1965 search.

SKF: The year selected for search was 1966.

AGA

Acetileno y Materiales AGA S.A.
AGA AIG
AGA Bausch & Lomb AB
AGA-Chropi S.A.I.
AGA del Ecuador C.A.
AB AGA-Faxius
AGA Gas Accumulator Sales S.A. Pty Ltd.
AGA Graham AB
AGA Industri A/S
Cia AGA Paulista de Gas Acumulado S.A.
Cia AGA del Peru
Cia AGA del Rio de la Plata S.A.
AG A-Turk Sanayi ve Ticaret A. S.
Cia AGA Uruguaya S.A.
AGA-Werke Wien G.m.b.H.
Autogen Gasaccumulator G.m.b.H.
A/S Autogenilt
Berg, Hedstrom & Co.
A/S Bravour
Cia Chilena AGA S.A.
Compagnie Generale d' Acetylene AGA (AGA France SA)
David-Andersen Radio A/S
Fabrica de Aco Paulista S.A.
Fabrica Nacional de Oxigeno y P.M. S.A. (AGA-FANO -"-)
Gas Accumulator (UK) Ltd.
Gas Accumulator Co. (India) Ltd.
A/S Gasaccumulator (A/S AGA)
Gases Agamex S.A.
S. A. des Gaz Industriels
Hanseatische Acetylen-Gasindustrie G.m.b.H.
Iberica AGA S.A.
Industriegaswerk Veselinov G.m.b.H.
H.F. Isaga
AB Keros
N.V. Nederlandsche Gasaccumulator M:ij AGA (AGA Nederland N.V.)
Oy AGA AB
Oy AGA-Baltic AB
AB Platforadling (AGA-Platf6radling AB)
Servicios Industriales C. A.
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AB Tudor
AB Vabix
Vendor Ltda.
C.A. Venezolana AGA
AB Held
AB Nordisk Teleproduktion
Stella Radio AB

Alfa Laval

AB Alfa Laval, Stockholm
Eskilstuna Separator AB
Eskilstuna Stalpressnings AB
AB Pump-Separator
AB Salenius Verkstader
AB Separators Ryska Avdelning
Svenska Centrifug AB
Svenska Stalpressnings AB, Olofstrom
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Appendix 4.7: Sample of affiliated units included in the 1990 search for
patenting affiliates

Note on the data collection process

ASEA: The search year was 1986 and only included Swedish affiliates.

Bofors: The search year was 1983 and only included Swedish affiliates (selected units
searched for in connection with Nobel Industrier AB in 1990).

Boliden: The search year was 1986 and only included Swedish affiliates (selected units
searched for in connection with Trelleborgs Gummifabriks AB in 1990).

Fagersta: The search year was 1984 and only included Swedish affiliates.

Flakt: The search year was 1987 and only included Swedish affiliates.

Gotaverken: The search year was 1976 and only included Swedish affiliates.

Granges: The years of search were 1979 (only Swedish affiliates) and 1990 (selected units
searched for in connection with AB Electrolux in 1990).

Swedish Match: The search year was 1987 and only included Swedish affiliates.

Uddeholm: The search year was 1983 and only included Swedish affiliates.

Forerunners of parent firms included in the search: AB Fortia, Fosfatbolaget AB, Kema
Nobel AB, Kema Nord AB, Nitro Nobel AB, and Trafik AB Grangesberg-Oxelosund.
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Sandvik

Swedish Affiliates:

Bushman AB
Danit Hardmetall AB
Dubbman AB
Edmeston AB
Fagersta Rostfria Applikationer AB
Fragoso AB
Guldsmedshytte Bruks AB
Gusab Holding AB
Industri Aktiebolag Skomab
Kapman AB
Metals & Powders Trollhattan AB
Orsa Sagbladsfabrik AB
Sandvik Albatross AB
Sandvik Automation Skandinavien AB
Sandvik Belts AB
Sandvik Carbide Production AB
Sandvik Central Service AB
Sandvik Coromant AB
Sandvik Coromant Skandinavien AB
Sandvik Duvan AB
Sandvik Electronics AB
Sandvik Falken AB
Sandvik Far East Ltd. AB
Sandvik Hand Tools AB
Sandvik Hard Materials AB
Sandvik Hard Materials Norden AB
Sandvik Information Systems AB
Sandvik International AB
Sandvik Invest AB
Sandvik Luftfartsintressenter AB
Sandvik Metal Saws AB
Sandvik Process Systems AB
Sandvik Rock Tools AB
Sandvik Rock Tools Skandinavien AB
Sandvik Saws and Tools AB
Sandvik Steel AB
Sandvik Svalan AB
Sandvik Sagar och Verktyg Skandinavien AB
Sandvik Tranan AB
Sandvik Windsor AB
Sandvik Oberg AB
Sandvik Orebro AB
Sandvik Omen AB
Scandinavian Handtools AB
Steebide International AB
Svenska Specialverktyg AB
Swedish Metal Saws AB
Trellbo AB
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Foreign Affiliates:

Barrenas Sandvik Andina S.A.
Bonastre S.A.
Le Burin S.A.
Danit A/S
Deville S.A.
Diamant Boart Stratabit S.A.
Eurotungstene Poudre S.A.
Frodistri S.A.
H.K. Porter de Mexico C.A.
Madison Tools Ltd.
Mission Valve and Pump Co. Ltd.
Morgon S.A.
Resistel S.A.
Safety S.A.
Sancor (Pvt.) Ltd.
Sandco Ltd.
Sandvik AG
Sandvik Argentina S.A. C. e I.
Sandvik Asia Ltd.
Sandvik Automation GmbH
Sandvik do Brasil S.A.
Sandvik Canada Inc.
Sandvik Chilena Ltda.
Sandvik Colombia S.A.
Sandvik Coromant & Cie.
Sandvik Espanola S.A.
Sandvik Finance B.V.
Sandvik GmbH
Sandvik Hard Materials S.A.
Sandvik Hong Kong Ltd.
Sandvik Inc.
Sandvik Istanbul Ticaret Ltd., Sti.
Sandvik Italia S.p.A.
Sandvik K.K.
Sandvik Kenya Ltd.
Sandvik Korea Co. Ltd.
Sandvik Kosta GmbH
Sandvik Latin America Inc.
Sandvik Ltd.
Sandvik Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
Sandvik Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Sandvik Maroc S.A.
Sandvik de Mexico S.A. de C.V.
Sandvik Nederland B.V.
Sandvik Norge A/S
Sandvik Obergue-Limas e Mecanica Ltda.
Sandvik del Peru S.A.
Sandvik Philippines S.A.



Foreign Affiliates (Continued):

Sandvik Portuguesa Ltda.
Sandvik Process Systems B.V .
Sandvik Process Systems Canada Ltd.
Sandvik Process Systems GmbH
Sandvik Process Systems Inc.
Sandvik Process Systems S.A.
Sandvik Process Systems S.p.A.
Sandvik (Pty.) Ltd.
Sandvik (Pvt.) Ltd.
Sandvik Rhenium Alloys Inc.
Sandvik S. A.
Sandvik S.A. (Belgium) N.V.
Sandvik Saws & Tools & Cie.
Sandvik South East Asia Pte. Ltd.
Sandvik Special Metals Corp.
Sandvik Steel & Cie.
Sandvik Taiwan Ltd.
Sandvik Thailand Ltd.
Sandvik Tobler S.A.
Sandvik Trading Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Sandvik Tube Inc.
Sandvik Venezuela C. A.
Sandvik Windsor Corp.
Sandvik (Zambia) Ltd.
Sandviken A/S
Sanfinanz AG
Seco Kestak A. S.
Stavangerbor A/S
Suomen Sandvik Oy
Technica de Ferramentas Ltda., Soc.
Titan (Taiwan) Pty. Ltd.
Tungstemex S.A. de C.V.
WO Tools-PP-Corun

Alfa Laval

Swedish Affiliates:

Alfa Laval Energy & Cooling Systems AB
Alfa Laval Agri Scandinavia AB
Alfa Laval Agriculture International AB
Alfa Laval Biotechnology AB
Alfa Laval Brewery Systems AB
Alfa Laval Centritech AB
Alfa Laval Contracting AB
Alfa Laval Credit AB
Alfa Laval Dairy Systems AB
Alfa Laval Dairy Systems International AB
Alfa Laval Fastigheter AB
Alfa Laval Fats & Oils Systems AB
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Alfa Laval Flow Equipment AB
Alfa Laval Fondforvaltning AB
Alfa Laval Food Engineering AB
Alfa Laval Fruit Systems AB
Alfa Laval Hamra Gard AB
Alfa Laval Industri AB
Alfa Laval International AB
Alfa Laval International Development AB
Alfa Laval International Engineering AB
Alfa Laval Livsmedelsteknik Norden AB
Alfa Laval Marine & Power Engineering AB
Alfa Laval Materials AB
Alfa Laval Middle East Ltd. AB
Alfa Laval Pakistan AB
Alfa Laval Separation AB
Alfa Laval Service Partner AB
Alfa Laval Stainless Equipment AB
Alfa Laval Stainless Products AB
Alfa Laval Technical Engineering & Consulting AB
Alfa Laval Technology AB
Alfa Laval Thermal AB
Alfa Laval Treasury AB
Celleco-Hedemora AB
De Laval Separator AB
Euroheat AB
Foga Forsaljnings AB
Hamra Invest AB
Hedemora AB
Instrumentfirma Labora AB
Lingbo Verkstader AB
Manus AB
N-J Sahlstroms Maskin AB
Odin Sparman AB
Olofstroms Kraft AB
Profila AB
Remacontrol AB
Satt Control AB
Satt Control Instruments AB
Separator AB
Sparman-Fabriken AB
Square AB
Straight Line AB
T.H.O.R. AB Process KB
Takan Filterkomponenter AB
Tomal AB
Unimex AB
Zander & Ingestrom AB
Allekulla AB



Foreign Affiliates:

A-L (East Asia) Ltd.
AL Tie Inc.
Agri Shop GmbH
Albia Hydrocyclones Inc.
Alfa Laval AG
Alfa Laval Ab
Alfa Laval Agri GmbH
Alfa Laval Agri Scandinavia A/S
Alfa Laval Agri Scandinavia Ab
Alfa Laval Agri S.r.1.
Alfa Laval Australia Pty.
Alfa Laval Caribbean Ltd.
Alfa Laval (China) Ltd.
Alfa Laval et Cie. S.A. (SORENEV)
Alfa Laval Co. Ltd.
Alfa Laval de Colombia S.A.
Alfa Laval Contracting Ltd.
Alfa Laval Contracting and Trading AG
Alfa Laval (East Asia) Ltd.
Alfa Laval Equipamentos Ltda.
Alfa Laval Food Engineering GmbH
Alfa Laval Grunstucksobjekt "Centrallager Glinde"
GmbH & Co. Verwaltungs KG
Alfa Laval Hellas S.A.
Alfa Laval Holding GmbH
Alfa Laval (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Alfa Laval Inc.
Alfa Laval India Ltd.
Alfa Laval Industriegesellschaft AG
Alfa Laval Industrietechnik GmbH
Alfa Laval Iran Co. Ltd.
Alfa Laval (Ireland) Ltd.
Alfa Laval K.K.
Alfa Laval Korea Ltd.
Alfa Laval Ltd.
Alfa Laval (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
Alfa Laval Marine & Power (S) Pte. Ltd.
Alfa Laval Mejeri A/S
Alfa Laval N. V.
Alfa Laval N.V., S.A.
Alfa Laval (N.Z.) Ltd.
Alfa Laval (Nigeria) Ltd.
Alfa Laval Oil & Gas A/S
Alfa Laval Portugal Ltd.
Alfa Laval (Pte.) Ltd.
Alfa Laval Raco Inc.
Alfa Laval Re (Luxemburg) S.A.
Alfa Laval S.A.
Alfa Laval S.A.C.I.
Alfa Laval S.A. de C.V.
Alfa Laval SANICA
Alfa Laval S.p.a.
Alfa Laval South East Asia Pte. Ltd.
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Alfa Laval Venezolana S.A.
Alfa Laval Verwaltungs- und Beratungs-GmbH
Alfinad S.A.
BMD Foundry Machinery Ltd.
Bran + Luebbe Analyzing Technologies Inc.
Bran + Luebbe K.K.
CPMAG
CTC Warmetauscher GmbH
Celleco Ltd.
Centrifugas Peruanas S.A.
Chemap AG
Cherifienne Alfa Laval, Ste.
Comeureg S.A.
Corral S.A.
Dansk Alfa Laval Holding A/S
Equipos Agricolas S.A.
FAUCI S.r.1.
Finska Separator Ab
Formax Inc.
GEFFROI S.A.
Haluwrap A/S
Indo-Laval Pt.
International Marine Engineering Co. Ltd.
Johnson & Loft Inc.
Khartoum Dairy Products Co. Ltd.
Koltek Oy
Koppens Holding B.V.
Koppens Holding Inc.
Kurose Chemical Equipment Co. Ltd.
T. W. Cutter Inc.
Kyoto Machinery Co. Ltd.
LKM Industrial Flow Equipment B.V.
Ladish Co. of Canada Ltd.
MAS Dairies Ltd.
MGI Inc.
MPL Dosiertechnik GmbH
Manus (Great Britain) Ltd.
Midi Pyrenees Elevage S.N.C.
Modulex Ab
Norsk Alfa Laval Holding A/S
Norsk Separator A/S
Parca Norrahammar Ab, Oy
Pelzer GmbH
Pennwalt Equipment Italaina S.p.a.
Pennwalt S.A.C.I. y F.
Prosemoc S.A.
Raco-Haven Automation (Philippines) Inc.
Reginox Industria Mecanica Ltda.
Reyma Electronics Inc.
Safeset Inc.
Satt Control AG
Satt Control Benelux B.V.
Satt Control Inc.



Foreign Affiliates (Continued):

Satt Control Rema A/S
Satt Control Rema Ab, Oy
Satt Control S.r.l.
Saunders-Armaturen Gmbll
Sharples Inc.
Sharples Stokes Pty. Ltd.
Sukab Intertrade Gn1bH
Systems Silkeborg A/S
Tagland (N. Z.) Ltd.
Tebel Machinefabriken B.V.
Tecnica Agro-Industrial S.A. de C.V.
Titan-Copenhague S.A.
Tomoe Saunders Ltd.
Tri-Clover Inc.
Universal Dairy Equipment Inc.
Upthorpe Computer Programs Ltd.
Vendona Beteiligungs- & Finanzierungs AG
Withers Farm Machine Ltd.
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Appendix 4.8:

AGA

Consolidated corporate groups (name of affiliated unit, years of
majority ownership)

Alfa Laval

AGAAB
SVENSKA AB GASACCUMULATOR
AB GASACCUMULATOR
AGA-BALTIC AB
AGA-BALTIC RADIO
AGA CORPORATION
AGA-CTC VARMEVAXLARE AB (AGA HEATING AB) **
AGA INC. *
FRIGOSCANDIA AB
FRIGOSCANDIA CONTRACTING AB
FRIGOSCANDIA CONTRACTING INC.
FRIGOSKANDIA AB
PLATFORADLING AB
SVENSKA GEOTHERM AKTIEBOLAG
TUDOR AB
UDDEHOLMS AB1

UDDEHOLM TOOLING AB *

ALFA-LAVAL AB (x 2)
AB SEPARATOR
AKTIEBOLAGET SEPARATOR *
AB PROFILA *
AB SEPARATOR NOBEL
AB ZANDER & INGESTROM *
ALFA-LAVAL AGRAR GMBH 2

ALFA-LAVAL AGRI INC. *
ALFA-LAVAL AGRI SCANDINAVIA A/S *
ALFA-LAVAL CHEDDAR SYSTEMS LIMITED3

ALFA-LAVAL COMPANY LIMITED
ALFA-LAVAL INC.
ALFA-LAVAL MARINE AND POWER ENGINEERING AB *
ALFA-LAVAL N.V.
ALFA-LAVAL PTY LTD.
ALFA-LAVAL SA
ALFA-LAVAL SEPARATION AB
ALFA-LAVAL SEPARATION A/S
ALFA-LAVAL STALLTECHNIK GMBH
ALFA-LAVAL THERMAL AB *
BRAN + LUBBE
CHEMAP AG *
DE LAVAL CO. LTD. (CANADA)
DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
EWOS AKTIEBOLAGET
FORMAX INC. *
HEDEMORA AB *
IMO-INDUSTRI AKTIEBOLAG (ZANDER & INGESTROM AB)
JONKOPINGS MEKANISKA WERKST. AB (ZANDER & ING. AB)
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1970-1982
1976-1982
1984
1978
1978
1978
1978
1950
1981-1987
1950
1984-1987
1984-1987

1976-

1969
1977
1988
1987
1979
1977
1982
1984
1977
1977
1977
1984
1980
1977
1986
1981
1986-

1978-1987
1989
1990
1969-1979
1969-1981



ASEA

KOLTEK OY *
LAVRIDS KNUDSEN MASKINEFABRIK A/S
O. G. HOYER A/S
ROSENBLAD CORPORATION (OF CANADA LTD)
STAL REFRIGERATION AB
TAGLAND (NZ) LIMITED *
TEBEL MACHINEFABRIEKEN B.V. *

ASEA AKTIEBOLAG
ALLMANNA SVENSKA ELEKTRISKA AB
ALLMANNA SVENSKA ELEKTRISKA AKTIEBOLAGET *
AKTIEBOLAGET SVENSKA FLAKTFABRIKEN4

AB ASEA-ATOM
AB HAGGLUND & SONER *
ABHAGGLUNDS&SONER
AB SVENSKA FLAKTFABRIKEN (x 2)

AB SVENSK VARMEMATNING SVM *
AKTIEBOLAGET ELEKTROKOPPAR *
ASEA AB & TORNBLOMS KVALITETSKONTROLLER
ASEA AS
ASEA CERAMA AB5

ASEA COMPOSITES INC.
ASEA ELECTRIC INC. 6

ASEA GMBH
ASEA JUMET SOCIETE ANONYME
ASEA POWER SYSTEMS INC.
ASEA-STAL AB
BAHNSON COMPANY THE
ELECTROLYSIS POLLUTION CONTROL INC.
ELEKTRISKA SVETSNINGSAKTIEBOLAGET7 *
ELEKTRISKA SVETSNINGSAKTIEBOLAGET *
ESAB AB
ESAB-HEBE AKTIEBOLAG
ESAB-KEBE GMBH
ESAB MANUFACTURING INC.
ESAB NORTH AMERICA INC.
FLAKT AB8 (x 2)
FLAKTINC. *
GADELIUS INTER S.A.
GADELIUS KABUSHIKI KAISHA
INFRASONIK AB
JUNGA VERKSTADER AB
KABELDON AB
KAFAK AKTIEBOLAG
NIPPON FLAKT K.K.
RTE-ASEA CORPORATION
RTE CORPORATION9
SOCIETE ANONYME ASEA JUMET
STAL LAVAL APPARAT AB
STAL-LAVAL TURBIN
STAL-LAVAL TURBIN AB
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1990
1979
1977
1977
1973-1976
1990
1990-

1933-1959
1981-1986
1982-1987
1972
1972
1933-1959
1981-1986
1982-1987
1953-1987
n.a.
1977-1987
1984-1987
1987
1977-1987
1982-1987
1977-1987
1987
1984-1987
1981-1987
n.a.
1977-1984
1977-1984
1977-1984
1977-1984
1977-1984
1977-1984
1978-1984
1981-1986
1983-1986
1981-1986
1981-1986
1981-1986
1978-1988
1972-1986
1970-1984
1981-1986
1975-1990
1971-1984
1977-1987
1963-1987
1962-1983
1962-1983



ABB

STAL REFRIGERATION AB *
SVENSKA TURBINFABRIK AB UUNGSTROMS

1963-1972
1916-1959

Astra

ASEA BROWN BOVERI AB
ASEA BROWN BOVERI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
AB ASEA-ATOM 1988
AB SVENSKA FLAKTFABRIKEN IO (x 2) 1988-
AB SVENSK VARMEMATNING SVM * 1988-
ABB ATOM AB * 1989-
ABB CERAMA AB * 1989-
ABB POWER T&D COMPANY INC. * 1989-
ABB REAKTOR GMBH (ASEA BROWN BOVERI AG) ** 1989-
ABB STAL AB * 1989-
ABB STROMBERG DRIVES OY (ABB STROMBERG OY) ** 1989-
AKTIEBOLAGET ELEKTROKOPPAR * 1987-
AKTIEBOLAGET SVENSKA FLAKTFABRIKEN * 1988-
A/S ELEKTRISK BUREAU * 1988-
ASEA AS 1988
ASEA BROWN BOVERI INC. 1989-
ASEA BROWN BOVERI LTD. 1988-
ASEA CERAMA AB11 1988
ASEA COMPOSITES INC. 1988
ASEA ELECTRIC INC. 12 1988
ASEA GMBH 1988
ASEA JUMET SOCIETE ANONYME 1988
ASEA POWER SYSTEMS INC. 1988
ASEA-STAL AB 1988
BAHNSON COMPANY THE 1988-
FLAKT AB13 1988-
FLAKT AB 1988-
FLAKT INC. * 1988-
FLAKT ROSS INC. (FLAKT CANADA LTD.) * 1988-
GADELIUS KABUSHIKI KAISHA 1988-
IXYS CORPORATION *14

KABELDON AB (ABB CABLES) * 1987-
NIPPON FLAKT K.K. * 1988-
STAL-LAVAL APPARAT AB (FORENADE ELEKTRISKA AB) 1988-

ASTRA LAKEMEDEL AKTIEBOLAG
AKTIEBOLAGET ASTRA *
AKTIEBOLAGET ASTRA APOTHEKARNES KEMISKA FAB. *
AB ASTRA APOTEKARNES KEMISKA FABRIKER
AKTIEBOLAGET ASTRA NUTRITION (ASTRA PHARMAC. AB) ** 1964-
AB HASSLE * 1942-
AKTIEBOLAGET DRACO * 1957-
AKTIEBOLAGET HASSLE * 1942-
ASTRA CHEMICAL PRODUCTS AB * 1968-
ASTRA CORP.
ASTRA INC.
ASTRA-MEDITEC AKTIEBOLAG * 1976-
ASTRA NUTRITION AB (ASTRA PHARMACEUTICALS AB) ** 1964-
ASTRA PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTION AB * 1983-
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ASTRA PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS INC. * 1977-
ASTRA-SIUCO A DIVISION UNDER (ASTRA PHARMAC. AB) ** 1963-
ASTRA SJUCO AB (ASTRA PHARMACEUTICALS AB) ** 1963-
ASTRA-TECH AKTIEBOLAG * 1984-

Atlas Copco

ATLAS COPCO AB (x 2)
AB ATLAS DIESEL
NYA AB ATLAS
ATLAS COPCO FRANCE SA15 1969-1991
INSTITUT CERAC SA 1972-
MONSUN-TISON AB 1966-
TOOLEX ALPHA AKTIEBOLAG (BEREMA AB) 1980-1987
WAGNER MINING EQUIPMENT INC. * 1990-

Avesta

AVEST A IERNVERKS AB *
AVEST A JERNVERKS AKTIEBOLAG
NYBY UDDEHOLM AB 1984

Bofors"

AB BOFORS
AKTIEBOLAGET BOFORS
AKTIEBOLAG BOFORS *
AB BOFORS ELEKTRONIK * 1976-1984
AB BOFORS WEAR PARTS * 1982-1984
AKTIEBOLAGET NOHAB 17 * n.a.
BOFORS AMERICA INC. * 1977-1984
BOFORS GULLSPANG AB
BOFORS-TIDAHOLMSVERKEN AKTIEBOLAG * 1974-
KEMANOBEL AB * 1984-1985
KEMANORD AKTIEBOLAG * 1984
KENOGARD AB * 1984
NITRO NOBEL AB * 1984
NYDQVIST & HOLM AB 1936-

Boliden"

BOLIDEN AB
BOLIDEN AKTIEBOLAG
BOLIDENS GRUVAKTIEBOLAGET
ADV ANCED MINERAL RESEARCH AB 1978-1986
AMINKEMI AB (BOLIDEN KEMI AB) 1980-1987
BERGSOE PAUL + SON AB19 1982
BOLIDEN KEMI AKTIEBOLAG * 1976-1987
NORA Y UNLIMITED INC. n.a.
NORD NERO AB20 1981-1982
PREUSSAG-BOLIDEN-BLEI GMBH21 1977-1987
SALA MASKINFABRIKS AKTIEBOLAG 1972-1986
SYDKRAFT AB22

WP SYSTEM AB 1979-1986
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Electrolux

AKTIEBOLAGET ELECTROLUX (x 2)
AB ELEKTROLUX
AB ADDO
AB AKTA BARNSAKERHET (ELECTROLUX AUTOLIV AB) **

AB ATVIDABERG FACIT
AB ATVIDABERG INDUSTRIER
AB ELECTROLUX MOTOR AKTIEBOLAG *
AB FACIT
AB PARTNER *
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT ELECTROLUX
AUTOLIV AB
AUTOLIV DEVELOPMENT AB
AUTOLIV GMBH
CAREX PROCESS AB (CAREX AB)
CONSORT ALUMINIUM LIMITED23

DATA ROYAL INCORPORATED
ELECTROLUX AUTOLIV AB *
ELECTROLUX CONSTRUCTOR AKTIEBOLAG
ELECTROLUX GMBH
ELECTROLUX MOTOR AB *
ELECTROLUX NORTHERN LIMITED *
ELECTROLUX S.A.R.L.24

ELECTROLUX SIEGEN GMBH
ELECTROLUX-SIGMUND GMBH
EMAIL LIMITED *
EUROCLEAN AB
FACIT AKTIEBOLAG
FLUX-GERAETE GES. MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG
FLYMO SOCIETE ANONYME
FORBACH GMBH *25

GRANGES AB26 (x 2) *
GRANGES ALUMINIUM AB
GRANGES ENGINEERING AB
GRANGES ESSEM AKTIEBOLAG *
GRANGES ESSEM PLAST A/S
GRANGES METALLVERKEN AKTIEBOLAG (x 2)
GRANGES NYBY AB
GRANGES OXELOSUNDS JARNVERK AB
GRANGES WEDA AB
HOPKINS SCIENCE AND RESEARCH CORPORATION
HUGIN KASSAREGISTER AB
HUSQVARNA AB
HUSQVARNA VAPENFABRIKS AKTIEBOLAG
HUSQVARNA
HWH CORPORATION *27

INDUSTRIE ZANUSSI S.P.A. *
INDUSTRIE A. ZANUSSI S.P.A. *
JONSEREDS AKTIEBOLAG
NATIONAL UNION ELECTRIC CORPORATION
NYBY UDDEHOLM AB28

ROPER CORPORATION *
SKANDINAVISKA ALUMINIUM PROFILER AB
TAPPAN COMPANY
TPV ENERGY SYSTEMS INC. *29
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1973-1983
1987
1973-1983
1973-1983
1988
1973-1983
1987
1974-1989
1980
1984
1981
1954-1980
1983-1988
1982-1986
1980
1976
1974
1988
1989
1986-1989
1987-
n.a.
1988
1972
1973-1983
1982-1988
1977-1978
1990
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980-
n.a.
1980-1983
1980-1983
n.a.
1981-1983
1978
1978
1978-

1986
1986
1979
1975-1989

1989
1980
1979-



Ericsson

Esselte

TRAFIKAKTIEBOLAGET GRANGESBERG-OXELOSUND
TRAIL MANUFACTURING LTD.
UNIDAD HERMETICA S.A. *
WHITE CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIES INC. *
WIRSBO BRUKS AKTIEBOLAG
ZANUSSI A. INDUSTRIE S.P.A. *

TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L.M. ERICSSON (x 2)
TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L.M. ERICSSON (x 3) *
AB L.M. ERICSSON & CO.
ERICSSON L.M.
AB ADDO
AB ATVIDABERG FACIT
AB ATVIDABERG INDUSTRIER
AB FACIT
ANACONDA-ERICSSON INC.
AUTOTANK COMPANy30

DANSK SIGNAL INDUSTRI A/S31

DATASAAB AB32

ERICSSON INC.
F.A.T.M.E. S.P.A.33

GNT AUTOMATIC A/S 34

L.M. ERICSSON PTY. LTD. 35

NIRA INTERNATIONAL B.V.
THORN-ERICSSON TELECOMMUNICATIONS (MFG.) LIMITED36

THORSMAN & CO. AKTIEBOLAG

ELEKTRISKA SVETSNINGSAKTIEBOLAGET (x 2) *
ESAB AB
ESAB-HANCOCK GMBH *
ESAB-HEBE AB
ESAB-KEBE GMBH
ESAB MANUFACTURING INC.
ESAB NORTH AMERICA INC.
ESAB WELDING PRODUCTS INC. *
GOT AVERKEN ANGTEKNIK AB38

INDUSTRIAS SIGMA S.A. *

ESSELTE AB (x 2)
ALMQVIST WIKSELL FORLAG AB
ANDERSTORPS WERKSTADS AKTIEBOLAG39

BENSONS INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS LIMITED
ESSELTE ALMANACKSFORLAG AB (ESSELTE MERCUR AB) **
ESSELTE METO (METO TIME AB/EBS AB) **
ESSELTE METO INTERNATIONAL GMBH
ESSELTE METO INTERNATIONAL PROD. GMBH (EBS GMBH) **
ESSELTE NORDIA AB
ESSEL TE OBERGS AB
ESSELTEPAC AKTIEBOLAG40

ESSELTE PENDAFLEX CORPORATION
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1980
1982-1989
1990
1986
1980-1985
1986-

1983-1988
1983-1988
1983-1988
1983-1988
1980-1989
1986-1989
1969-1989
1981
1984
1969-

1969
1982-

1970-1988

1986
1971-1988
1977-1986
1977-1986
1978
1986
1983
1986-

1973-1992

1975
1979
1984
1986
1989
1979-1984
1969-1978
1963-1983
1980-



ESSELTE SANDEN AB 1978-1987
ESSEL TE SECURITY SYSTEMS AB 1978-1987
ESSELTE STUDIUM AB 1973-
LETRASET LIMITED 1981-

Fagersta

FAGERSTA AKTIEBOLAG *
FAGERSTA BRUKS AB (x 2) *
FAGERSTA SECOROC AB 1977-1983

FHikt4 1

AB SVENSKA FLAKTFABRIKEN
AKTIEBOLGATET SVENSKA FLAKTFABRIKEN *
FLAKT AB
FLAKT AB
AB SVENSK VARMEMATNING SVM * 1974-1981
FLAKTINC. * 1983-1991
FLAKT ROSS INC. (FLAKT CANADA LTD.) ** 1988-
GADELIUS INTER S.A. 1976-
GADELIUS KABUSHIKI KAISHA 1976-
NIPPON FLAKT K.K. * 1977-

Granges"

GRANGES AB (x 2) *
TRAFIK AB GRANGESBERG OXELOSUND
TRAFIKAKTIEBOLAGET GRANGESBERG-OXELOSUND *
GRANGES ALUMINIUM 1969-1979
GRANGES ENGINEERING 1969-1979
GRANGES ESSEM AKTIEBOLAG * 1969-1979
GRANGES ESSEM PLAST A/S 1969-
GRANGES METALLVERKEN AKTIEBOLAG (x 2) 1969-1979
GRANGES NYBY AB 1965-1978
GRANGES OXELOSUNDS JARNVERK AB 1955-1979
GRANGES WED A AB 1969-1979
SKANDINAVISKA ALUMINIUM PROFILER AB 1976-1979
WIRSBO BRUKS AB 1978-1979

Gdtaverken

AB GOT AVERKEN *
ERIKSBERGS MEK. VERKST ADS AKTIEBOLAG * 1976-1977
GOT AVERKEN ANGTEKNIK AB 1970-1977
GOTAVERKEN ORESUNDSVARVET AB * 1974-1977

MoDo

MO OCH DOMSJO AKTIEBOLAG
AB MO OCH DOMSJO
AB IGGESUNDS BRUK * 1989-
AKTIEBOLAGET IGGESUNDS BRUK * 1989-
HOLMENS BRUK AKTIEBOLAG * 1989-
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Nobel Industrier

AB BOFORS
AKTIEBOLAGET BOFORS
AKTIEBOLAG BOFORS
BEROL NOBEL AB *
BEROL NOBEL NACKA AB *
BLASCHIM S.P.A.*
BOFORS AMERICA INC. *
BOFORS-TIDAHOLMSVERKEN AKTIEBOLAG *
CASCO NOBEL AB *
EKA NOBEL AB *
KEMANOBEL AB *
KEMANORD AKTIEBOLAG *
KENOGARD AB *
NITRO NOBEL AB *
NOBEL CHEMICALS AB *
NOBEL KEMI AB (NOBEL CHEMICALS AB) **
NOBELPHARMA AB (NOBEL BIOTECH AB) **
NYDQVIST & HOLM AB
PHAROS AB *

Perstorp

PERSTORP AB *
SKANSKA ATTIKSFABRIKEN

Pharmacia

AB PHARMACIA
PHARMACIA AKTIEBOLAG
AKTIEBOLAGET PHARMACIA *
AB FORTIA *
AB FERROSAN *
AKTIEBOLAGET LEO *
AKTIEBOLAGET MEDISAN *
LKB INSTRUMENTS INC. MESNE
LKB MEDICAL AB
LKB PRODUKTER AB (x 2)
MEDISAN AB *
PHARMACIA DELTEC INC. (PHARMACIA INC.) **
PHARMACIA DIAGNOSTICS AB *
PHARMACIA FINE CHEMICALS AB *
PHARMACIA INC. *
PHARMACIA LIMITED *
PHARMACIA P-L BIOCHEMICALS INC. (PHARMACIA INC.) **
SEBIA S. A. HOLDING *43

PLM

PLM AB *
ABPLATMANUFAKTUR*
AKTIEBOLAGET PLATMANUFAKTUR *
PLATMANUFAKTUR AKTIEBOLAGET *
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1985
1985
1985
1989
1989
1988-1991
1985
1985
1985
1987
1986
1985
1986
1985-1986
1985
1985
1985
1985
1987-

1986
1986
1961
1986
1986
1986
1961
1988
1977
1967-1986
1977
1977
1986-



Saab-Scania

Sandvik

SAAB-SCANIA AKTIEBOLAG
SAAB SCANIA AKTIEBOLAG *
AB SCANIA-VABIS
AKTIEBOLAGET SCANIA-VABIS SODERTALJE *
VAGNSFABRIKS SODERTAUE AB
AKTIEBOLAGET FARMING *
DATASAAB AB44

EVERETT/CHARLES TEST EQUIPMENT INC. *
PARCA NORRAHAMMAR AB
SAAB AB
SAAB AKTIEBOLAG
SAAB AUTOMATION AB (SAAB-SCANIA COMBITECH AB) **
SAAB COMPOSITE AKTIEBOLAG *
SAAB INSTRUMENTS AB (SAAB-SCANIA COMBITECH AB) **
SAAB MARINE ELECTRONICS (SAAB-SCANIA COMBIT. AB) **
SAAB MISSILES AB (SAAB-SCANIA COMBITECH AB) **
SAAB TRAINING SYSTEMS AB (SAAB-SCANIA COMBIT. AB) **
SERMET OY *
SVENSKA AEROPLAN AB

SANDVIK AKTIEBOLAG
SANDVIKENS JERNVERKS AB
AB SANDVIK COROMANT *
AB SANDVIK HARD MATERIALS *
AB SANDVIK ROCK TOOLS *
ALSTON TOOL + GAUGE COMPANY LIMITED
DIAGRIT GRINDING COMPANY LIMITED
DISSTON INC.
EDSBYNSINDUSTRIAB
EUROTUNGSTENE45

FAGERSTA SECOROC AB
GARNETT-BYWATER LIMITED
GREENLEAF CORPORATION
HACK SAWS LIMITED
IMK INDUSTRISERVICE AB
MADISON INDUSTRIES INC. 46

OBERG C. O. + CO. AB
OSPREY METALS LIMITED
SAFETY S.A. *
SAND CO LIMITED47

SANDVIK COASTAL INC.
SANDVIK CONVEYOR GMBH 48

SANDVIK CONVEYOR INC. 49

SANDVIK GMBH
SANDVIK HARD MATERIALS LTD. (SANDVIK LTD.) **
SANDVIK INC.
SANDVIK KOSTA GMBH
SANDVIK ROCK TOOLS INC. (SANDVIK ROCK TOOLS AB) **
SANDVIK SPECIAL METAL CORPORATION
SANDVIK STEEL OF COLORADO INC. MESNE
SANDVIK TOBLER S.A. *
SANTRADE LTD.
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1976
1978-1979
1989-1991
1975-1988
1969
1969
1986
1989
1988
1986
1986
1986
1986
1969-

1986
1986
1986
1977-1984
1977-1984
1977-1984
1976
1982-1984
1984-1987
1981-1984
1982-1984
1983-1984
1982-1984
1982
1976-1982
1981
1977
1969-1984
1981
1977-1982
1977-1982
1977
1986
1977
1982
1986
1977-
n.a.
1986
1977-



sex

SKF

SECO TOOLS AB
SPOONER EDMESTON ENGINEERING LIMITED50

TOBLER S.A. MECANIQUE DE PRECISION FRANCO-SUISSE51

TOBLER S.A.
UDDEHOLM STRIP STEEL AKTIEBOLAG52

SVENSKA CELLULOSA AB
SVENSKA CELLULOSA AKTIEBOLAGET
AB DEFIBRATOR
CELL DEVELOP INC.
MEDINVENT SA (MOLNLYCKE AB)
MOLNLYCKE AB RINTRUD
MOLNLYCKE AB
MOLNLYCKE AG GOLEBARGSVAGEN
MOLNLYCKE STERITEX A/S
OBBOLA LINERBOARD AKTIEBOLAG53

PAPIERFABRIK LAAKIRCHEN AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT *54

SUND-AKESSON AKTIEBOLAG
SUNDPACMA AKTIEBOLAG
SUNDS AKTIEBOLAG
SUNDS DEFIBRATOR AKTIEBOLAG
SUNDS DEFIBRATOR INC.
SUNDS VERKSTADER AB

AKTIEBOLAGET SKF
AB SKF
AB SKF AKTIEBOLAGET SVENSKA KULLAGERFABRIKEN
AB SKF NOVA
AB SVENSKA KUGELLAGERFABRIKEN
AMPEP P.L.C. *
LA TECHNIQUE INTEGRALE S.A.
LIDKOPINGS MEKANISKA VERKSTADS AB
MRC BEARINGS INCORPORATED *
PROTOTYP-WERKE GMBH FABRIK F. PRAZISIONSWERKZ. *
PROTOTYP-WERKE GMBH *
RIV-SKF OFFICINE DE VILLAR PEROSA S.P.A.
RIV-SKF OFFICINE DE VILLAR PEROSA S.P.A.
RIV-SKF OFFICINE
R.K.S. SOCIETE ANONYME
S.A. DITE SKF COMPAGNIE D'APPLICATIONS MECANIQUE
S.A. SOCIETE DE MECANIQUE MAGNETIQUE *
SHEFFIELD TWIST DRILL + STEEL CO. LIMITED
SKF COMPAGNIE D'APPLICATIONS MECANIQUES
SKF ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH CENTRE B.V.
SKF FRANCE
SKF GLEITLAGER GMBH (SKF GMBH)
SKF GMBH
SKF GMBH SCHWEINFURT
SKF INDUSTRIAL AND TRADING DEVELOPMENT CENTRE B.V.
SKF INDUSTRIAL TRADING AND DEVELOPMENT CO. B.V.
SKF INDUSTRIAL TRADING AND DEVELOPMENT CO. B.V.
SKF INDUSTRIAL TRADING AND DEVELOPMENT CO.
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1974
1981-1984
1980-1984
1980-1984
1980-1981

1979-1987
1981-1988
1977-1987
n.a.
1975-
n.a.
1979-1987
1985
1991
1967-1987
1976-1988
1947-1978
1979-1987
1982-1987
1947-1987

1974-

1989
1968-1987
1929
1989
1988
1988
1964-1989
1964-1989
1964-1989
1965
1963-1984
1978-1984
1975-1990
1974-1984
1981
1988
1963
1963
1963
1974-1980
1974-1980
1974-1980
1974-1980



SKF INDUSTRIAL TRADING COMPANY B.V.
SKF INDUSTRIELE - EN ONTWIKKELING - MAA TSCHAPPIJ NV
SKF INDUSTRIES INC. (x 2)
SKF KUGELLAGERFABRIKEN
SKF KUGELLAGERFABRIKEN GMBH
SKF LINEARSYSTEME GMBH (SKF GMBH)
SKF LTD.
SKF MEKANPRODUKTER AB
SKF NOVA AB
SKF PLASMA TECHNOLOGIES AB
SKF STEEL ENGINEERING AB
SKF STEEL HOFORS AB
SKF TEXTILMASCHINEN-KOMPONENTEN GMBH
SKF TRANSPORTWIELEN B.V.

SKF (U.K.) LIMITED
SOCIETE DE MECANIQUE MAGNETIQUE S.A. *55

SOCIETE FINANCIERE & IMMOBILIERE SKF ET CIE
STELLANA PLAST AB *

Stora

STORA KOPPARBERGS BERGSLAGS AB (x 2) *
AB AKERLUND + RAUSING
AKERLUND & RAUSING AB
AKTIEBOLAGET SIEFVERT & FORNANDER *
ARENCO AB
BERGVIK OCH ALA AKTIEBOLAG *
BILLERUDS AKTIEBOLAG *
DIAMOND SA
INTERMATCH SWEDEN AB *
SWEDOOR AKTIEBOLAG *
TARKETT AB
TARKETT INC. *
UNIVERSAL MATCH CORPORATION
WOOD PRODUCTS INC.

Swedish Match56

SVENSKA TAND STICKS AB
SVENSKA-TANDSTICKS AKTIEBOLAGET *
AB JONKOPING-VULCAN *
AB AKERLUND + RAUSING
AKERLUND & RAUSING AB
AKERLUND & RAUSING VERPACKUNG GMBH 57

AKTIEBOLAGET JONKOPING-VULCAN *
AKTIEBOLAGET SIEFVERT + FORNANDER *
ARENCO AB
ARENCO AKTIEBOLAG
ARENCO JM AB
ARENCO MACHINE COMPANY INC.
DIAMOND SA
ESSELTEPAC AKTIEBOLAG
FEUDOR SA
INTERMATCH SWEDEN AB *
SAASTAMOINEN OY58
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1974-1980
1974-1980
1963-1988

1974-1987
1988
1974
1982-1988
1974
1986-1989
1979-1985
1982-1985
1988
1984-1987
1990
1974
1978-1984
1986-1987
1986-

1988
1988
1988
1988
1976
1985
1988-1989
1988
1988
1988
1988
1989
1989

1947-1987
1966-1987
1966-1987
1977-1984
1947-1987
1947-1987
1947-1987
1947-1987
1977-1987
1978-1987
1981-1987
1984-1985
1977-1986
1975-1987
1980-1984



SWEDOOR AKTIEBOLAG * 1985-1987
TARKETT AB 1970-1987
UNIVERSAL MATCH CORPORATION 1983-1988

Tetra Pak

AB TETRA PAK (x 2) *
AKTIEBOLAGET TETRA PAK *
TETRA PAK INTERNATIONAL AB

Trelleborg

TRELLEBORGS GUMMIFABRIKS AKTIEBOLAG (x 2) *
ADVANCED MINERAL RESEARCH AB * 1987-
AKTIEBOLAGET ELOF MALMBERG * 1988-
AMINKEMI AB 1987-
BOLIDEN AB59 1987-
BOLIDEN AKTIEBOLAG 1987-
BOLIDENS GRUV AKTIEBOLAGET 1987-
BOLIDEN KEMI AKTIEBOLAG 1987-
FALCONBRIDGE LIMITED *60
MINERAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS INC. * 1989-
NAF AB 1989-
PREUSSAG-BOLIDEN-BLEI GMBH 1987-
VIKING-STAVANGER A/S * 1988-

Uddeholm61

UDDEHOLMS AKTIEBOLAG (x 2)
NYBY UDDEHOLM AB 1979-1983
UDDEHOLM STRIP STEEL AKTIEBOLAG 1976-1979

1989-
UDDEHOLM TOOLING AKTIEBOLAG * 1980-

Volvo

AB VOLVO (x 2)
AB VOLVO TORSLANDA
ACIEREX AB 1981-1985
AUTO PART SWEDEN AB 1976-1983
BOLINDER FABRIKS AB 1950-
CENTRO MET ALCUT AB 1981-1987
DISPENSO AG (DISPENSO AB) 1983-1984
GRANGESBERGS INDUSTRIVARU AB 1981-1983
INTERTECHNIQUE SA62

JC & G BOLINDERS MEKANISKA VERKSTAD 1950-
JOFA AKTIEBOLAG 1973-1983
KARNER & CO AB 1982-1983
KOCKUMS JERNVERKSAKTIEBOLAG 1981-1983
MORGARDSHAMMAR AKTIEBOLAG 1981-1987
NIFE JUNGNER AB 1981
OLOFSTROM AB 1969-
PERSONER AB 1981-1983
SAB AUTOMOTIVE AB 1981
SAB BRAKE REGULATOR COMPANY LIMITED 1981-1984
SAB HARMON INDUSTRIES INC. 1981-1984
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SAB INDUSTRI AB
SAB NIFE AB
SCANPUMP AB
SONESSON PLAST AB
SVENSKA ACKUMULATOR AKTIEBOLAGET JUNGNER
UNITED TURBINE AB & CO. KG
VME AMERICAS INC. *63
VOLVO BM AB
VOLVO CAR B.V.
VOLVO FL YGMOTOR AB
VOLVO HYDRAULIK AB
VOLVO PENTA AB
VOLVO WHITE TRUCK CORPORATION

1981-1982
1982-1983
1981-1983
1981
1981-1983
1981-

1950
1977-1991
1977
1986
1961
1982-1989

Italics indicate the first or last year in which the affiliate could be identified, but where information about previous
or subsequent owners was not available. For most of the foreign affiliates, information was not systematically
available prior to 1977.

* Affiliate identified in the 1990 search, directly owned.

** Affiliate identified in the 1990 search, indirectly owned.

n.a. Not available

1. Uddeholms AB and affiliated units were majority-owned 1984-1987.

2. Assumed affiliate of Alfa-Laval Holding GmbH.

3. Could be included in Cheese Systems Ltd.

4. AB Svenska Flaktfabriken and affiliated units 50% owned 1981-1986.

5. 50% owned 1984-1986.

6. Associated names ASEA Inc. and ASEA Electric Inc.

7. Elektriska Svetsnings AB and affiliated units 50% owned 1977-1984.

8. Flakt AB and affiliated units 50% owned 1981-1986.

9. 50% owned 1971-1976.

10. AB Svenska Flaktfabriken and affiliated units 100% owned since 1988.

11. 50% owned 1984-1986.

12. Associated names ASEA Inc. and ASEA Electric Inc.

13. Flakt AB and affiliated units 100 % owned since 1988.

14. 28 % owned 1990.

15. First identified in 1956.
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16. Owned by Nobel Industrier AB since 1985.

17. Name and ownership of affiliate could not be identified.

18. Boliden AB was acquired by Trelleborgs Gummifabriks AB in 1987.

19. Could be part of Boliden Bergsoe AB.

20. Iggesund (100%) 1976-1980; Eka/Iggesund (50%), Boliden (50%) 1981-1982.

21. Partly owned, ownership not available.

22. Ownership never exceeded 20 %.

23. Assumed affiliate of Consort Ltd.

24. Could be affiliated unit in France or Luxembourg.

25. 50 % owned since 1990.

26. Granges AB and affiliated units were acquired in 1980.

27. 33 % owned since 1990.

28. Ownership never exceeded 10%.

29. 49 % owned since 1990.

30. Assumed affiliate of Autotank AB.

31. First identified in 1967.

32. Ericsson (50%), Data-Saab Sverige AB (50%) 1980.

33. First identified in 1963.

34. 49% owned in 1975 and probably throughout period.

35. First identified in 1963.

36. 49% owned in 1975 and probably throughout period.

37. Elektriska Svetsnings AB and affiliated units 50% owned by ASEA 1977-1984.

38.50% owned 1984-1986.

39. Not majority owned.

40. Owned by Akerlund & Rausing 1984-1985.

41. 100% owned by ASEA 1933-1959; 50% owned by ASEA 1981-1986.

42. Owned by Electrolux since 1980.

43. Partly owned 1988-1990.

44. Saab-Scania (50%), Data-Saab Sverige AB (50%) 1978-1979.
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45. Ownership 1982-1984 not available, 49% owned 1990-1992.

46. Other names Madison Industries GmbH, 1982-1984, and Madison Tools Ltd. since 1982.

47. First identified in 1956.

48. Assumed affiliate of Sandvik Conveyor AB, established 1970.

49. Assumed affiliate of Sandvik Conveyor AB, established 1970.

50. Could also have been part of Spooner Industries Ltd.

51. Assumed affiliate of Tobler S.A.

52. Uddeholm (65%), Sandvik (35%) 1976-1979; Sandvik (55%), Uddeholm (45%) 1980-1981; Sandvik (48%),
Uddeholm/AGA (40%), SKF (12%) 1982-1984; Sandvik (50%), Uddeholm Tooling/AGA/Uddeholm Strip Steel (50%) 1985
1988; Uddeholm (100%) since 1989.

53. 50% owned 1977-1984.

54. Laakirchen GmbH since 1989, but Papierfabrik Laakirchen never majority-owned and disappears in 1991.

55. 18.7% owned 1992.

56. Swedish Match AB and affiliated units were acquired by Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags AB in 1988.

57. Could be included in Akerlund & Rausing Systempak Verpackungsmaschinen GmbH.

58. Minority owned since 1986.

59. Boliden AB and affiliated units were acquired in 1987.

60. 48 % owned since 1990.

61. Owned by AGA 1984-1987.

62. Owned by Beijerinvest some time prior to 1980, not owned by Volvo.

63. 25 % owned since 1989.
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Appendix 6.1: Patent classes employed by the U.S. Patent Office aggregated into 56 fields
of technology

1. Food and Tobacco Products

127 Sugar, starch and carbohydrates sub class 29-71
131 Tobacco sub class 1-226,291-999
426 Food or edible material: processes, compositions and products

2. Distillation Processes

201 Distillation: processes, thermolytic
203 Distillation: processes, separatory

3. Inorganic Chemicals

423 Chemistry, inorganic

4. Agricultural Chemicals

71 Chemistry, fertilizers

5. Chemical Processes

23 Chemistry
51 Abrading sub class 293-328
55 Gas separation sub class 1-99
62 Refrigeration sub class 1-122

134 Cleaning and liquid contact with solids sub class 1-42
156 Adhesive bonding and miscellaneous chemical manufacture sub class 1-479, 600-668
204 Chemistry, electrical and wave energy sub class 1-192, 900-914
210 Liquid purification or separation sub class 501-982
260 Chemistry carbon compounds sub class 95, 684-708
427 Coating processes
432 Heating sub class 1-53
518 Chemistry - processes which include a Fischer-Tropsch reaction

6. Photographic Chemistry

430 Radiation imagery chemistry-processes, composition or product

7. Cleaning Agents and Other Compositions

106 Compositions, coating or plastic
252 Compositions
512 Perfume compositions

8. Disinfecting and Preserving

422 Process disinfecting, deodorizing, preserving or sterilizing, chemical apparatus sub class 1-43

9. Synthetic Resins and Fibers

260 Chemistry carbon compounds sub class 1-94, 666-683,709-999
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520 Synthetic resins
521 Part of the class 520 series-synthetic resins or natural rubbers
522 Part of the class 520 series-synthetic resins or natural rubbers
523 Part of the class 520 series-synthetic resins or natural rubbers
524 Part of the class 520 series-synthetic resins or natural rubbers
525 Part of the class 520 series-synthetic resins
526 Part of the class 520 series-synthetic resins or natural rubbers
527 Part of the class 520 series-synthetic resins or natural rubbers
528 Part of the class 520 series-synthetic resins

10. Bleaching and Dyeing

8 Bleaching and dyeing of textiles and fibers

11. Other Organic Compounds

260 Chemistry carbon compounds sub class 96-665
530 Chemistry, peptides or proteins, lignins or reaction products thereof
534 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
536 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
540 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
544 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
546 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
548 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
549 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
552 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
556 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
560 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
562 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
564 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
568 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
570 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds
930 Part of the class 532-570 series-organic compounds

12. Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology

424 Drug, bio-affecting and body treating compositions
435 Chemistry: molecular biology and microbiology
436 Chemistry: analytical and immunological testing
514 Drug, bio-affecting and body treating compositions
800 Multicellular living organisms and unmodified part thereof
935 Genetic engineering: recombinant DNA technology, hybrid or fused cell technology and related

manipulations of nucleic acids

13. Metallurgical Processes

29 Metal-working
75 Metallurgy

148 Metal treatment
164 Metal founding sub class 1-148
228 Metal fusion bonding sub class 101-265
419 Powder metallurgy-processes
420 Nonferrous alloys or metallic compositions
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14. Miscellaneous Metal Products

3 Artificial body members
4 Baths, closets, sinks and spittoons
7 Compound tools

10 Bolt, nail, nut, rivet and screw making
16 Miscellaneous hardware
24 Buckles, buttons, clasps, etc.
27 Undertaking
30 Cutlery sub class 1-165, 167,395-499,501-999
49 Moveable or removable closures
63 Jewellery
70 Locks

108 Horizontally supported planar surfaces
109 Safes, bank protection and related devices
124 Mechanical guns and projectors
132 Toilet
135 Tents, canopies, umbrellas and canes
138 Pipes and tubular conduits
150 Cloth, leather and rubber receptacles
160 Closures, partitions and panels, flexible and portable
182 Fire escapes, ladders, scaffolds
190 Baggage
206 Special receptacle or package
211 Supports, racks
215 Bottles and jars sub class 100-367
220 Metallic receptacles
232 Deposit and collection receptacles
248 Supports
256 Fences
267 Spring devices
272 Amusement and exercising devices
279 Chucks or sockets
285 Pipe joints or couplings
292 Closure fasteners
312 Supports, cabinet structures
383 Flexible bags
403 Joints and connections
411 Expanded, threaded, headed, and driven fasteners-locked or coupled bolts
464 Rotary shafts, gudgeons, housing and flexible couplings for rotary shafts
623 Prosthesis (artificial body members), parts thereof or aids and accessories thereof

15. Food, Drink and Tobacco Equipment

99 Foods and beverages: apparatus
127 Sugar, starch and carbohydrates sub class 1-28
131 Tobacco sub class 227-290

16. Chemical and Allied Equipotent

34 Drying and gas or vapor contact with solids
51 Abrading sub class 1-292, 329-999
55 Gas separation sub class 100-999
68 Textiles, fluid treating apparatus

118 Coating apparatus
134 Cleaning and liquid contact with solids sub class 43-999
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156 Adhesive bonding and miscellaneous chemical manufacture sub class 480-599, 669-999
159 Concentrating evaporators
196 Mineral oils apparatus
202 Distillation: apparatus
209 Classifying, separating and assorting solids
210 Liquid purification or separation sub class 1-500
261 Gas and liquid contact apparatus
366 Agitating
422 Process disinfecting, deodorizing, preserving or sterilizing, chemical apparatus sub class 44-999
494 Imperforate bowl, centrifugal separators
502 Catalyst, solid solvent, or support thereof, product or process
503 Record receiver having plural leaves or a colorless color former, method of use or developer thereof

17. Metal-Working Equipment

59 Chain, staple and horseshoe making
72 Metal deforming
76 Metal tolls and implements, making
81 Tools
83 Cutting

163 Needle and pin making
164 Metal founding sub class 149-999
173 Tool driving or impacting
225 Severing by tearing or breaking
228 Metal fusion bonding sub class 1-100
234 Selective cutting (e.g. punching)
266 Metallurgical apparatus
269 Work holders
308 Machine elements, bearings and guides sub class 1-9, 11-245
384 Bearings or guides
407 Cutters for shaping
408 Cutting by use of rotating axially moving tool
409 Gear cutting, milling or planing
413 Sheet metal container making
474 Endless container making
474 Endless belt power transmission and components

18. Paper Making Apparatus

53 Package making
162 Paper making and fiber preparation
229 Paper receptacles
493 Manufacturing container or tube from paper

19. Building Material Processing Equipment

65 Glass manufacturing sub class 138-999
241 Solid material comminution or disintegration sub class 132-999
249 Static moulds

20. Assembly and Material Handling Equipment

186 Store service
187 Elevators sub class 1-28, 30-999
193 Conveyors, chutes, skids, guides and ways
198 Conveyors, power driven
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212 Traversing hoists
224 Package and article carriers
226 Advancing material of indeterminate length
242 Winding and reeling
254 Pushing and pulling implements sub class 134-999
258 Railway mail delivery
271 Sheet feeding or delivering
294 Handling, hand and hoist-line implements
402 Binder device releasably engaging aperture or notch of sheet
406 Conveyors, fluid current
410 Freight accommodation on freight carrier
414 Material or article handling
901 Robots

21. Agricultural Equipment

56 Harvesters
111 Planting
130 Threshing
172 Earth working
278 Land vehicles, animal draft appliances
460 Crop threshing or separating

22. Other Construction and Excavating Equipment

37 Excavating
171 Unearthing plants or buried objects
404 Road structure, process and apparatus sub class 83-133

23. Mining Equipment

166 Wells
175 Boring or penetrating the earth
299 Mining or in situ disintegration of hard material

24. Electrical Lamp Manufacturing

445 Electric lamp or space discharge component or device manufacturing

25. Textile and Clothing Machinery

12 Boot and shoe making
19 Textiles, fibers preparation
26 Textiles, cloth finishing
28 Textiles, manufacturing
38 Textiles, ironing or smoothing
57 Textiles, spinning, twisting and twining
66 Textiles, knitting
69 Leather manufactures
87 Textiles, braiding, netting and lacemaking

112 Sewing
139 Textiles, weaving
223 Apparel apparatus
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26. Printing and Publishing Machinery

101 Printing
199 Type casting
270 Sheet material associating or folding
276 Type setting
281 Books, strips and leaves
282 Manifolding
283 Printed matter
412 Bookbinding, process and apparatus
462 Books, strips and leaves for manifolding

27. Woodworking Tools and Machinery

142 Wood turning
144 Wood working
145 Woodworking tools

28. Other Specialized Machinery

15 Brushing, scrubbing and general cleaning (apparatus)
30 Cutlery sub class 166, 168-394, 500
79 Button making
98 Ventilation

100 Presses
116 Signals and indicators
133 Coin handling
140 Wireworking
141 Fluent material handling, with receiver or receiver coating means
147 Coopering
157 Wheelwright machines
169 Fire-extinguishers
194 Check-controlled apparatus
221 Article dispensing
222 Dispensing
227 Elongated nlember driving apparatus
254 Pushing and pulling implements sub class 1-133
277 Joint packing
291 Track sanders
300 Brush, broom and mop making
401 Coating, implements with material supply
425 Plastic article or earthenware shaping or treating: apparatus
453 Coin handling

29. Other General Industrial Equipment

48 Gas, heating and illuminating
91 Motors, expansible chamber type
92 Expansible chamber devices

110 Furnaces
122 Liquid heaters and vaporizers
126 Stores and furnaces
137 Fluid handling
165 Heat exchange
184 Lubrication
185 Motors, spring, weight and animal powered
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188 Brakes
192 Clutches and power stop control
237 Heating systems
239 Fluid sprinkling, spraying and diffusing
251 Valve and valve actuation
303 Fluid pressure brake and analogous systems
415 Rotary kinetic fluid motors or pumps
416 Fluid reaction surfaces (impellers)
417 Pumps
418 Rotary expansible chamber devices
431 Combustion
432 Heating sub class 54-999

30. Mechanical Calculators and Typewriters

235 Registers sub class 61-89, 419-434
400 Typewriting machines

31. Power Plants

60 Power plants

32. Nuclear Reactors

376 Induced nuclear reaction, systems and elements
976 Nuclear technology

33. Telecommunications

178 Telegraph
179 Telephony
329 Demodulators and detectors
332 Modulators
367 Communication, electrical: acoustic wave systems and devices
370 Multiplex communications
375 Pulse or digital communications
379 Telephonic communications
455 Telecommunications

34. Other Electrical Communication Systems

340 Communications, electrical
341 Coded data generation or conversion
382 Image analysis

35. Special Radio Systems

342 Communications, directive radio wave systems and devices
343 Communications, radio wave antennas

36. Image and Sound Equipment

84 Music
181 Acoustics
358 Pictorial communication, television
381 Electrical audio signal processing
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37. Illumination Devices

313 Electric lamp and discharge devices
314 Electric lamp and discharge devices, consumable electrodes
315 Electric lamp and discharge devices, systems
362 Illumination

38. Electrical Devices and Systems

174 Electricity, conductors and insulators
200 Electricity, circuit maker and breakers
307 Electrical transmission or interconnection systems sub class 1-199, 586-999
308 Machine elements, bearings and guides sub class 10
323 Electricity, voltage magnitude and phase control systems
328 Miscellaneous electron space discharge device
330 Amplifiers
331 Oscillators
333 Wave transmission lines and networks
334 Tuners
335 Electricity, magnetically operated switches, magnets and electromagnets
336 Inductor devices
337 Electricity, electrothermally or thermally actuated switches
338 Electrical resistors
339 Electrical connectors
361 Electricity, electrical systems and devices sub class 1-432, 437-999
363 Electric power conversion systems
372 Coherent light generators
439 Electrical connectors
505 Superconductor technology - apparatus, material, process

39. Other General Electrical Equipment

62 Refrigeration sub class 123-999
136 Batteries, thermoelectric and photoelectric
204 Chemistry, electrical and wave energy sub class 193-499
219 Electric heating
236 Automatic temperature and humidity regulation
290 Prime mover dynamo plants
310 Electrical generator or motor structure
318 Electricity, motive power systems
320 Electricity, battery and condenser charging and discharging
322 Electricity, single generator systems
361 Electricity, electrical systems and devices sub class 433-436
373 Industrial electric heating furnaces
388 Electricity, motor control systems
392 Electric resistant heating devices
429 Chemistry, electrical current producing apparatus, product and process
437 Semiconductors device manufacturing: process

40. Semiconductors

307 Electrical transmission or interconnection systems sub class 200-585
357 Active solid state devices, e.g. transistors, solid state diodes
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41. Office Equipment and Data Processing Systems

235 Registers sub class 375-386, 400-418, 435-457
360 Dynamic magnetic information storage and retrieval
364 Electrical computers and data processing systems
365 Static information storage and retrieval
369 Dynamic information storage and retrieval
371 Error detection/correction and fault detection/recovery
377 Electrical pulse counters, pulse dividers or shift registers
902 Electronic funds transfer

42. Internal Combustion Engines

123 Internal combustion engines

43. Motor Vehicles

180 Motor vehicles
296 Land vehicles, bodies and tops

44. Aircraft

244 Aeronautics sub class 1-13, 15-999

45. Ships and Marine Propulsion

114 Ships sub class 1-19, 26-999
440 Marine propulsion
441 Buoys, rafts, and aquatic devices

46. Railways and Railway Equipment

104 Railways
105 Railway rolling stock
213 Railway draft appliances
238 Railways, surface track
246 Railway switches and signals

47. Other Transport Equipment

191 Electricity, transmission to vehicles
280 Land vehicles
293 Vehicle fenders
295 Railway wheels and axles
298 Land vehicles, dumping
301 Land vehicles, wheels and axles
305 Wheel substitutes for land vehicles

48. Textiles Clothing and Leather

2 Apparel
36 Boots, shoes and leggings

245 Wire fabrics and structure
289 Knots and knot tying
450 Foundation garments
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49. Rubber and Plastic Products

152 Resilient tires and wheels
264 Plastic and nonmetallic article shaping or treating process

50. Non-Metallic Mineral Products

52 Static structures, e.g. buildings
65 Glass manufacturing sub class 1-137

125 Stone working
215 Bottles and jars sub class 1-99
241 Solid material comminution or disintegration sub class 1-131
428 Stock material or miscellaneous articles
501 Compositions: ceramic

51. Coal and Petroleum Products

44 Fuel and ignition devices
208 Mineral oils
585 Chemistry, hydrocarbons

52. Photographic Equipment

354 Photography
355 Photocopying

53. Other Instruments and Controls

33 Geometrical instruments
73 Measuring and testing
74 Machine elements and mechanisms

128 Surgery
177 Weighing scales
187 Elevators sub class 29
235 Registers sub class 1-60, 90-374, 387-399, 458-999
250 Radiant energy
324 Electricity, measuring and testing
346 Recorders
350 Optics, systems and elements
351 Optics, eye examining vision testing and correcting
352 Optics, motion pictures
353 Optics, image projectors
356 Optics, measuring and testing
368 Horology-time measuring systems and devices
374 Thermal measuring and testing
378 X-ray or gamma systems or devices
433 Dentistry
475 Planetary gear transmission systems and components
600 Surgery
604 Surgery
606 Surgery
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54. Wood Products

5 Beds
217 Wooden receptacles
297 Chairs and seats

55. Explosive Compositions and Charges

149 Explosive and thermic compositions or charges

56. Other Manufacturing and Non-Industrial

6 Bee culture
14 Bridges
17 Butchering
40 Card, picture and sign exhibiting
42 Firearms
43 Fishing, trapping and vermin destroying
47 Plant husbandry
54 Harness
86 Ammunition and explosive-charge making
89 Ordnance

102 Ammunition and explosive devices
114 Ships sub class 20-25
119 Animal husbandry
168 Farriery
231 Whips and whip apparatus
244 Aeronautics sub class 14
273 Amusement devices, games
380 Cryptography (ciphering and coding apparatus)
404 Road structure, process and apparatus
405 Hydraulic and earth engineering
434 Education and demonstration
446 Amusement devices, toys
449 Bee culture
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Appendix 6.2: 33 fields of technology and their relationship to the 56 fields classification

33 fields of technology

Food and tobacco products

2 Inorganic chemicals

3 Agricultural chemicals

4 Chemical processes

5 Bleaching and dyeing processes

6 Other organic chemicals

7 Pharmaceuticals

8 Metallurgical processes

9 Other metal products

10 Chemical and allied equipment

11 Metal-working equipment

12 Assembly equipment

13 Mining equipment

14 Specialized industrial equipment

15 General industrial equipment

16 PU\\ er plants

l -; '\ ur lear reactors

56 fields included

Food and tobacco products

3 Inorganic chemicals

4 Agricultural chemicals

2 Distillation processes
5 Chemical processes
6 Photographic chemistry
7 Cleaning agents and other compositions

8 Disinfecting and preserving
10 Bleaching and dyeing

9 Synthetic resins and fibers
11 Other organic compounds

12 Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology

13 Metallurgical processes

14 Miscellaneous metal products

15 Food, drink and tobacco equipment
16 Chemical and allied equipment
18 Paper making apparatus
19 Building material processing equipment

17 Metal-working equipment

20 Assembly and material handling equipment

23 Mining equipment

21 Agricultural equipment
22 Other construction and excavating equipment
24 Electrical lamp manufacturing
25 Textile and clothing machinery
26 Printing and publishing machinery
27 Woodworking tools and machinery
28 Other specialized machinery

29 Other general industrial equipment

31 Power plants

32 Nuclear reactors
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18 Telecommunications

19 Image and sound equipment

20 Electrical systems

21 General electrical equipment

22 Semiconductors

23 Office equipment

24 Motor vehicles

25 Aircraft

26 Other transport equipment

27 Textiles and wood products

28 Rubber products

29 Non-metallic mineral products

30 Coal and petroleum products

31 Photographic instruments

32 Other instruments

33 Telecommunications
34 Other electrical communication systems
35 Special radio systems

36 Image and sound equipment

37 Illumination devices
38 Electrical devices and systems

39 Other general electrical equipment

40 Semiconductors

30 Mechanical calculators and typewriters
41 Office equipment and data processing systems

42 Internal combustion engines
43 Motor vehicles

44 Aircraft

45 Ships and marine propulsion
46 Railways and railway equipment
47 Other transport equipment

48 Textiles, clothing and leather
54 Wood products

49 Rubber and plastic products

50 Non-metallic mineral products

51 Coal and petroleum products

52 Photographic equipment

53 Other instruments and controls

33 Other manufacturing and non-industrial 55 Explosive compositions and charges
56 Other manufacturing and non-industrial
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Appendix 6.3: Important fields and classes of technology among the sample firms (figures within parentheses indicate total number of U. s.
patents over the period 1890-1990)

Field of technology
according to 33 classes

1 Food and tobacco products

2 Inorganic chemicals

3 Agricultural chemicals

4 Chemical processes

Most important field of
technology according to
56 fields classification

Most important class
within 56 fields

Food or edible material (71)
Tobacco (31)

Chemistry, inorganic (59)

Chemistry, fertilizers (2)

Adhesive bonding (94)
Refrigeration (50)
Coating processes (49)

w
w
~ 5 Bleaching and dyeing processes Bleaching and dyeing (12) Bleaching and dyeing of textiles and fibers (12)

6 Other organic chemicals

7 Pharmaceuticals

8 Metallurgical processes

9 Other metal products

Other organic compounds (248)

Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology (283)

Miscellaneous metal products (492)

Organic compounds, selected (31)

Drug, bio-affecting and body treating compositions (149)
Chemistry, molecular biology and microbiology (41)
Chemistry, analytical and immunological testing (24)

Metallurgy (157)
Metal-working (138)
Metal treatments (63)

Joints and connections (69)
Special receptacle or package (65)
Metallic receptacles (57)
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10 Chemical and allied equipment

11 Metal-working equipment

12 Assembly equipment

13 Mining equipment

14 Specialized industrial equipment

15 General industrial equipment

16 Power plants

17 Nuclear reactors

18 Telecommunications

19 Image and sound equipment

Chemical and allied equipment (955)

Assembly and material handling equipment (327)

Other specialized machinery (482)

Other general industrial equipment (964)

Telecommunication (415)

Imperforate bowl, centrifugal separators (365)
Paper-making and fiber preparation (140)
Gas separation (129)

Bearing or guides (518)
Tool driving or impacting (148)
Metal deforming (140)

Conveyors, power driven (92)
Material or article handling (73)
Winding and reeling (44)

Boring or penetrating the earth (100)
Mining or in situ disintegration of hard material (36)

Brushing, scrubbing and general cleaning (126)
Plastic article or earthenware shaping or treating (68)
Joint packing (64)

Fluid handling (173)
Heat exchange (130)
Clutches and power stop control (104)

Power plants (108)

Induced nuclear reaction, systems and elements (87)

Telephonic communications (232)
Multiplex communications (94)
Communications, electrical (82)

Pictorial communication, communication (20)
Acoustics (14)
Electrical audio signal processing (14)



20 Electrical systems

21 General electrical equipment

22 Semiconductors

Electrical devices and systems (989)

Other general electrical equipment (687)

Electricity, circuit maker and breakers (188)
Electricity, electrical systems and devices (162)
Electric power conversion systems (143)

Refrigeration (130)
Electrical generator or motor structure (123)
Electric heating (119)

Active solid state devices, transistors, diodes (34)
Electrical transmission or interconnection systems (29)

23 Office equipment Office equipment and data processing systems (141) Electrical computers and data processing systems (76)
Error detection/correction and fault detection/recovery (15)
Typewriting machines (15)

w
w
0\

24 Motor vehicles

25 Aircraft

26 Other transport equipment

27 Textiles and wood products

28 Rubber products

29 Non-metallic mineral products

Internal combustion engines (114)

Wood products (13)

Rubber and plastic products (74)

Internal combustion engines (110)
Motor vehicles (43)
Land vehicles, bodies and tops (10)

Aeronautics (34)

Land vehicles (52)
Marine propulsion (32)
Ships (17)

Chairs and seats (12)
Apparel (2)
Beds (1)

Plastic and nonmetallic article shaping (70)
Resilient tires and wheels (4)

Stock material or miscellaneous articles (81)
Solid material comminution or disintegration (28)
Static structures, e.g. buildings (23)
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30 Coal and petroleum products

31 Photographic instruments

32 Other instruments

33 Other manufacturing and
non-industrial

Photographic equipment (1)

Other instruments and controls (859)

Mineral oils, processes and products (45)
Fuel and igniting devices (6)
Chemistry, hydrocarbons (1)

Photocopying (1)

Measuring and testing (156)
Machine elements and mechanisms (148)
Radiant energy (88)

Animal husbandry (137)
Ordnance (133)
Ammunition and explosive devices (88)



Appendix 6.4: Sample patenting in the U.S. according to 33 fields of technology, 10-year periods, 1951-1990

Field of technology Number of Number of Number of Number of Growth
U.S. patents 1951-60 U.S. patents 1961-70 U.S. patents 1971-80 ~atents 1981-90 1971-1980 to 1981-1990

1 Food and tobacco products 20 32 23 17 -26%
2 Inorganic chemicals 4 4 10 28 115%
3 Agricultural chemicals 2
4 Chemical processes 37 52 125 171 37%
5 Bleaching and dyeing 2 7 6 4 -33%
6 Other organic chemicals 38 68 103 56 -45%
7 Pharmaceuticals 3 27 123 120 -2%
8 Metallurgical processes 27 71 196 154 -21 %
9 Other metal products 48 86 117 214 83%

10 Chemical and allied equipment 150 249 287 302 5%
11 Metal-working equipment 48 162 412 422 2%
12 Assembly equipment 31 80 89 114 28%

w 13 Mining equipment 16 19 49 52 6%w
00

14 Specialized industrial 65 113 218 256 17%
equipment

15 General industrial equipment 113 146 284 274 -4%
16 Power plants 9 17 20 43 115%
17 Nuclear reactors 32 22 33 50%
18 Telecommunications 100 122 142 125 -12%
19 Image and sound equipment 4 6 25 11 -56%
20 Electrical systems 178 244 293 232 -21 %
21 General electrical equipment 127 124 195 171 -12%
22 Semiconductors 4 25 21 12 -43%
23 Office equipment 11 30 53 54 2%
24 Motor vehicles 5 16 25 88 252%
25 Aircraft 2 6 20 5 -75%
26 Other transport equipment 7 29 58 61 5%
27 Textile and wood products 2 4 9 125%
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28 Rubber products 1 15 17 40 135%
29 Non-metallic mineral products 6 19 43 89 107%
30 Coal and petroleum products 7 3 3 0%
31 Photographic instruments 1
32 Other instruments 54 135 281 310 10%
33 Other manufacturing and 52 80 III 121 9%

non-industrial



Appendix 6.5: Growth in U.S. patenting among individual, consolidated, corporate groups, 1951-1990

Consistent growth

Firm Number of Number of Number of Number of Growth
U.S. patents 1951-60 U.S. patents 1961-70 U.S. patents 1971-80 U.S. patents 1981-90 1971-1980 to 1981-1990

Esselte 2 2 12 95 692%
Tetra Pak 0 38 41 146 256%
PLM 0 0 21 59 181%
Volvo 9 28 82 191 133%
Trelleborg 2 8 16 29 81 %
Sandvik 45 71 151 261 73%
SeA 9 33 44 71 61 %
Electrolux 127 155 200 319 60%
Pharmacia 8 26 68 85 25%
Boliden 11 17 64 74 16%

w SKF 59 82 375 426 14%
~

ASEA 1) 276 500 6550 458
Granges 0 2 38

Notes:

1) The last year of consolidation was 1987. Figures indicate consistent growth throughout the period 1981-1987.

Nobel Industrier and ABB have been excluded, since the first years of consolidation are 1985 and 1988 respectively.



Overall but interrupted growth

Firm Number of Number of Number of Number of Growth
u.s. patents 1951-60 U.S. patents 1961-70 U.S. patents 1971-80 U.S. patents 1981-90 1971-1980 to 1981-1990

Alfa Laval 151 138 146 174 19%
ESAB 0 11 27 24 -11 %
Ericsson 191 219 290 254 -12%
Saab-Scania 3 24 119 105 -12%
Astra 5 51 136 114 -16%
Stora 24 44 59 47 -20%
Flakt 0 25 102 76 -25%
Bofors 82 136 179 117 -35%
Perstorp 0 16 16 10 -38%
MoDo 1 30 84 49 -42%
Atlas Copco 52 119 220 124 -44%
Fagersta 0 8 17 3 -62%
Uddeholm 3 16 44 15 -66%

I.,;.)

Avesta 0 6 12 2 -83%+>-

Gotaverken 1) 18 40 23
Swedish Match 2) 26 92 43 27

Notes:

1) The last year of consolidation was 1977. Figures do not indicate consistent growth throughout the period 1971-1977.
2) The last year of consolidation was 1988. Figures do not indicate consistent growth throughout the period 1981-1988.

Nobel Industrier and ABB have been excluded, since the first years of consolidation are 1985 and 1988 respectively.



Zero or negative growth

Firm

AGA

Notes:

Number of
U.S. patents 1951-60

64

Number of
U.S. patents 1961-70

101

Number of
U.S. patents 1971-80

135

Number of
U.S. patents 1981-90

64

Growth
1971-1980 to 1981-1990

-53%

IJ.,)

+::-.
N

Nobel Industrier and ABB have been excluded, since the first years of consolidation are 1985 and 1988 respectively.



Appendix 7.1: Share of U.S. patents of foreign origin among the sample firms, excluding
Alfa Laval, 1970-1990

Share of U.S. patents
of foreign origin

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

6.8
10.7
13.6
11.7
16.7
16.6
17.9
22.9
23.9
24.6
20.7
27.3
27.7
28.8
25.2
23.4
24.8
31.1
27.9
41.9
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Appendix 7.2:

Field of technology

Share of U. S. patents of foreign origin according to 56 fields
of technology, including Alfa Laval, 1986-1990

Share of U.S. patents of foreign origin

2 Distillation processes
19 Building material processing equipment
22 Other construction and excavating equipment
24 Electrical lamp manufacturing
26 Printing and publishing machinery
4 Agricultural chemicals
9 Synthetic resins and fibers

15 Food, drink and tobacco equipment
40 Semiconductors
17 Metal-working equipment
28 Other specialized machinery
49 Rubber and plastic products
14 Miscellaneous metal products
16 Chemical and allied equipment
29 Other general industrial equipment
39 Other general electrical equipment
5 Chemical processes

13 Metallurgical processes
36 Image and sound equipment
46 Railways and railway equipment
51 Coal and petroleum products
11 Other organic compounds
50 Non-metallic mineral products
43 Motor vehicles
56 Other manufacturing and non-industrial
23 Mining equipment
30 Mechanical calculators and typewriters
20 Assembly and material handling equipment
38 Electrical devices and systems
12 Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology
53 Other instruments and controls
54 Wood products
47 Other transport equipment
18 Paper-making apparatus
42 Internal combustion engines
31 Power plants
35 Special radio systems
25 Textile and clothing machinery
41 Office equipment and data processing systems
34 Other electrical communication systems
33 Telecommunications
32 Nuclear reactors
1 Food and tobacco products
3 Inorganic chemicals
6 Photographic chemistry
7 Cleaning agents and other compositions
8 Disinfecting and preserving

10 Bleaching and dyeing

344

100.0% *
100.0% *
100.0% *
100.0% *
87.5%
50.0% *
50.0% *
50.0% *
50.0%
46.2%
41.6%
40.0%
38.8%
37.0%
36.6%
35.0%
34.6%
33.8%
33.3%
33.3%
33.3% *
32.4%
32.1 %
27.3%
25.8%
25.0%
25.0% *
24.6%
24.1 %
22.9%
21.6%
20.0%
18.2%
17.8%
15.9%
12.5%
11.1%
10.5%
9.1 %
7.7%
6.9%
5.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0% *
0.0%
0.0% *
0.0% *



21 Agricultural equipment
37 IIIumination devices
44 Aircraft
45 Ships and marine propulsion
48 Textiles, clothing, and leather
55 Explosive compositions and charges

Notes:

* indicates less than 5 patents in the calculation.

0.0% *
0.0% *
0.0% *
0.0%
0.0% *
0.0% *

There were no observations for the 1986-1990 period for technological fields 27 (woodworking tools and
machinery) and 52 (photographic equipment).
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8.1: Revealed technological advantages of home technological activity, 33 fields of technology, 1890-1990 (selected 5-year periods)

Field of technology 1896-1900 1906-10 1919-25 1926-30 1936-39 1946-50 1956-60 1966-70 1976-80 1986-90

Food and tobacco products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.163 2.975 1.107 2.272 0.966 0.665

2 Inorganic chemicals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.044 0.576 0.375 0.261 1.622

3 Agricultural chemicals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.158

4 Chemical processes 0.000 0.000 0.881 0.000 0.461 0.888 0.580 0.540 0.646 0.694

5 Bleaching and dyeing 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.313 0.464 0.362 0.400
processes

6 Other organic compounds 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.208 0.316 0.349 0.181 0.277

w
~ 7 Pharmaceuticals 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.748 1.344 2.380 0.299 0.939 0.957 0.9930'1

8 Metallurgical processes 0.000 1.194 1.794 0.000 0.814 0.598 1.327 1.359 3.283 1.424

9 Other metal products 0.000 0.577 0.510 0.874 0.355 0.079 0.820 0.863 0.651 1.211

10 Chemical and allied 5.734 6.753 3.418 2.160 2.952 1.396 1.773 1.898 1.473 1.745
equipment

11 Metal-working equipment 1.688 0.955 9.528 0.672 4.651 0.322 1.342 1.899 2.528 3.067

12 Assembly equipment 0.000 1.618 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.948 0.754 1.125 0.820 1.423

13 Mining equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.400 0.904 1.609 2.665

14 Specialized industrial 0.676 0.000 0.112 0.112 0.317 0.110 0.277 0.388 0.906 1.114
equipment



15 General industrial equipment 1.305 0.750 0.464 1.319 1.935 0.501 1.021 1.085 1.474 1.296

16 Power plants 0.000 6.496 0.000 7.678 3.278 1.497 0.359 0.554 0.869 2.284

17 Nuclear reactors - 0.000 0.000 2.313 0.211 4.227

18 Telecommunications 0.000 1.976 0.000 2.095 0.583 1.819 3.723 1.912 1.531 1.391

19 Image and sound equipment 6.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.089 0.000 0.315 0.506 0.493 0.100

20 Electrical systems 0.000 0.845 0.324 3.783 1.284 2.335 2.061 1.917 1.515 1.081

21 General electrical equipment 3.235 0.000 0.493 2.583 2.270 2.910 2.175 1.588 1.534 0.918

22 Semiconductors 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.750 0.640 1.675 0.442 0.223

23 Office equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.245 0.463 0.997 0.856 0.397

VJ 24 Motor vehicles 0.000 0.000 0.348 1.868 1.593 0.637 0.247 0.803 0.431 1.110+::a-
-..J

25 Aircraft 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.257 0.782 3.517 0.653

26 Other transport equipment 0.000 0.000 0.233 0.605 0.000 0.000 0.373 0.723 1.190 1.253

27 Textiles and wood products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.449 0.420

28 Rubber products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.645 0.687 0.607

29 Non-metallic mineral 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.517 0.000 0.260 0.369 0.365 0.697
products

30 Coal and petroleum products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.424 1.608 0.392 0.000 0.284 0.000

31 Photographic instruments 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000



32 Other instruments 0.000 0.655 1.446 0.681 0.547 1.385 0.610 0.834 0.950 0.853

33 Other manufacturing and 0.000 0.408 0.930 0.330 1.831 1.114 2.188 1.621 2.475 1.461
non-industrial

Number of fields of 6 11 13 14 19 23 28 29 31 31
technology represented
by home technological
activity

Fields of technology which 8 5 3 6 6 5 2 2
were not represented in
the previous period

Fields of technology which 3 3 2 1 2 0 1 0
were abandoned during
the period

w
+:>.
00



Appendix 8.2: The 10 most advantaged and 5 most disadvantaged fields of home
technological activity, 33 fields of technology, 1986-1990

RTA Corresponding RTA
of foreign
technological activity

Nuclear reactors
Metal-working equipment
Mining equipment
Power plants
Chemical and allied equipment
Inorganic chemicals
Other manufacturing and non-industrial
Metallurgical processes
Assembly equipment
Telecommunications

Semiconductors
Agricul tural chemicals
Image and sound equipment
Coal and petroleum products
Photographic instruments

4.227
3.067
2.665
2.284
1.745
1.622
1.461
1.424
1.423
1.391

0.223
0.158
0.100
0.000
0.000
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0.575
6.091
2.056
0.755
1.730
0.000
1.079
1.683
1.077
0.261

0.516
0.364
0.116
0.000
0.000



Appendix 8.3: Revealed technological advantages of foreign technological activity, 33 fields of technology, 1890-1990 (selected 5-year
periods)

Field of technology 1896-1900 1906-10 1919-25 1926-30 1936-39 1946-50 1956-60 1966-70 1976-80 1986-90

Food and tobacco products 0.000 0.000 7.167 0.000 6.272 15.387 3.143 2.886 0.333 0.000

2 Inorganic chemicals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

3 Agricultural chemicals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.364

4 Chemical processes 0.000 0.000 1.681 1.831 0.000 0.000 0.384 0.274 0.550 0.764

5 Bleaching and dyeing 0.000 0.000 1.406 3.815 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
processes

w 6 Other organic compounds 0.000 0.000 0.910 0.000 0.000 0.716 0.471 0.283 0.098 0.320Ul
0

7 Pharmaceuticals 0.000 0.000 2.671 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.477 0.828 0.395

8 Metallurgical processes 5.790 0.000 0.913 2.266 0.000 0.000 2.512 3.765 0.611 1.683

9 Other metal products 0.000 0.000 0.097 0.295 0.478 0.000 0.582 0.731 0.780 1.781

10 Chemical and allied 9.460 5.909 3.834 2.806 3.278 5.415 1.904 2.278 0.853 1.730
equipment

11 Metal-working equipment 1.548 5.016 3.374 1.703 0.000 4.436 1.333 4.341 8.689 6.091

12 Assembly equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.640 3.269 0.441 0.997 0.875 1.077

13 Mining equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.389 2.056

14 Specialized industrial 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.285 0.000 3.797 0.923 1.630 2.006
equipment



15 General industrial equipment 0.000 0.000 1.062 1.560 2.810 1.296 0.398 0.523 1.986 1.731

16 Power plants 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.755

17 Nuclear reactors - 0.000 0.000 2.203 0.000 Q.575

18 Telecommunications 0.000 20.751 0.000 1.769 0.000 1.255 0.000 0.754 1.031 0.261

19 Image and sound equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.170 0.116

20 Electrical systems 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.355 0.000 0.000 0.994 1.359 1.394 0.777

21 General electrical equipment 0.000 0.000 0.377 0.000 0.000 2.973 0.815 1.052 1.225 1.141

22 Semiconductors 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.516

23 Office equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.380 0.210 0.111

w
0.000Vl 24 Motor vehicles 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.789 0.000 0.000 0.510 0.436 0.799.......

25 Aircraft 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

26 Other transport equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.926 1.181 0.484 0.600

27 Textiles and wood products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.194

28 Rubber products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.602 0.546 0.000 0.936

29 Non-metallic mineral 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.184 0.762
products

30 Coal and petroleum products 0.000 0.000 13.357 32.566 26.148 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

31 Photographic instruments 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000



32 Other instruments 0.000 0.000 0.315 0.000 1.476 0.000 0.367 0.737 0.617 0.543

33 Other manufacturing and 1.782 0.000 3.724 2.228 2.962 0.000 2.038 2.534 0.578 1.079
non-industrial

Number of fields of 4 3 14 12 9 8 16 21 23 27
technology represented
by foreign technological
activity

Fields of technology which 1 12 3 4 4 9 5 4 5
were not represented in
the previous period

Fields of technology which 2 1 5 7 5 1 2
were abandoned during
the period

w
Ul
N



Appendix 8.4: The 10 most advantaged and 5 most disadvantaged fields of foreign
technological activity, 33 fields of technology, 1986-1990

RTA Corresponding RTA
of home
technological activity

Metal-working equipment
Mining equipment
Specialized industrial equipment
Other metal products
General industrial equipment
Chemical and allied equipment
Metallurgical processes
General electric equipment
Other manufacturing and non-industrial
Assembly equipment

Food and tobacco products
Inorganic chemicals
Bleaching and dyeing processes
Aircraft
Coal and petroleum products
Photographic instruments

6.091
2.056
2.006
1.781
1.731
1.730
1.683
1.141
1.079
1.077

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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3.067
2.665
1.114
1.211
1.296
1.745
1.424
0.918
1.461
1.423

0.665
1.622
0.400
0.653
0.000
0.000



Appendix 8.5: RTAs of home and foreign technological activity, 33 fields of technology, 1966-1990 (5-year periods)

1966-1970 1976-1980 1986-1990

Home Foreign Home Foreign Home Foreign

Field of technology

Food and tobacco products 2.727 2.886 0.966 0.333 0.665 0.000

2 Inorganic chemicals 0.375 0.000 0.261 0.000 1.622 0.000

3 Agricultural chemicals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.158 0.364

4 Chemical processes 0.540 0.274 0.646 0.550 0.694 0.764

w 5 Bleaching and dyeing 0.464 0.000 0.362 0.000 0.400 0.000
Ul
~ processes

6 Other organic compounds 0.349 0.283 0.181 0.098 0.277 0.320

7 Pharmaceuticals 0.939 0.477 0.957 0.828 0.993 0.395

8 Metallurgical processes 1.359 3.765 3.283 0.611 1.424 1.683

9 Other metal products 0.863 0.731 0.651 0.780 1.211 1.781

10 Chemical and allied 1.898 2.278 1.473 0.853 1.745 1.730
equipment

11 Metal-working equipment 1.899 4.341 2.528 8.689 3.067 6.091

12 Assembly equipment 1.125 0.997 0.820 0.875 1.423 1.077



13 Mining equipment 0.904 0.000 1.609 2.389 2.665 2.056

14 Specialized industrial 0.388 0.923 0.906 1.630 1.114 2.006
equipment

15 General industrial equipment 1.085 0.523 1.474 1.986 1.296 1.731

16 Power plants 0.554 0.000 0.869 0.300 2.284 0.755

17 Nuclear reactors 2.313 2.203 0.211 0.000 4.227 0.575

18 Telecommunications 1.912 0.754 1.531 1.031 1.391 0.261

19 Image and sound equipment 0.506 0.000 0.493 0.170 0.100 0.116

20 Electrical systems 1.917 1.359 1.515 1.394 1.081 0.777

21 General electrical equipment 1.588 1.052 1.534 1.225 0.918 1.141
w
Vl
Vl

22 Semiconductors 1.675 0.000 0.442 0.000 0.223 0.516

23 Office equipment 0.997 0.380 0.856 0.210 0.397 0.111

24 Motor vehicles 0.803 0.510 0.431 0.436 1.110 0.799

25 Aircraft 0.782 0.000 3.517 0.000 0.653 0.000

26 Other transport equipment 0.723 1.181 1.190 0.484 1.253 0.600

27 Textiles and wood products 0.000 0.000 0.449 0.000 0.420 0.194

28 Rubber products 0.645 0.546 0.687 0.000 0.607 0.936

29 Non-metallic mineral products 0.369 0.000 0.365 0.184 0.697 0.762



VJ
VI
0\

30 Coal and petroleum products 0.000 0.000 0.284 0.000 0.000 0.000

31 Photographic instruments 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

32 Other instruments 0.834 0.737 0.950 0.617 0.853 0.543

33 Other manufacturing and 1.621 2.534 2.475 0.578 1.461 1.079
non-industrial

In the period 1986-1990, the value of the RTA index was above one for both home and foreign technological activity in 9 fields of technology, and below one for both home
and foreign technological activity in 16 cases. The value of the RTA index was greater than one for home technological activity but below one for foreign technological
activity in 7 cases; the reverse could only be observed in one case.



Appendix 8.6: The origin of new classes of technology among the sample firms, excluding
Alfa Laval, 1890-1990 (5-year periods)

Period (1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and
percentage of percentage of percentage of
classes dominated classes dominated classes with U.S.
by U. S. patents by U. S. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1890-1895 2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1896-1900 2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1901-1905 3 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1906-1910 5 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1911-1913 5 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1914-1918 6 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1919-1925 17 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1926-1930 23 (0.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1931-1935 37 (88.1 %) 4 (9.5%) 1 (2.4%)
1936-1938 22 (95.7%) 1 (4.3%) o (0.0%)
1939-1945 38 (97.4%) o (0.0%) 1 (2.6%)
1946-1950 59 (98.3%) 1 (1.7%) o (0.0%)
1951-1955 96 (94.1 %) 4 (3.9%) 2 (2.0%)
1956-1960 112 (88.9%) 12 (9.5%) 2 (1.6%)
1961-1965 129 (88.4%) 14 (9.6%) 3 (2.1 %)
1966-1970 224 (88.9%) 23 (9.1 %) 5 (2.0%)
1971-1975 247 (86.7%) 32 (11.2%) 6 (2.1 %)
1976-1980 166 (84.7%) 27 (13.8%) 3 (1.5%)
1981-1985 130 ~70.2%~ 51 ~27.6%~ 4 ~2.2%~
1986-1990 109 69.9% 41 26.3% 6 3.8%

Notes:

1) Excluding Gotaverken and Granges from this period and onward.

Number of
firms

2
1
3
3
5
3
4
7

10
9

10
13
18
19
25
27
29
27
27 1)

21 2)

2) Excluding Bofors and Nobel Industrier (Nobel Industrier was introduced to the sample in 1985). Figures for
the 1986-1990 period include ABB, which is regarded as the continuation of ASEA.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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Appendix 8.7': The stock of technologies among the sample firms, excluding Alfa Laval,
1890-1990 (5-year periods)

Period (1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and Number of
percentage of percentage of percentage of firms
classes dominated classes dominated classes with V.S.
by V. S. patents by V. S. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1890-1895 2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%) 2
1896-1900 3 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%) 1
1901-1905 3 (75.0%) o (0.0%) 1 (25.0%) 4
1906-1910 6 (85.7%) o (0.0%) 1 (14.3%) 3
1911-1913 7 (87.5%) o (0.0%) 1 (12.5%) 6
1914-1918 9 (90.0%) o (0.0%) 1 (10.0%) 4
1919-1925 23 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%) 4
1926-1930 31 (83.8%) o (0.0%) 6 (16.2%) 8
1931-1935 55 (88.7%) 5 (8.1 %) 2 (3.2%) 10
1936-1938 47 (95.9%) 2(4.1%) o (0.0%) 11
1939-1945 81 (98.8%) o (0.0%) 1(1.2%) 11
1946-1950 96 (97.0%) 1 (1.0%) 2 (2.0%) 15
1951-1955 175 (95.7%) 5 (2.7%) 3(1.6%) 20
1956-1960 229 (91.2%) 17 (6.8%) 5 (2.0%) 26
1961-1965 270 (85.2 %) 29 (9.1 %) 18 (5.7%) 28
1966-1970 412 (87.4%) 38 (8.1 %) 21 (4.5%) 29
1971-1975 520 (85.6%) 55 (9.0%) 33 (5.4%) 29
1976-1980 483 (83.1 %) 66 (11.4%) 32 (5.5%) 28
1981-1985 429 ~73.9%~ 110 ~18.9%~ 42~7.2%~ 27 1)

1986-1990 373 63.4% 145 24.7% 70 11.9 0) 25 2)

Notes:

1) Excluding Gotaverken and Granges from this period and onward.

2) Excluding Bofors and Nobel Industrier (Nobel Industrier was introduced to the sample in 1985). Figures for
the 1986-1990 period include ABB, which is regarded as the continuation of ASEA.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of V.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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Appendix 8.8: Identified shifts in the location of technological activity between home and
foreign units, base period 1961-1965

Technological activity at the introduction in 1961-1965

Dominated by home
technological
activity

Originally Originally Originally
dominated by dominated by shared between
home foreign home and abroad
technological technological
activity activity

41 (41) 3 (3) 3 (3)

Technological
activity
in the
period
1971-1975

Dominated by foreign
technological
activity

Shared between home
and abroad

1 (1)

2 (2)

o (0)

o (0)

o (0)

o (0)

Technological activity at the introduction in 1961-1965

Originally Originally Originally
dominated by dominated by shared between
home foreign home and abroad
technological technological
activity activity

41 (40) 1 (1) o (1)

Technological
activity
in the
period
1976-1980

Dominated by home
technological
activity

Dominated by foreign
technological
activity

Shared between home
and abroad

1 (2)
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o (0) 1 (0)



Technological activity at the introduction in 1961-1965

Dominated by home
technological
activity

Originally Originally Originally
dominated by dominated by shared between
home foreign home and abroad
technological technological
activity activity

34 (34) 1 (1) 1 (1)

Technological
activity
in the
period
1981-1986

Dominated by foreign
technological
activity

Shared between home
and abroad

3 (3)

4 (4)

o (0)

o (0)

o (0)

o (0)

Technological activity at the introduction in 1961-1965

Originally Originally Originally
dominated by dominated by shared between
home foreign home and abroad
technological technological
activity activity

21 (20) 1 (2) o (1)

Technological
activity
in the
period
1986-1990

Notes:

Dominated by home
technological
activity

Dominated by foreign
technological
activity

Shared between home
and abroad

5 (6)

6 (6)

2 (1)

o (1)

o (0)

1 (0)

Sum of expected frequencies is not identical to observed frequencies because of rounding.
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Appendix 8.9: Rank correlation coefficients between RTAs of home and foreign
technological activity, selected individual, consolidated corporate groups,
1890-1990 (5-year periods)

Alfa Laval

Spearman rank
correlation
coefficient

1890-1895
1896-1900
1901-1905
1906-1910
1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938
1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

0.00 1)

0.15

0.33
-0.51
-0.13
-0.08
-0.23
0.35
0.86
0.21

-0.05
0.26

-0.12
0.40
0.57
0.34
0.48
0.73
0.09

5
5
1
8
6
6

15
11
14
9

11
12
12
10
13
11
14
12
11
13

1) Foreign patents in only 1 field of technological activity.
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ASEA

Period Spearman rank N
correlation
coefficient

1890-1895
1896-1900
1901-1905
1906-1910
1911-1913 1
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930 0.39 6
1931-1935 0.35 5
1936-1938 n.a. 1) 4
1939-1945 -0.41 9
1946-1950 0.41 8
1951-1955 0.34 14
1956-1960 0.56 13
1961-1965 0.09 18
1966-1970 0.47 19
1971-1975 0.53 18
1976-1980 0.36 18
1981-1985 -0.06 22
1986-1990 0.40 16

Notes:

1) No foreign patents in the period.
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Electrolux

1890-1895
1896-1900
1901-1905
1906-1910
1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938
1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

1) No foreign patents in the period.

Spearman rank
correlation
coefficient

n.a. 1)

-0.71
-0.16
-0.20
0.83

-0.04
0.83
0.01
0.56
0.47
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3
5

10
10
14
8

12
17
16
19



Ericsson

Period Spearman rank N
correlation
coefficient

1890-1895 1
1896-1900 n.a. 1) 3
1901-1905 1
1906-1910 0.87 3
1911-1913 1
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930 2
1931-1935 0.17 6
1936-1938 n.a. 1) 6
1939-1945 n.a. 1) 5
1946-1950 0.58 8
1951-1955 0.58 8
1956-1960 0.40 11
1961-1965 -0.03 10
1966-1970 0.29 11
1971-1975 0.45 15
1976-1980 0.21 15
1981-1985 0.11 13
1986-1990 0.09 15

Notes:

1) No foreign patents in the period.
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SKF

Period Spearman rank tl
correlation
coefficient

1890-1895
1896-1900
1901-1905
1906-1910
1911-1913 1
1914-1918 2
1919-1925 0.55 8
1926-1930 -0.13 6
1931-1935 -0.06 7
1936-1938 n.a. 1) 6
1939-1945 0.71 5
1946-1950 2
1951-1955 0.22 5
1956-1960 -0.33 8
1961-1965 -0.33 7
1966-1970 0.10 8
1971-1975 0.40 14
1976-1980 0.42 16
1981-1985 0.22 17
1986-1990 0.30 17

Notes:

1) No foreign patents in the period.
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Appendix 8.10: Firms concentrating technological activity at home

Fagersta: The origin of new classes of technology

1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U.s. patents
originating at
home

1 (100.0%)
2 (100.0%)
6 (85.7%)
3 (100.0%)
2 (100.0%)

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U.s. patents
originating
abroad

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

(3) Number and
percentage of
classes with U.S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (14.3%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

A new class of technology is a technology in which the firm has not previously received any U.S. patents.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.

Fagersta: The stock of technologies

1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating at
home

1 (100.0%)
3 (100.0%)
7 (87.5%)
5 (100.0%)
3 (100.0%)

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U.S. patents
originating
abroad

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

(3) Number and
percentage of
classes with U.S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (12.5%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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Uddeholm: The origin of new classes of technology

1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

(1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and
percentage of percentage of percentage of
classes dominated classes dominated classes with V.S.
by V. S. patents by U.S. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

9 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
6 (100.0%) o(0.0%) o (0.0%)
4 (100.0%) o(0.0%) o (0.0%)
1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

Notes:

A new class of technology is a technology in which the firm has not previously received any V.S. patents.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of V.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.

Uddeholm: The stock of technologies

1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U.S. patents
originating at
home

1 (100.0%)
1 (100.0%)
2 (100.0%)
1 (100.0%)
9 (100.0%)

10 (100.0%)
12 (100.0%)
6 (100.0%)
4 (100.0%)

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by V. S. patents
originating
abroad

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

(3) Number and
percentage of
classes with V.S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of V .S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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Appendix 8.11: Finns concentrating technological activity abroad

SKF: The origin of new classes of technology

1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938
1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and
percentage of percentage of percentage of
classes dominated classes dominated classes with U.S.
by U. S. patents by U.S. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
3 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

13 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
o (0.0%) 1 (100.0%) o (0.0%)
3 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

5 (83.3 %) 1 (16.7%) o (0.0%)
2 (33.3%) 4 (66.7%) o (0.0%)

o (0.0%) 4 (100.0%) o (0.0%)
8 (30.8%) 18 (69.2 %) o (0.0%)
7 (46.7%) 7 (46.7%) 1 (6.6%)
7 (50.0%) 6 (42.9%) 1 (7.1 %)
5 (50.0%) 4 (40.0%) 1 (10.0%)

A new class of technology is a technology in which the firm has not previously received any U.S. patents.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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SKF: The stock of technologies

(1) NUlnber and
percentage of
classes don1inated
by U.S. patents
originating at
home

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating
abroad

(3) Number and
percentage of
classes with U.S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938
1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

1 (100.0%)
4 (100.0%)

17 (100.0%)
6 (85.7%)
7 (77.8%)
6 (100.0%)
9 (100.0%)
1 (50.0%)
8 (88.9%)
7 (50.0%)
2 (20.0%)
2 (15.4%)

12 (27.9%)
17 (36.2%)
18(39.1%)
12 (29.3%)

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
2(22.2%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (11.1%)
6 (42.9%)
8 (80.0%)

11 (84.6%)
28 (65.1%)
23 (48.9%)
24 (52.2%)
21 (51.2%)

o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (14.3%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (50.0%)
o (0.0%)
1 (7.1 %)
o (0.0%)
o (0.0%)
3 (7.0%)
7 (14.9%)
4 (8.7%)
8 (19.5%)

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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Appendix 8.12: Finns sharing technological activity between home and foreign units

Sandvik: The origin of new classes of technology

1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938
1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and
percentage of percentage of percentage of
classes dominated classes dominated classes with U.S.
by U. S. patents by U.S. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
3 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
7 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

10 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
8 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
7 (70.0%) 3 (30.0%) o (0.0%)
5 (62.5%) 3 (37.5%) o (0.0%)
9 (50.0%) 9 (50.0%) o (0.0%)
1 (20.0%) 4 (80.0%) o (0.0%)
5 (50.0%) 5 (50.0%) o (0.0%)

A new class of technology is a technology in which the firm has not previously received any U.S. patents.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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Sandvik: The stock of technologies

1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938
1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

(1) Nurnber and (2) Number and (3) Number and
percentage of percentage of percentage of
classes dominated classes dominated classes with U.S.
by U.S. patents by U.S. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
3 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
9 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

15 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
15 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
18 (75.0%) 4 (16.7%) 2 (8.3%)
20 (76.9%) 4 (15.4%) 2 (7.7%)
21 (55.2%) 15 (39.5%) 2 (5.3%)
11 (35.5%) 15 (48.4%) 5(16.1%)
19 (47.5%) 12 (30.0%) 9 (22.5%)

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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ABB: The origin of new classes of technology

1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating at
home

2 (22.2%)

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating
abroad

6 (66.7%)

(3) Number and
percentage of
classes with U.S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

1 (11.1%)

A new class of technology is a technology in which the firm has not previously received any U.S. patents.

Dominated implies that 75% or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.

ABB: The stock of technologies

1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating at
home

22 (31.4%)

(2) Number and
percentage of
classes dominated
by U. S. patents
originating
abroad

32 (45.7%)

(3) Number and
percentage of
classes with U.S.
patents of both
home and foreign
origin

6 (22.9%)

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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ASEA: The origin of new classes of technology

1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938
1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and
percentage of percentage of percentage of
classes dominated classes dominated classes with V.S.
by U.S. patents by U.S. patents patents of both
originating at originating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

11 (91.7 %) 1 (8.3%) o (0.0%)
10 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
5 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
9 (90.0%) o(0.0%) 1 (10.0%)

11 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
18 (85.7%) 1 (4.8%) 2 (9.5%)
12 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
24 (96.0%) 1 (4.0%) o (0.0%)
11 (61.1%) 4 (22.2%) 3 (16.7%)
16 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
8 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
7 (63.6%) 4 (36.4%) o (0.0%)
2 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)

A new class of technology is a technology in which the firm has not previously received any V.S. patents.

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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ASEA: The stock of technologies

1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938
1939-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Notes:

(1) Number and (2) Number and (3) Number and
percentage of percentage of percentage of
classes dominated classes dominated classes with U.S.
by U. S. patents by U.S. patents patents of both
originating at ori ginating home and foreign
home abroad origin

1 (100.0%) o(0.0%) o (0.0%)

12 (92.3%) o(0.0%) 1 (7.7%)
14 (93.3%) o (0.0%) 1 (6.7%)
13 (100.0%) o (0.0%) o (0.0%)
20 (95.2 %) o (0.0%) 1 (4.8%)
25 (96.2%) o (0.0%) 1 (3.8%)
44 (91.6%) 2 (4.2%) 2 (4.2%)
45 (97.8%) o (0.0%) 1 (2.2 %)
64 (94.1 %) 1 (1.5%) 3 (4.4%)
63 (84.0%) 5 (6.7%) 7 (9.3%)
71 (94.7%) 3 (4.0%) 1 (1.3%)
66 (91.7%) 3 (4.2%) 3 (4.2%)
67 (81.7%) 8 (9.8%) 7 (8.5%)
39 (92.8%) 2 (4.8%) 1 (2.4%)

Dominated implies that 75 % or more of the total number of U.S. patents originated either at home or abroad.
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Appendix 9.1: RTAs of the sample firms' technological activity in the U.S., 33 fields of technology, 1890-1900, 10-year periods

Field of technological activity 1890-1900 1901-10 1911-20 1921-30 1931-40 1941-50 1951-60 1961-70 1971-80 1981-90

Food and tobacco products 0.000 0.000 1.333 5.470 0.863 11.102 9.961 2.842 0.000 0.451

2 Inorganic chemicals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

3 Agricultural chemicals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

4 Chemical processes 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.096 0.524 0.917 0.439 0.000 1.117 0.786

5 Bleaching and dyeing 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.560 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
processes

6 Other organic compounds 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.459 0.088 0.404 1.354 0.359 0.169 0.139

VJ
-.l 7 Pharmaceuticals 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.448 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.354 1.614 0.301VI

8 Metallurgical processes 5.063 0.000 0.638 1.380 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.373 0.387 0.771

9 Other metal products 0.000 0.000 0.321 0.097 0.292 0.356 0.628 0.217 0.300 2.789

10 Chemical and allied 9.317 11.079 3.348 3.568 4.019 5.360 6.339 1.254 0.894 2.383
equipment

11 Metal-working equipment 1.391 1.462 2.854 2.587 0.981 1.864 1.474 6.102 2.631 1.842

12 Assembly equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.398 1.912 0.499 0.300 1.063 0.663

13 Mining equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.135

14 Specialized industrial 0.000 0.000 0.220 0.000 0.250 0.244 0.000 0.922 1.172 2.060
equipment



15 General industrial equipment 0.000 0.000 1.082 1.149 2.562 2.156 1.089 0.462 0.682 1.239

16 Power plants 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.979

17 Nuclear reactors - - 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.006 0.000 0.000

18 Telecommunications 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.860 0.000 1.221 0.442 0.682

19 Image and sound equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.214 0.000 0.000

20 Electrical systems 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.482 0.202 0.000 0.734 5.300 1.725

21 General electrical equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.275 0.288 1.593 1.364 1.125 2.524 1.523

22 Semiconductors 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

23 Office equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.265 0.269

w 24 Motor vehicles 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.276 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.558-......l
0\

25 Aircraft 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

26 Other transport equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.167 0.334 0.205

27 Textiles and wood products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

28 Rubber products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.867 0.000 0.300

29 Non-metallic mineral 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.689 1.247
products

30 Coal and petroleum products 0.000 0.000 7.714 18.488 8.978 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.772

31 Photographic instruments 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000



W
-.J
-.J

32 Other instruments

33 Other manufacturing and
non-industrial

0.000

1.342

0.000 0.755 0.124 0.515 0.000 0.200 1.151

0.000 4.859 4.031 6.366 3.074 2.842 2.947

0.861 0.629

0.677 1.942



Appendix 9.2: RTAs of the sample firms' technological activity in the U.S. and overall
U.S. technological activity, 33 fields of technology, 1981-1990

1981-1990

Sample firms in the U.S. Overall U.S.

Field of technology

Food and tobacco products 0.451 1.098

2 Inorganic chemicals 0.000 1.002

3 Agricultural chemicals 0.000 0.934

4 Chemical processes 0.786 1.015

5 Bleaching and dyeing 0.000 0.688
processes

6 Other organic compounds 0.139 0.965

7 Pharmaceuticals 0.301 0.921

8 Metallurgical processes 0.771 0.977

9 Other metal products 2.789 1.197

10 Chemical and allied 2.383 1.009
equipment

11 Metal-working equipment 1.842 0.922

12 Assembly equipment 0.663 1.015

13 Mining equipment 2.135 1.346

14 Specialized industrial 2.060 0.970
equipment

15 General industrial equipment 1.239 0.987

16 Power plants 0.979 0.957

17 Nuclear reactors 0.000 1.058

18 Telecommunications 0.682 1.064

19 Image and sound equipment 0.000 0.808

20 Electrical systems 1.725 1.047

21 General electrical equipment 1.523 0.935
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22 Semiconductors 0.000 0.952

23 Office equipment 0.269 0.877

24 Motor vehicles 0.558 0.651

25 Aircraft 0.000 1.267

26 Other transport equipment 0.205 1.033

27 Textiles and wood products 0.000 1.215

28 Rubber products 0.300 0.887

29 Non-metallic mineral products 1.247 1.015

30 Coal and petroleum products 0.772 1.406

31 Photographic instruments 0.000 0.579

32 Other instruments 0.629 0.999

33 Other manufacturing and 1.942 1.295
non-industrial
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Appendix 9.3: RTAs of the sample firms' technological activity in Germany, 33 fields of technology, 1890-1900, 10-year periods

Field of technological activity 1890-1900 1901-10 1911-20 1921-30 1931-40 1941-50 1951-60 1961-70 1971-80 1981-90

Food and tobacco products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.625 0.357

2 Inorganic chemicals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

3 Agricultural chemicals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.587

4 Chemical processes 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.405 0.000 0.000 0.446 0.187 1.021

5 Bleaching and dyeing 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
processes

6 Other organic compounds 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.313 0.364 0.085 0.037

VJ
00 7 Pharmaceuticals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.369 0.000 0.0000

8 Metallurgical processes 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.088 0.000 5.538 7.862 0.421 2.561

9 Other metal products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.850 0.000 0.509 0.000 0.453 0.813

10 Chemical and allied 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 17.152 0.000 0.362 0.591 0.754
equipment

11 Metal-working equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 17.718 14.353 0.000 3.179 3.366 12.448 14.294

12 Assembly equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.606 0.642 0.420

13 Mining equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.070 1.266

14 Specialized industrial 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.819 4.264 1.917 2.517
equipment



15 General industrial equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.352 0.311 2.918 1.959

16 Power plants 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

17 Nuclear reactors 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

18 Telecommunications 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

19 Image and sound equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.332 0.106

20 Electrical systems 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.366 1.113 0.000 0.049

21 General electrical equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.735 0.569 0.408 0.317

22 Semiconductors 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

23 Office equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

w
24 Motor vehicles 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.475 0.26500

..........

25 Aircraft 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

26 Other transport equipment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.756 0.486

27 Textiles and wood products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

28 Rubber products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.711

29 Non-metallic mineral 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.379
products

30 Coal and petroleum products 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.877 0.000

31 Photographic instruments 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000



VJ
00
N

32 Other instruments

33 Other manufacturing and
non-industrial

0.000

0.000

0.000 0.000 4.652 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.582

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.368 0.994

0.414 0.299

0.255 0.640



Appendix 9.4: RT..Asof the sample firms' technological activity in Germany and of overall
German technological activity, 33 fields of technology, 1981-1990

1981-1990

Sample firms in Germany Overall Germany

Field of technology

Food and tobacco products 0.357 0.764

2 Inorganic chemicals 0.000 1.318

3 Agricultural chemicals 0.587 1.654

4 Chemical processes 1.021 1.069

5 Bleaching and dyeing 0.000 1.907
processes

6 Other organic compounds 0.037 1.436

7 Pharmaceuticals 0.000 0.999

8 Metallurgical processes 2.561 0.945

9 Other metal products 0.813 1.112

10 Chemical and allied 0.754 1.229
equipment

11 Metal-working equipment 14.294 1.271

12 Assembly equipment 0.420 1.162

13 Mining equipment 1.266 1.129

14 Specialized industrial 2.517 1.361
equipment

15 General industrial equipment 1.959 1.289

16 Power plants 0.000 1.108

17 Nuclear reactors 0.000 1.422

18 Telecommunications 0.000 0.626

19 Image and sound equipment 0.106 0.448

20 Electrical systems 0.049 0.906

21 General electrical equipment 0.317 0.783
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22 Semiconductors 0.000 0.574

23 Office equipment 0.000 0.438

24 Motor vehicles 0.265 1.029

25 Aircraft 0.000 1.513

26 Other transport equipment 0.486 0.846

27 Textiles and wood products 0.000 0.882

28 Rubber products 0.711 1.049

29 Non-metallic mineral products 0.379 0.864

30 Coal and petroleum products 0.000 0.760

31 Photographic instruments 0.000 0.406

32 Other instruments 0.299 0.924

33 Other manufacturing and 0.640 0.912
non-industrial
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Appendix 10.1: Total U.S. patenting by Alfa Laval 1890-1938 (5-year periods)

Number of U.S. patents

1890-1895
1896-1900
1901-1905
1906-1910
1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938

23
20
15
35
13
50

103
56

106
52
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Appendix 10.2: Rank correlation between RTAs of home and foreign technological activity,
1890-1938, 5-year periods

1890-1895
1896-1900
1901-1905
1906-1910
1911-1913
1914-1918
1919-1925
1921-1930
1931-1935
1936-1938

Notes:

Speannan rank
correlation coefficient

0.00 1)

0.15

0.33
-0.51
-0.13
-0.08
-0.23
0.35
0.86

Number of observations

5
5
1
8
6
6

15
11
14
9

1) Foreign patenting in only one field of technology.
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Appendix 10.3: Geographical origin of Alfa Laval's U.S. patents, 1890-1938 (percent)

Country 1890-1895 1896-1900 1901-1905 1906-1910 1911-1913 1914-1918 1919-1925 1926-1930 1931-1935 1936-1938

Sweden
U.S.
Denmark
Germany
U.K.
Austria
France
Switzerland
Canada
Italy
Netherlands
Finland

~ Other
-J

Notes:

91.3 (21)
8.7 (2)

40.0 (8)
60.0 (12)

26.7 (4)
73.3 (11)

91.4 (32)
8.6 (3)

38.5 (5)
61.5 (8)

4.0 (2)
94.0 (47)

2.0 (1)

7.8 (8)
92.2 (95)

28.6 (16)
64.2 (36)

3.6 (2)

3.6 (2)

28.3 (30)
68.0 (72)

0.9 (1)

0.9 (1)

1.9 (2)

40.4 (21)
53.9 (28)

1.9 (1)

3.8 (2)

Numbers within parentheses indicate number of patents.



Appendix 10.4: Total U.S. patenting by Alfa Laval 1946-1990 (5-year periods)

Number of U.S. patents

1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

47
97
54
57
81
82
64
85
89
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Appendix 10.5: Share of total U.S. patents by country of origin, 5-year periods, 1946-1990

Country 1946-1950 1951-1955 1956-1960 1961-1965 1966-1970 1971-1975 1976-1980 1981-1985 1986-1990

Sweden 46.8 (22) 59.8 (58) 74.2 (40) 80.7 (46) 84.1 (68) 87.8 (72) 76.6 (49) 69.3 (59) 63.0 (56)
U.S. 53.2 (25) 39.2 (38) 18.5 (10) 14.0 (8) 1.2 (1) 4.7 (3) 9.4 (8) 22.5 (20)
Denmark - 1.2 (1) 1.2 (1) 6.2 (4) 11.8 (10) 4.5 (4)
Germany 1.0 (1) 3.7 (2) 3.7 (3) 2.5 (2) 4.7 (4) 5.6 (5)
U.K. - 1.8 (1) 2.5 (2) 4.9 (4) 4.7 (3)
Austria - 3.5 (2) 1.2 (1) 1.2 (1) 6.2 (4) 1.1 (1)
France 1.2 (1) 1.2 (1) 1.6 (1) 1.2 (1)
Switzerland 1.8 (1) 2.5 (2) 1.2 (1) 2.2 (2)
Canada 1.2 (1)
Italy - 1.2 (1) 1.1 (1)
Netherlands 1.8 (1) - 1.2 (1)
Finland 1.2 (1)

U-l Other - 1.2(1)
00
\0

Notes:

Numbers within parentheses indicate number of patents.
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